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P. 1- The constant rapetition of tele.^raphic reports from Greece seeras to

Torove the authenticity of various rui crs that I'r. Tichalacopoulos :i s about

to visit the United States. His proposed visit, ncvever, is for hi^ o.im

enjoyment and satisfaction and is not for ousiness purposes.

If Mr. jliciialaco^oulos were to visit this country as a private individual
vve \7uuid not be j ratified ir-. oouirriOiitxi.

'•y '^--^ X *,-

La -.J \^ i.i. u.Xw/
".•^.
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on the contrary, feel .r^ratifiea to learn of the arrival of a citizen as

eminent as L.r. Licnalacopoulos ^rho, incidentally, is a political party
leader. ^'

But the point in question, is tho fact that !.r. I.Iichalacopoulos intends to

visit this country in the capacity of Oreek !v!inister of Foreign .-.ffairs,

and .ve believe that ./e are therefore justified in inquirin^; what perplexing
diolomatic croblems exist betv/een the united States and Greece to warrant
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the arrival of the Greek Llinister of Foreign Affairs in this country for
the solution of them*

A Greek IJinister of Forei^ Affairs cannot sinply londertake to visit the
united States; he must have a sound basic reason for doing so.

Since present relations between the United States and Greece are in excel-
lent condition, thanks to the Greek ambassador in .Tashington, LIr. Simopou-
]o 3, there are no questions or problems pending to justify the visit of the
Greek Minister of Foreign Affairs to America, so far as rendering service

to the Greek nation is concerned*

The proposed trip of LV» Michalacopoulos to America is simply to satisfy
his own personal desires and at the same time to let him receive all the
honor arid the respect due to the dignity of a minister* This ministerial
visit will be made at a great expense and the cost v/ill be felt both by
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WPA (!LLJ PROj 3027bthe Greek nation and by the Greeks in America.

Therefore, as Jong as there exists no reason whatsoever to prompt the visit of
Mr. Michalacopoulos to the United States in the capacity of Minister of For-
eign Affairs, the only interpretation of his visit is that he desires to come
into contact with the Gcreeks in America and to study them.

This is the reason why ,7e consider the proposed visit of Mr. Michalacopoulos
to America as a topic worthy of jovirnalistic comment and investigation; we
wish to find out to what extend his visit will benefit Greece and the Greeks
in America.

"Je believe that Mr. Michalacopoulos, because of his position as Greek Minister
of Fbreign Affairs and his personal idiosyncracies is the official least com-
petent to make a visit of this nature. We frankly express our opinion that
his proposed trip will be useless, and we should much prefer the visit of
another ministei^ of some one capable of studying conditions and of making de-
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ductions which will prove of benefit both to the Greek nation and to
Hellenism in America*

In tho ensuing article we shall comment at length upon matters to which
the Oreak Government should ium its attention before deciding to send
one of its officials to the United States*

S* Kotakis
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Correspondence of Mr. A. A. Pantelis,

221 N. La Salle St., Chicago, Illinois

April 6, 1931

Dear Mr. Pantelis:

Your letter of March 23 was duly received, but I have not had the

opportunity to reply to the same because of the many official duties

confronting me at this time.

I appreciate the kindness of His Excellency, the Prime Minister of

the Republic of Greece, in forwarding to Hellenic Post No. 343,

American Legion, De-oartiaent of Illinois, the flag of the Republic of

Greece with directions that it be presented through me to the people

of the State of Illinois, and would like to comply with your request

in designating a date when this presentation might be made.
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Correspondence of Ivlr. A. A. Pantelis

However, as every minute of my time is taken up with the activities of
the General Assembly, it seems almost impossible for me to fix a day
when I can attend your gathering; hence, I believe the best plan would
be for you to arrange a date that would be convenient to the members
of your organization, and then if possible for me to steal away for
that evening, I will do so. If I am unable to come, I will then send
one to represent me.

Assuring you again of my very great appreciation for the kindness of
yourself and the members of your organization in this matter, I am.

Very truly yours,

Louis L. Smmerson,
Governor.
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mD:^m coTOPOULi on the air

The impersonator of bophocles, iiilectra, Ume. Marika Cotopouli,

will be heard over \i. Q. N. today, at 2t45 ?.ll. Her topic is

•^Inclinations in Modern Drama**

•

Both Greek and Jiinglish will be used by Ifcie, Cotopouli in her speech*
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iiiLECTHA

Last ounday, the bophoclean tragedy, Electra, was presented to the
throngs of Greeks and others at the Studebaker Theatre, by todame
Marika Kotopouli, one of the greatest actresses who has graced the
boards of a local theatre in recent years*

So great was the crowd, that loany not finding seats were compelled
to leave

•

Sophocles, iillectra, the immortal Ureek Tragedy in its piirity was not
presented, last Sunday, but a mutilated German-made iiilectra. In
the version of **Electra, employed by lifcidam Kotopouli as a vehicle,
little remained of that which is Greek, in the essential meaning of
the term* Gone are the repose, the ancient and noble lines, the
sustained movement xmder the level and unfaultering hand of fate
towards an appointed end, that distinguished the drama of the classic
era*
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In its place is to be found a reverted modernity, a text absiirdly

modernity, a text absurdly psychologized, the febril sentimentality
of an age that prides itself upon sophistication, xhe hands laid by
huge Von hofmannsthal upon the iiilectra of bophodes a vandals' hands.

To the interpretation of the iiilectra of her choice, lidadame Kotopouli
brought historic powers that are, to say the least, extraordinary.
Viewed in relation to the text employed, her reading was superb, but
neither text nor impersonation was wholly in harmony with the spirit of

the original drama. i

KLectra's was e hatred that ate into her soul and found, in the 6opho-
clian text, relatively measured expression. Von hofmannsthal, quite
obviously, mistook his heroine for one of the Jti^umenides, and it is as
such - as a flaming fury that Madame played her.
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Weighted with implications of sorrow, supreme and unappeasable, the
impersonation was poignant in the extreme*

J*\irther analysis serves no special purpose. The public will better
profit from the writers' impressions, if it is said that the audi->

ence, Greek and barbarian, alike sat spellbound during the several
hours of the drama, held by the power of a supreme impersonation*
The performance, scheduled to take place, in two weeks at the Chicago
Opera house, is emticpated with pleasure by the general public, rhe
fact that the lines are spoken in Greek is of negligible importance*

If Uto-dame Kotopouli was not suffereing from •Xendmania'*, and had
presented the bophocleaji, plectra*', in its purity in classics Greek,
undoubtly it would have been a greater success, as well as, an honor
to herself since she possesses wonderful draoatic talent*
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TWO QUiiiiNS OF BiSAUTY

ij'or the information of our readers, regarding the origin of

choosing queens of beauty as is done here and abroad, we were

obliged to delve into history, and bring out the data of

beauty contests in by-gone days*

history tells us that beauty contests were supreme in the

Byzantine -aanpire. The Queen of Beauty, who was chosen from

the four corners of the great empire, was also chosen to be-

come Ciueen of the realm, that is to say to marry the Jfimperor.

aere, besides other historical events, we narrate how Miss

PSaflagonia was chosen. The dowager Kmpress of the Byzantium,

Irene, wanting to find a Queen for her son Uonstantine, sent

imperial messengers to every part of the empire to choose and

bring forth the beauties of the realm, that Goneteuitine might

select his queen«

/fir

'*^
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Her orders to the various representatives were to be strictly

followed, that is to say, in the color of the hair, the size

of the foot, the size of the \rtiole anatomy, as ordered by the

i2<mperor«

Time, territory and expenses were not to be considered as

obstacles to the representatives of the Uowager. Such a mission

of her Majesty •s connoisseurs of beauty was neither irksome or

fatiguing*

The seekers of beauty traveled far and wide and by cliance, or

device, visited the home of a beauty who recently, in a local

contest had been chosen Miss Paflagonia. Their visit was very

successful. The beauty possessed all the requirements of the

future iSimpress of the Grecian empire.

Miss Paflagonia, although poorly dressed, was escorted by the

imperial officers to the capital, Constantinople.
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To her dismay, when she arrived in the palace, she was joined

by a bevy of beauties brought in from other parts of the realm.

5ome of them, shining like stars, were bedecked with gems; some

were ladies with fortunes; so..;e wane ^he daughters of Generals

j

some, the flowers of aristocracy, and the future iiimpress,

although extremely beautiful, and very wise, was not looked on

as a serious competitor to any one present. iDhe was poor and

demure

•

Miss Paflagonia, whose name was ^ry, being sensible and not

believing herself likely to be chosen a winner, made the follow-

ing proposition to the contestants; "Let us give our promise,

that the one who will be chosen as iiimpress, shall take care of

the rest of us'*. But the daughter of a ueneral, with contempt,

replied. '•I*m certain, that I shall be selected as Queen and

i!«mpress. •*• am the richest, the most aristocratic, and the

most beautiful^ The rest of you, although having pretty faces,

lack aristocratic ancestory, and when lacking dowry, also you

might as well retreat now.**
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The impudence of the aristocratic beauty was soon punished* #i/hen

the nomineer were parading before the Dowager, his son, the iiiiaperor,

and the Prime i^uinister, who were the three Judges, the iilother iimpress,

addressed the General's daughter as follows* *^You are very sympathetic,
but not suitable as wife of the iiimperor.

The poor, beautiful and wise i^oary was chosen by uonstantine as wife
and i!impress*

Another event worth telling was in the year of 421 i5»C* Theodosius,
the iumperor, married **Miss Athenae*', the daughter of a university
professor, named, Athenais. The chosen beauty who also was ijimpress

of Byzantium, this time was a blonde with wonderfully wide-^wake eyes,
the faultless nose of an ancient Greek maiden, melodious voice, ajid

the lines of her (royal) body would have made Aphrodite look like an
anateur*

^^iss Athenae, being a pagan, was baptised and named iiiUdokia. A few
weeks later she married ilieodosius and became 4ueen»

}
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UIo: CKRI30ULA aODIS, CHOS..N AS **MI o GRJECii" Ox= 1931.

Undoubtedly the Greeks of -America, in general, and the natives of Aigina,
in particular, will rejoice in the selection of Lliss nodis to \.7ear the
crovm of beauty for 1931 in Greece.

The Ciiosen queen, is a real Grecian beauty bejev/eled v;ith all the (ireek

characteristics that comprise beauty and the crovm belongs to her. How-
ever, l.iss Hodis, who first was chosen, "Kiss Aigina,'* v/as in dangerous
competition, Y/ith another beauty from the island of Gorfu. The competition
became a national affair, and the Greeks were so perplexed that it became
necessary to invoke the guidance of the deity of beauty, Aphrodite, in
order to choose rightly. Venus, being an Athenian, turned the scale towards
the side of her neighbor, Aigina.

The defeated beauty of Carfu, true to the tradition of Aphrodite, that
beauty attracts beauty accepted her defeat calmly and stoically, by greet-
ing the crowned queen with "lour Iviajesty o^ beauty and luck." v/ith the
e.r.phasis on the word luck.
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•l^ss Greece** appearing on the appointed ohrone, and encircled by a

galaxy of beauties, accepted tlie crown .vith much enthusiasm^
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MARIKA GOTOPOULI STRIVES TO GIVE GREECE NEW GOLDM AGE IN DRAMA
By Irma Kraft

p. 3»- The theater in Greece has much to contribute to modem drama.
The Western world has little knowledge of its aims and its developments,
its desire to approach the standards of its golden years. Modern Greece
alms at the res\irrection of these standards. A few of its standard
bearers seem to be slowly appxroaching their aims.

Among the leaders in this movement is Marika Cotopotili, director of
her own theater in Athens. At this theater Cotopouli produces modem
and classic plays, trains yo\ing actors, designs scenery and costumes
and guides the taste of the Greeks toward her goal. Her avid curiosity
concerning the plays of all cotmtries has brought to Athens more than
500 dramas from the theaters of the world. She wants to place these
plays in Jxixtaposition with the dramas of her native land and by contrast
to cause the Greek audiences to see the value of their heritage.
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Her Athenian audiences do not always like her choice of modern plays.
Often they feel the inadequacy of the works of modern playwrights but
they are true to their classics » and their loyalty to Sophocles and
Aristophanes never wames.

When a modem experiment has failed Mme* Cotopouli has only to announce
••Elektra" or "Iphigenia" to he given in the great open Stadivim at Athens
and an audience of 15,000 appears • With contentment they relieve their
classic dramas, knowing that in these dramas all of life ha^s heen explored
Yet Mme. Cotopouli continues to experiment. She feels the need of
acquaintance with modern world developments. She feels the need for her
own art and so she produced "The Adding Machine*^ as well as '*La Tendress**

by Henxy Battaille, "Journey's End" as well as '^Le Simoun" by Lenormand*
She wants her theater to be an everchanging Kaleidoscope of new and old,

of tragedy and comedy, a fluid thing in which the thou^t of today ranges

its glib assurance alongside the decisiveness of yesterday*
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Mme. Cotopotili is in New York on the first stage of her world journey.
She has hrou^t her twenty-five actors and settings for many plays.
She will go from here to London, Paris, Berlin and Moscow. She has
come on a Journey to bring her own wares and to digest the wares of
others* She is studying English with the same intensity with which
she mastered French. Yet always at the back of her consciousness is
the aim of bringing back rich gifts to Greece* Greece is her altar,
and it was of the Greek theater that we talked as she rested a few
hotirs before her performance of the Hofmanstahl "Elektra*"

••Of all the people in the world—and I have been in almost all
countries

—

^ she remarked, "the Greeks seem to take their theater
most seriously* It is a very large part of their lives. Greek critics
are the most severe in the world. Their standard is perfection* If
they do not like a play or a production they are cruel-ruthless* They
notice every detail and they demand the best*
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"Yet the public, also, has its own method of criticism* If it does not
like a play or a production the audience says so at once, while the play
is being performed. They cry aloud against an actor, or the diauLogue,

or the set, or they get up and leave the theater and demand their money
be returned. They argue aloud and often quarrel between the acts in the
aisles and in the lobby. They are tremendously in earnest and want to

know if the authors opinions are sound.

"Yes, our public and our cities are difficxilt to please and they impose
on us the necessity of always doing our best."
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'rhS ORIGIN 01'' LUCKY (iAii3S.

Writers, poets, historians, intellectuals and others, whenever in doubt

of the authenticity oi a thing, turn their eyes upon ancient Greece, for

the solution of the disputed problem*

Gaines of chance v/t^re knov/n duriag the nomeric era. That the games of

chance were created by ancient Greeks, is indisputable judging from the

devotion and love of tne ..lodern Greeks for such games* Greeks are known

the worla over as gamblers*

Games of luck were played at the Symposiums, uur ancestors held Games

of chance after eating, and after offering their sacrifices to uionysus

(Bacchus), God of wine and revelry. The modern Greeks, being true

scions of the ancienGs,' inherited the habit of ga^abling, and owing to

our present civilized facilities, have developea it into a real art.
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In order to rx-.ke it appear lawful and respectable, they have clothed
it with the toga of religion, so women and boys also could gamble
but with immunity. For example, the first day of the new year St«

Basil's day, men, wouen and children p-tayed the games of chance, not
only in public places, if the lav/ permitted, but in their homes. The
salutation was ''Chronia Pola*' ("A Ion;: life to you'*)*

i)ioted, among the ancient games, were the '^Skaki** and the ''Dice:* i5ut

in spite of their devotion to ''Dice'* the Greeks failed to create a
God as patron of the ganie,as was usually done, riaybe, Athena owing
to her wisdom, v/as the dual goddess.

Other games in \7hich great sums of money changed hands, v/ere the
cock, fight and thrush fight. The cock and tho thruch had to fight
each other for the amusement of the Greeks but the real object was
that it provided a chance to gamble.
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The Greeks, true to their ideals of spreadinf^ civilization to the four
corners of the globe, diu noo ie.±^ to enlighten the land of Latius v/ith

their games of l.ck» noine, therefore, glorified the gaine^j of luck with
Caesar, Augustus and ulaudius as the biggest gamblers of their time*
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laSS ALICE DIPLARAKOU ''MISS iilUROPfi**.

During her fifteen days sojourn in our city "Miss iiiurope" visited many

noteworthy places and institutions*

The hospitality extended to her by the Greeks of Ghioago was unparalleled.

Last Friday, eleven societies of Greek ladies gava a tea in honor of Miss

Diplarakou, at the Stevens Hotels Seven hundred persons attended the tea.

Last Sunday, she spoke on Delphic holidays, at tvie international Students

oiub of the university of Chicago* <Jn the same subject, next Tuesday,

she- will speak at iJisk Hall of i>iorthwestern university*

Topping all the entertainraent in honor of the beauty, was the dinner and

dance given by the society of Greek Maidens, Wew Genoa, at Shoreland Hotel*

Forty-foxir young people representing various educational branches, took

part in a program. ...iss ariklia i^tchell, i^resident of wew Genea in the

name of the society presented to "Miss iiiurope" an expensively beautiful fan* The

riiwnar wag followed by the dcuicet
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TjiA IN HONOH 0.«' "MISS ilUKOPii" I UiSS UIFLAHAKOU)

A tea in honor of Miss Alice Uiplarakou the crowned areek beauty of Europe,

was given at the Stevens notel by the Greek ladies Ahepa chapters, uiistia,

aorgo, and Kypselij by the ladies societies 6t. barbara, St. Basil; the

philanthropic society, Euseveia; the society of Kiraisis Theotokou; the

society of Greek ladies of St* Constantine and St. Helen; the society of

St. George; the society of bt. Nicholas; and the ladies society of the

school Solon.
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ANATCLIAI>I NARRATION

GREEK PATRIARCH MD THE ARCHilABBI

p. 4.- A GreeK patriarch, who was distinguished for his huraorous wittic-

ism, especially where Jews were concerned, in a narrow religious gather-

ing, cornered an Archrabbi of Constantinople and rubbed it into him.

The Greek told the Jev; that he had an unusual dream. The gates of

Paradise were left open, ana a Jew, discovering it, tooi<: aavantage
of the helplessness of the sleeping door-K:eeper» He stealthily entered
into the holy place.

Waen the elite and the chosen discovered the intruder a great scandal
was created. How to exnel the Jew without noise and without force?

Force is iinknown in Parauise. St. Peter called St. Paul for cOllinlta-

tion and after looking over certain racial documents, hoth said, "Eureka."
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St. Peter commanded an Armenian, who was coming towards that direction,
carrying a valxoable Persion nig, to walk around the gate and in a loud
voice, offer his rug for sale for a few dimes. The Jew inside the gate,
true to tradition, (as the documents revealed to Peter and Paul),
stretched his neck to hear and convince himself that the peddler really
was selling the Karastan rug for such a small price. V/hen the Armenian
repeated the heralding, the intruder jumped out of the holy place ajid

begun to jew the Armenian down. St. Peter, smilingly, bolted the gate
and ordered an extra lock to be made in case of emergency.

The Patriarch abruptly stopped the narration of his dreairi feeling that
his adversary had had enough ridicule. But the Rabbi, who until then
was listening attentively, said; "Holy Father, I think you did not
finish the whole story of your dream, or you might^ have been disturbed
and embarrassed by the Jew's misery. It happened that the continuation
of your dream appeared to me as follows:

"The Jew after buying the rug returned and found the gate double locked.
Upon his persistent asking for admittance, St. Peter, througn the pigeon
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hole, informed him that he muso be baiotized before any consideration

would be made in his behalf. The Jew gladly complied witn the suggestion

and requested St. Peter to dispatch a Greek priest to perform the baptism.

St. Peter glaaly told the Jew to wait and turned to find a Greek priest.

"Hours passed ana the poor Jew begun to doubt the sincerity of St. Peter,

but, at last St. Peter, perspiring, appeared, and with hurt feeling advised

zhe Jew no^ to wait any longer, for he could not fina a Greek priest

in all the mansions of Paradise."
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in C THE POSTPOlIEMENr OF im. MICHAIACOPOULOS » VISIT
T^ AND THE PROBLELB OF THE GREEKS IN AMERICA

In recent telegraphic communications from Athens we are informed that
Mr. Michalacopoulos will not be able to pay a visit to the Greeks in America,
in spite of his earnest desire to come here to study conditions and devise
ways and means for the "development of closer economic and commercial relations
between the Greeks in America and the mother country." Mr. Michalacopoulos <=i.

has also remarked that his "proposed visit is in general a governmental p
matter which he has had no time to discuss with Mr. Venizelos." ^

o
We agree with Mr. Michalacopoulos* remark and believe like him that the busi- ^
ness of "devising means for closer economic and commercial relations between S
the Greeks in America and the mother country" is not only a matter ndiich en

should be taken up by the Greek Government but is also a matter entirely
outside the jurisdiction of Mr. Michalacopoulos and the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, of itiich he is the head. Let us rejoice over the news that Mr.
Michalacopoulos has classified this matter as a governmental affair and has
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postponed indefinitely his proposed visit to the United States. We
should further be thankful that this problem does not fall within the

jurisdiction of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, for it would have met the
same fate as our church problem, which the Ministry tinkered with for more
than ten years, and which never would have been solved if liie Greek parishes
of Chicago had not sent representatives to the Government of Greece to present
their case. Let us add further that the peirplexing church problem would
still be unsolved in spite of the delegation dispatched to Greece if our 3
representatives had not had the good fortune to find that Mr. Michalacopoulos no

was absent on a visit to Egypt when they arrived at Athens last February. o
Because Mr. Michalacopoulos \*xas absent, Mr. Venizelos personally undertook 00

the business of solving our problem and solved it. S

Iffliat have the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Mr. Michalacopoulos accomplished
up to this time in matters which are within their jurisdiction, especially
those matters n^ioh involve Hellenism in America? Mr. Michalacopoulos has
not succeeded in establishing an efficient consular service, one that performs
the duties assigned to it, but he continues to maintain in Chicago, the seat

^—*

r-

CJI
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of the largest Greek community in America, a consul general who for
more than six years has absolutely failed to perform the duties of

his office, and against whom many charges have been made and brought to
Mr« Michalacopoulos* attention. In fact the consul has even been denounced
on the floor of the Chamber of Deputies of the Greek General Assembly.

When Mr. Michalacopoulos and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, of iidiich he is ^
head, utterly fail to solve the problems viftiich fall within their jurisdiction, ^
how can th^ solve those which are beyond their control and should be studied U
by the proper authorities? 3o
The foreign and diplomatic affairs of the Greeks in America are no problems ^
of Greece. The vital problems which Hellenism must solve are the church ^
problem and the school problem, and these matters are under the jurisdiction ^
of the Ministry of the Church and Education and should be assigned to that
Ministry, \iidiich could lighten the burden of the Greeks in America by assisting
in solving these problems.
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VJhat right has the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to meddle with matters
of ndiich it has no knowledge, and no authority to regulate?

Mr# Michalacopoulos* visit to Egypt last year to study matters pertaining
to the Greeks resident in Egypt had a legitimate purpose, for there are
questions which must be settled between the governments of Greece and Eg3rpt

by treaties or agreements • Fortunately, however, no problem exists, in-
volving the Government of the United States and the Government of Greece,
vibich warrants a visit of the Minister of Foreign Affairs to the United States.
All questions vdiich arise between these two governments are well taken care
of, thanks to the ability of Mr. Simopoulos, the Greek Ambassador in V/ashington.

It is evident therefore, that no reason exists why Mr. Michalacopoulos should g
assume the burden of making a visit to this country, since his long absence Si

from the duties of his office would create •^great embarrassment", as he himself
has stated*

It is time for the Greek nation to realize that the Greeks in America have
always been a huge factor in Greece's economic life. At present numerous

Ca>
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economic and commercial matters which involve the Greeks in America
and the Greek Government require immediate attention. These questions

should be taken up by the proper persons and authorities and not by diplomats
and superficial thinkers; nothing can be accomplished by the brief visit of
a person vftio is incompetent to solve problems of this natural

It should be brought to the attention of the Greek Government that the Greeks
in America can contribute much toward the solution of numerous economic
problems confronting the Greek nation. Let us cite an example. There are
in Greece various industries which would welcome and could use to great
advantage the capital of the Greeks in America if these American Greeks were
properly informed and were assured of the safety of such investments.

It is a fact that many Greeks who live in America visit Greece and take with
them their entire capital, intending to make some investment or to establish
themselves there, but these people soon return to the United States and bring
their money back with them. ;7hy? Because they have not received proper
attention in Greece nor sufficient assurance that their investments there

en

I
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would be safe.

Unquestionably numerous industries and projects exist in Greece which could
be developed and could make good use of the American dollars owned by the
Greeks in America. When Greece is in obvious need of foreign capital, and
this capital voluntarily comes to it and is then allowed to get away, it
is evident indeed that the Greek nation is grievously at fault, and that the
problem requires immediate attention and serious study.

But this matter is not under the jurisdiction of Mr. Michalacopoulos and the
Ministry of iToreign Affairs; it is a matter of national Finance and Commerce.
V/e say this because the capital of the Greeks in America should be considered SJ

as part of the wealth of the nation, and the invention of v/ays and means to

encourage the flow of this wealth into Greece is not the task of the diplomatic
service.

Of course we regret that we shall not be fortunate enough to have His Excellency
Mr. Michalacopoulos, the Greek Minister of Foreign Affairs, pay us his long-

er
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planned and often-deferred visit.

V/e still have hopes that the Greek Government will make an effort to select
the proper authority to study the economic problems of the Greeks in America,
especially those rtiich concern the nation of Greece.

S. Kotakis
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GRAND RECEPTION AND DANCE FOR MISS EUROPE

p« Z.'- Last Somday, MIbb Alice Dlplarakou, who recently was croimed
''Mi88 Europe,** arrived in Chicago and was received by hundreds of Greeks
of both sexes who were waiting at the station, loaded with enou^ flowers
to beautify a small town.

The distinguished beauty, imder the atispices of the Greek Ladies' society,
St* Andrew, was directed to the Hotel Stevens* Greeks and more Greeks
from Chicago and the suburbs, visited the Grecian beauty and paid due
respects, as is their custom, to the descendant of Aphrodite, who i>os8e8ses
not only beauty, but charm, grace and intelligence as well*

Six thousand Greeks, mostly members of the fair sex, crowded the Aragon
Ball Room, i^ere a dance was giving in honor of the graceful queen.
Hundreds of Grecicm girls, with loeuis of chrysantheums and roses of the
best variety, formed two lines ri^t and left, and for an hour waited
for the arrival of Miss Diplarakou* When she caune, pandemonium broke
out* Really it waa an apotheosis*
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The Grecian girls » attired in garmentSt which revealed rather than con-
cealed the form of their body, and with marbel-white arms hugging the huge
chrysantheuffls and roses, stooa like perfect statues to receive the queen.

At the head of the two lines, two girls impersonating Columbia and Greece,
and holding the flags of the two countries, stood in military order to

salute the coming beauty*

The tantalising echoes of the music and the cuixiety of the crowd to honor
the scion of Sparta transformed the atmosphere of the ballroom into a
magiccJL panorama. And when Miss Alice at last reached the stage, which
was not visible because of so many flowers that were on it, and began to

address the people. Homer, only, would have been able to describe the
sentimental expressions of the Chicago Greeks. The Grecian beauty, in
eloquent and pure Greek, thanked the Greeks of Chicago for the honor
given to her, and expressed her pleasure that otir beautiful Greece is
publicised.
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The music began again and spread its melodious and romantic echoes to

the dancing pairs who in every turn watched the honor guest, who sat

on the stage like a strong magnet, amd scattered flowers to the dancing

crowd.

Ihe crowd, other than the Greeks, who came to see how the Greeks pay

tribute to beauty, agreed with the poets and writers of the past, that

Greeks, really know how to entertain that which is pleasant to the eye.
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HOW I'HE GREEK COMliUNITY OF CHICAGO "^
^ '"'^ ^«0/ .Jg^vr,

RECEIVED MISS EUROPE

THE DANCE GIVEN IN HER HONOR Al' THE ARAGON BALLROOM

(Editorial)

p. 1- The Greek community of Chicago has once more expressed its senti-

ments with the liveliness ana the high spirits which always prevail when

Chicago Greeks have the chance to express themselves* The warm and

lively reception given a few days ago to the Greek beauty who had al-

ready displayed her charAi before the eyes of the entire world and the

quick response given by the seven thousand Chicago Greeks who assembled

last Monday evening to honor and admire Alice Diplarakou prove the

degree of pride and Joy felt by the Greeks of Chicago at the visit of

this lovely Grecian girl who recently represented Greece in the European

beauty contest, and who by her exquisite charm and beauty won the distinc-

tive title of Miss Europe. The reception accorded to Miss Europe by

Chicago Greeks also shows what means they employ to express their feelings,

and how much they admire beauty and enjoy it.
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Miss Diplarakou herself stated that nowhere except in Paris and in New

York had she been received by so h\ige an assemblage of people. And the

Greek beauty was impressed not only by the throng which gathered to

receive her the other evening but also by the manner in which this large

atidience expressed its admiration.

When Miss Diplarakou made her appearance on the stage, the thousands of

spectators present were amazed by her beauty and for a few moments gazed

in absolute silence, standing agape and marvelling at her beautiful form

and her imposing carriage, as if they were for the moment by their adora-

tion and admiration of her beauty paying homage to the goddess of pulchri-

tude* Ihis ardent admiration was followed by such tremendous applause and

cheers that the entire length of the huge ballroom literally trembled.

That Miss Diplarakou was moved by this sincere expression of their senti-

ments made by the Greeks of Chicago and by their large assemblage on this

occasion was very evident, and the tone of her voice as she uttered words

of thanks and appreciation to the audience enhanced the charm of her

beauty.
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After her lovely appearance before the many thousands of her Chicago

(jreek admirers Miss Alice Diplarakou was escorted to a special box,

where she personally received numerous visitors and admirers and herself
admired the splendor of the ball given in her honor.

But it was not only by this united outburst of applause that those present
on this occasion expressed their admiration for the young woman who bears

the title of the most beautiful girl in Europe. In listening to numerous
conversations of which she was the subject we were assured that Miss
Diplarakou had created a favorable impression not only on the men but even
on the women, who declared that Miss Diplarakou deserves to wear the title

of Miss Europe, and they marvelled besides at her beautiful form and at

the expression of her eyes, and everywhere one would hear: *'She is indeed
beautifiilt And not only beautiful but intelligent! And so courteous and
pleasant when you talk to herP

When Miss Diplarakou took leave of the guests, they again manifested their
ardent admiration, aiid all departed with a splendid impression of the entire
occasion, the memory of which will linger in the minds of the members of the
(xreek community of Chicago for a long time to come.

The Contradictor.
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ALIEI DIPLARAKOU • BY N* J. UATSOUKAS

p* 2*- Xiglit thousand people of all creed and all nationalities came to

see Aliki Diplorakou. light thousand people packed the Araigon ballroom
last Monday evening, hoping to see the most beautiful woman of Europe* '

To this crowd of people Aliki spoke and smiled in response to their
expressions of respect and admiration.

Last Monday's dance was the greatest erent in the annals of the Greeks
of Chicago* The people hoped that it would prove to be one of the most
memorable days in the life of the youthful Grecian beauty, Aliki Diplarakou*

Like a graceful scxilptured masterpiece of the **Golden Age"; like a cypress
triiich stands out in relief against the skyline, and rises above the common
level, Aliki stood* She was dressed in a silver cloth evening gown that
appeared more like an Attican Chiton than the product of a contemporary
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modiste* From the platform, she looked down upon her ei^t thousand
admirers, smiled at the glowing words of eulog7, (somewhat tiresome when
overdone) then with great composure and with a strong conviction of the
truth of her message, she spoke with an assurcuice which held her audience
spell-hound*

Truly patriotic, Aliki Diplarakou is a product of the Attic land* She is

possessed with an air of aristocratic sophistication that is truly admir-
able and with a sufficient amount of gusto and good taste to make her
distinctive* As the Snglishmen would s^, '"She has charm,*' and that is
an imperative feminine quality*

Our Aliki, if I may be allowed to use the Americanism, did not need flags;
did not need attendants; did not need stagy backgrounds. Neither did she
need flowers nor speech-making of the eulogistic type. Superlatives are
the attributes of mediocrity - the substitutes for qualities that are
absent*
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As she began her short, concise, and pointed speech, as she uttered the
first words with the distinctiveness of the pure Attic pronunciation, the
audience gasped.

"A Grecian is in our midst,** they said, ''She is not beautiftil in the
American sense of the word. She is not the type that is full of ''It.*'

Pale face. Jet black hair, a body of such symmetry that it might easily
have inspired a Praxiteles to outdo his Eros, and would have forced the
Athenians, the Si)artans and the rest of the Greeks to stop their warfare
and Lysistrata to have enlisted her aid, Aliki Diplaurakou is beautiful,
but in another sense*

To speak of intellectual beauty would be superfluous* Her beauty is the
type that an artist would love to duplicate in marble or on canvas*

As graceful as the Cariatides in the Irecthium, as inspiring as Titian's
Diana, and as fascinating as anything that II Greco has ever given to the
art lovers of the ages. Our Aliki afforded the Greeks their first view of
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a truly beautiful woman. In this land of hardships; in the foreign land
of the Aaerieans, where our aen struggle daily from six to six, and where
our women stay home mumbling pensive tunes of the Ueditercanean shores,
so as to forget the exile that Kismet has planned for them, the presence of
Miss Europe was on electrifying experience.

She herself became filled with the enthusiasm of her fellow countrymen,
mingled with the crowd so as to see her brothers f£tce to face, to speak
to them, to encourage them. The crowd became fascinated* It marvelled.
It cheered*

She threw flowers to the people* The rose petals covered the floor of
the ballroom. The roses had no thorns. Only exquisite perfume*

It was an experience!
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Correspondence of Lor. ?• S« Lambrosi I30 W» rfells St. $

Chicago, 111., December 9f 1930.

Dear Mr* Leunbros

;

It was a great pleasure to meet you and your charming wife lost evening. >.

Mother and I hope that we shall have an opportunity to see you again before
we leave.

Thank you so much for sending :ae your kind letter of greeting and the clip-
pings from the Greek Star »

It was very nice of you to say ail the kind things that you said about met

and I want you to know that I greatly appreciate your thoughtfulness»

Sincerely yours

t

Aliki Diplarakou, •Miss Europe^"
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GUnSRAL CONSUL

vndiumt.mji

p# 6«- The General Consul of Greece , In Chicago » moyed its offices on
loTember 10, to the 19th floor, at the 201 North Wells Street Bldg*

(Pull)
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ALLII DIPLARA:OU

'0. 4.- ilext i.Iondp.: , the most beautiful girl in v>reece, and in a,ll lilurope

,

Aliki DiplaraJco ;, v/ill honor our cit:' v/ith her oresence.

* Ihis beautiful G-reel: maiden's nai.ie is jinoMsi throughout the \7orld. It is

fc-atured in fil.;.3, boo:3, magazines, and the press, "briiii^in^- fa:ae and
glory to her and to the cotuilry of her birth.

Jo' -oictures, drav;inj^s, paintin-'s or statues do her justice. She is more
beautiful tn-^-n A Lirociite of ..elos. Hew Yor.:, i\ cit,>' of bea.utiful v/oiiien,

c^*ave. ner t ...e greatest ovation ever seen. Her a-opearance in other large
Aiaerican cities caused even /^r ater entiiusiasm and exciteraent , if "oossible.

The Greeks ia America are proud to be the compatriots of this oeautiful
woraen and tney are shov/in,^^ tneir aoor-ciation by ^-iving' receptions, ban-
quets, ant' balls, in her honor.
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For months Chicago has been preparini^ to give the Lakeuemon young lady
the grandest reception she has yet received. On I.Ionda,y Dec. 3, she will
make her first a'OToearajice a^t the Ara^.;on .jallroom. '^he affair has been
arranged oy the '<omen of St. Andre' s Church. Thousands upon thousaxids

of tickets have been bought "because no Greek wants to miss the chance of
seeing l.iiss Diplaralcou. bhe hr.s oromiued tc co^ae at 10 o* clock and stay
as late as -oossible so that she inay beccue acquainted with the many Greeks
in Chicago t\nd suburbs.
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For over a month various Greek or^ ani zatioas nave tried to brin.fc^ Tiss :':urope (.nliki

Dipluraxcou) to Cuicu^^o. Of ail tliese invitations one nad to be acce,.t3ti anc' tne

lacKy lot fell to tne ;;o:i;en's L'lun of :t. nnclrews.

:.!iss Dinlarako'; telerr-^T::hed thot she v/old be rrosent 3t tneir d:^nce on ''ec. IG.

One she is brought to Chicapo» :.:iss Europe v/lll not i"ii.d it -^^sy to la^^ve, because

63,000 C" reeks are eu'-^erly v/aitin^. to please her at tae \ra[ cr. on ?cc, 10,
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MELANGE - BY NICE JOHN MATSOUKAS
^J-^:.

p* 2«* Madame Cotopoull is coming to Chicago soon. After her New York
api>earancet she will visit the Western States. Do not be alarmed Mme.
Cotopoiili will not prove to he the disappointment with which we are
familiar in the past. She has a real troupe, a theatrical troupe, the
best in the Balkans. And they know the theater. What a crime to miss
her*
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THE GREAT POLITICAL EVENT

p. 1- The visit of the Premier of Greece to the Turkish capital, especially,

since it is due to the expressed desire of the Turkish Government, must be
considered an event of the greatest political importance for the relations
of these two irreconcilable enemies, as they have been called for centuries
the Greeks and the Turks*

Advances for the purpose of reconciliation were made long ago by the Greeks,
and the first statesman to make them was Epaminondas Delageorgis* But such
political views were premature because territorial questions were involved*
The Ottoman Empire was then so large that it was impossible to find a basis
of sincere friendship, for under the yoke of its government were the greater
part of the Greek people and three fourths of the present territory of
Greece.

Above all, old accounts had to be settled first, Greek provinces under
Turkish domination had to be liberated, the botindaries of that great
Empire had to be contracted, and its great power crushed, and Greece, on
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the other hand, had to be enlarged and made a power of eqtial strength
with Turkey, for Greece could not be taken into consideration, so small
was it, as a friend and ally of the powerful Turkey of that time.

To the majority, the events which are at this moment coming to pass in
Angora seem paradoxical and incredible, and the Greek peor^le and their
political world do not share the great daring of the man who governs Greece
and shapes its political course to-day. For the present inclination of
Greece to Turkey and the signing of an agreement of friendship and under-
standing are due exclusively to the initiative and persistence of Venizelos,
who has been laboring for a long time for this purpose, the profound causes
of which cannot be understood at this moment.

Venizelos has worked long to reach this goal, and the Greek peoole -under-

went great sacrifices for the attainment of it because the events of the
signing of the Greek-Turkish pact and the protests of all the refugee
population for losses suffered on account of the signing of this treaty
are still fresh in mind, as well as the storjay attax^ks against it by all
the leaders of the political parties.
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Against the reaction from all directions the persistent v/ill of Venizelos
has prevailed, and the pact v/as ratified by the Boule because Venizelos
had his mind fixed on one sole purpose - to remove all obstacles in his
way and go to Angora to sign the agreement of friendshio and arbitration
between Greece and Turkey.

And so in this instauice, also, Venizelos proved to be a politician of
persistence and will-power, one who looks far ahead into the future and
discerns what others cannot easily foresee and imagine.

The visit of the Premier of G-reece to Angora must be considered by all as
an event of great political significance, ana it will undoubtedly become
a new milestone in our political career, the results of which, let us hope,
will prove to be to the advantage of the Fatherland.

S. Kotakis.
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THE OEEEK TBEATER IE AIvISHIGA

This is not the first time that we have dealt with this subject. We always
have considered the question of the G-reek Theater in America of great impor-
tance, "because we "believe that, side "by side with the ch\xrch and the school,
the G-reek Tlieater, contributes towards the maintenance of our national tradi-
tions, in this country, and in itself, constitutes a "bond "between Hellenism
at home and ahroad.

The G-reek Theater in America, in order to fulfill such a purpose, must "be

equal to the eminence of its mission, a mission that, up to now, unfortunate-
ly has not "been realized.

To be sincere, the Oreek population of America always had longed to see a
good G-reek Theater, "but, unfortunately, their hopes belied the performance
and those who undertook to present it disappointed them and caused them to

believe that there is no Greek Theater fit to be compared with The Theater
of America, In short, up to now, thea.trical groups have caused the Greek
population to have the idea of a Greek Theater talce a very low place in their
minds.
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This is the "bitter truth, and worst of all is that the Oreek people of America
find it very difficult, after so many disappointments, to show again enthusiasm
and "become prompt s"iK>porters of the Oreek Theater. Su:;oport will be had only
if some great name of Pan-Hellenic appears in the Greek Theater here, if some
great and famous Greek Troop of Greece comes here. In short, a star of the
Greek Theater must come here in order to restore the confidence and love of
the Greek people for the Greek Theater, and elevrte the latter to the height
where it "belongs. It is necessary for Kyveli or Kotopouli to come to Am.erica

so that the Greeks of America may he shown what a Greek Theater is like.

We are happy, today, to announce that the great Greek dramatist, the one that
has stirred the Greek people "by her acting for many years, liarika Cotopouli,
with her troop, is coming to America to give a series of performances this
year, in Hew York and Chicago, and to show not only to the Greeks, hut also
to the Americans the Greek Theater and its value. .

Becaiise, Marika Cotopouli, will teach ancient Greek drama, also, for the Amer-
ican pu"blic, and thus we will show the Americans that modern Greece possesses,
in addition to its theater, values of art and dignified heauty that can he
justly classified among the greatest arts of the world*
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It is indisputable that oui' great dramatist, Marika Kotopouli , is the one
capable to present the Greek Theater to the international world and particu-
larly to the American puhlic, which loves Ancient Art, and the Greek Letters,
and which, we have no douht, will appreciate and even admire the power and
skill of the Greek artist.

The coming into America of Maxika Kotopouli, with her troop, must he considered
a grea.t event for the Greeks in America, and for the Greek Tlieater, generally,
Decause we expect this event to create impressions and provoke criticism that
will promote the idea of modern Greece with the American people and show that
the Greek people do not lag hehind in civilization, and that they do not cease
to develope the fine arts, but keep on, always conscious of their great tradi-
tions.

The Greek Daily , in particular, feels glad and proud in having helped by its

service towards brining about the coming of the artist to America, (etc. Trans.)

(Literal)
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Anecdote.

When King George (of Greece) went Messolon^i, for the first time, he
was accompanied "by his Danish counselor. Count Sponnek.

Sponnek, having seen the remnants of the fort of Messolonghi which the
Turks and the Arabs did not capture, turned to his companion and said with
scorn, "Such a weak harrier, I could have captured it with UOO Danes onlyj'

Standing near the King and Count Sponnek was the old warrior, Nikas, who
having overheard what the stranger had said, remarked ironically, "He would
have taken it with four hundred Danes But, in that case, there would have
to he Danes like himself, within the fort."

(Literia)
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/pimER IK HQNCaR OP DISTZNGUISEEa) GDES^
(Summary)

Last Stmday, immediately following Holy Mass in Holy Trinity Chtcrch, a
splendid dinner was served in honor of the Most Rev. Metropolitan Bishop of
Korinthia, Mr. Damaskinos, in the house of Mr. Palevo, President of the Associa-
tion of Greek Comm-onities of Chicago, Many eminent memhers of oiir comnrunity
were present. (The names follow—Translator).

The Most Reverend Damaskinos hlessed the dinner and, with a few words,
traced the hi^ a,chievement of the Greek families, which, regardless of how
far a.way they are from the fatherland, preserve their ancestral tradition.

After the dinner the little son of Mr. Nickolatsea, Elias, recited, very
cleverly, two poems that provoked strong emotions, and the hearty congratula-
tions of the Most Rev. Damaskinos.
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BANQUET

iast week, H. Palivos, the president of the Greek Commimities of Chicago,
entertained His Holiness Dainaskinos with a banquet at his home* 'iThe

Patriarch had to leave at six o'clock for Gary, Indiana, where he is

scheduled to appear, tie thanked Mr. Palivos and all the Greeks of Chicago
for giving him such a hearty welcome*

There were many notables present* Among them weret Deacon Koninos, Archrev*
P« Golemis, Rev« Gambrilis, Archrev* Papanikolaou, Paul Javaras, Dr« Kkonomou
and wife, Ur. & Urs. J« Koliopoulos, Mr. £ Mrs. b. Kotakis with their
daughter, Pipitsa, N« & K. Kanellis, Dr* Petroulas, L. Vlachos, G« Drosos,
Ur. & lire. U. Manos, J* Kbumoundouros, Ur. & Mrs. P* Koutsouris, Ur. & Urs«
P. Gourlas, Ur. & Urs. Nikoletsea, N« Kokkines, G« Koutsopanagos, Ur. Stamos,
J. Adinainis and K. Honis*

Ur. Palivos* entire family made the guests feel at ease and at home* They
consist of Ur. & llrs* Palivos, George, Anthony, Theodora, Dimitra, and
Urs* P* Koutsouris*
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FROaBZSSIVE GBSSaCS

p« 5««- When we called the (xeneral Constilate office yesterday, who
should answer the phone but Henelaos Tsopis, who yesterday returned
from Greece* His threes-month vacation being overt Ur« Tsopls immediately
returned to his desk and resumed his work« His trip included Greece,
Paris, Vienna, Budapest, and other European cities*
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17 THE GREEKS OF AI4ERICA AS EC0N0I.1IG FACi'ORS OF GREECE

(Article published in Patris of Athens, Greece, by S. Kotakis,
publisher and manager of the Chicago Greek Daily, in his
sojourn there.

)

Since the settlement of the Greeks of Asia Minor in Greece, the largest
group, indisputably, of Greek people outside Greece is that which lives
in America.

Tnis portion of tne Greek people numbers about 500,000 and as a whole
composes a lively part of Hellenism, wnich, despite tne great distance
that separates it from Greece and the absorbing environment in which
it finas itself, manitests its vitality in various ways and persistently
maintains its paternal customs and habits and traditions.
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The number of G-reek churches in America is 250, and there are as many

schools. There are 1,000 Greek societies and 30,000 Greek business

establishments, and as to the value of their property, it amounts to

millions of dollars. Most important of all, the Greek population is

considered now a factor in civilization and economics by the Americans.

In addition, the Greek population of America has attained that position

in the United States in a very short span of time because the years of

their immigration, are only forty, in contradistinction to other races

who settled there a century ago. This desired position is due exclusively

to their active and industrious qualities, to their labor, and to the

ingenuity of the race.

The Greeks of America have this also to their credit, that all this progress

has been achieved by them themselves and not by any prudence or protection

whatever of the Greek government, because Greece more than any other
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state has taken no interest as yet in her immigrants in America, while
all the rest have special agencies there and watch the activities of
their former citizens and countrymen.

However, if it be realized what a great economic factor the Greek
population in America always vvas to the Greek state, and how many hopes
depend on it for the monetarjr stability of Greece, it is surprising
indeed how the Greek state expects so much from American Greeks without
the least effort toward them and for them.

It is known to the economic circles of Greece that the Greek
population of America is an economic factor of the greatest importance,
and for that reason, we repeat, the carelessness is inexcusable which
the Greek state has shown and still continues to show for the great and
invaluable monetary source which it has in America, ^^e must not, therefore,
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be surprised if that source begins to get sterile, ana it does not take

much imap-inative effort to foresee that it actually will become completely

sterile in the near future.

However, we think that there is still time for the state to do what it

has failed to do in the past and by systematic activity to organize this

great power and make it again a source of wealth for Greece. This con-

viction of ours we base on the lact that the Greek peor>le are still in

America, much stron/^er than in the past, and, most important of all,

that Greece today offers them a great field of economic enterprise, and

what is required is organized and systematic action from here (Greece)

to make them turn their attention toward Greece and appreciate the great

opportunities for enterorises offered by it. But before we go any

further on this point ..... we must assure ourselves of the soundness

of our grounds because it must be realized that we csinnot wait

fatuously for things to come. Systematic organization is requisite for

success.
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Tne GreeK imraigrant in America, during the first years after his

arrival there, worked hard as laborer and peddler, and sent his savings

to Greece for the needs and oDligations of his family. He had, first

of all, to pay up the debts on his father's property, to take care of

the settlement (marriage) of his sister, and to support his old parents

and for those reasons the inflow from America in those years amounted

to great sums. These obligations, however, little tiy little have been

fulfilled, and the immediate consequence is tne evident drop of that

inflxix of money. It will not be long before it will stop completely

because the causes are continually vanishing.

Now, the Greek immigrant to America settled down permanently there,

became a business man, raised a family, and invested his money in his

businesses in America, in spite of the fact that he still continued to

cherish a strong patriotic sentiment and desired to have his native
ties with Greece unbroken.
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• • • • • There are imporoant circumstances, nevertheless, which, if

studied by those in Greece, will maice it possible again to find in the
Greeics of America a source of wealtn for Greece, ibut to succeed in
this, ix; will be necessary to show some interest in the Greeks of America
and to come in closer contact with them.

I'hat which I wish to emphasize here is that the Greek populace
in America possess large capital which could by systematic endeavor be
conveyed to Greece. Just let the government turn its attention toward
it and by systematic and vigorous effort attract this capital hither.
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CONTRIBUTIONS FOR COLOKOTRONIS* STATUE

The Greeks from Arcadia in Chicago, and Arcadians in general all over

the United States are contributing to the fund for Colokotronis' statue

Marshall Kolokotronis was a native of Arcadia, Greece. His heroism in

the Greek war of independence against Turkey^ was of parainount historical

importance* After a century. Arcadians have decided to erect a marhle

statue of him in Arcadia, thus honoring the memory of this distinguished

patriot. As always is the case, the Arcadians of America were requested

to contribute their share fbr the erection of the statue, and as always the

Greeks of America willingly and generously are to the appeal of Mother

Greece.

The various Arcadian societies and organizations in Chicago notified

the central committee for collections, that each association wotild

contribute to the cause. The following societies aTiready liave sent in

the following sums:
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Tripolitans* Society, $500 Fraternity of Tegeatans, $50; Phalantion Society
$50 Society of Valtetsltans, $50 Society of Kandiliotans, $50 Society
Pyaliotans (Alea Athena) $50. The above stuns and additional individtial contribu*
tions eent to Mr. John Pappae, 2540 Linden Place, totaled $814.
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The Cjreek Press, July 24, 1930

KOLOKOTRONIS S'i'AiUE

p. 6.- As was previously written in the Greek Press , contriDutions are

•till being accepted for the fund Chicago Arcadians are accumulating to

stnd to Greece to build a statue of the hero Kolokotronis. Send all

contributions oefore Sept. 24. to Jonn Papas. 2i329 N. Kedzie Avenue.
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COkEDIAW III CHICAGO

CxREEK

For over a week, the well-Known comedian of the Greek Theater, J.

loanides, has oeen visiting our city*

This very talented ana clever actor was graciously welcomed ana is planning
to open a series of performances here in the fall.
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ATHENS EXHIBITS TRACE OP EVOLUTION OF THE GREEK PRESS

p» 2«- The Union of Editors in collaboration with the centenary committee
has organized in the new Pension Building on Stadium Street an exhibition
which presents the evolution of the Creole ^Tesa "^rom its origin up to

the present time* Almost all the papers which have appeared are ex-
hibitedt ancL it is hoped that this will form the nucleus for the founda-
tion of a permanent museum.

This exhibition was thought indispensable in connection with the celebra-
tions of the War of Independence, considering that it was the Greek papers
that were the medium of awakening a national conscience and stimulating
and keeping aglow the love of freedom and liberty^

The exhibition compromises five sections: Athenian papers, since the days
of independence; papers published in Greece, in foreign languages; pro-
vincial papers; papers published abroad and papers published before the
War of Independence.

in part from the Christian Science Monitor.
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ARCADIANS

The Arcadians of Chicago have heard the appeal of the Contribution
Committee of Tripoli, which is striving to erect a statue of Theodore
Kolokotronis in the public sq\aare at Areos, Tripoli. Nick Salopoulos
has accepted the responsibility of collections in Chicago, so that the
Arcadians living here can do their part in building this statue*

Dr. Salopoulos has decided that a minimum of one dollar and a maximum
of five dollars will be collected. He asics everyone to contribute as
close to the maximum as possible because Chicago has set a $1,500
contribution ftmd as its goal.

The presidents of the various Arcadian clubs in Chicago have promised
to support this purpose out individual contributions are equally
necessary. So far the following people have donated:

I
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Tripolitan CluD $ 500.00

Baltetsian Club dO.OO

Tegeatic Club ~—

-

50.00

Falanthian Club DO.OO

Kandiliotan CIud bO.OO

Pialiton Cluo 2t).00

SalopoTilos, N. 5.00

Javaras, Paul —————

—

—

—

b.OO

Papanastasiou, J. 5.00

Chiago\iri3, G. ^•OO

Vlachos, A. b.OO

Avgerinos, K. 5.00

Alexopoulos, J. 5.00

Ganas, N. 5.00

Nikolopoulos, C. b.OO

KoLSonis, B. 5.00

^lachos, H. 5.00

Papantonio. J. —

-

5.00

Karkazis, N. o.OO

/,

Yi
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Akouris, G. $ o.OO

Psaras, G. o.OO

Zois, C. o.OO

Dauleui^es, C. 3#00

LiiDoeropoulos, J. 2.00

Davlan^es, P. — 1.00

Roiniotis, A. 1.00

Nikolopoulos, N. 1.00

Berganos, E. 1.00

ToTial $ 814.00

Arcadians can send contributions to ireasiirer John Papas, N. Kedgie

Avenue, Chicago, 111.
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GENERAL HUMILIiiTION

p» 7 The following incident took place in a street car in Athens, Greece*
The perpetrator of this disgusting incident was a Greek from America. T'lQiether

the Greek from America was really stupid but sincere or whether his act was a
deliberate display of uncouthness and ignorance the Greek from America should
not be excused for such conduct* It got him nowhere and it certainly reflected
on the rest of the Greeks in ^^merica*

For the benefit of all of us and especially those v/ho visit Greece, or are

compelled to publish this unwise and humiliating episode*

A Greek from America, gold toothed, wearing a heavy gold chain across his vest

and two large gold rings on his left hand, boarded a street car* When the

conductor, who was collecting fares, approached him the Greek from America

took out his bill-fold and with an ostentatious air, extracted a bill of 5tOOO

drachmar, equivalent to one thousand dollars American money*
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With a swinging motion of his hand he offered the bill to the astonished conductor.
The conductor pleasantly but firmly, informed the Greek from America that it v^as

impossible for him to change such a large bill* The Greek feeling, but not acting,
like J. ?• Morgan, irritably lectured to the poor conductor, and added a word or two
against the thougiitlessness of the street car company for not providing the conductors
with plenty of money to accomodate the passengers. He turned and asked a nearby
passenger v;ho happened to be a doctor, to do him the favor and change the five thousand
drachma bill# The doctor shook his head with a smile of contempt*

The visiting Greek shoved the bill in to the face of a major, v/ho with a scrutinizing
eye informed the audacious stranger, thut he did not carry ths.t much money to accomo-
date rich Greeks from America, The third passenger to be humiliated was a Priest, who
gravely counseled the Greek that two blocks av/ay there was a ban: for his accomodation.

1
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The Greek from America was determined to make a scene thereby advertising

his ignorance and stupidity^ He approached two other prosperous looking

passengers and arrogantly saidt thu.t it v/ould be a pity and an utter dis-

appointment to him if they were unable to change such a small bill. The

first of the two, a native Athenian^ ignored the utterance with a gesticula-

tion, meaning "beat it"# The second one v/ho also happened to be a Greek

from America, was watching with disgust the unbecoming conduct of his fellow-

Greek-American and decided, th'it it was about time, to terminate the farce.

liVhen at last the displayer of the five thousand bill came near, the other

shrewd Greek took out his bill-fold, extracting two bills of one hundred

thousand drachmas each, which he had exchanged an hour before at the bank in

order to give that sum to his sister as a v^edding gift, and in a very audible

voice said;" I'm very sorry, the smallest bill I have and always carry is

one hundred thous-.nd drachmas* Bills like ycurs, are cigarette money to me*

aa^ ma
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I never bother with such "chicken feed." The native Greeks who were
watching the gold-toothed Greek-American w^ith amusement, laughed rather
loud and sarcastically, indicating their pleasure for his humiliation*
As this was not enough ridicule for the audacious Greek, the conductor
requested him to alight at the next stop. He got off the street car
very much depressed, and when the other Greek-American a few blocks
further, got off the car the Reverend Father was heard v/hispering prayers
for the queer Greek-American v/ho dazzled the eyes and minds of the poor
native Greeks with such a display of money. The Greek Priest » being
a member of the church, could not permit himself to think other then good,
but v/hat the rest of the passengers thought about the Greeks of America
is not supposed to be printed. Anyway it ^^s a Greek affair, and the
general public ought not to know the details.

mm
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PROFESSIONAL CLUB

p, 5«* Tomorrow, at the Palmer House, State and Monroe, the Greek Pro*
fessional Club is giving a banquet of welcome for the Greek Ambassador,
Harry Simopoulos, and of celebration for Greece's century of freedom*
His Holiness, Damaskinos Eorinthlas, will accompany the ambassador*

Aside from these distinguished gtiests, our beloved Jane Addams had con-
sented to address the audience.

Although €dl places are reserved, those wishing to be present can call the
secretary and make arrangements to be there*
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Aggelos Kalamatos, executive of the Athenian Peloponnesian railroads

for twenty years, has arrived for a brief stay. He came to see his

mother and four brothers, Constantine, Nicholas, Alexgtnder, and Basilios.
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Andrew Olannakopoiilos of Eefalobriso, ^sologla, and K. Chronls of
Messinla have departed on a trip to Qreece where they will visit
friends and relatives.

Paul Demos, lawyer, left on the S. S* Berengara for a trip to Greece*
We wish them "Bon Voyage."
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FEOrSSSIONAL CLDB

p« !•- A telegram from the Greek Ambassador to Washington, Harry Simopoulos,
has Just heen receiyed by the Greek Professional Club of Chicago saying, due
to unforeseen circ\imstanoe8t it is impossible for him to attend the banqiiet

given in his honor on June 6. The patriarchial legate. His Holiness Mitro-
politis Eorinthais, will not attend either, due to unexpected business*

This announcement necessarily makes the Greek Professional Club postpone
the affair indefinitely and has disappointed many of our countrymen who
intended to be present*

The organization is planning another banquet in place of this to satisfy
the thousands of Greeks who were to be present at tomorrow's affair*

(Pull)
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ARRIVAL.

Dr. Harry Grigorakis has arrived from Greece for a fev/ days stop in Ohicaro. Hs
is tue brotner of Mrs. Larn"brakis. Dr. Gri<_.orakis brou^at his mother, v/ho will
stay vvitii IJrs. Lambrakis. He is a fajnous doctor in Greece, navin^, studied at the
University of iithens and practised at "^vani-.elismos" and Li ones hospital.
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CONTRIBUTIONS FOR THE ERZGTIOi: OP COLO-
KOTROi:iS» STATUE, Il-I TRIPOLIS

•Q. 3,- Prominent Arcadians of Chicago and the suburbs, last Friday, gathered
to discuss ')lans for a general Pan-Arcadian laeeting with the object of
raising money throut:^!! contributions, to be sent to Tripoli g, to erect
Colokotronis* statue. Marshal Colokotronis, of historic prominence, v^^as

the scion of a great faiaily, Colokotronaeon, whose every member, 120 in

all, shed their blood for the inde-oendence of G-reece.

V/ord had come from Tripolis that the statue would be erected as soon as

the Am^rrican Arcadians send their contributions.

The meeting was organized and called to order by M. Salopoulos , who, in

a speech, brought out the services and sacrifices of Colokotronis, and
ur^ed all the Arcadians to contribute towards the statue.
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Andrew Vlachos, Assistant States Attorney of Cooir County and Geo.
Kyriakopoulos, Attorney, spoke enthusiastically on the subject and
emphasized the need for callin^^ a general meeting here of Arcadians.
The main purpose of this meeting to be the rterging of all Arca-dians

in America, into one Pan-Arcadian Union.

The assembly resolved that the statue should be made of marble, and
the minimum contribution by BJCiY individual or organization should be
$5. A tem-oorary council v;as elected comoosed of the following*: K.

Salopoulos, Pres.; K. Stauropoulos, Vice Pres.; J. Papana-stasiou, Treas
P. Javj.ras, Sec*y. 1/Iembers of the Board are: A. Vlachos, B, Kotsonis,
G-. ICyriakopoulos, G-. Prassa.s, Z. Avgerinos, D. Ilelidonis, N. Ganas, J.

Alexopoulos, D. Papantoniou, H. Nicolopoulos, B. Trakas, G-. Becharas,
H. Ps^/haris, N« Ilarkazis, G. Psaras, G. Akouris, D. Kostopoulos a^id S.

Vlahos.

Last Sunday the Patriotic Society of Trioolis, under the Presidency of
K. Stauropoulos, voted the sum of $500 for the statue.
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IMPORTANT i?ACTS OF TiiE EXCURSION OF THS AMiii'RICAK"

LEGIONNAIRIES TO (JRKECE.

p« 4 The news, of the forthcoming excursion to Greece of the American Legions
hellenic Post and of Greek Veterans of the 1912-1922 i»ars, is received very-

enthusiast ically by the Government of Greece and by the general public*

Through the fact of the hellenic rost being a part of the iimerican -^gion,
and the excursion presenting an i^erican national aspect, the Government and
people of Greece are preparing to receive the excursionists with honors and
open arms*

•The trovernment called a special meeting of the ministers and speedily a lot
of 20,000 square feet in the center of the capitol, for the American Legion's
building* The corner stone of this building will be laid in a brilliant
ceremony by the coming i^gionnalres • At the ceremony each and every veteran
will be honored with a special medal given by the Government of Greece, as a
token of the idealism of t?:e two countries*
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Fixrther more the Government will dispatch a part of the Greek i^iavy to the
open sea to greet and escort the iiegionnaires to the port of Phaleron*
Preparations for the enthusiastic reception reveal the importance of the
event

•

ihe United states i^egation and the Allied iUnbassadors will take an active
part in the reception of the Iiegionnaires.

Indeed it would be a fantastic spectacle to see 2, 500 American soldiers of
the Army and J^tttvy marching on the streets of Athens and headed by American
uenerals '?nd Admirals •

Touching as it may be the presence of the veterans of the 1912-1922 wars,
with the rest of the excursionists and with the whole country, will
celebrate the closing festivities of the Centennial of Greek independence*
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The Hellenic Post, with the cooperation of the Tourists tlxchange, Pharos, of i>iew

York, has chartered the boat, baturnia, which is considered one of the best, for the
forthcoming excursion.

The reduced round trip fare, which is only for the jLegionnaires and veterans of the
ureek wars, includes the entire expense of the seven day sojourn in (ireece. ilie Post
further succeeded, due to the generosity of the American and Greek uovernments, in
having free passports issued for the excursionists. It succeeded in having free hotel
accommodation and meals for one week in Athens, free service oi automobiles, free buses,
free snail boats, and everything free for visits to historic and important places in

and around -'^thens. ^nd above all a free American uniform for the i»egionnaires.

The (ireek Government and the people look at this coming excursion as a good will
expedition, tending to render the contact of the two countries more friendly than ever.
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The event is looked on with enthusiasm due to the fact that an American

man of war will beautify the waters of (ireece and the populace is buying

American flags to decorate houses in honor and as a friendly gesture towards

the united States which is highly esteemed and truly loved by every man,woman

and child of Greece* American greatness and American idealism are engraved

in the hearts of all Greeks.

Legionnaires and Greek veterans all over the country who wish to participate

in the excursion communicate with the Hellenic Post of the American Legion.
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DiilPAKTURE

p« 5 One man who deserves a vacation to Greece is M» Tsopas, secretary
to the Greek consul* After fifteen years of continuous service he has
obtained a two months leave of absence and is heading for Greece* we
wish our good friend **Bon Voyage*^ and a speedy return*
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THE HELLENIC POST OF THE AMERICAN LEMON ORGANIZES EXCURSION

TO GREECE.
VVPA(!LL)PROJJ027S

•*Dillboy", the Hellenic Postt of the American Legion, at its last meeting
April 11th, resolved or organize an excursion to Greece* The excursion
will materialize. August 1930, and the object of it is to lay the corner
stone of the legions' building in Athens, Greece. The site for the build-
ing is donated to the American Legion by the Greek Government.

Every Legionnaire whether Greek-American or wholly American, who is Joining
the excursion will be awarded a special medal, by the Government of Greece*
The Government officially will receive the legionnaires, and officially
participate in the ceremony of the laying of the corner stone.

The organization committee is doing its best to reduce fairs, passports,
and other necessary expense.

Every Greek Legionnaire, and his fajnily, who wish to participate in this

forthcoming excursion which will be attended by high officers of the American
Ariny and Navy, should apoly at the Headqiiarters of the Post.

i
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GRSEE NSVrS

p* !•- Athens, the capital of Greece « fetes the visiting Greek-Americans
and the distinguished Americans^ who on a good will expedition visited
Greece* Thousands of memhers of Ahepa and of Gapa and notables of the
United States » were cordially received by the Athenian people*

An Athenian festivity of importance was held at the Stadium, by the
Lyceum of girls » in honor of the visiting Greek-Americans. One hundred
thoiisand people overflowed the beautiful snow-white Stadium* One hundred
thousand more filled the surrounding area*

The celebration was honored by the presence of Prime Minister of Greece*
Mr* Veniselos, with his entire cabinet, hi^ officers of the Army,
congressmen, eminent men of letters, and the flower of Athenian society*
llie spectacle was magnificent* The Grecian capital presented a panorama
of ancient grandetur.
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I'he visitors and the throngs were thrilled and fascinated ty a group of
giants attired in immaculate Greek kilts, who in full panoply presented
a reproduction of renowned filters, reminiscent of the Greek revolution
of 1821* I'he reverberation of the cheers of two hundred thousands or
more voices thundered throu^ the whole city. Bravo to the Lyceum for
putting up such a festivity which pleased, not only the particii>antSt hut
also pleased the Greeks of America in general, revealing the friendly and
cordial sentiment of iBother Greece towards the Greeks-American element*

In spite of such a crowd-deluge, perfect order was preserved everywhere,
and not a single incident marred the harmony of the festival* I'he civic
authorities, wishing harmony and order for the festal honoring of the
Americans, had established military precautions in every nook of the
capital* The perfect of care taken of the anticipated multitudes was a
military achievement. I'he authorities of law and order, with unparalleled
devotion to their imperative duty, left nothing to chance* So all in all,
the Ahepans, the Qapans, and the notable Americans were treated like kings.
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In the evening a magnificent banquet was given in honor of the visitors,
sponsored by the National Bank of Crreece, at the Actaion.' The Hon* W*

H. King, United States Senator from Utah, one of the ezcnirsionists,
expressed his amazement at the cordial reception, and as a true Phil-
hellenist and true statesmaui was deeply interested in the manner of re-
habilitation of the refugees, their progress, and welfare, and above
all, he was interested in the brotherly love of the native (jreek:s towards
the unfortunate refugees* The American statesman inquired into all the
phases of this enormous \indertaking»

In Ueusis and within the domains of the Temple of Demetra, the renowned
dramatist, Vasso Kanellos, and his American-born wife, Tanagra, with fifty
artists performed the chorus-drama of **Demetra and Persephone*^ with great
success* The ezciursionists and thousands of Athenians, with great delight,
witnessed the performance which was given in honor of the visiting
thousands of Greek-Americans*
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It is a pleastire and a epiritxial stinnilant to us here in Ajnerlca to know
that iBother-Greece opened her loving arms and embraced the visiting
Greek«-Americans* Undoubtedly the Greeks of America will reciprocate when
the occasion arises, and return in full the Greek hospitality*
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ATHENS' CITY HALL RECEI\^ES "aAPANS"

UNITED STAl'ES MINISTER DELIVERS SPEECH

Owing to the friendly relations between the United States and Greece,
and the furtherance we are compelled to write this article depicting
the sentiments of the popiilace of Greece and of the Greek authorities,
towards Greek-Americans and Americans in general.

Xhe city hall of Athens bedecked with the banners of the two countries
and surrounded by a cordon of picturesque guards was prepared for the
coming of the Gapans* i'he Mayor of Athens Mr. Merkoures, heading the

ciyil authorities of the capital* gladly received the visiting Gapans
and delivered a eulogistic speech emphasizing the love of the Greek-
Americans towards their mother Greece, and the perpetuation of Greek
traditions by Greeks irrespective of their habitation in other coimtries.
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i'he Mayor in very sincere phraseology expresseoi zhe gratitude of the
Grreek people to the United States, and in a very emotional tone hrougjht

out the many instances of American generosity, and philanthropy towards
Oreece. The thousands of neople who stormed the City Hall for the
occasion cheered so enthusiastically that the presentation of the next
distinguished speaker was delayed for many minutes before Mr. Merkoures
presented the Hon, Skinner, United States Minister of Greece. The
enthused Greeks honoring and appreciating the presence of the American
diplomat, became as attentive ana quiet as if they were in a church.

The distinguished American said, **My ftlends, it was with great t)leas\ire

that I accepted the kind invitation of the Mayor to participate in the
ceremony of your reception to the Gapans* I assured him that your
presence here as soldiers of this great Order is not so militaristic as
it appears, because you came from a very peaceful lana, which land right
now endeavors to do anything humanly possible to induce the world to
disarm. The only war-like object you have in mind is to capture the
hearts of charming girls and carry them to America as your brides, to
that extent you have my approval and cooperation.
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"I also reiterate that which I have often said that the American people
are rejoicing in the thought, that the Greek Americans love their mother
cotuitry, and the more they love Greece, the more useful and better
American citizens they become. Who does not love Greece? The American
political structure is, to a great extent, of a Greek origin.

"You came in time to participate in the celebration of the centennial
of Greek independence* You have the right to observe the past century
with pride and satisfaction* Tor who can dispute the greatness of this
accomplishment? No other country, under the same circumstances, would
have made as much progress as Greece*

**When you go back to America tell our people there that Greece is

blooming and forging her way to greater progress and achievements*
Tell the whole American people to turn their eyes towards Greece, for
soon she will shine as a morning star on the horizon of mankind.
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"You, the soldiers of this Order, are congrat\ilated for initiating ex-

cursions of this kind, which tend to maintain the friendly relations be-
tween the people of the two countries."

The speaker thanked the Mayor for the invitation, and for the good €Uid

sincere words he had said pertaining to the United States of America*

The crowd, not knowing English but knowing that the speaker was the
American Minister, raised a frenzied acclamation and for several minutes
thundering hurrahs for America reverberated. The sentiment of the
people was unmistakably expressed. If there is a country that really
loves America, that country is Grreece.

Long live Greece, and long live America*
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EASTER IS NEAR.

It is human nature to leave things tmdone till the last minute*
There are many Greeks who wanted to send money to Greece for
Easter and have let the days drift by without doing anything
about it*

Those who forgot to send an Easter check by mail can do so
by telegreqph. This service is given you by the Atlas Exchange
National Bank^ represented by P. Malakate. This will give you
a chance to send your money in time to have yo\ir people buy
lambs, Taourti and fresh eggs for Easter.
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The Greek Press , April 9, 1930

CELEBRATION IN GREECE

p. !•- The holiday which was arraiiged in honor of the Ahepa and Gapa
visitors to Greece was a most successful and enthusiastic event.
Thousands thronged to the stadium at Athens where the officials and
the leaders of society in Athens were present. Mr. Venizelos made
a great speech welcoming the visitors.

The, entire program was carried through without a halt. The thoroiigh-

ness and perfectness surprised the visitors. In the evening a banquet
was given by the American Greeks.
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THEATRICALS

Last Friday evening a much larger audience was gathered to see

the second performance given by the National Greek Troupe. Not

only did the Greeks come to see the play, they came to try to

revive an interest in the Greek theatres in America.

When the players saw the huge a\iditorium packed with spectators,

they were inspired to act the best they could. The play lasted

over three hours.

The playt "Kori Tis Kategidas" ("Daughter of Kategidas") was

an enoumous success and will be better in the future. The

players are beginning to know the Chicagoans who in turn, are

beginning to believe that the plays produced and directed by

Mr. Jacobides are worth while seeing.
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The Greek society of Chicago is able to support a theatre of

this sort every season, and I am sure it will, as soon as it

realises the necessity of such a thing. To arouse the interest

of the people, none but good plays should be presented, those

that will be of benefit to Chicagoans.

In order for Chicago to have regular theatrical performances

every season, we must encourage the performers. The National

Oreek Troupe has done what it could. If we want to keep in close

touch with Sreece's social affairs, there is no better way then

through the stage.

We sincerely hope that this success will be repeated again next Sunday

it the third and last play, "E Proti Agap,»« ("The First Love"), to

be given at the Civic Theater, Washington Blvd. and Wacker Drive.

If this last performance is a success, we can rest assured that

our theatricals will return again next year.
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ChlCQi^o Greek Dail/ t April 5, 1930.

Last Thursday at the Auditorium the players individually and collectivcily ^ave as

samples of the "national** sta^e and of their art in the operetta "The Storm^s
Daughter". It was a substantial success,

V/e hope that Chica£;o also will give a sample of its hospitality on funday next at

the Civic Theater to a troupe worthy of attention and support. The play is "The

First Love".
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GB££K THEATRICALS

p. 5«- The (rreek people of Chicago made a very poor showing at the
first performance of the National Greek Troupe at the Auditoritim

Theatre last Saturday* Thousands of people were at parties, shows,
or other amusements when they should have been at this limited show-
ing. Those that did come were well satisfied.

If ever an organization needs support, it is this one* We Greeks
have lacked Interest in theatricals when they 8ho\ild he our greatest
pleasure* Only two more performances are to be given and the Greeks
must go to them* We hope there will be a greater attendance at next
Thtirsday's performance*

(Summary)

v.^
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GREECE THE ETERNAL.

p.l.- Hellasl A land in which I saw the first light and the light of
ideals towards you, from the land of wealth and things gigantic, all
Greeks, in blood and spirit, turn their minds, today, in order to glo-
rify you, to praise and worship your grandeur.

We turn towards you, today, when, on your soil of freedom, your children,
and our brothers who are there, begin the Centennial celebration of
Greek independence. We do this in order to seek and invigorate our
Greek ideals from the inexhaustible spiritual fountain.

Hellasl My eternal country! You, oh, eternal Hellas, possess the secret
of a perpetual spiritual spring, because you alone possess the secret of
real freedom. You alone, Hellas, possess the secret of eternity through
your worship to the only Spirit worthwhile and venerated on the part
of free men an^ women.

When, Hellas, my country, the hordes of the enemy, thanks to the mistakes

of your children, (who for a moment forgot the worship of the Spirit,
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^^ thought of the flesh and feared death), soiled your memory of your
I traditions and you were runnins, bleeding and tearful from the fields
of Greek, Asia Minor, all foreigners who love you for the beauty of your
Spirit, were horrified, for a moment, over the calamity* They had breath-
lessly expected, with untold sorrow, Hellas, my country, that, that storm
would have swept you to anarchy and destruction.

However, those whose veins are filled with your blood, -Oh, Mother of gods,
did not lose faitl:, and never thought, for a moment, that the fear of
the Aliens and hopes of your enemies could be realized. Because we know
that Greece, which gave the spirit to the world, could not be carried
away by a material force in an epoch such as the present one.

Because it is from you, Hellas, my country, from which all men of thought
draw today, as in the past, their inspiration. And because now, when you
have accomplished the liberation of your children, all men of thought
follow with pleasant approval, the peaceful accomplishments of your
distinguished son that glorifies the world's history of statesmen. V/ith
firm confidence they expect him to once a^ain lead the spiritual way and
guide materialistic humanity to the level which it had been led twice
in the past.

E. Kont.
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Saloniki Mar. 22, 1930

120 CHICAGO GREEKS LEAVE FOR GREECE

p. 5 The railroad station was huiiiining with the Greek language last week*
Over one thousand Greeks gathered there to say good bye to 120 Greeks
who were leaving for Greece on the Ahepa excursion. The Chicago Greeks
in New York, with others froin all over the country, will board a special
chartered boat leaving for Greece on a good will visit.

About 50 per cent of the departing Chicago Greeks expect to marry there
and bring their brides to America. Out of the 120 there is only one,
who is engaged and expects to marry on his return. He said that he is

making the trip for recreation only.
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GBEBK THEATRICALS.

The fear of the theater-goers of our community, that there will he
no performance this season, is groundless* We are going to have
the chance of seeing the best theater performance ever presented in
our city. After thirty years of theatricals the Greeks have finally
achieved a successful playwright and director, G. Jacobides.

His plays were performed before thousands of people at the Lyric Theater
in Hew York. We know this success will equalled in Chicago. Only
three performances will be shown and for this purpose the Auditoriiam
at Congress and Wabash has been rented.

The premiere will be given next Saturday evening titled "The Three
Loves."

Much has been said and written about the players so we know before-
hand what to expect. Next Saturday night the Greeks are going to

be very proud of their theatrical performances.
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March 19 » 1930

iHXPA

p» 3«* The Daily Hews took a picture of the Ahepcui members who left Monday
for Hew York where they will board the Saturnia for a trip to Greece. On
the platform of the Commodore Vanderbilt train is P«G. SikokiSt Supreme
7ice-»pre8identt wishing them "bon voyage* ** A great crowd gathered to see
them off*
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EYNOURIA

p. 6«- The newest and most complete Greek newspaper is the Kynourla »

which is published in Athens. This newspapert published twice a month,

is printed on excellent paper. It is adorned with pictures and has

information of interest to every Greek no matter ithat country he is in.

The Chicago representative of gyno\xria is Mr. Kleanthis M. Oikonomos

who keeps the editors posted on all Chicago doings and movements. Those

wishing to subscribe to the Kynouria should notify Mr. Oikonomos, 2912

W. Chicago Avenue.
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x'HIPCLIrA:; cLu:::

'0. 5.- Over a year aj;o, the u-'ri "poll tans establisaecl an organization
v:hich they ca.lled "Theodores Kolckctronis." It has enabled the Tripoli-
tans to associa.te v:ith one rnother and do many thing's for their coiintry.

Everyone in Arcadia Imows the Zvangeli stria Hospital in Tripoli. It is

the only hosoital in a very large coniraunity and. those in need of medical
attention travel from afar to ^*et to it. All Tripoli is proud of this
hosoital.

Recently a representative ca:::e to Chicago anu. aslred for funds to mainta.in

the hospital, ihe Tripolitoji club i:amediately dona,ted $700.

^^e con^^^ratulate them for this generous and patriotic gesture and ho-oe

they continue the f^rood v;ork.
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KEEASITSAS CLUB.

Every once in a irtiile we get a chance to tell of the work heing done in

Oreece hy various CShicago organizations.

One such undertaking a school built in Kerasitsas, Tegeas. The Kerasitsan

Organization of Chicago contributed the f\md8 for this enterprise. This

club has been in existence since February 26,1922 and has done much good

for its country.

This progress is not to be stopped. The Brotherhood is continually making

new plans. It is to be congratulated on such splendid work.

The Board of Directors are: C. Malliris, president; J. Tzathas, secretary;

S. Tzathas, treasurer. P. LambrakiSt A. Pikras, N. Spiropoulos, and F.

Malliris are the trustees of the Brotherhood.
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HE WILLS FIVL THOUSAND DOLLARS FOR A SCHOOL IN iilS

lUTIVIL HO'.m.

Nicholas Kotelos, who died last week, mlled five tnouoand dollars for a new scnool
building in his native tov/n, Kollines, Arcadia.

The deceased was known to be pious, virtuous, and very pailanthropic.
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Ur* Leonidas Tzlkas has returned from a six months stay in Oreece*
He 8\irprised and pleased friends and relatives by bringing with
him a bride. Congratoilationsl
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DEPARTURE.
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Our well-known and much beloved friend. Lawyer John Gavares, sailed last
Monday for a trip through Europe and a visit to Greece. Mr. Gavares
will visit friends and relatives in Greece and will return to Chicago to

resume his practice.
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HiaH GREEK BANK OFFICIAL IN CHICAGO. WPA (ILL.) PRuJ. 30^75

Many prominent Greeks of the city took part in a banquet given in

honor of Thrasybulos Bogdanos, a high bank official of the National

Bank of Greece^ Mr. Bogdanos has established a branch of his

institution in New York with a $1,500, 000. capital, complying with

all the banking rules and regulations of the state of New York*

This new branch of the National Bank of Greece, and the already

existing branch of the Bank of Athens, act as clearing houses for

the commercial needs of the Greeks of America.

Mr. Bogdanos, while in Chicago examined the possibility of a branch

for Chicago, but refrained from to committing himself. He left

Chicago very enthusiastic over the progress of the Greeks here.
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DANCE OF THE SOCIETY RISIOTON AUGYEA.

The well-functioning society Angyra will give its seventh annual dance on
Teh. leth, in the Cameo Room of the Morrison Hotel, The program includes
classical dances given by the pupils of Mrs. Veach*

The dance is to raise funds for the treasury of the society with an object
in view which is to erect a new school building in their native Rizas of
Tegea, Greece*

All members of the society and their friends are invited to the dance.
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aRSSK GIRL WINS THE TITLE OF"MISS EURCPEl'

Out of nineteen beautiful girls who took part in the 1930 beauty contest
in Paris, the Orecian g-i.rl, MisB Alice Diplarakou, was chosen as beauty
queen to wear the crown of '•Miss Europe" for 1930.

The newly crowned beauty will sail for Rio De Janeiro to compete for the
"Miss Universe" title. She is eighteen years old with chestnut hair,
classical appearance anu the figure of Artemis (Diana). She loves sports,
dislikes cosmetics, and is the daughter of a wealthy lawyer.
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BSTURN OF DR. CHEEONIS

(91EEK

Dr. Nicholas D. Cheronis returned from his Grecian trip last week.

He departed for Greece with his wife and daughter last September

and since then has been visiting the mountains and valleys in all

peo'ts of Greece*

We hope Dr. Cheronis will tell of his trip in one of those interesting

lecttires we are always glad to hear*
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NOUMAS

The fourth edition of Noxunas has arrived. It contains such writers as

Mr. Paroritus^ Mrs. L. lakohitis, Mrs. J. Persakis, Mr. A. Pallis and

others. Besides the articles^ there appear two beautiful pictures and

other miscellaneous matter in this issue«

The Kentrikon bookstore and Mouzakiutis Bros, sell this edition for

twenty cents.
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The chapters' of Ahepa and the lodges of Gapa all over the 'Jnited ^tates are in-
formed by the headq^uarters of the Orders, that systematic efforts have been made
for the organizing of tiiree excursions on a large scale to Greece.

The first will be Ahepa' s, which is scheduled to reach Athens on March 20* On
March 28 the Gapa's excursion will reach the port of peraeus, and during April,
the biggest excursion of all will reach Greece. In this last group will be emi-
nent Greek-Americans of the professional class; bankers, representatives of the

press, representatives of the government, both local and national, teoidss Greek
youths of school age accompanied by their parents.

The United States Government has honored the expedition oy offerin^^ an ^imerican

transatlantic vessel for the use of the excursioniiits. T.ie fir^t stop .vill be at

Patras, the next at Missolonghi, and then at Athens, v/here tiiey v;ili be :aet by the
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reception committee header "by Mr. Kountouriotis, former President of the Greek
Republic. The distin^:uisned visitors v/ill receive a cordial welco;^io*

The preparations in Greece have taken on a national aspect, "because of the .aa^ni

tude of the plans for the reception and entdrtaiuient of the visitors.
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balt-:t£Iang.

The Baltetsians of Chicago :iave collect-^d a sum of five thousand dollars, which will

be used in Greece to build a road uniting Baltetsia and Araohrnitan. Under the leader-

ship of Nick Palivos, the Baltetsians have not stopped their wonderful work, but are

continuing plans to further improve their native country.
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i^ °,^ HEW DONATIONS OP THE SOCIETY MAOODLIOTON ST. NICHOLAS.
V A 1
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The small, but ^Irited eociety Magoulioton St. Nicholas at the testimonial

dinner given in honor of Mr. Christ Kostopoulo8» former president of
the society, who leaves for a trip to the old country, contributed new
STims of money to be added to the fund, to build schools and other public
works in their native town* They are as follows*

John Panousis $130 E. E* Oiotakis $75 H« D* Panousis $75 P* S« Stavropoulos

$65 E. S* StavropotLlos $65 P. S« Eisbikis $50 I. D« Panousis $50

I. D* Panousis $50 Th« Eostopotilos $25 H. D. Eliopoulos $15.

The above sums of money and other previous contributions of the society
have been sent to the bank of Tripoli s to be used for public works in
their native Uagotila«

Congratulations to the members of the society for their noble sentiments
towards their former country.
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G. Panagiotopoulos, who has a restaurant at 3202 Irving Park Blvd. has left
for a month's stay in Greece. He will visit his native land of Leontari,
Megalopolis. His friends hope that when he returns, he will be accompsmied
by a bride.
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A. S« Pantos of Chlomou» Boreiou Tpirout who has lived in America since
he was eight and worked for Eodella brothers for a good many years, has left
for a years' trip to Greece where he will visit friends and relatives*
We wish him ••Bon Voyage!?
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Consulate General of Greece in Chicago announces that the Greek Government

has suspended f\ilfillment of all military obligations for all Greeks in

America who will visit Greece up to Dec. 31, 1930.

G. Depastas.
Consul General.
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RE-ISSUE

The well-known perlodicalt Noumas, is being re-edited in Athens by Panes
Tagkopoiilos, son of the first editor of Noumas. In the first volume of
the third edition appear such writers as Palama, Malakasi^ Gkolfi,
KyriaziSi Uagganaris, Tagkopoulus, Strets, etc* A copy is sold for
twenty cents at Kentrikon book store*
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Panagiotls Bougas, a well*-known Chicago Greeks has left for New Tork
where he will embark on the Uauretanla for Greece by way of Europe,
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^ ^ ^ RAPTAION CLUB.

Greeks from Rafti, Oortynias, about twenty-five in nximber, have organized

a club to help their fatherland. $5,800 has been collected for this

p\irpo8e already. Their first move is to establish a school for 140 children

who at present receive their schooling in a 20x40 ft. room without seats

or desks

•

Below is a list of the donators:

S. H. &iannopoul08 $500*00

F. N. Giannopoulos 500.00

J. N. Giannopoulos 500.00

G. N. Giannopoulos 300.00

E. S. Giannopoulos 100.00

L. S. Giannopoulos 100.00

E. N. Hicholopoulos 50.00

G. N. Hicholopoulos 250.00
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B. X. BaellopoTilos
B. S. Basilopoiilos
M. S. Basllopoulos
S. A. AdajDopoulos
L. 0. Adamopoulos
J. a. Georgakopouloe
E. P. Htabos
A. A. Aggelakopoulos
M. P. Ntabos
C. B. Aggelakopoulos
P. & J. B. Adamopoulos
a. J. & A. A. Aggelakopotilos
Boston

$500.00
500.00
500.00
600.00
200.00
200.00
100.00
50.00

150.00
150.00
150.00
100.00
400.00
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Evangelios Karras, with his wife and daughter, has just returned from
Greece. During their many months stay, they visited Rizas, Tegeas and
Tripoli. They returned by way of Europe, accompanied by Theodore
Mouzakiotis, Mrs. Karras* brother.
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This coming Sunday^ November lOth^ the Eptazilaian club Allllobolthla
is giving a dance in the Red Room of the LaSalle Hotel.

The Eptanisian Club, for many years established in ChicagOt is among
the first to support any national cause* The funds of this dance are
to go to the National Hero of Athens. We should all help in this
effort.
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James J. Christofilos left today for New York where he will embark on

the Steamship Edison for Oargalianos^ Oreece. Mr* Christofilos has

made a previous trip to ttreece but did not find it satisfactory. His

sisters, Mrs. Mary 0. Batsineas and L. E. Kogionis, as well as his many

friends, wished him a fond farewell*
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Mr. Pavlos Koutsiourle and his wife, Helent daughter of ificholas

Palivos have ji«t returned from Greece where they remained all fall.

They visited Mr. loutsiouris' home-town, Rizas, Tegeas and Baltetsia, Mrs.

Koutsiourls* fathers' 8 home and from there to Larrisan, Mrs. Koutsiouris*

mother* s home. They returned by way of Europe on the Majestic. Welcome!
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THE D3SECRATI0M OF TH3 GREEK CONSULATE.

p. 1.. .7e have repeatedly expressed our unfavorable opinion of the Greek*
Consulate in Chicago under the management of its Consul General, Uir. George
Depasta. \7e shall continue to bring before the public facts concerning the
corrupt practices of our consulate in an effort to rid the Greek community
of Chicago of its tyrannical chief. Je repeat that LIr. George Depasta, as
head of the consulate, has utterly failed to afford the slightest benefit to
the Greek population of Chicago or to perform the duties assigned to his
office. The Greek Government continues foolishly to expend more than a

thousand dollars a month for the maintenance of this consulate.

We defy any citizen of Chicago to prove to us that ILr. Depaeta, as consul
general of Greece, has shown the least sign of efficiency in his administra-
tion; we promise to publish any such proofs in these columns in the largest
type available. Of course we do not invite proof from those who think that
the duties of the consul general are confined to authorizing the issue of
passports and certificates of title.

If these clerical formalities are the only duties of the Greek consul
general, then the Greek Government need not be put to such expense for the
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execution of trivial office work*

From the date of the establishment of the Greek Consulate in Chicago up to
the year 1914, a long period of years, Dr. Salopoulos, who v/as consul during
this time, did not receive one cent from the Greek Government for his consular
services; he even paid the salary of his secretary and the rental of his con-
sular office out of his own pocket J The consulate had an income amounting to
thousajids of dollars, \rfiich the Greek Government obtained v/ithout incurring
any expense !

But the work of Llr* Salopoulos, as the entire Greed community oi Chicago may
well recall^ was not limited to the usual routine of issuing visas, trust-
deeds, and titles and of drawing up contracts; he took part in every movement
of the commmnity which was Greek, whether it was religious, patriae ic, or
national, and he was the initiator of many such movements*

If we are guilty of the slightest exaggeration in these statements concerning
LIr. Salopoulos, we invite any one to contradict them*

The year 1914 was the first year in which the office of consul-general became
a salaried oi'fice. The first consul to assume office under this new arrangement
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was Kr. Pezas, who was indefatigable in the performance of his duties. He
was followed by Mr. K. Xanthopoulos, who took a prominent part in every
patriotic movement of our community, and whose activities are still remembered
by many Greeks of our city. lir. Xanthopoulos was succeeded by I.Ir. Armeriotes,
Mr. Matles, and Mr. Mamonas, who were all influential in the affairs of our
Greek colony. Lir. liamonas converted the consulate into a Greek social center.
He did not hesitate to v/elcome social visitors as well as those who came on
business.

We put the question to the entire Greek community of Chicago: Is there the
slightest similarity between Llr. Depasta and his predecessors?

Has Mr. Depasta as consul-general of Greece in this large Greek community
done anything outstanding in his entire term of office, anjrfching v/hich has
left the faintest impression on the minds of the citizens of Chicago? His
only accomplishment, has been so to sequester the Greek consulate from the
Greek cormunity of Chicago that the Greeks, of Chicago are not even aware that
a Greek consulate exists in this city.

He has played a scandalous part in the dissension in our church, taking sides
with the leaders of the dissenting movement. He has scorned the parishes of
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the Greek church in our community and has termed "unpatriotic" those persons
^0 recognize the authority of the Holy Synod of Greece instead of submitting
to Bishop Philaretos, to#iom he blindly adheres*

He continues to submit false reports and information to the Greek Government
concerning the church problem and strives to perpetuate the chaotic condition
of our church.

This in brief is a summary of the achievements of \riiich llr* Depasta can boast
and of the record )i^ich he can present to the Greek Community of ChicagoJ This
is the sad state of the Greek Consulate in our city, an admirable record
indeedl

XJe wonder how long the Greek consulate in Chicago can continue to exist in so
deplorable and chaotic a state in our large and flourishing Greek community.

The Contradict or

•
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Mr. Panagiotis Tzobanls of Drezel Ice Creaa Co«» and his wife* Thaliat

have just arrived from Greece where they have "been staying during the

fall season* The Tzobanis were aboard the steamship Berengaria, which

also "brought over Prime Minister MacDonald of England. They have

rented apatrtments at the South Shore Hotel*
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Ve are anno\incing to the Grreek puhlic that we are giving a dancer Sunday

»

November 10, in the Red Room of the Hotel La Salle. Proceeds wi^ go
towards the National Hero fund in Athens. We are urging other orgsoilzatlons
to refrain from holding any af I'air on that date to assure us a successful
evening.
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DEPARTURE.

Mr. Nicholas Panagiotopoulos has departed for Greece on the steamship
^jrron, one of the national steamships of Oreece«

His many friends wish him "Bon Voyage."
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THE SAD STATE OF THE GEIEEK CQNSUIATE ^'^ <'"^' '"

(Editorial)

p. l«4Jpo& mmieroue occasions we hare rerealed in our columis the sad state of
the Gbreek consulate in Chicago 9 brought about by the scandalous actiTities of
our consul general lir. George Depastay in the affairs of our Church and. by the
absolute indifference which he has displayed to those national and social
affaics of ours which properly fall under his Jurisdictiont and for attending
to irtiich he is hi^ly paid by the Greek GoTemment.

Cur accusations against Mr. Depastay TOiced through our columns 9 were stated
very clearly and the contributing causes of a condition which necessitated our
constructiYS criticism were ^ttiorous^ly explained* We hare no personal prejudices
against Ur. Depasta; on the contrary » we ow% him respect for the courtesy and
the refinement which he has displayed* But matters of personal consideration
should be set aside when we are seeking to unearth the truth.
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It is well known that Vr. Depasta^s reputation has sunk so far that it would
be inpossible to recover it from the rery low stage to which it has fallen and
our suggestion to him is to ask to be transferred from his present office be«>

fore the entire Greek community of Chicago requests the Goyernment of Greece
to remove him«

Ifr. Depasta should have fully understood that it was not his business to inter«

meddle in the affairs of our Church* His defense of one faction of the Church
and his display of antagonism to another have been responsible for his losing
the respecty honor, and loyalty formerly accorded to officials of his capacity
by the Greeks of Chicago.

His intervention in our Church affairs has been conducted in so scandalous a
msnner that he has even resorted to illegal means to achieve his purposes*
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He has gone eo far as to refuse to issue passports to the wires of Greek citizens
idiose marriages had been performed by priests who recognized the authority of the
Holy Synod of Greece and not that of Bishop PhilaretosI

Hot only that 9 but he has most inqpiously and sacrilegiously conqpelled such couples
to undergo a second matrimonial ceremony conducted by a priest who is a member of
the Rhodostolic Church and does not recognize the Holy Synod of Greecel In doing
this he has violated the orders of his own Gorernmonty which instructed him to
recognize marriages performed by cmy priest » regardless of which faction of the
Church he might adhere to. Our consul is keeping this written decree concealed

^

and in spite of our repeated demands he refuses to show it to the public*

Mr* Depasta pays no heed to switerated Mtmonitions forbidding him to interfere
in our ecclesiastical affairs and continues his intermeddling) employing the most
scandalous tactics*
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After falling to persuade the North Side parish to reeognize the authority
of Philaretost he has begun new negotiations with the West Side pcurish* He
has gone so far as to apply the term **ejqpatriot8*^ to those Greeks who recognise
the Holy Synod of Greece and not the Rhodostolie Church of Mr. Fhilaretos.

The other day we published an article recounting the recent activities of
Mr* Depasta in his interference with the affairs of our Churchy and we shall
continue our revelations at greater length sud set before the public some
startling facts which prove that this gentlsnfm has erred so grievously that
his removal from the office of consul general of Greece in our city is an
imperative necessity.

The Contradictor*
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THE LATEST SCANDALOUS EFFORTS OF IR. G. DEPASTA«

(Sdiltorial)

p. 1-In spite of the vamings ufaich the consul general of Greece^ Ur. G. Dq^astat
has received to cease to intermeddle in our church affairs and to take the side
of one faction against another » he persists in his scandalous tactics and has
nade the Greek consulate the center of propaganda in support of Bishop Philaretos
and his Rhodostolic Qiurch*

Ur. Depasta has xoade desperate efforts to persuade the North Side parish of our
city to break away from the United Parish Union of Chicago and to recognize
Philaretos as its leader; he has gone so far as to exsploy fraudulent methods to
achieve his purpose and has brou^t before the public a forged telegngphic cob»
nunication from the premier of Greece) Mr. Venixelos^ vhich supposedly tvas a
reply to Ur. Depasta^ and in which the premier expressed his approval of the aim
of the consul. This supposed cable was proved to be false^ however, because it
originated in Athens when Ur. Veniselos hi^pened to be in Rome.
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lir^D^paBta succeeded by these fraudulent tactics in persuading the adiainistratiye

body of the North Side Parish to recognixe Philaretos as its leader. This rictory
was short^liTsdy howoTer, for after the fraud had been discovered, a large meeting
of neinbers of the parish mis called » which uproariously repudiated Mr. Depasta's
scheme. In spite of this failure to accomplish his designs on the North Side parish
Mr. Depasta is continuing his scandalous tactics by atteiqpting to persuade another
parish of our community to Join his cause and recognise the authority of his bishop.
He has forgotten that he is the consul general of Greece in Chicago ^ and that it is
not his business to.meddle with the church affairs of our comnunity and to attempt
to disunite our parishes by taking the side of one faction against another*

Ve believe that it is time for Greece to recall from our city the man who is the
sole reason why the Greeks of Chicago have lost all interest in the consulate of
Greece 9 and who has terminated all intercourse and every relationship which existed
between our large Greek community and the Greek nation*
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¥• have repeatedly published in our eolumis the exploits of Mr* Depasta and his
scandalous intermeddling in our ecclesiastical affairs f cmd we have endeavored
to guide our consul in the proper direction » but unfortunately all our efforts
have been in vain. We firmly believe that it is now the duty of the Greek comp^

Dunity of Chicago to eaploy means to remove him from office and to put in his
place a man who fully understands the duties of a consul general and will per-^

form them*

Ihe Contradictor.
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THjS psaeaiok ohga^iization

^ith the many hrilliant outings our organizations h&ve been giving, v;e must

also include the first picnic of the Psaxaion Organization of America.
According to the number of people present we would s^y that financially the
affair was a huge success.

•

The Psaraion Organization has sent 500»000 Drachmas to Pssri, a town of Mes-

sinia for improvements a.nd for building a school. This is one organization
that accomplishes in a big way that which it sets out to do.
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BEOIMING OF Y/OMEN»S AlO) GIRL'S TRIPOLITM CLUB

After many conferences and consultations, the Greek women and girls descended
from Tripolitans ha.ve finally esta"blished a cluh which they have nsjned, Phil-
anthropic Society of Tripolitan Women and Girls,

The main reason for this cluD was a letter sent from the priest of Metamorseos,
Andrew Panagiotopoulos aJid Angeline Tsigos, which stated that there was impera-
tive need for money to repair the church.

The initiative for this action was furnished "by the following women: Helen
Giaimopoulos, Sophia Nicholopoulos, Marika l.lalliros, and Basiliki Bousios.
At the first meeting of June 27, qiiite a few women appeared, who, upon hear-
ing the contents of the letter, donrted the following sums:

Helen S. Giannopoulos, $10; Marika H. Malliris, $10; Katina A. Deligiannis,

$10, Marika I, Askounis, $10; Basiliki K. Marachos, $10; Maxika, I. Papa-
nastasiou, $10; Sophia K. lakolopoulos, $10; Helen P. Nikolopoulos, $5;
Marika D. Kouhelis, $5; Angeline T. Antonopoulou, $5; Sitsa I. Agriostathis,
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$3; Marika D. Papantoniou, $3; Georgia N. Marcus, $3; Basiliki K^ Dousias,

$3; Pitsa D, Bouloukou, $3; Catherine Bouloukou, $2; Georgia Bouloukou, $2;

Paraskevoula Barkouli , $2; Erasmia G. Habilomatis, $2; Marigo G. Lazaxo-
poulos, $2; Antonia B. Basilopoulou, $3; Helen P. Ladas, $3. Total $ll6.00.

At such an opportune moment, the Tripolitan women and girls set the founda-
tions for this organization. They chose a temporary chairman, Helen Gianno-
poulos and secretary, Katina BoialoukoUt They set the date of the next meet-
ing, July 11.

There were many women and eJrls at this meeting. After Miss Bouloukos read
the minutes of the previous meeting, the president and a few other women
spoke a few words, the name of the organization was chosen, new irfeinhers were
enrolled and the election of offices took place. The results were: Helen
Giannopcolos, president; Sofia K. ITikolopoulos, vice-president; Marika
Malliris, treasurer; Basiliki Dousias, secretary. The Board of Trustees con-

sists of: Marika Askounis, Christina Anoriopo"ulos, Pitsa Bouloukos, Erasmia
Hamilomatis, Marika Koubelis, Basiliki Theodoropoulos, Maxika Galanopoulos,
Helen Ladas, and Helen Panagakis.
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The following women were enrolled as members v/hich now total fifty: PsTaske-
vola Mkopoulos, Mary Mcoti5ouka, A. Hlepa, Hriso Katsaxos, Stauroula Anorio-
poulos, Stauro-ula Nasiopotdos, Helen Tellalis, Sophia Liap-, Helen Kanellos,
Pitsa ManopoTilos, Athanasia Athanasopoulos, Basiliki Stauropoiilos, Marigo
Kolemi, Pagona Kallas, Helen Xpireas, Anna Ualliros, Paraskevoula Heka, Helen
01 annakako s , Basiliki Nasopoulos, Pitsa :Tasopoulos, Pc'^^'ona Malebitou, Sophia
Malebitou, Pitsa SotiraZopoijlos, Katina Deligiannis, Antena Giskoumi, Basiliki
Brahos, Georgia Markos, Helen "rUkopoulos, Pofo Christophilos, Panagiotitsa
MoTizakiotis, Angelina Antonopoulos, ^Georgia Kiriakopoulos, Basiliki Giannalro-
poTilop, Margarite Tso^jlLos, Maxika Papanas tasion, SoiLla Evthimioii, Dimitra
Stai:iropo"alos, Antonia Basilopoiilos, Marigo Lazaxopoulos , AthaJiasia Galano-
poiilos, lasia Xritikos, Ourania PaJios , Anna LekaJcis, Paxaskevoula Barkoulis,
Angeline Lampropoulos, Despina Prioholo^i, Irene Kana, Christoiil.a Trakas,
Katherine Bouloukos, Pitsa Hamilomr^tis, Georgia Bouloiakou, Sophia Theodoro-
poulos, Athanasia Sarlas, Magdaline Boulouicos, Maxy Kana and Chriso Katsarou.

Since the aim of the cliib is philanthropic, we are sure every woman from
Tripoli v/ill become a member to help along this worthy ca.use.
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TEE ATRSIniIAK BA1\TC AlTD ITS CRICAGO REPRESENTATIVE,

MR. SOTIRIS B. DEMOPOULOS.

The Greeks of Chicago will hear, with joy, tha.t the Athenian Bank, the sec-

ond such credit estahlishment in Greece, has opened offices in Chicago, where

the Greek people of Chicago and other Mid-wef^tern cities will "be able to con-

duct all their commerical deaJ.ing;£ with Greece, sending money home, and de-

positing savings.

The Chicago branch of the Athenian Bank is managed by Ihr. Sotiris Demopoulos,

in whom his countrymen can be certain to find faithful service concerning any

transaction they wish to make.

Office: I3U 21, La Salle Street.

Suite 1302

Telephone: Central 3^81
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'Without *)ein.^ considered on extr?vr^£;0nt o )tiniF,t, it is -por^icle, with
pome reserve, to ?r'.y thrt Jreece is ent^rin-' uoon :- situation ^jrliich

T)roni'--es nuch for t/)e f itiire. lor t-'ent./ odrl yepr? '^-reece hr-^s proceeded
in • n irre^^al/^r va;' so th.-t it vrs thou^/it thr.t she vould nev^;r find the
rif-^ht ropd ?':;?.in. Those v-ere jriuv storr;v yer-rs v;hen nrtions rnd r.?ces

v;ent throu/Ji drrl: periods. 1' ti-ns .-lust r? individuals rnd hrv^ their
ev^^ry-day ^rooleis. Jurt r the life of the individual isn't ^^Irs^s

turhuTent so it is y;ith the nrtion. It hrrjens, thou.4i, .jv.st ps ^7ith

the individual, so th*::: n/ tion so"1^ti:l9^' finds itself in a psycholo,";icrl

sit\ir.tion, rising, fr^:\ certadn crlanities vdiich tend to -irhe it hend
\mder its burden.

:5oliticrl de-The more simple people oelieve t/:c-"-t : di olor.v- tic failure, p,

fept, '-^re due only to the inr'--eou,-c.y of the .pvernin : body. '±lne scienti-
fic truth is tlirt the conditions rnd ^itu-=tions which rre crerted, es;:iec-

irlly in irre.-ulf^r ocC':.rrences , hrve deeper reasons, uid in order for c?.

nrtion to co::ie out of such p crisis, it must ecliose at least most of the
reasons t.iat are associated vrith the ere- tion of this condition.
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Luc'iil^^, :^or 1-r-:ece, tl:^ dr-rn of p ner d^y 1? coniri.^, t7iid..,lng frnrn p;??t ^
ex")eri3ncer one c n truthfully rt^te thrt t/.'.e nr^tion continup.lly for^;ets

its )rohle::is rz they ;-re solved and olr-ces into execution the external
Ir-yr of n.-ture—the Ipv; of seli^-ornc^erv^ tion. The hi£;i:eGt -position in
v'hich the Orael: n- tion finc.F itr;elf, co ^')rrBd ""4th t!i.e ^'i:?n::' ot'ier nations
tn^t -irofiteO. 'o/ the v;rr, is p_ s^olendid expn)le of hov the cnildren of
the 3-reeh ir'oil , for rll their trouhler, , continue to be inp')ir'^vd hy the
suorene v-ill of their forefrtherr.

'Vh.^tever trkes ol; ce in 'Greece to dp;,'' ie dependent on "pe^ce nad. goodwill.
The uniVer ? ^ 1 t r er t i e ? found in tli i s; crisis exc1 ^ide .oji: / o.P.n :<,evous di ?

-

t^orhrnce to our perce. "ith the instalL-tion of nev f.:--'Ces in yolitics,
'^dth the tenr^city of our youth to their traditions, vdth r.epl r-nd faith,
vmich ZiLO':"F. in oolite co:.T«)etition rmon-j our rdv ncin^^' nction, the dreajn

of our forefrt.hers i?. bein-" fulfil"^ ed.
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DONATIONS BY CHICAGO TEGEATAB* \p^
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The Greek progressiveness is manifested everywhere and in everything*

Chicago Tegeatae, who have never ceased to love their native town and

Greece, responded to the call for contributions*

In their native Tegea a school was established to teach young girls

how to become good mothers and good and useful housewives* This

institution needs funds for its upkeep and perpetuation* The following

Chicago Tegeatae contributed $50* each as a starting f\md to be sent to

Tegea* They are:

Spyros Kotoi>ox2luSt Nicholas Theodoropoulust Basil Manetas, Photios

Gickaris, Charalambos Georgaklis, Christ G* Svolos^ Demetrios G* Svolos*

John Ganast Christ Nicolopoulos and George Gatsis*

They are to be congratulated for their initiative in starting the

contributions* Other Tegeatae will follow the example of the above

mentioned contributorst and the necessary money will be raised*
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ATHENS GIVES WARM RECEPTIONS TO AHEIPANS.

The city of Athens, with opened anas received the thousand Ahepans from
America, who paid a visit to Greece as a gesture of good will and friend*
ship.

According to the schedule of the reception program, the Ahepans gathered
in the porticos of the \iniversity, whe e 100,000 people were crowded to

witness the ceremony of the pageant* At 10:30 a.m. the mayor, heading
the civic authorities and the governor of Athens, arrived to officially
receive the excursionists. As was prearranged, 45 aeroplanes in formation,
circled above, dropping pamphlets on the cheering crowds bearing the

inscription "Welcome Ahepans." At 10:45 A. M. the parade began, and
encircling the principal streets, the procession reached the Cathedral
of Athens, where the Archbishop of Athens held a doxology.
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The crowded streets and side-walks were impassable, "but when the miiltitudes ^- ^
noticed the American flag coming and were informed of the approaching arrival
of the American minister to Oreece, followed ly American Legionnaires of the

Athens Post, they divided to make room for the popular and well-liked American
minister*

Mayor Patches delivered the welcome address and with well-chosen words,

eiilogized the greatness of America. He terminated his speech with "Long
Live America and Long Live Ahepa, '• amid a great applause. The crowd

became unmanageable when the American minister spoke:

His presence and speech electrified the Athenian people, who in turn showed
their sentiment in appreciation of America.

The president of the Order of Ahepa thanked the Athenian people, the civic
authorities and the Greek government for their friendly attitude towards
America and Ahepa.
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Day after day the Greeks from America were entertained "by various societies

of the Greek capital and the girls of the Lyceum gave a performance in honor
of the excursionists, at which many dignitairies were present.

A symposium was given in which practically all the prominent and foremost
people of Athens participated. The Premier of the Greek nation arrived at
the symposium at 11 P«M*

Senators, ministers, high officers of the army and navy and dignified
members of the judiciary were conspicuous everywhere^

llr* Venizelos, with characteristic oratory inflamed the grand assembly.
He spoke of America's greatiiess of rrhat the world owes America, and what effect
such excursions as this of the Ahepans has upon the people. He thariked

the American Greeks for these ever-ready willingness to help mother Greece,
and requested them to carry hack to America what the Grecian people and
its government think and feel toward America the Great.
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He reminded the visitors to tell the American people, that Greece, in spite
of her financial predicament and the h\ige burden she undertook to rehabilitate
1,500,000 refugees, did not fail to meet her obligation to America, but
continues to pay, and will pay every penny borrowed from America.

The American minister followed the prime minister and thanked him and the
Greek people for the good words said about America. Other distinguished
speakers eulogized the American Greeks and the glory of America.

The temple of Demetra, at Eleusis, a few days later, was the scene of
another «p«ctaculaar ceremony for the Ahepans, at which the authorities
were compelled to use military tactics to handle the cheering crowds. Here
again, the American minister Hon. Gould delivered a speech, telling the
Greek people of the amicable ties that unite America and Greece^
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ah":ta»s 2xTD zxcuhsic- to aR^ZCE

-o. 5.- T?iose viho nartici'o^tecL in Ahe-oa's last year's excursion to G-reece

are in "^^osition to realize the inroortonce of the 2nd excursion which will

talce olace next mont'i.

Cordial receotioiis, v/arm hos-'^itality , honors and official reco/jnition

wer-j extended to Ahepans last year h;/ the G-reek people and the G-reek

government.
c:j

I.r. VenizeloD, Prime hini^ter, m^. the ; ayors of Athens fuid Piraeus
Vvirrd that G-reece, v/ith open ;a":ns, v/ill a;u;c^in receive the excursionists.

A --re-.t committer; composed of Senators, r.iuisters, reoresentatives of

the Aiiurican Legation, G-reel: ort-^anizations and the American Lej^lon, vill

rrrceive the Alie-^an excursionists with j^reat honors. The girls* Lyceums
of Athens and Piraeus v/ill honor tiieia witli 'oerformances beloved oy all.
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The ocean liner, Vulcania, is chartered for the trip, and -oreparations

are bein^- maue that the forthcoming excursion v/ill outshine in s^^lendor

the excursion of last year. Date for the event is set for Larch

1929. G-et your tickets early.
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THE AMERICAN COLLEOE OP ATHENS.

This is a direct appeal to the Greeks of Chicago and the suburbs^

The Greek communities of Chicago, which, according to their activities
in national affairs, are today to become the leaders of the Greeks in
America, are requested to take the leading role in raising funds for
the American College in Athens. As we have stated in previous publications, two
Greeks alone contributed to the cause $250,000. The college must be completed
as soon as possible and the money therefore must be raised in a short time.

The Greeks of Chicago must lead the way to raise the money and be an example
for the rest of the country. Chicago has enough rich Greeks to build the
Institution in Athens without delaying the matter any longer. But the
honor of contributing belongs to all the Greeks. The American College in
Athens is waiting for your contributions Chicago Greeks do your duty.

Contributions should be sent to the following address.
Athens College
17 West Washington Street, ftdW 501
Chicago, 111*
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GKEEK LETTERS

(S\immary)

Last Friday at the Bismarck Hotel a unique festival of Greek letters was

given in honor of Miss Iphigeneia Pappas, a Greek Poetess, ^flio is visiting

our city*

The Chicago Greek poets, headed by Mr* Demetrios Michalaros, noted Greek-

American poet, planned the festival, which was rather unique for the Greek

community of Chicago. Mr. Andrew Vlachos, eminent attorney, acted as master

of ceremonies, and in very complimentary language presented the guest of

honor, who recited some of her inspired poems in beautiful Greek.

Other Chicago Greek poets who pleased the gathering with their poems were Mr.

Takis George, George Koutoumanos, and Mr. Mechalaros. This festival of Greek

letters was the first of its kind given in Chicago by Greek poets*
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Mrs« Pappas, at tlie closing of the festival, recited in English one of
her famous poems, entitled **America the Beautiful. **

^«
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TEE HIED 07 EZPBISSNTiZION IN THE &RSEK PABLIAMXHT

p« !•• We hare commented on the question of representation of &reek
communities, abroad, in the Greek Senate* We hare dealt with the same
qnestion on other occasions and we are the first ones who have projected
this idea* We also held lectures in regards to the proposition. We
have treated the subject not from an idealistic point of Tiew, as much
as from a realistic*

We think that it is time, now, to dwell again on the matter of sending
representatiTes from America to the Greek Parliament in Greece, while
the question is discussed there. We have considered the fact, that those
in Greece hare thought of the Greeks abroad, seriously* They hare con-
sidered it Just and necessary that we in America have a voice in the
National representation* Thus far, unfortunately, the Greek people abroad,^
althou^ having been recognised as a great economic factor, in Greece,
were not thou^t of as being entitled to have an opinion upon Greek matters*

The shaping of things political proved that the Greek people abroad are
not only watching with close interest politics in Greece, but, being re-*
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moTed far from the narrow partisanship, can Judge general matters with
more calmness.

More Important still, finding themselres In far wider commercial and
Industrial fields, they know more than those In Greece, where conditions
do not allow the people to learn the modern methods and systems used In
various branches of commerce and Industry* These facts are Indisputable
and for these and many other reasons we think that the opinion of a
representatlTe from abroad, in the Oreek Parliament, can be rery bene-
ficial to Greece* But the need of the representation of the Greek
communities abroad, in the Greek Parliament, is not to be considered in
»he light, alone* This representation aims primarily at serving the
interests of the Greek communities whose bonds with Greece are rery strong
and often need Goremmental care*

Those in Greece cannot possibly know the needs of Hellenism abroad, unless
they hear and learn of them from the representatives of Greek commonities*
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TIIE GREEK COMMUl^ITIES 11^ THE GREEK SEMTE

V^PA (iLL.) l^KUj.ouuo

p. 1« — The news about the representation of Greek communities abroad
in the Greek Senate is of great importance to the Greek people, both at
home and abroad*

The Greek Senate, which besides the senators elected by the various
provinces also admits representatives of certain classes, grants in
addition the right of representation to the various Greek communities
abroad, such as the great Greek centers of the Americas and of Egypt#

The right of Greeks abroad to be represented in the Greek Senate is of
great national importance because it keeps tight the bonds between
Greeks abroad and Greeks at home. Moreover, the voice of the former
will be heard in Greece on questions requiring the Government's care and
aid.

For it must be understood, after all, by us abroad as well as by those
at home, that so long as we wish to remain Greeks, and Greece wishes
to have Greeks abroad, the bonds between the two sections must be more
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tangible • Lack of any tie between the two will necessarily bring about
as time goes on the estrangement of those living abroad from those at
home*

And it is not a question of moral ties alone, vrtiich will be preserved
as long as the patriotic sentiment of Greeks abroad endures • It is also
a question of material interest, which require real representation and
interpretation and nobody but representatives from the communities abroad
can represent them and interpret them.

This question we have treated at length in these colxjimns on other occasions,
urging the dispatch of representatives to the Greek National Assembly.
We said emphatically at that time that the question of the representation
of the Greeks in America involves not only patriotic sentiments but also
material interests, and that it is only on this basis, namely, with the
idea of serving these material interests that it is worth while to discuss
the expedition of representatives to our national center*

The Greek people abroad, especially those of America, were in duty bound
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to demand a place in the l^ational Assembly even if the idea had not
occurred to those in Greece* However, no^ that the latter of their own
accord have granted seats in the Greek Senate to Greeks abroad, we must
all receive the news with joy, and we believe that we reflect the sen-
timents of all the Greeks in America when we say this*
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HONORS FOR THE GREEK CONSUL*

The fifty Consuls and Consul-Generaijs :n Chicago, at their last meeting,

chose a new Dean of the Consular body. The honor was given to the

Hon* George De Pastas, Consul-General of Greeoe*

The Greek diplomat is known all over the United States as a distinguished

and imposing' personality. Congratualtions to De Pastas whose services

are appreciated by the Greeks of America.
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CHICAO'J GREEK GIRL CAPTUR;5;S THii ATHENIM PUBLIC.
«

Miss Irene A. Papchristophilou, a native of Chicago, who attends the

Lyceum in Athens, Greece, impersonated Iphigeneia in that ancient
drama, "Iphigenia in Aulis^ which was given by the girls of the Lyceum.
And the Athenian press, in eiilogizing the talent of the Chicago girl,
comments as follows:

The yoimg Chicago girl. Miss Irene, displayed at the performance god-
like beauty, grace and idealism. Athenian society stood agog at the
appearance of Iphigenia who appeared in the person of a Greek girls,
native of Chicago.

The youthful Greek-Columbian from Chicago, by the statuesque appearance
of Iphigenia displayed the deifying heroism and the suffering of the
superhuman soul of that sacrificed beauty.

The Greek community of Chicago can proudly say that Miss Papachr is tophilou
is a product of Grecian Chicago. Miss Irene was born and reaured in

Chicago and is the niece of Mrs. L. E. Koyionis.
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DANCE FOR ATHENS COLLEGE.

GBEEE

It is very encouraging to note that the Greeka of Chicago are leading
the way when national cooperation is necessary* It is folly now to

say that the (rreek race does not cooperate irtien nationalism is concerned*

7iye Chicago organisations united their forces and activities and organized
a dance to he given Sept* 17th» at the Trianon Ballroom for the fund of
Athens College* The Nea Geneat the Philomusical Societyt the Greek Touth^
the Sons of Pericles^ and the students fraternity PlatOt are the organizations
that give the initiative of racial cooperation* Instead of having five
danceSf as was done in the past^ one will be held to raise money for the
fund of the American College in Athens* Bravol a united front is more
desirable and more beneficial*

The example of the above organizations^ which are composed of our young
generation^ must be followed by others of the old stock and forever
eliminate the idea of individual activity for preponderance idien national
affairs are concerned*
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Undoubtedly the Greek community of Chicago* which very much approves
and appreciates the activities of the new generation* will attend the
dance and make it a grand success

•
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ULTSSSS LAPAS«

Ulysses Lapas, notsd grand opera singer, was warmly received at

the railway station by many friends and admirers*

The celebrated singer stopped in Chicago a few hours, and on hit

trip to France and Belgium to fill opera engagements there.

Then he will go to Greece to take part in the organization of a
Oreek opera in Athens

•
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aSEEK INHERITS $4,000,000*

3asil HalevitlSt fruit merchant, located at 1506 East 55th St* and
a resident of Chicago for the last twenty-three years has received
news from Alexandria, Egypt, that he has inherited $4,000,000. from
an uncle, a merchant prince who died recently.

Mr. Ualevitis with his attorney Jacoh L. Tenney, will leave in a
few days for Egypt to claim the legacy*
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mVS. FRANC'CUDI;^ AND TH::: UjJIV INSTITUTICK IK

G. S, Prangoudis is touring the United States to coll.rct funas for the establish-

ment of a school of political science in Athens, c.reece* This school v/ill be the

only one of its kind in Greece, as v/ell as in tae entire Balican peninsula.

Mr. Frangoudis is now in Chica[;o for the same purpose. Peveral of our more pro-

gressive Greeks have contributed generously an i the surii already collected is a

littlo over "^6,000. The amount needed altogether is ^20,000, ano undoubtedly, the

sum will be oversubscribed.

This school v.ill fill a great gap in the Grecian capital, inas'.iicii as it will in-

troduce thin^-fc still unknown in Greece. ." school of this nature will contribute

greatly in the ^reat reformation v/hich is bound to sweep Greek political thought

in tne future.

Congratulations to the contributors for helping to establic^a this school and also

those who will continue to aid in maintaining the institution^
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30TIRIS SKIPI3

p. 10 The poet, Sotiris Skipis, v/ho is touring, this country for educational
purposes and in the interest of his work, has been received very enthusiasti-
cally by the Greek communities in America. Mr, Skipis is very justly con-
sidered, one of the best poets in Greece today, and those who have knoWii him
will speak of his hi^h and genial characteristics • About the end of this

month, Mr. Skipis is expected to visit Chicago where he will deliver some of

his enlightening lectures.

Andrew J. Vlachos, also a poet will organize plans to receive the poet from
Greece and will serve, according to tentative plans, as chairman.
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'..e vjrove ajain t-ict v. e c^vt, the onl^. Ooooie \v'l;c , ao the ryhoexVix of iiiythoi.:^;^,

are rehorn fror: tre a^.^'-cs an^l res'urc our Tonner ccii:.^;,, o.nCL iiuoetuB^ Lidefatig-
p"bie, iirn:eribhahle with the Greek character unchan^^ed.

Our last ex*oerience i^: not the only one. In our eternal career we have been
confronted with dangers, we have overcome obstacles and we undervrent catas-
ti^O'ohes t'lat would have buried in t?ie dustbin of tVie Dast r^ny other national-
ity.

We Creek veople differ froji: all other^^,. Cur e:K.cect io::al ei^dowLient is that
the Dower to overcon^e er^n the ^r^atcst 'a-.idshlics and t v: sucGesi5xUj.jLy

lesxjiw ^--6 iiiOtiv xuriuUi> -ew'^iiv bcs*

V.e, the «vreeh vjeonie, have alwc.ys been distin^.-,xiished for our national spirit,
our national pride, and our national ii..:.eoendence. ^^e have a.lv,'a,. o bc^n proud
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qT our licit ionaiitv and 3GiiJ.:^rity towards it. llo i^iiatt^r iii \;liat coi_.;ii ci

the t^xOwc tViey .^v^j-u- t^- 1,^ r^a-'wL, tLe Cr^w-ivi uisti*i.i..,uisiiuu. tlieiiiseiveo. To

no "oeople ou ^l.i:V.\ '^L/r^ \.c er^r avl...ltVud su^cj a^atlou nor ly^Vt vVc; assl^iiiiateo

witL f'iii/. Tl.c :xut ' ouul T^riue l.ab retaiaesl a/^vl preserved tl.e xiatio.i.cvX l^^ta.
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The G-reek people today must constitute aii or>;anizatiori lie.ving tlie Ii.deoe.ident

state ^.s ^ centei" and the v/hole v-orld as a circle of activity, wherever there
are C-reeks. The new "reek state ii.ust oe tlie official rcTjresentative of all
Hellenism.

The Greek corxrunities wherever they hao^e x
X. « ., 4-to ce iV'^iii now on, uusw aox, oe

considered as out of t]ie state ^uid under foreign rule. They ;aust, as SreeK
provinces, hind ther*selves v;ith the Greek car)itol hy oflicial representatives
sent to Greece as delegates of the national v/ill of the Greeks abroad.

O;

Ilew seats must oe added to the Greek parli^Ji^ent for the Greek representatives
from ahroad. Their voices must oe heard frou the Greek -oarliaiLient ' s rcstrw.!.

The latter muot not ho deTjrived of the rij-^hts of soverei^^nity of the Greek
peo"ole, inasmuch as they also ^reserve the Greek soirit, have national interest,
are national factors and contribute to the natiovial pros"nerity and pro£';res«5

of Greece.

The narrov conception comin.^- from the narrow houiidaries of the indeoendent
:. I u is u jL...t^state must he eliminated.

include all the Greeks in the world. L
for the official rt^oresentation to

V-- ^
f -

i.' .^ e meaning of the state in the
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task of trie xiatlonal rejuvcni.tion "be of seconc''.ary iinportaiice aud let the

idea of tile natioxi orevail.

(Full)
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ADDRESS OP Tm: AMERICAli MINISTER TO 71IZ AHJ^PANS IN ATHENS &REECE.

The office of Salonlkl xs flooded with telegrams sent by Chicago Ahepans

telling us how the Greel: people and authorities received the Greek-American

excursionists.

The American Minister to Greece officially received the Ahepans and delivered
the following address.

"Mr. Magor and memhers of the Ahepa, I am happy to Join with my Athenian
friends in welcoming this large and fine appearing delegation of American

citizens of Greek origin. I have not the slightest doubt that its members
will enjoy themselves thoroughly in the mother-land, and that they will

return refreshed and benefited by their experience here.
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"I did' have a good deal of doutt, however, until some hours ago, as to

the meaning of that mysterious word Ahepa xinder which you come. I

assumed, of course, that the name Ahepa was an old-fashioned Oreek
word, suid I hastened to the dictionary to discover its significance*
Naturally, I o'btained no enlightment ei'her in the ancient or the modern
Greek, and then I ascertained that tlie .vord, is one of those ultra-modern^
terrible words, composed of the initial letters of a series of respectable
English words, all of which being translated means that this organization
stands, first, for the dispatch of the simple and obvious duties of good
citizenship; second, for an interest in political movements, but without
bitterness or unfairness; third, that it stands for the general education
of the masses, and, finally, that it believes in the cultivation of
beauty in art and literature and in our everyday lives.

r

"When I mastered this much of your program I said to nyself, •How truly
Greek it all is,' a program that might have been devised by the Greeks
of ancient days, who themselves were believers in the practice of the

duties of citizenship, who were always interested in public affairs,
and education, and who achieved more for beauty than humanity has
succeeded in achieving at any time since*
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In fact, as I thought over the matter, itaccurreito me that, if
eligible, I might not mind joining the organization njyself and perhaps the

worthy Athenian Journalists who have "been having much graver doubts
than ny own with respect to the nature oi* Ahepa, might, upon reflection,
feel inclined to Join me^ in applying for membership.

"You have now reached the house of your ancestors and as you go through
the beautiful countryside, as you look around and see the vestiges of
the past, as you remark with what energy, tenacity and success the people of
your own blood and your own generation have struggled and are still
struggling against post-war problems of tremendous difficulty, you will
recall with pride and satisfaction the fact that they are of your own
race, and you will say that the qualities which were characteristic of
this country many centuries ago are the qualities of the men and women
of ?ur own time.
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"Now we who sure of the older stock of the United States would not wish
you to feel otherwise. Indeed, we could not wholly respect you if
you lacked in your appreciation of what has been accomplished on this
soil* We believe that there is no necessary inconsistency between
cherishing such thoughts as that, and the uncompromising and undivided
loyalty which we expect from our citizens of recent date.

"We have had abundant proof that loyalty is given to our institutions
and without grudging* We do not forget that during the great war upwards
of 60,000 young Greeks in whose veins there flows the blood of Attica
and Peloponnesus and all the other parts of Greece, gave the best that
was in them to the anay of the United States*
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"It lies within the power of this country by the exercise of a hroad
and enlightened policy, and I do not doubt that it will do so, to

retain the friendship and the affections of the 600,000 persons, more
or less, who have come from Greece to the United States,

"I welcome the presence of this, the first large organized body of
its kind, to this country as a happy omen, indicating still closer and
if possible better, and always more practically useful relations
between Greece and the United States."

i
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FROM AHEPA'S EXCURSION TO GREECE \ .

i'he central committee of Ahepa received the following telegram which
reveals the enthusiastic reception tendered to the Ahepans on their
arrival in Athens.

Telegram from Athens. April 10, 1928.

Overwhelmingly received by mayors of Piraeus and Athens; Athenians, Cxovern-

ment. Metropolitan, ana Amoassador. Mayor Patsis and Atheniains declare
reception greatest in Athenian history; quarter-million people witnessed
and proclaimed impressive parade. American Legion, Boy Scouts, Refugees
and other organizations participating in parade. Athens decorated
colortully; reception surpassed greatest expectations; press enthusiastically
praised Oraer. tomorrow mayor tenders Ahepans banquet at Eleusina; Sunday,
Ahepans return Danquet at Aktaion to National and Municipal G-overnments.

Alfange.
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THE AHEPANS IK ATHENS*

The Ahepans, according to telegrams to the Chicago Newspapers,
wearing their red tmzmee^ arrived in Athens and paraded through
the streets* They were enthusiastically received by the mayor
of Athene and his council, the United States Minister to Greece
and many high officials of the governmenti.

Among those who delivered speeches of welcome was the American
Ambassador, who extolled the work of the Ahepa Order. The
reception according to reports was very cordial and everywhere
the Oreek people demonstrated their sentiments for the Sreek-
Americans*

1

' ', v.- V*
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LOLOTTA lOAlOIIDOU \*y '/

GREEK TRAGEDIAN

Next Thursday, April 5th» the well-known and celebrated actress, Lolotta

loannidou, will give her last performance, before leaving for Athens , as

a gesture of good-bye.

The performance will take place at the Eighth Street Theatre and the

masterpiece "Golfo" will be presented, a play which reminds one of

the Idyls of Theocritos*

The scenes of the drama 8u:e unfolded in the romantic town of poetic

Parnassus, which was the habitation place of the Muses and depicting

with dramatic art the pastural life and the Greek customs*

Lolotta rill play the part of »«Golfo" whose dance is ideal*
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AHEPA'S EXCURSION TO SffiEECI*

Xlghty-five Chicago Greeks left yesterdajr for New Tork where they
will \inite with other Ahepane from all over the United States for
an excursion to Greece*

?rom authentic sources we are informed that IfSOO Ahepans will
X)articipate in the good«»will excursion. Feverish preparations are
made in Athens and Piraeus to receive the Oreek^American visitors.

To our Chicago fellow-^citiseens Saloniki^ wishes hon voyage^ and safe
return*
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THE ATHE^JIM OPERETaA AT THE AUDITORIUM.

The Athenian Operetta Company, after its triumphal appearance last

Sxinday and the prompt support tendered to it by the Greeks of ChicagOt

has made the coiirageous decision to continue its performances at the

Auditorium.

The continuation of the program in the largest theater of Chicago by

the Greek troupe is a large gesture which we have no doubt that the

Greek people of Chicago will properly appreciate.

The mere mention of this fact is enough to prove that the Greek element

in this great city is on the highest material and crdtural level. The

Athenian Operetta troupe deserves congratulations for this demonstration

to Americans. It honors the Greek colony of Chicago as a whole, which will

hasten to tender its support to the Greek theater. This theater will

convey to us a vivid picture of o\xr national life and activity and take

us back mentally to our native land.

^mmss^^ssms^^iaumss^M
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A BXADTirOL HHOI TOB THI &BZZES OF AMERICA

p* 2** There has been published lately a most exceptional work, nnder the
title. How I see Greece » hy that well«*knoim Greek scholar » Michel Boda, in
fdiich the following interesting article is to be found about the Greeks of
America*

"^Blessings and glory to the Greeks of America. While we are ballyhooing
in the coffee-houses about the * status quo', present conditions, and
general nonsense, the Greeks of America, the Lacons even more than the
Gortinians, contribute their money which they earned by stru^les and
sweat, for the construction of roads and other works of common benefit

•

"Here come the Lacons of America, with their practical minds, their stir-
ring patriotism and their humane ideas and say: Since the Greek state has
not the money or does not think of liberating the populace from the scourge
of rocks and precipices, here are millions at the disposal of Laconia—cut
the fetters of its martyrdom*
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••Come on then, let us look closer for the reality, to the private economic

sacrifice, and, as it is possible, to demand the making of a huge statue

from marble of the mountain Penteli; this statue to symbolize the indus-

trious qualities and patriotism of the Greeks in America; and to set it up

in the central square of Sparta, or on the higjhest summit of Mt. Taygetos#

•There is a plan—there are plans all over Greece—but there are no roads.

There is no Sparta-Kastania road to the North and by the foot of Taygetos

to be extended up to Leontari where it will be connected with the railroad

line* This Junction woixld be a real benefit for the populace, because

Laconia throu^ Leontari would have acquired free access to Megaloupoli*

"Por the construction of this important road the inhabitants of Pellani

county will contribute money from the funds sent to them by their com-

patriots in America. The Greeks of America do not indulge in «hot air'

talks and unfulfilled promises » they help materially when things of

importstnce are to be done*



Chicago Greek Dally t Feb. 18 » 1928

"George Pax^ageorgacopoulos, who went from Longaniko to Spctrta, Sept* 7tht
stated, -^as I was Informed by the prorlnce engineer, Mr« Bersls«~that
he would contribute 1,000,000 drachmas for the construction of the road,
Kastanla^Leontar1

•

"*Thls sum I shall deposit in a few days in one of the Banks here,* said
Ur« Papageorgacopoulos*

"lr« Antonopoulos, Treasurer of the Pellanltes organization in America,
erified the statement of Mr. Bersls. Mr« Antonopoulos has stated, that,

with his early return to America he will convince the council of their
society Im Greece, to consent to the contribution of a large sum for the
construction of this road, from the many millions of drachmas they hare
in their treasury for the erection of works of public benefit, especially
of schools in Georgitsa.

"The good work, however, does not end with the above project in view.
The road, Sparta-Skoura, twelve kilometer long was accomplished by public
funds* The remainder up to Gortsa, a distance of ten kilometers, was
covered by ftinds sent for that inxrpose by the society of Gortsans in
America, which amounted to 1,500,000 drachmas*
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** Seven kiloineters of this road are already completed and there is only one
more bridge to he put up hy the State. The good work continues t Shortly
the roadt Oortea^Zouenant of seven kilometers, is to he started hy money
from America hy the Zoupeniotes. The cost of this road is estimated at
more than 1,000,000 drachmas*

"From there the inhabitants of Geraki will undertake the extension of the
road for twelve kilometers up to their town through money of their com-
I>atriots from America* From there, it has been decided, the road will be
built further up to the village, Trahioti, where the connection with the
highway, Sparta-llonembasia, will be realized, and an €iccess to the sea
shall be attained* Before undertaking the road the inhabitants of Geraki
will hasten the construction of a real place in which they will concentrate
their schools* For the realisation of this Job 800,000 drachmas have been
received from the Society of Geraki in America*"
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still contliue at the 3th Street T::c-ater. IIu'.. the *'Atho-.ian trouy^.'' has
arrived frorfi A.thens, /-ui 1 v.lll stai't h btrle^ of 'oerf^x*::.ancea a weeh from
next oLLxviay at -alelphi Theater in the loop.

rr>xhis theatrical joi^iv^any cc.ntal'.s v'ithin its folds selected Thesoians of
the Sreeh Theater, a::.on_ the^ heinjx, distinguished f . ovorcnoe, an artist
of pan-IJclltnic fame and C'l. Ceor^iadls, leader In draira a.xd co:uijOben in
Crt;t.ce.
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THE EXCURSIOl^ OF AHEPA
(Summary)

X^

For the first time Greece officially recognizes the merits of the Greeks
of America in the excursion of Ahepa» Other organizations will follow
Ahepa*s example. The motto of all Greeks in America must be: '^isit
Greece in 19281 Exemption from military servicel Official receptionl
Tourists' visal"

At a tirr.e when almost all Europeem countries are spending millions of
dollars in propaganda to attract American tourists for serious economic
reasons, Ahepa is organizing its first excursion to Greece, to sail
March 19 on the steamship "Sinaia," so that the excursionists will arrive
in Greece on April 4, eleven days before Easter S unday. This initiative
of Ahepa* s must be considered of great importance for Greece*

The Greek government, fortunately, in appreciation of this first excursion
from America, has issued a decree. According to this decree every member
of Ahepa who takes part in this excursion will be exempt from military
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service* Passports of American citizens who are members of the excursion
will be visaed for only $1 instead of $10.

To receive the excursion a large committee has been organized under the
presidency of the mayor of Athens, Mr. Patsi. The members of the com-
mittee are Mr» Panagiotopoulos, mayor of Piraeus, the presidents of the
chambers of commerce of Athens and Piraeus, the American Legion in Athens,
the various societies of both cities, the former American Consul-General,
George Horton, and Mr. Kalapothakis , administrator of the Press Bureau
for the Government. A banquet will be arranged in honor of the excur-
sionists, and ceremonies will be conducted at the Stadium. Every com-
patriot of ours who is a friend of Ahepa*s may take part in this

excursion.
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(Advertisement)

Presentation "'Ilsme ^ Turkopoula"

at the Eighth ftreet Theater

February 12. 8;30 ?.^.

GRv^^K
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Chicago Greek Dally , Feb. 11, 1928#

GREEK ARTISTIC SOIREE

The second appearance of the Greek artist from Zante, Rotzlron*
At Adelphl Theater, Clark and Madison Streets. Simday, Feb. 19, 8:15 P»M.

Ist Act: ••The Paternal Home" (By Stephano Paphni).

2nd Act: ••Vaudeville'^

3rd Act: ••The Newly Married" (A comedy).
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HISTORY OF THE OLYMPIC &AMES.

The Olympic Games began in Greece 2t500 years ago, and the first one took

place in the Staditun of Athens. They were revived in 1896 in the same

Stadium, which was renewed by the late celebrated patriot Averof

.

The old StadiTxm was on the plain, and those who were not invited to occupy

seats took their places on the near-by hills and watched the various contests.

The Games were held every four years and were exclusively Creek, for only

Greek contestants took part.

The winners were crowned with olive branches taken from the sacred grove.

After the Games the victors departed for their native towns, where their

fellow-citizens received them with honors and festivities.

Since ancient Greek cities were walled, part of the wall was torn down to

receive the Olympic victors with pomp.
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After the rise of Borne, Roman athletes came to compete with the Greeks* In
these games only the noteworthy athletes of the two nations took part« For
a good many Olympiads harmony and peace preyailed, hut by and hy Jealousies
and disputes arose*

The Greeks accused the Romans as commercialisers of the Games* The Roman
Tlctors visited yarlous Greek cities and received cash and other things of value
for their exhibitions* In later years th<| Greeks refused to accept such

commercial athletes from Rome* The result of this was fist-*fights between
Greek and Roman athletes and the burning down of the Athenian building which
sheltered the athletes*

Greece and Rome severed relations on amount of this, and the Olympic
Games were discontinued for 1,500 years*

When the Games were revived in the renavated Stadium, only the athletes of
large countries took part* Since then othe-^ nations have participatedt
and in the forthcoming Olympic fiftytwo countries will be represented*
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THE EXCURSION OF AHEPA TO GREECE

The excursion of Ahepa to Greece is an event of great importance for the

Greek populace of America because it is the first time that a large group,

as a group, has undertaken such a visit to Greece.

This excursion is not only pleasant and enjoyable for those who make the

trip, but it is a patriotic act at the same time, and its consequences

will be great as much for the Greeks of America as for Greece.

Such events are worthy of discussion and study because their consequences
will be of great iinportance for the relations of the Greeks of America
with their native land, for the excursionists will become the fervid
heralds of Greece, bringing back good impressions from their journey.
It is necessary that special endeavor be made in Greece to treat with
hospitality those who go there from America, that each one of them may
form the best imxDressions on his journey and transmit them to the Greeks
here.
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We dwelt at length previously on the question of binding closer the

relations of the Greeks of America with Greece and of finding means to

accomplish this purpose. One of these means is frequent communication
of the Greeks of America with Greece, and just because of this we con-
sider the excursion of Ahepa of great importance, something towards
which the Greek government and its representatives in America must turn
their attention.

And most important of all is the economic viewpoint, because besides the
money that the excursionists will spend during their stay in Greece, they
will become the cause of many others going there and even investing their
money in various enterprises in Greece.

It is a matter greatly to Greece's interest to study the question of the
reception of foreigners and especially of her own children abroad.

We are not considering the matter from a sentimental point of view but
from that of pure economics, and we xirge them to study it because, un-
fortunately, they have not given consideration to it as yet.
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Every Greek going to Greece means importation of gold, for which neither

merchandise is sent abroad, nor loans are contracted. It is a spontaneous

inflow of gold into Greece which may rise to millions of dollars annually.

. • • . • If Greece had competent representatives in America, she would

have a whole system especially adapted to attract the Greeks of America

and their capital.

But why stop to consider the way of attracting the Greeks of America to

Greece after the representatives of Greece have alienated American Greeks

and have ceased all intercommxinication with them

And is it not indeed surprising that the Greeks of America still remember

Greece when official Greece has forgotten them and severed even the bonds

of the Church?

<c 7
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COLLECTION FOR AHOURIA'S CHURCH IN GREECE. h^^H o

Over two hxmdred dollars was collected in the twinkling of an eye by Mp^yV^_

Marie Sielles, Helen Arnos and Alexandra Sielles, who are ever busy

for such purposes.

The collected money, added to other collections, will be sent to Ahouria,

Greece, for decoration and renovating the church of the town*
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A RAY OF LIGHT FROM GREBC3

GREECE POIirrS THE REAL WAY T0'i7ARDS PEACE

k

p. 1.- Capt, Constantine Melas, retired, has been in Chicago since

yesterday with the purpose of securing (as the American newspapers
write), the cooperation of Americans interested in "World Peace," as

to the organizing of a "Yo\inc$ Peoples Association" in Greece, whose
purpose will be to join together the hope-bearing youth of the world
into a strong movement that will result in bringing about peace.

Mr. Melas, as conditions reveal, has in mind that it is impossible for
peace to come through diplomatic activities* Diplomacy seeks a "formula"
for peace, Mr. Melas quoted. It only succeeds in building a greater navy,
creating larger armies sind declaring more nev; wars. Permanent peace will
come by educating the youth. Only by educating the youn^^ people all over
the world to love peace and to resist the plots of diplomacy (servant of
material interests), the world will be able to profit through a real and
permanent peace, according to Mr. Melas' belief.
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"G-reece was the first nation in history to hold the 'eternal torch of
light' of real civilization," said Mr. Melas.

He then proceeded to uncover to us "Eternal Greece" as the nation that
is once more resuming the "Torch of ICnowledge" and "Civilization", and
calling for all the nations to follow her in the struggle to mark the
way for the establishment of Peace and Love.

"Greece," Mr. Melas said, "has started this movement with the Young
Peoples Association, but Greece in this act needs also the cooperation
of the American people. The young people of European nations might re-

fuse to follow one purely Greek organization, but they will enter into
it when other nations are represented. We hope that we will have the
cooperation of all the nations in this movement for 'World Peace'."
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A GREEK B>.aKER IN OKICAGC^

We have in our community a Greek banker, Mr. Karydias, a high ranking clerk of

the Ionian Bank, who is touring America for the purpose of studying the economic
conditions of the Greeks in this country and their banking relations with the Greek
banks*

The question of the economic relations of the Greeks of j^merica is of such impor-
teuice that it ought to have attracted the attention of responsible bankers in Greece.
The economic interest between the Greeks of America and Greece could as is icnown be

greatly promoted the incalculable benefit of botn.

Greece today more than ever before needs forei^:n capital and offers many opportuni-
ties to all who can invest either small or big sums regardless. !!uch capital was

attracted to and invested in Greece for public works, from waich big profits are

foreseen for investors.

V/e cannot see why the Greeks of America could not avail themselves of these oppor-
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tiinities and do v/hat the foreigners are doing.

But for the money of the Greeks of America to take that direction, it is necessary

to make their economic bonds with Greece tighter. The tank-rs are most suitably to

serve as fo-betweens, for they are in the position to present sound information re-

garding enterprises in Greece.

We have dwelt upon this most important subject repeatedly. Tae Greuk ^overnaent,

however, jud[:ing by its representatives here, raay tniaic of anytning but availing;

itself of the benefits to be derived from such a proposition on a large scale.

Therefore, we consider the coming of a banker from one of the most dependable^

banking institutions of Greece a happy event, and Mr. Karydias with his experience

and wisdom will realize, undoubtedly, the great economic power of Hellenism in

America. He will understand what intereits of importance will be served by getting

the economic bonds of Greece and Greeks of America closer together.
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TIRST DANCI 07 E/LSIERITES OF THE **!I!AKIA" AKD "ST« SBOROIS**

SOCIETISS.

10 BE HELD AT TEE ASHULHD AUDITOBIUU

Sunday, Jan. 15, 1928

Proceeds to go for the completion of the road, Tripoli-Kastrl-
St. Peter.

p# 3** ^ome one--«»come all. '^hm objectire le enbliiie* The coopletion of
the road wonld be the salratlon of otur Tillages. Our two eocietiest
"Tenia" and "St* George," united^ are fereriehly hwsy for the euccees of
the affair*

(Pull)
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CHARACTER

The ancient Qreeks were dietlnguished for their character. History telle
tis that the great achieTenente of the Greek Race, were attributed to their ada«-

mant character. Th^ nerer retreated from the execution of their duty, whether
in war, peace, politics or domestic affairs.

The Spartan mother in handing her son the shield to go to war, said to him,

Vou retuxn either with it, or on it . Motherly love played no influence -upon

the execution of duty. The mother's as well as the son's character were above
all things

«

A nation composed of such citizens, indeed will shine as a star to the rest
of the world. The administrators of the affairs of the State, the fitting
^enerals, the leaders of religion, the men of letters, philosophy and science
were men of character. Greece could not hare accomplished all the great achieye-
ments enumerated in the annals of history without the iron character of all its
citizens*

Character is not the privilege of the rich, the educated, the religious, the
scientist and the bluehlooded, but is for erery one to shape and mold« Poverty
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adTersltj, obstaclas, ispedimentB and aren tjTTBXij^ could Aot awajr the nan of
character, hither and thither.

She Great Persian King with 11, 000,000 men marching against the Greeks nho
were only 300,000 fighting hraves, throii^ his plenipotentiaries, commanded the
Greeks to surrender their arms, pointing ottt to the Greeks that it wonld be an
utter inpossihilitj for them to fi^t the Persians of 11,000,000. ^e Greeks
answered with two words, lAiich translated meant, "come and get them,**

The steel character of the 300,000 Greeks routed the 11,000,000 Persians.
Hundred of thousands were slaughtered and captured.

Chaxtacter, cannot be inherited, given or bestowed, it is not an education
tau^t in schools, or an intellectual stperiority and preponderance, but it is
the hammering and molding of one's self| it is the inseparable and indirisable
part of the ego; it is subject to our own individual creation^
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Character

Is the Oreek of todajr dletlngolehed and protid of his character, as the an-»

dent Oreeks wereT The Oreek of Anerloa regret full7f I ansst say, le not one

hundred percent equal to hie progenitors.

(Hotations of the Xditor to the Oreek Touth.)

In our present stage of erolution, and especiatly in our present era, (the

gross naterialistic era) a man is measured and esteemed according to the amount

of dollars he possesses • Present dagr humanity has hlinded itself hy the scint-*

mating brilliancy of the almiAty dollar , as it is called, kneeling down and

worshiping it as a Ood. Virtue honesty, integrity, and character axe melting

away before the overhuming desire of getting dollars.

Oh! new generation of the Qreeks, hold yourself erect and don*t hand your

head in reyerance to the dollar. In this universal cataclysm raise yourself xqp,

liberate yourself from the prevalent illusion, grab your shield and go strai^t
forward to victory, show once more that the sons of ^eece, living in their
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adopted comitrj, will lead the world to a new civilization. Virtue cotdd not

and cannot be eubdued Iqr laaterialism. Become a paraxon to all. In your every

day life, in your dealings, and in all yo\ir actions, utilize the dollar, hut

do not worship it. Virtue, eventually will come out victorious.
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TBE BATH

It is said that the measurement of a Nation's civilization is known hy
the amoiant of soap they use.

The American nation today is the leader of civilization, and the only
nation on earth with hath tubs in practically every house, and with its public
hath houses everywhere.

The ancient Greeks were distinguished for their daily hath, not only in
time of peace, hut also in time of war.

The Greek American of this co-ontry does not feel proud of his folks hack
in the old country. In meetings and conversations, with timidity and embar-
rassment, he hears that present day Greece does not x)arallel ancient Greece
in regards to the hath« He meekly expresses the desire that it would have heen
a thousand times hetter to have more hath tubs than hellfries and hells, and he
seriously contemplates taking the initiative to solicit contrihutions for the
building of public bath houses in Greece. The enterprising Greek American ^f
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today Is desirous and ambitious to exert every means to benefit the mother

country, and once again to feel proud of his progenitors.
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Th# Greek Commmitiee of Chicage ,-

It Is known from ancient tiaes that the Greeks nerer tmited, imlees an out-*

eider attacked then. Tl&en, all the anlnoeitiee antipathies, egoism, and differ-
ences in political opinion, were forgotten and set aside, ^qr^onld fall vpen
the common enengr, fighting in unison and bring home Victory.

The same political dirision exists amongst the Greeks of Chicago, and ren«»

ders them fanatics. The dlTision is not hecaose of the affairs of otrr State,
hut hecaose of the two preralent political factions in Grof^ce, the Veniselist
and Antiyeniselists. And the trend of such dirision will eventually become the
cause of the dirision of our Church.

Oh! Greeks of today, living in the greatest country of the World and having
an opportunity to see and immitate that the Sepxiblicans and Democrats are not
two different nations, hut they are, before, during, aad after the elections

^

Americans* Th^ don^t fi^t Americanism, but th^ only oppose the Republican
or I>emocratic platforms. Ohj Greeks of Chicago, unite yourselres in one national
body, thus not only Greece will be benefited by our united action, but also all
of us rlgtit here, and we will be able to go forward in political, commercial,
educational and religious endeavors.
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Yotmg Iton Christian Asgociatlon Im Qreecm.^

'^m progr«88iT« spirit of th^ Gr^ek, goidod and enriched hy the dominant
spirit of Anericat made its invasion in Greece, and a Greek Toung Men*s Christ-
Ian Association will soon he erected, Greeks and friends of Greece raised
$1,000,000 for its erection*

%e edefice which will shelter jovmg Oreeks, will he built up exclusively
of pure white marhle, of Mount Pentelis, and its plans already are drawn up hy
•American architects. The site fer the institution is donated by the Greek
GoTornment, and its worth is $230,000.

The feung Greek Christian Association will teach drama, gTmnastics, foot-*

ball, tennis, religious education, commerce, geography, languages, etc., that
is to s«Qr, it will not repeat what is taught in colleges and in the unirersities
but will supplement teaching along practical lines, useful in every stage of
life.
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yh# D#ed8 of Mrs, Slk^llaaos .^

Th« Qr««k8 of Chicago id 11 hare an opportunity to 8e«, hear, and admire.
Urn. Sik8liano8 in person*

The Honorable Ladj, who conies from a well known and well to do family of
Hew York, is now a citizen of Qreece, is hi^ily edncated, and master of hoth
the English and Greek languages^ For the loye of Greece, she left this ccontry
and became a Greek citisen* She came hack to America recently attired in nation^-

al costumes, 0)ing eyexywhere, giring lectures without making collection or ac«
cepting donations*

Her object is to regenerate Ancient Greek Civilisation, and inspire enthu-*

siasm and respect for Greece, not only amongst the New Generation of Greeks bit

amongst all in America. By doing this she gires a moral benefit to the Greeks
in America, and material benefit to Greece.

Her lectures created a desire for many Americans and Greeks to visit the
eoil of the Uother of Id^t, (cirilisation) thus creating an abundant ingress
of gold in the business life of Greece, atd according to information we recieyed
from Greece, you hear the American language spoken, in practically eyeiy street
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The D»ed« of Mrs, SlkellanoB,-

of Athens, «•

Let us not forget that oxur Greece is poor, and needs gold, and every visi-

tor and tourist that cones to Greece is, either directly or indirectly a "bene-

factor to Greece and her sons the world over.

Greeks of Chicago and vicinity do not fail hy any means, to hear our hene

factrese, Mrs« Sikelianos.
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(Editorial) £
50

This is not the first time, to be siire, that we have had to stress the o
impending danger, for alasl our voice seems to be a cry in the wilderness, '^

and our words fall on deaf ears. We are, of course, very far from the £3

center, very far from the Greek State, so that it is difficult for our ^
voice to be heard by those who owe it to themselves to follow the develop-

ment of Hellenism in America and to perceive clearly the benefits accruing

from so large a force. As if the Greek State even had representatives

here who were cognizant of what American Hellenism is capable of offering

to the country of its origini They in Greece fail to realize that it

would be advantageous for them at least to send representatives here who

could orient themselves in their American environment and understand the

American Creek. How then is it possible at present to harness this great

national force from Greece when no disposition is shown by the officialdom

of that State to help maintain this American Hellenism?

Because of all this, because of these reasons so thoroughly apparent, we

fear that the sli^t downward trend which we mentioned before will develop
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into rain long and precipitous in proportion to the hei^t from ivhich -n

it will begin, - that lofty height to which American Hellenism has now o
risen. ^

S. Kotakis. ^
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(Editorial)

p. 1- Ei^t now Hellenism In America has reached Its highest level. Its -o

total population is securely established at more than fire hundred o
thousand, and its national characteristics still i)erslst unaltered. Its .^

numerous comimmities, exuberant with life and movement, preserve Intact r^

their sincere attachment to all that is Greek. The picture of Greece '^

remains distinct in the fancies of the members of its eommonitles, and
a longing to retiim to her lives in their hearts.

There are Greek churches, schools, ana clubs, Greek holidays, celebrations,
and dances, Greek newspapers, magazines, and books, Greek theaters, Greek
lectures, and Greek spiritual circles. All testify that the Greek people
who immigrated to this country remain genuinely Greek both in manners and
in thought. Briefly, the Hellenism in America is a living piece of Greece,
maintaining on its altars the flame of patriotism and able, if properlyutilised, to render Incalculable services to the fatherland.
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Howeyer, thoiigji at this moment Hellenism in America is found at the cul-
minating point of its national life, a careful obsenrer will note the he-
ginning of a Tory sligjht movement downward, a moyement which, with the ^
passing of years, will he discernible to all eyes because it will gain in r'

elocity and develop into veritable ruin* We speak of it as ruin, real ^
disaster, because thougih there is no alternative for a sun that has reached o
its senith, and it naturally oust begin its downward trend, the trend ^
should be very, very slow and gentle, - a gradual setting which ends in ^
twili^t, the reflection of which continues to illuminate the horizon for ^
a long time. Such a slow disappearance of Hellenism in America would be
a perfectly natural development, an inevitable conseq ence of the removal
of people from their paternal soil*

But most imfortunately such a slow decline is not presaged. With the
comparative abolition of immigration the Hellenism of America finds its
contacts with the center of Hellenism suddenly severed, - finds itself
without those ties lAich bound it, ana in addition to this the center,
the Greek State, displays not the slightest concern at this isolation of
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the American comnninlty* The representatives of Oreece in America are ,^

strangers now* uninterested for the most part and strictly formal in ^
their attitude; their utmost senrlce rendered is the certification of _
deeds by notary public. Consequently we haye a poptilous Hellenism ;^^

exuberant with life and yigor, full of great love and enthusiasm for its
::^^

mother-co\mtryt a Hellenism which has risen to the highest point of g
national glorlflcatlont - but in danger of being precipitated from these ^
heights because its fatherland is completely indifferent to the fact that ^
It has been ctit adrift. Thus the fatherland Ignores those things which ^
ougiht most to be safeguarded so as to retain the vast benefits which a
large Greek i>opulation in America offers to Greece* It is indeed tragic
that there is mot a Greek government resourceful enou^ to recognize the
value of America's Hellenism.
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Anger and the Greek.

The Greek easily gets angry, and this attributed, according te Oreek Myth-
ology to the Demi Ood composition of his entity. In other words, the Grreek ie

half God and half Human. So according to Mythology the Gods were in a better
creatiTe mood, when angry, and in a forceful way brou^t out the secrets of the
Cosmos for the enlistment of the Greeks, who were their sons. That is why the
Greek of today maintains that anger is a pathos, neither a good nor an eyil,
neither a Tirtue, nor a sin, but a gift from heaven to the mortals, bring out
the Diyine pot«itialities hidden in the human self, and causing humans to accomplish
deeds which, otherwise, would remain unknown. Howeyer this divine gift is utilized
not for the purpose it was given, but for a purpose which eventually tends to lower
us to the state of the animals.
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NOTICE OF THE GREEK CONSULATE

•

The Greek Consul of Chicago Mr. G. De pastas asked the Newspaper
Salonlkl to publish the following information for all concerned:-
"The Greek Post Office in Greece from now on will honor to the payee,
American dollars, instead of Greek money as was done recently, for
Post Office money orders* He further informs the Greeks that their
custom of sending money to Greece in letters, must be discontinued
for two reasons: first, the money sent in a latter sometimes is bound
to be lost and second, the Nation is deprived of its due revenue.
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Manv Gre'^^cs of Chic.^^^o rr--^ v^rr '^•nT'io-i*- to k-i^o" ronrth-'-n;' •'hoi'Jt t'-^'^'r rel.-^-

''ir*^••
-^ xrfi t^ '"It '^ '^7*1^ '- r* 1^ •>•*• ^ • *• T^ n r»:=^'^T1 ;?*-'^fac; "^yr^T^ ^ OT r

Splonj-ci prints th*^ follv.'^inc for tVn "benefit of all conc-^rned:

n'""! "^^c'^t^rr. TV'r.'^.cf?, Th?^'

n.0'7 . fnr th<^ '^-):-t 'O: rt , ''•otf -''^.
5 "^ "^ci-.rlv r^or^fort'^""'? "^^ • nrnpo oj^.-i dGV*?lo*oir."" Li^nd

llottRd "by ^h^ '3"ovrrnTn^rt . Schoolr rn^ ^h-'ircher ^r^ erectod in ov-r.7 r^^^tfe-
r;oy",

^. Tl^ f? T»,0"f*?^ ':-o p r? ^ V» '^1|^^trV» t "^XtVl t^'^"^. tl^'"'^ ^ ^*^ OTJO oV '*.? "^ ^'^'tT T ''^^•Vl ' P t^2 "-^ rTi*^'^' '"
"^

•Tii + ^ -Pill

in^* into lasinos?' is a special a"otTtndo ^f t>^*=^ 0-r?'^!::^. In -or-rt the -"ro^-^f^" of

^alcni^T' , '^r'^'^ce, 1? d^o t"> thic ne"' ol^.^nent ^-hioh h- '^ coTn-'* to '^rreece. Srlon5.1::^

no^^' hr.*^ .^- popn'^ntion of 5C'^,?"'C.

-- --

'

^^ ^ -^ •!- . * ;

?.athin, Fv^^ "'if^-oiit G-r^^er^, n?^y loo"'-': '^nv^:\T^.. ^"'it^ confi'^ence to tho mo^t pros-^
p'?roTTp! pnoch in hT hirtorv, not ^Tr^n OT-rc^p.-^tin."^ t?io '-^ol'^.'On Ap*p '^f Phi'^i.^*=? rnd
P^ri<^lof^, An i^T)^rt,ont P'^^to-^ ir. thi.- d'^v-^1o":jn^nt i^ th'^ r+fri-ntT -•>-. -W'^n ^-,

inprov*^ ^'^thod? of A'^ic-'^T ^."ure.
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Greek News.-

There has "been l)tdlt vnp a notable agrlctiltural school, headed hy a veteran.

Dr. John Henry House, with his wife and son as assistants^ It has a property

area of I50 acres. 23 huildings and a cmwranlty of teachers. -Boys from 12 to

18 years old are given instructions, in the "best methods of farming, and in

general and technical lines.
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TEE ST. GEOHGE LEAGUE OF LTUTOGUS

CO
The St. GeoPi^^e League of Lycurgus, comprising more than fifty members, S
functions quietly and unobstrusively among us. Its aim is to promote ^
friendship and economic security among its members and to help the place
of their birth, the land of Lycurgus the law-maker.

A\
The members of the League served a supper in honor of Ifj:. and Jlrs. Kosmas
v/hen they pacssd through Chicago enroute to San Francisco, where LIr. £<j

Kosmas^s business is located. I.tr. Kosmas and his wife, v:ho is of America
descent, were returning from a visit to Greece, and on passing through
this city they were gracious enough to pause and show the four thousand
feet of film which they had taken recording the natural beauty of the moving
life in Greek cities and villages. After twenty years of business activity
in San Francisco they have spent this vacation in Greece. They visited Athens,
and from Athens they travelled with the families of the foxir Makris brothers
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to Kalavreta, where they stayed a short time. Prom ICalavreta they
went to the birthplace of ftp, Kosmas, the siinny mountainous land

of Lycurgus. They saw the frontier which separates Achaia from Arcadia and ^^

Corinth. They saw Helmos with its immortal waters by which, according to ^
Greek Mythology, the gods of Olympus swore their most sacred oaths, oaths which-J
even Zeus, the soverei^^ of gods and men could not violate. ^
For three months Ilr. Kosmas stayed thet^e with the families of the foxir Ifekris ^
brothers and his highly esteemed wife, who in addition to the charm of a love- ^
ly figure possesses a very kind, noble soul. Together they disseminated life

^^

and happiness in a place famous in the past for its aiausements, the country
town of Leucosia. They took part in all the celebrations and the social
activities and also enjoyed a romantic hunt at Lake Feneou among the mountains
of Kelmos, v/here they found the scenery surpassingly beautiful, and they
fished in the Ladonos river.

Mr. Eosmas, who is enterprising by nature, fortunately had the delightful
inspiration of taking moving pictures of his travels. These pictures he displayed
last Sunday, in a hall specially rented for the occasion, to his fellovz-ccuntry-
men, including the members of the 6t. George League of .Lycurgus. So we saw



before our eyes Can Frrncisco, CLicat^o, 'Vr^sLin-^ton, ire;: York, the Atlantic
Ocean in all its Liacriiricence and in all its rioods, turbulent and calri, Fatrcc,
tlie-sliore of lilias ac far as Olyrous, AtLens fror.i the hci^htG oi* the Loly Roc':,

the Acropolis and the hill of Lycaleltus, the railv.a^" between Diako^^^tos and
Kalavryton, -^nC. finally t:.e Icind of Lycur:_*us v;ith its festivitie.-.

,

" its dances,
its eternal fustanella, its v.'eddincs, the spots fstniliar to the Chica^^o r.er.bers

of the Lca^-ue of Lycur^-us, and even tl:eir relatives vrho still reside there. 3.o

these G-reeks of Chica£;o had an une::pected cli-pse, after so nany years absence,
of the place v.liere they first sav: the licl-t of day. The exhibition of the film
lasted tv:o hours and a half.

The Chicago mer.bers of the Lea^^ue, like the San ITrancisco riembers, toil without
ostentation. Tneir have in their treasury about ten thoussnd dollars which they
have accu::ulated to help their birthplace in Greece. I sincerely and heartily
congratulate then.

Tlie president of the Chicago Chapter, ::r. Papathanasiou, highly praised :.:r. I-:osnas

•V

o
CD



for his Iiirxdness, end the other neriberc Joined ]:.ir:i in llvel;^ expresrions cf ap-

proval. Vx. ""osnas ::as Made honorary president of the Chicago chapter of the
League.

I
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p. 2- 'I'he Chicai2,c Greek Star in its issue of June 24 published an article
by its publisher a.ic. editor, >• La^ioros, with the caption "Advice to the
Laconian Deputy, Mr. D, Petrakakos." I-r. Lajabros, as is kno^^n, got his
inform* t ion from the telegrains sent by the Greek Assembly to the five
Ghica c parishes, aid he diccncses lir. Petral.akos' s speech in the Assembly
in which the deputy made a. scathing attack on the Greek cons'^al general
in Chicago, '>Ir. Depasta. I'his attack on Mr. ^^epasta, 'Ir. Lambros says,
is considered scandalous oy the Chicago parishes and detrimental to the
unity of our populous Greek community.

On the whole, Ur. Lambros in his article deprecrtes the attack made
against the V.r. Bepasta's lamentable record by Deputy PetraJcalcos, v:ho

is also a university professor, on the floor of the Greek Assembly.
Mr. Lambros tries to disprove the accusation which was leveled against
the consul general aiid then declares that his opinion concurs with that
of the Lacedaemonians.
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'I'he rae^nbers of the Lea^nie of Lacedaemonians in Chicago, having read the
article published in the Q-reek Star , held a general meeting at which it

was unanimously decided to rmke an official statement; for they have
never raa.de public their opinions, which, do not at all conform to the
ideas of Lir. Lambros. Indeed, the?/ ao^rove of the -oatriotic stand made
'oy I-ir, Petrakalcos in the Asseiubly c?Jid congratulate hirn on it.

I'herefore the members of the League of Lacedaemonians await with
impatience the explanation which is certainly due to thera^

ITror.! the Office of the League
of La,cedaemoniajis in Chica^?:©*
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CONSULTATION 3ET17EEN TJO MINISTii]RS 07 THE

GREEK GOVERlNOffiNT ON THS CHURCH FROBLEU IN
'^

Al/ERICA.

p. 1.. The Greek Ministry of the Church and jiducation revealed today to the

Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr. Andrew IJihala Kopoulos, its views on the

ecclesiastical problem in Greek-.^erican parishes and its decision to send a

legate from the Holy Synod of Greece to America in order to reorganize the

Greek churches, which are in a condition bordering on paralysis.

The selection of the legate will take place after an understanding has been

reached among the Ministar of the Church and Education and Llinister of Foreign

Affairs, and the Metropolitan of Athens.

Demopoulos*
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TK3 D3PiiRTUR3 OF MR, NICHOLAS KTOKOS,

p. 2.. Yesterday our well-known fellow-countryman, the architect Nicholas
Mtokos, left Chicago bound for Greece

•

liXm Ntokos, who has resided for twenty-three years in Chicago, decided to
go to Greece to vi^it his mother, his relatives, and his friends*

Numerous friends gathered in the Pennsylvania station to bid him farewell and
bon voyage.

1
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THE DEPARTURE OF "MOTHER."

p. 1 - "Mother" left Chicago last Friday and went to St* Louie to continue

her tour of the Greek communities in America* On another page we publish

her farewell address to the Chicago Greek community^ in which she voices

her appreciation of the support accorded to her work in this city^

Although Mrs# Papadopoulou*s undertaking has received the most enthusiastic

support throughout the Hellenistic world, we must not conceal the fact that

lack of unity has impaired the success of her work, that is, our lack of

unity} for political feeling has not been entirely extinguished within

us and only awaits an opportunity to be fanned into flame again* Indeed,

as far as the Hellenism of America is concerned, not only has partisan

animosity not been extinguished, but it shows every indication of bursting

out more furiously than ever*

o
m
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On all occasions Greek Chicago showed to Mother all its inherent goodness S
in its willingness to support her work. Unfortunately its good intentions ^
were paralyzed not only by church disunity but also by lack of organization* C^

Without organization nothing can be done; without organization no aim

can be achieved* And lack of organization seems to have become a. common
characteristic of Greek enterprise, for not only are the Greeks of Chicago
unorganized, but all those who come from Greece for some definite purpose

show the same defect*

They come thoroughly unprepared to work for that purpose, and in consequence
their efforts are completely paralyzed, a disaster which most unfortunately,
poor Mother was not able to avoid*

The general state of affairs here appears to our visitors to be so chaotic

that they cannot be straightened out* Consequently they are hampered by
great loss of time caused by postponements and delays in carrying out

plsms decided upon*
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To be eure^ between eight thoueeind and nine thousand dollars has so far been lo

colleetedf and the total will undoubtedly reach ten thousand dollsurs, since g:^

the committee will continue Its collections and many desire to contribute ^^

regularly to this work*

In spite of all thlSf and regardless of the amount collected^ the arrival
of Mother*s visit to America has somehow moved usy has somehow quickened
the patriotic blood in our veins* It was the patriotism of the old daysy
a patriotism which had been severely chilled during these last years by
lack of harmony*

Host delightful of all was the erbense patriotic enthusiasm manifested by
the younger generation* Uany young men and women showed great interest
in Uother^s work and voiced sincere hope for its success* In this respect
we believe that Mother* s visit to America brought results* We believe that
our conqpatriots in Greece would do well to take underimmediate consideration
a plan to send some one over here from time to tisM to tone up and intensify
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th6 patriotic feeling of the Greeks in America* That some one must be a X
reaa apostle, either an official or a popular character like Mother* §

Mrs. Papadopoulou^s Tisit to Chicago left in our hearts a beautiful, lively g
image of her* She went away accompanied by the blessings of us all for

her fearless undertaking of a great and philanthropic work*
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Contri>>^Ttion^^ ^'or A V.er ^htirch iri T^r^e, 0-reece

"bution?, for ev-^r;/ ITatiohal, ^^'^li^i^^s, -^nd ^-di.iCc?tionr-l p^irpose, 5n a {^e?t
TH'^^eting last Sii-n^-^r^ rrar-^^i. the rn-^ n*^ $9^'^*.7>, ^^^ tl^*^ erpctloi?. of p •np'.v ->n(i

"H^'tter chii'^ch for t"^.-^ ":o'0'^''"* -^.ti. '^n ^/^ th'^i.r rtiT^ tn^m. riTRil^r to thp O-'^r-^v

r^hnr'^hes ''-o hrve in thir 'i^o^jntry.

Thl c I'O'^T'^r to rho"' th? '^t'^?''': r^pirit of •oro,'7rf»r?ivo^esc , ir ^•'^/''pvs on
th-'^ go, .<?nd i<5 not limited it<:elf on''7 to th=^ r^elf^ro of ^h<^ 0-reekc of Chlcaj^^o,

"b-at extondr itr ecop^ to th^ Old '7o"^ld, fol"'o^in,^ closc-ly thp ^oneror.lty of the
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AN APPEAL FROM THE SOLDIERS • MOTHER
TO THE GREEKS OP AMERICA

CREEK

WPA (ILL) PROi. 30276

p. 5- Dear fellow-countrymen: With the courage of a new immigrant I

have come to America. I have come to a civilized center of mankind from

the country which first diffused the light of civilization. I have come

to find my fellow-countrymen, to move them to action in behalf of the

humanitarian work which is being done for their brothers.

On the long journey to this country I became acquainted with many people

who live here, people from Chicago and from other parts of America.

Suffice it to say that they did not discoiirage me. No; they gave me

hope of strong moral assistance from them in this cotintry. But I did not

want to appear indiscreet, aaid consequently I went to the press to ask

its assistance first. Unhesitatingly and nobly the press responded.

The National Herald 's answer was positive and final: ••We will help you

with all our mi^t"; and irtien I read this sincere statement, I felt relief

and a revival of my hopes for success.
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A sorrowful, pleading address in the style typical of such appeals I

cannot force this pen of mine to write* It darts £U3id runs about Just
as we ran about together during the years of 1912 and 1913 - lovingly
together •* united as true children of the same country should be* No;
those soft, carefully chosen, touching words which are ustial in appeals
I have never been able to cultivate to stir people's hearts and so

achieve mj aims* And now I shall tell my interested fellow-countrymen
how it has come about that after so many years I am making this Journey*

Since last August I have been btiilding the sanatoritun at Korfoxelia,
Arcadia, in a secluded spot above the village of Magouliana, so that
the tubercular patients will cease to pollute our beautiful villages,
the scenic Ismdmarks of Morea* They will all be sent to the sanatorium
hereafter*

We have secured three hundred acres covered with fir-trees* This coming
November the edifice will be finished* The total cost will be 2,500,000
drachmas (about $25,000) for the main building and one wing; the other
wing will be constructed later* From Greece and the Oreek communities in
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Egypt I have already collected 3, 500,000 drachmas (about $35,000)*
Fortunately the Spetseropoulos brothers of Tripoli, nho have already
donated 1,200,000 drachmas (about $12,000) to the general fund, will
undertake to supply the ftirnishings of the ri^t wlng«

My collections are destined first for Internal equipment, - heating.
Roentgen rays, lighting, water-supply, cooking apparatus, etc« After
this is taken care of, the money collected from Greeks in America will
be applied to guarantee free ntirsing to the patients in the third-class
wards* In the five first-class wards and the several second-class wards
which we shall have the patients will be charged for places*

You must remember that since the late wars our co\mtry has spent 60,000,000
drachmas a year ($600,000) for the care of officers who were sent to other
countries for nursing, vAiereas the poor soldiers were neglected because
they lacked the almighty chevrons. Today our country defrays the medical
expenses of these same officers, thou^ it no longer sends them abroad*
It is the barely subsisting soldiers for idiom I am. working, and for lAiom

I shall continue to work. I feel for them; I know what misery they have
gone through, besides the misery of our wars. The sanatorium will be a
sanctuary for these s\ifferers*
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The &reek Red Cross is already actively engaged in instructing girls in

n\irsing« The s€Uiatorium will enable these girls to learn n\irsing by
themselves, and later they will be taken in hand by the visiting nurses*

I am proud sind happy that my persistence in constructing a philanthropic
sanatorium makes it possible to combat tuberculosis in Greece in a
systematic way, something which shooild have been started long ago*

Now then, help me, good fellow-countrymen* I am not asking how much you
can give* No> for there are many of you, many Greeks in America* A
dollar, even half a dollar when sent with good wishes will contribute to

the success of my imdertaking.

So that everything may be in order, I have created a committee to work
out the details in handling your contributions* This committee has
arranged everything in the following manner* Contributions shou}.d be
sent to The Bank of Athens, Committee Treasurer, 25 Pine Street, New York.
There they will be aDplied to the accoimt of "The Sanatorium's Mother,**

and every contribution sent will be acknowledged, for on the day when the
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donatiop is received, a receipt bearing the letterhead "The Sanatoriiim^s

Mother" will he sent to you. I shall be kept informed of all your

letters, and all your names with the amounts contributed will be sub-

mitted to the National Herald for publication. Anonymous contributions

will also be published.

My plans are €Uid always have been to set out from Chicago and to go

wherever there are Oreeks, not restricting myself to the large cities,

and to end my collecting in New York. I want you all to see the moving

pictures which I took in Athens, Corinth, Tripoli, Magouliana, Korfoxelia,

and Betzova. You will be much interested, and some of you will see

pictures of yo\ir own particular district of Greece.

And now I believe that the simple and sincere purpose of my collections

has been approved of, and approved of enthusiastically. Remember your

far-away fatherland. Remember your brothers* Remember the great cruel

war.

New York, April 27. With Love,

Anna Papadopoulou.
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AN AEPSAL FROi «TEE SOLDIiSR»S MOTELilR''

TO THE GHBaSKS OF AMERICA

GREEK

Decup Countirymen

:

With the courage of a young Immigrant I came to America. I have come
to the most civilized country in the ;«)rld from Greece, the country
that first introduced civilization.

I have come to find my countrymen^ to interest them in the humane work
whic^ is being done for their brothers*

On my long trip I met many people, some of them from Chicago, some from
other parts of the United States. I must say, they did not discourage
me* Th^ led me to have high hopes of much help from the various organi-

sations* I could have pressed this privilege, but I decided to start my
plea throu^ the press. Vihen the National Herald (New York newspaper)
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said to me, **W6 will help you heart and soul/* I felt very much satisfied
and very glad I had come. My thanks cannot bo expressed by means of the
pen. This cause is so close to my heart that I feel I must succeed* Uovr

I will tell all eager listeners wh: I am here, and why, at my age, I have
made this long trip*

Since last August I have been building a sanitarium, at Korfoxilia, Arcadia*
It is an ideal spot for recuperation. We have made three hundred cots of
fir bougihs. The building which will be completed in November, will cost
2,500,000 drachmas* I have already gathered from Greece and the Greek
coaomunities of Egypt about 3,500,000 drachmas* That means I have 1,000,000
drachmas left over* Luckily the Spetseropoulos Brotherhood of Tripoli which
has donated 1,200,000 drachmas, will completely furnish the left wing*

l^ trip to America deals with such things as heat, li^t, cooking, nurses,
helpers, etc* I am not asking you for much and I am not naming any special
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sum. Give what you want to give and what you feel you can give,

I am confident that the Greeks of America are kindhearted and generous,
I know you will listen to my plea and help me, else I would not have come.

All contributions should be sent to the Athenian Bank, 25 Pine St,, New
York, From, there, they will be sent directly to Greece and the sanitarium
which I have named ^ Manna, **

I am sure you will be rewarded in the years to come because in helping
this cause you are helping humanity.

I thank you.

Anna Fapadoi)oulou

New York, April, 1927,
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Members of the committee over here are: Hational Herald , Methodius Kour-
koulis, Dr. Brown, L. Kalbokoresis, ?• Koryllos, £• Kehagias, J. Plastro-
poulos^ J. Anastasopoulos , M. Sebaslis, S. Kandutas, A. Alexios, S. Sakkas^
Libieratos, C. Makris, F«. Depastas (consul), N. Papadopoulos and J.
Xenid^s.
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V/e hrve often treated, in ther?^ co"^/3::nf^, the "luet^tion of tVie 'jre- t services
tf-nt t ^. h'e^^r-s of Vaericp render to '>reec9, "-e h^-ve e-iroresssed o'lr r« ;,ret

ro;;prdin;;; the .jreek St* t-^, ':f\\^.c -. does not, -r -'et, r":r:^li'^e tV^e .-rL^ert "^o^^^er

of tno .>roeks of -^n ricr. ?^nd ! f\s not sr.or/n r:\y "orudence in benefitin.: from

lodry, '-^e n.;^^in tri:e ni the o -estion rccoimt of t-e finrncipl reoort of

tne societ^/' of ilosTii tes ^rhich indicrtes h")\'' ^v.-aC-i this or -pnir^rtion ii^s

p.cco"i)li shed froTi tje tine of it^- T'^ixricninfj uo ti d;^t^j, to^^'rrds ronderin^^

servic- l;o /iv:;ce, -o thir re-oort ^''e cpII t':e attention of onr repder^,

heopuse fro:': it :''e :2^'-r se^ t^^t this or.;pni''^tion for t-^-enty foiir conse-
cutive yo'-^rs did not cor-se -ctin;'-; rnd ;ut forth <':'7l1 ef-"orts in order to

orove itself iisef-i?. to ireece.

T ''

In noney tl.eir contrihntionr .^^rnoimted to nore •.^tO»000.

their contric'jtions in hind, r^e vdll pee thr-t in ^rtriotic sentiiient the

fello'-'-n-'tionpls frori hosmr of hyno\irir>, "'ivir;-; hicr-:;o rnd ot-.er to^ns
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rhe c/rAtri"rj.tlDn?- of -Cosniter- -/ore not ^iTriite-^ to ^.lone;/ pent to rreF-ce

for o'jlv'ic ^''orl:? in L".:.f?ir to'"'nF.}ii"o. --o^'e:;^ vop r0..ro p-^nt for ;v~-ner.?l "iiir-

pOFe? concernin ; t'c. \-!io\'? n-'tion, -iie Ghic^-^o llo^nitc?^ nov^' r frilocL to

c^ntriOMte to rn ' '-'orth:^ -^ro.iect vr'-.er,. their not/.er co~':itr7 cr."''ed on then.

rhe:,' contrioMt^cl to t :e jreox cvy ^ t^.e .-C'r;:enicpl Potrir^rCi\r te, the
errthqurike victi"::- o" Ilir^, th; f^md of S, hatpoiilcr,, t :r ornedition of

ref-'erver d\irin:;'j the r/rrr of 191?-'1-91^, t" ^".-^r victi""^, '^nd to t e re-
lief of A?.ir ;^inor refa^^^eos. Ti:ese n.'^tio/irlp, did not for,,;et t'''.pt tiiey

v:ere -TreehF op vrel]. rr? ho rnit «:-?': "-Ith o':"' i.^'rtionr to tu<^ '•'^'lole Crreek n^-^

tion 0" "hich they ^-ere './orth.T children.

Bnt even t leir cvntrihution for ''oor^l i:)Tir-oones,in t''\^ -ain, '/erves not
locrl needr rim-^l;^, for exr-nole, rr reo^irin-; and decorp.tin:: their church,
St. Anr-r;^.-roi , for v.'iOP-"^ iDenefit they initiate''. t''.eir soci.t:^ hut ?erve

nr- ti on; 0. needr of ;;e>ierpl pco e t, for emin'ole, t.e erection f^nd. lain-

ten.'^nce o:^ ti:e School, r-nd Con:-^ traction of the hi;dr7n.:/ connectin;: tlie

towns of i'lrhr>, heonidion, lo^ .r^ ;3rontnn.-^, Snarta.
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Did t-.ey ?i:ait th-^.^nr^ elves to t i^ pryove':* ':'iO >•^ . I r^'^der, throuji p '")erus;?l

of thoir rer)ort, vdl] pee t-rt t/:e/ decideo. to rjrv-- r v.'hole chr-in or
project?? e^'ecnted, t: at Tvo^iJ.d arn .^p t :^ rmnll rjici inni jiificrnt tov/n-

phi J of ^^opn,'^ to r ?u:v.ier rerort ct pllin/j the Sv.'isr; centers: of r-'::crea-

tion. i:>'ich ir the p:h)ition of t/.e hosmtep.

A]id no" "'V no::^3 b.^c.c t"j our pnb.iect md ^^pI: tiie '^reel: -^overnnent rnd its

re-orepentrtivep if tne-' ev :r rendered t":e leapt of 1 or^l Suv-ort to

there ortriots rp v;ell rr, to olher orj-jmirr-.tionp thr t rcco!:r:)liP'; pirailrr

oo,iectivep'' -Jid they ev^>i tahe t^ieir exirt-'-^nce into c:)npider;'tion, or
the fret th-t t":ev rr": : ccou ^lishin., ^^-ich trshp'

L^uch more coiald 'oh done if v^e hrd p n- tionpl re oreseritrtive in Am'^ricr-,

rnC. if ti.e Jreeh Pt^tc; hec-: ":e r^'.Trre of t' .; national v:)V'3r of t:.e .>-reo]cp

of At:: ricp.

0. lehe "oerfor.: o\w dnty o:' ore pent IjI-; in th'.)pe fe^v linep t'e worh of

^^opnit'";P in /Inerica, not ",*ith the oiirDOPe of pdvertipini-; h^:.t '^rdently

con i;rrtulatinr^ the hopnit^-p r^n^. 'velliii
^
h-.e hr-:^^k ;overn/;ent t.'rt it ip

aoo'!it ti-:e tiic?t it pno ild ir.' ; tt^^ntion to t'^e .'>reehp of America.

-OtP "T C?
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THE MIRACLE 0? THE RESTORATION OF THE REFUOEES.

The vTonder of the refiigees* restoration in Grreecei was not known to

brother-Oreeks in America, who, day and night were praying for the

salvation of their beloved ones of Asia Minor.

The restoration ^rork of Greece, is a cosmo-historical event depicting
the vitality and mutual assistance of the Greek race. For the benefit
an-' enlightenment of the Greeks of America we publish excerpts of the

Bulletin of the Beuik of Athens.

Pour years ago one million and five hundred thousand refugees were
brought to the shores of Greece. The misery and suffering of those
myriads of refugees can not be fully written. The aspect was heart-
breaking.
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They were human shadows. The unforgetable picture of horror cannot
be dramatized. The eye and tongue could not portray the holocaust of
Asia Minor. The Oreek race, in time, to come will avenge the atrocity.

The whole world could not believe that this n\mber of htiman wrecks
could be saved from certain death, and that poor and small Greece
could bear the burden of restoration. Indeed, it was unbelievable.

The whole world was in error; because the colossal wealth of the

Greek soul was not known; the oceans of Greek will; and the demon-
like spirit of the Greek race. The humanly impossible, was shown
to be possible by small but immortal Greece.
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The mother country lovingly opened her arms and embraced her dispersed
sons with "Oh, my sons and orphsins." The mother country in spite of
being physically and economically exhausted, exposed bosom and fed her
dying sons, victims of the infidel Turk. She gave them all she had
and borrowed anything she did not have. The population of Greece
divided with the refugees their shelter, their stale bread, and with
a cheering word and song made them feel that they were the sons of one
family.

The committee of restoration appointed by the League of Nations, for
the negotiation of a loan for the refugees (which we pay today without
a groan), contributed very much in assisting Greece to nurse back to
life the skeleton-like fugitives. The superhuman vitality of Greece
began to flourish in every part of the land. Houses were built, villages
and towns were established, land was distributed to the refugees, cultiva-
tion and production began and the strength of the Greek blood was apparent
everywhere. So Greece surprised the whole world with the metamorphosis of
the refugees. Indeed it was a miracle.
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Toda^t the 1,500^000 refugees are established citizens of Greece, and a
great productive factor in the welfare of the land. Among the many
coamunitiest which hare sprung tip during the work of restoration, is
the New Ionia. A city of 16,00 inhabitants and 3,000 homes. A real
city, with wide streets, small plazas, beautiful market place, serenty*-
five stores, schools, churches, dnig stores, clinics, a restaurant with
beur and deuicing, police station and thirteen factories, eight of them
making rugs and tapestries.

The mother country and the mother of civilization, not only took care
of Greek refugees, but also of tjiousand of Armenians who were taken away
from the holocaust of Asia Minor. The restored refugees with the Greek
poptilation sing with pathos "Who can doubt the courage and vitality of
the Greeks, in years to come, that which was Greek will become Greek
again.

^

Indeed the super^human work of restoring the refugees, was a wonder to
the world. Greece did it.
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CHILDREN'S NATIONAL STATIONS. '\^^ ^/

For the information and enlightenment of the Oreeks of America we
publish the following:

A legislative hill has been passed, authorizing the Ministry of Shelter
of Oreece to establish children* National Welfare Stations through-out
the land. The n\imber of the stations, would be, according to the
population of the town or city. The officials and personell of these
stations are appointed by the Ministry of Shelter and are responsible to
the Federal Government.

The object of the creation of these stations is to succor and train children
of paupers, and orphans, and to relieve the working mothers. The mothers,
every morning, will turn over the children to the stations, and come and
get them in the evening. During the day the children will be given care,
food an^i trainin-* under the strict supervision of Federal officials.
Each station receives 100 to 300 children.

Congratulations to the Government for such a noble and humanitarian work.
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SALOHIKI , Nov. 13, 1926

The Greek Symposi-oxn in Honor of Mr. Henry Morgenthau.

p. 1. Over one thousand Greeks of "both sexes, Leld sympositun at the Sher-

man House in honor of Mr. H. Morgenthau.

This magnificent and stately symposium was given hy the united chapters

of Ahepa, in conjunction with the Greek communities, and all the Greek schools

of Chicago. Mr. Demetrios Poulakis, as Master of Ceremonies, introduced the

first speaker, Mr. A. A. Pantelis, Attorney, who oratorically described the

no"ble work of Mr. Morgenthau.

Following Mr. Pantelis, Mr. Kyriacopoulos eulogized the philanthropic

work of Mr. Morgenthau, adding that the Jewish race had "been assisted "by the

Greeks many times and he mentioned the historical event when Alexander the

Great redeemed 95fOOO Jews, who were held as slaves hy the Egyptians, paying
in cash for their liberation. Mr. Tselos, representing the Greek Students'

Society, Plato, was the third speaker. Then came Dr. N. Salopoulos, who
represented the united Greek press of Chicago. Miss Evagelia Metou, followed,

representing the societies of young Greek ladies.
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Attorney Andrew Vlahos, representing the Greek communities, and the Greek
schools of Chicago followed. Mr. S. Zaph, former President of the County of the
Greek Professional Men spoke; also Mr. Spanon, who represented Ahepa.

After the Greek orators, Mr. Frank Loesch, President of the Near East Re-
lief "branch in Chicago, in a hrief and effective speech, depicted the vitality
of the Greek race.

Mr. Morgenthau, who was the next speaker, in an extended speech, brought
"before the eyes of the audience, in detail, a picture of his nohle work. The

last speaker of the occasion was Mr, Spiro Kotakis, who, by a hrillipnt oration
in Greek, conveyed to the distinguished guest of honor, gratitude of the Greeks
for his humanitarian aid.

The six year old daugihter of Mr. John Karagianis recited a beautiful peom
on the occasion.

(Pull)
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THE RESULTS OF THE ELECTION REMAIN INDISPUTABLE

p. 1- Althotigh the results of the election in Greece are already known
to us, a complete official report will not be received for a few days#
This delay is due to the complicated electoral system over there.

The facts, however, will remain the same; that is, the liberal democratic
parties, united by the efforts of Mr. G. Kafantare, have already secured
165 deputies, and according to the reports which are coming in they will
have even more. That this will be the result is evident because these
liberal democratic parties have piled up in various electoral districts
surplus votes the total of which will call for more seats in the assembly.
Consequently there is no danger that the total of 165 deputies already
secured will be diminished; on the contrary, there is every indication
that the number will be larger.

Accordingly those nimors to the effect that the final resoilts will increase
the strength of the Royalists at the expense of the Democrats are totally
\infounded. They arise from ignorance of the electoral system or from a
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desire to confuse the Greeks in America and to inculcate in their minds
the feeling that a disaster has occiirred*

The facts which demonstrate the victory of the democratic parties remain
indisputable, Just as indisputable as the fact that such a victory creates
a strong opposition to exercise parliamentary control over the Government's
actions.

The Contradictor.
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THE ELECTION IN GREECE AND THE HELLENISm OF AMERICA
«

p. 1- It is about time for the Greeks in America to realize that the re-
sults of the election in Greece should be respected, for they are the
decision of the Greek people. They should not be received by us with the
feelings of winners or of losers Just because the outcome conforms to our
own petty notions or runs coiinter to them.

Those newspapers which, motivated by their political affiliations, try to

falsify the news by submitting to their readers various eccentric inter-
pretations of the results of the election are doing so in order to hold
their readers in ignorance £uid to suggest the idea that some disaster has
occTirred. They transgress the limits of reasonable belief* They are
seeking to promote their small personal interests, their own malicious alas*
After all, the facts - the results of the election in Greece - more than
speak for themselves and disprove every word of these journals which will
not admit defeat. The acknowledgment of defeat is in itself a manly act,
but they lack the courage to make the admission and in consequence are
revealed as liars and impostors*
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It is Imperatiye that all American Hellenism shall forget its political
disputes and apply itself to the task of restoring Greek-American communities
At the same time it must acknowledge that by the votes of the Greek people
a Government is about to be formed in Greece; it must address that Govern-
ment with courage and confidence and request of it a solution of the
ecclesiastical problem so that the unity wiiich has long been desired and
the peace which unity implies may materialize among the Greek communities
of America*

The Contradictor.
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SALONIKI . Oct. 30, 1926

The Ambassador of Gredce.

p. 1. His Excellency Mr. Siraopoiilos, and his wife, arrived in Chicago and
were received "by the Greek General Consul, Mr, DePasta, ^ishop Philaretos, and
eminent committees representing various associations of Chicago* Municipal
authorities escorted them to the Drake Hotel.

The Ambassador during his short stay has received, for consultation,
a chosen committee representing the clergy and the laity. He also, with his
presence » honored the dance of the philanthropic Fhilomusical Society, which
was giving a program at the La Salle Hotel«

A hanquet, in honor of the distinguished visitor, was given at the
Edgewater Beach Hotel, by the united Greek elements headed by the Church.

Saloniki cordially greeted the Diplomat with, "Welcome to your
Excellency",
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TSIPIANITON PICNIC

The second picnic of Tsipianiton took place last Siinday at the Desplaines
River and was a brilliant success.

Althoiagh the Association was organized only a year stgo, it has much to

show in accomplishment* It was launched for the piirpose of promoting
works of public benefit in the members' native country, Tsipiana of
Mantineia, and already its first important project is about to be under-
taken, n£Lmely, the conveyance of water-supplies into Tsipiana, something
that will satisfy a serious want for the inhabitants of this district
and give new life to the community. The idea could not but find all
Tsipianites willing to promote it, and within this brief span of time
they have accumulated in their treasury about $6,000, which they will
soon increase to $10,000, the sum required for the project.

^ . • • • . The amount raised by the picnic was $2,500, which will be
disposed of for the above purpose.
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HABlTo OF Tl.:; LlCii^Dii^LONS

Mpoleon the Great, wishing to know the habits oi' the lianiates dis-
patched owo Greeks to that principality of Greece with his Imperial

credentials, so they would not be molested by the Turks. After
their return to Paris the two Stefanopoulos brothers published in

i*rench a book titled **The Journey to Greece #**

The citizens of this principality are cognizajit of neither extreme

poverty, nor too much wealth. Bravery by them is considered an
indespensable virtue to maintain liberty^ iiodily exercises make
them swift, and simplicity in living makes them vigorous, imving
no courts and no Judges, they have acquired the habit of respect-
ing one another, and judge amongst themselves any insult or offense.
An apology made for an insult, is considered cowardice. The punish-
ment for an insult, sometimes drags two families into a bloody war*
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I'rugality conotitues their wealth, in their dealings, they have no
contracts or any other written documents. I'heir verbal promise to pay

is considered inviolable. Xhey hold nothing holier than honor. A lack
of respect for woman is taken as cowardice. The dishonoring of a woman
must be paid with bloodshed. The woman knows that she must first respect
herself, in order to bs respected by others. The conduct of the mother
is thought to be the best example for the daughter. The women refrain
and abstain from shady clandestine meetings and intrigues, nowever they
are not insensible to th darts of Aphrodite, nor unresponsive to the
ardent looks from the eyes of youth, indeed both sexes participate in
mutual respect. The inhabitants of each village or hamlet, live as
children of one big family. If a fellow citizen has a big family and
not enough produce to keep the family from actual need, the driest of
the village, goes from door to door for contribution. The name of the
needy family is not mentioned to any one, and the contributions are
delivered to the family in great secrecy*
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hospitality is a cherished virtue of these people*

If a stranger or a victim of the Turks, comes to a town of this

principality, the hospitality of the inhabitants is great, but

he must prove his identity, lest he be unworthy and the bringer

of corruption*

During the intellectual darkness of Greece, when it was under

the yoke of the Turkey, Priests were the only teachers of youth,

and every ablebodied man including the mniates fought the war

for liberty, liishops not only urged the people to love their

country, but took part on the battlefield, in order to encourage

the fighters for liberty.

The two Stephanopoulos brothers recited what they heard in a

school in Mani.
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Saloniki^ July 31, 1926

^teacher) What are you?
A free man, because -^ am master of my thoughts and ny will
power.

I On what do you base your liberty?

upon the memory of my •-Spartan progenitors.

: Vihat are the duties of l*aniates?

Jb'irst, to respect old age, and assist according to our

power. Second, to love, honor and with all our power to

assist and aid those v/ho gave us life. Third, to run

and pay our obligations without being forced. i*ourth,

to respect and honor marriage; married women to be esteemed

as inviolable; girls as 6acred persons, ij'ifth, to main-
tain our liberty, love our coimtry and be ready to die de-

fending her.

Upon those lofty principles the soul of the youngster is molded, and the result

was that Greece acquirea world-wide fame. That part of Greece is still

distinguished for producing Greeks v/ho do not know what fear is. i4ot only

males but females equally. Bravery, morality, philosophy, art, music, and

self-sacrifice were comuion to all the Greeks*
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GREEK LITERiliuRi::

The Greeks were not the first people who found out how to till the

earth well, or to fashion metals, but they were the first people who

tried to irake reason tha guide of life.

Prooi* of this is found in the very existence of the Greek cities,

.i/hile other men were living in tribes or under despotic ^--ings,' the

Greeks had already gathered themselves together in cities, bocieties

jTuled, not by force, but by the persuasion of an equal law. Another

proof of this is found in the Greek books. There we find writers of

all sorts, poets, historians and philosophers, habitually striving to

get at the reason for events. Greek literature has an interest such

as belongs to no other literature, it shows us how man lirst set

about systematic thinking, it shov/s us hov/ some questions which have
been solved since, and others which are still being discussed appeared
to the people who first seriously tried to answer them.

iiut the Greek books are not merely interesting as showing the methods
and Lns of early thinkers, rhey contain results, too, which have had
the deepest and widest influnece on the whole of modern life, in religior^

morality, science, politics and literature.
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I'he thoughts of the great Cxreek thinkers have been bearing fruit

in the world ever since they were first uttered, in some special
sciences, the work done by the Greeks remains a basis of study to
this day, as in ethics, logic and geometry. It is from Greek
historians and Greek orators that we read some of the political lessons

most directly useful for our own time. Neither the history of

christian doctrine nor the history of the Uhristian church can be

fully understood without reference to the character and work of the

Greek mind. Under the influence of Uhristianity, two principle
elements have entered into the spiritual life of modern world; one

of these has been nebrew, the other has been Greek.

The chief types of poetry, such as epic, lyric, dramatic, the chief

liypes of prose as historical, philosophical, oratorical, are such a
matter of course now that we are apt to think of them as existing in

the nature of things.
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But some oi them did not exist at all, and others existed only in
crude terms, v/hen the Greek genius began its work» One after another,
as the need of expression in each kind was felt, each of these types
was perfected by the creative force of Greak genius* In Greek
literature, then, we have not merely a literature very interesting in
itself J we have the fountain of all Western literature. The influence
of Home on modern literature has in instances been more direct than
that of Greece • But if its influence is traced by its broad stream
it will carry us back to a Greek source*

The Greeks were a physically beautiful race, with great quickness and
fineness of perception, which made them feel at once, anything that
was exaggerated or absurd, or as we say, in bad taste* One of their
favorite maxims was "Mithen Agan" equivalent to (Do not indulge in
excess)* They were naturally obedient in all things to a sense of
fitness and measure^ what they called "Kairos", a word which means
literally^'precision**; the instinct of drawing ths line at the right
place, •^o when they built a temple, this instinct kept them from
making one part of it too large in proportion to another, or from
adding ornaments in the wrong places;
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and this is the reason why such a building as the Parthenon at Athens,

with its noble simplicity and symmetry, is perfect of its kind. Or if

a Cireek made a statue, not only did he make the limbs and features on

just the right scale for each other, but he refrained from trying to

make the stone express more than it fitly could, or do duty for a picture.

In the same way, when they wrote books, the Greeks were guided by their

sense of fitness. They felt that it was out proportion, and therefore

ugly, if the words were greater or rarer than the thought.

Above all, the Greeks felt that a writer ought to be clear and precise.

So, in the best work of Greek \7riters, we generally find these two things,

rirst, the style is of the right kind for the subject; in poetry, for

instance, the epic style is kept distinct from the lyric; historical prose is

not written like oratory. Second, the writer tries to be clear, he chooses

the words befitting the thought, he does not enslave the thought to the

words.
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The Greeks excelled, as we have seen, in an instinct for beauty and
in the power of creating beautiful foriis, and, of all the beautiful
things which they created, their own language was the first and most
wonderful. The Greek mind was very bright and keen and was accustomed
to feeling fine distinctions and light shades by very simple means,
and yet with perfect accuracy. By using our turn of phrase instead
of another, which would have been equally correct, or with the help
of xhose little words called **participles** which answered to the
play of eature or tone of voice in talking, or even by a slight
change in the order of the sentence, a Greek could mark with delicate
precision the meaning which he meant to convey.

This peculiar power which the language acquired of being easily bent
into the exact shape of the thought, entitles Greek to be called the
most flexible of languages, but as the field are better for a bot-
anist than the best collection of dried flowers, so we must go to
the Greek books if we would see the language in the feelness of its
elastic life, ^^o one who is a stranger to Greek literature has
comprehended how perfect an instrument human speech may be.
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Chicago Greek Dally , July 23, 1926*

EUTAXIAS AND OUR CHURCH PROBLEM

p. 1- With the formation of Mr. Eutaxias's Oovernment in Greece we have
no doubt that this problem of the division of American Hellenism will
be solved in such a way as to close the gap opened between us in the
past by party fanaticism.

It is time for the ecclesiastical division into Venizelist (Republican)
and Vasilican (Royalist) churches to cease because it not only menaces
the very fotuidation of Greek communities in America but also reflects
uxx>n the good name of Greeks among other races* Whereas in Greece, with
the passing of this particular period of politics, partisan agitations
have ceased, we continue to call our churches Venizelist (Republicetn)
and Vasilican (Royalist)* And since these differences were intnided
among us from Greece under the Venizelist regime, it is the duty of the
new Grovernment under Eutaxias to eliminate this great evil and to restore
peace and unity among the Greeks of America.
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In this church problem of ours Mr. Eutaxias is the only one of our
politicians well acquainted with all the details, and he has expressed
himself on this subject, saying that it is yery unfortunate that the
Greek people in their communities here have separated from the Church
of Greece. After this statement of his we have not the least doubt that
with the help of the Eutaxias Government things will be set on their
regular course again, - a course from which some years ago party bigotry
diverted them*

Antilogos (The Contradictor)

WPJi.
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Hii;iLON,TI-^ UI3E SP<UiTAN

Life and attitude of the ancients, compared v/ith the modems.

In the VI century B» C*, iieilon, the bpartan, was the most conspicuous
among the seven illustrious philosophers of Greece, tie was dis-
tinguished for the brevity of his philosophic nind. he lived the life
of the philosophy he advocated, i^^any philosophers, although they speak
wisdom live a life of ignorance. The wise counsels of this philosopher
are masterpieces, and for twenty five centuries, like shining stars, they
have guided tixe hunian race on the road of virtue and culture.

•*Know thyself", if every one of us strives to kn w himself, humanity
today shall have a high level of civilization. If we are ?*ole to
knov; and conquer the diseases of the soul, through virtue and culture,
we shall have happiness

,
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**liithen Agan**, ^5an, should be moderate all his life, excess and
abuse leads to tragedy and ridicule.

The ancient Greeks during the '*Golden Ages** applied the '*Mithen

Agan*' not only in their living, but in good acts. Thus, in music
they had rhythm, in architecture and sculpture the^' had analogy,
humanity today, goes to extremes, especiall3/' in the United States.

**Utter not an evil word against your neighbors*'. Very few oi us

follov/ this v;ise counsel of heilon. "Run -^lore quickly to your
friend's misfortune, than to his haupiness. * However today, we
do the op'osite. kany go quickly to the prosperous, and flatterers
are at t?ie head of this line. Those in distress are usually forgotten.

^^ITireaten no one*'. To threaten is feminine, is v/hat heilon means here.
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••Respect and honor old age*'. ITie ancient tipartans honored and
respected the old men. Today, we see youth having utter dis-
regard for the old ones and very frequently ignoring their
parents.

•*Do not let the tongue go before the thought'*. liiny of us,

speak without thinking, we prate and become silly.

^•lyish not the impossible". Llany people desire and wish impossible things,
seek shadows and become unhappy.

•*Speaking, move not the hand, such gestures belong to maniacs"
V/hen you speak don't move the hand as its a characteristic of lunacy.
Some of us not only move the hands, when speaking, but feet also*

**hate not the Oracles" The ancient Greeks believed in oracles, and
worshiped Apollo as the patron god of oracles. The Delphic Oracle,
was Fanhellenic, and its priests (I^ntis) were highly esteemed Kalhas
and Tiresias were the most illustrious in history.

N. Salopoulos«
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APPEAL TO Thii: TKGILATAS.

ITie historical cathedral of Tegea, which was built by Dioclitianos,
1200 years ago, is undoubtly a masterpiece of Byzantine art. This
church for centuries was the center of religious and political
activities. It kept the lire of liberty alv/sys burning and was an
imspiration to the Ariratolous and Kleftas, for the liberation of
the race.

The *•Athens society** of Tegeatas, which since 1880 has turned its

activities towards the perpetuation of this historical uathedreuL,

appeals to its native sons in uhicago and elsewhere to raise money
in order to build an adjacent building for educational purposes.
l'*or many years in the past, this Diocese, in order to produce
good mothers and housewives, gave lectures to young girls of Tegla
and vicinity . Now the membership of these classes; is over two
hundred, and the facilities for its proper functioning are rather
inadequate.
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Upon the suggestion of the Diocese, the Society of Tegeatas,
decided to build a really systematic industrial school under
the auspices of the r^ishopic Uoimnittee*

And, as alw :.ys is the case when short of money, the eyes of
the uommittee are turned towards the Greeks of iUnerica, and
especially to those of Chicago owing to their preponderance
in numbers, and a requested has been sent them to ••chip" in
for the erection of the anticipated industrial school*

The activity must begin at once, the money must be raised,
and the erection of the building must take place as quickly
as possible, hence, as a native of Tegea, i appeal to all
Tegeatas to attend a meeting and generously subscribe to the
above cause*

Dem« Kogionis
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GSEEK NEItS

p. 1. Tor the inforiDatlon of those who are not familiar with the prevalent
laws of Greece, and for the sake of making a comparison of what ri^ts the
citizens have, here and abroad, this is written.

General Theodore Pangalos, ^resident and Dictator of the Greek Hepublic,
put in effect a drastic law, to take care of the strikers. The leaders of the
strike,. and those strikers who become a public nnisance are sent to exile on
an island of the Aegean Sea. They are precluded and prohibited to communicate
with the working masses living in isolation and quietness, and given the oppor-
tunity to capitulate.

When the Dictator feels that they have had enou^ of the treatment of
quietness, he liberates them, after they have promised not to disturb the peace
of the land any more.
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OUR NATIONAL REFESSMTATION IN JttiERICA

Once before In this coltann we aired the matter of our national representa*
tlon In Amerlcat and we remarked with sorrow that It falls to measure vip

to the needs of the Greek nation and of American Hellenism* What Impelled
us to deal with this matter was the Indifference n^lch we have observed on
the part of the Greek consul In Chicago, Ur. Depasta, and of the Greek
ambassador at Washington, Ur* Slmopoulos, to every Greek movement In this
country and their aloofness from the life of American Greeks*

This phenomenon has never before been observed In America* None of the
predecessors of Mr* Depasta or of Mr* Slmopoulos ever failed to display
their Interest In matters which touched the Greeks In America; they never
failed to take actIre part In the community and social life of the American
Greeks; and In many other ways they showed their Interest In Greek-American
affairs*

CD
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It appears, tinfortunately, that this situation is the result of no super*
ficial circumstance; this phenomenal indifference of the official repre-
sentatiYes of Greece may he traced to the Central Serrice of the Greek
foreign office* if we are to judge by an article in the Open Forum of g
Athens, written by a Greek statesman, Mr« G. Exentare* An excerpt from
the article follows:

r^

tr»-

"Very sad to relate, it is apparent to the most superficial observer that
the staff of the foreign office fails to measure up to the task of per-
forming its duties* Except for a very few, who might be counted on the
fingers of one hand, those who have secured employment there in late years
are inferior beyond description, - without seal, without diligence, and
without serious appreciation of their duties* The polite rivalry which
accompanies a warlike period, eagerness to serve, and respect for superiors
and subordination to them are all absolutely lacking in these public servsuits*

Dispipline has become lax* The new employees, irtio obtained their positions
with exceptional ease, lack even the most elementary equipment; they are as
ignorant as they are inexperienced; they display unusual indifference to
their duties and not seldom become insolent to their superiors and to the
public*
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have made at other times with reference to the representatives of Greece
In America are more applicable to the Central Service of the ministry* and
that we are not the only ones who complain about conditions* Obviously,
If the Central Service was really what It should be. It wotxld not have
tolerated for so many years this Indifference In Its representatives,
especially In America, where the personages of Mr. Consul and Mr.
Ambassculor might play a great part In encouraging national efforts toward
the Improvement of public affairs*

Mr. Sxentare In his article gives us the reason for that attitude toward
American Greeks i^lch we have observed In the Greek consul In Chicago and
in the Greek ambassador at Washington, and we see these Influences in
operation today in the Greek foreign office, where disorderliness and
indifference are the least of their evil effects.

-6

^The oldest employees neglect their work; and as for the vent - dizzy and
confused with the frequent changes caused by party combats - they cling to fz

their positions as seafarers cling to a wrecked boat. They are pre- ^-;

occupied with their anxiety to hold on to their Jobs and therefore avoid ^
as much as possible all argument and antagonism.'' .-

CO

From this clear picture it is apparent that those observations which we ^
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As things are, the best that Mr. Pangalos can do for the present is to get p:
rid of both the embassy and the constilate in America* By doing this he will J^
at least save thousands of dollars, for tinder existing circumstances it -v

makes no difference whether he has a consulate in Chicago or not* CertailU.y, o
if the Central Sex^ice itself of the Greek foreign office is incapable of ^
performing its duties, it is only natural to expect the same incompetence §
in the foreign representatives of Greece. -^

S. Kotakis*
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ACADEMIC PHILOSOPHY.-MOEALITY,

Owing tc the perpetual babbling of some of our Oreek moralists, it

is the imperative duty, of this jniblication, to dig into the

archives of academic philosophy , and \mearth the truth of the

disputed theme. Moralityt is not divine, but a philosophical
creation, for the improvement of society, hence anything that is
good was and is attributed to having a divine origin.

Our own ancient predecessors, when their liberty was lost, and
they had no voice in the administration of the affairs of the
State, became estranged separated. Those who were inclined
towards to morality, endeavored to better themselves; those
inclined towards the libidinous followed the other road. So,

the first fol-owed the academic dogma the others became
Epicurians. And the Epicurians predominated. It is not surprising,
therefore, that the debased Conqueror Demetrios was proclaimed a
ftod. Since, the fall of the ancient religion, and the new one not
yet arrived the academic philosophy has offered important services
to the hnman race.
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Where philosophy left off, and father of all, hut xrnder no

consideration can we regard him as of human form.'' Just

hecause the Academy was hased upon such principles and the

moral foundations were unshaken, the followers of that

institution were personages of distinguished character and

mind. Nevertheless, we cannot say that the Academy conceived

all the dogmas, for some of them were conceived by the ancients.

You find everywhere the relation of the academic to cynic

philosophy. Academic philosophy sprang from the cyric philosophy.

Therefore it may truthf\illy be said that the Acadeny broke up

cynicism.

The dogmas of the Academy not only agreed with the cynic

philosophy, but with that of Plato and Aristotle. At the

beginning it was the physical dogma of Philosophy, Socrates

advocc ted the moral dogma, and Plato, the dialectical, or

logic.
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Zenon was the first to introduce, scientifically, the three
branches of philosophy, although they were in existence
previous to him.

The Acaden^y sind its members are still distinguished for their
creative philosophical system; Morality wa? advocated and taught
as the only virtue. The various manifestations of pathos, were
not elements of life, but diseases of the soul. The wise one,
it was said, was a free person, noble, and possessing an abundance
of life. Only the governing soul was willing to compete, and
be ready to make sacrifices. By this teaching an effort was
made to bring to earth the high ideal of Plato *s Republic.
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Tir: NATIONAL B--.:jk cf gr::-:c-^.

/

The National Bank of Greece announces the establishment of an office in Chicago,

to serve in particular the Greek people of Chica^ro and vicinity.

Please take notice and apply to ou. roprese;.tative, !'r. Antonio K» Benneta, '^'i
^.

Clark Street, suite 744*
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Contributions For A Church Clock.

p. 7* ^6 natives of Kato Upelesi of Chicago and the surrounding ricinities
sent to the old country the sum of $1,909«30 which was raised for the purpose
of installing a huge clock on the church of their native town. The names and
the amount of each donator are sent to the committee of Kato Hpelesi for publi-
cation. Bravo natives of Kato Mpelesii
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Mr» Melas, visiting Chicago.

p. 7 The Greek community of Chicago will "be honored with a visit of the

distinguished statesman of ^eece, Mr. Melas, a former admiral of the Greek

Navy.

Eminent Greeks of Chicago visited the illustrious son of their

former country, and wished him hon voyage. Mr. Melas was with us for only

two days.
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i^PEEAL TO JL0aiIITES7

Hotioe Is hereby given to all ••Koamites*' to be present at our general meeting
to be held on Thursday, May 13, at 7 P.M., In Midway Masonio Temple, 6115
Cottage Orove Avenue.

Many things are to be discussed,—the ways and means of putting into effect
various proposals and many other Important matters. In addition, the
finanelal committee of the project of constructing the highway Leonidion-
Kosma-Vrontama will submit various documents received from the Ministers
of Transportation, Interior, and Treasury, etc., regarding the progress
of the project.

The presence of all is indispensable.

D. C. Cheronis, President.

Note: Our annual picnic will be held July 1, at the Park, 6400 Archer Avenue.

V
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^

May 14, 1926

^PEAL TO KOSiaiE^

Notice is hereby given to all »*Kosraites" to be present at our general

meeting to be held on Thursday, May 13, at 7 P.M., in Midway Masonic

Temple, 6115 Cottage Grove Ave*

Many things are to be discussed, - the ways and means of putting into

effect various proposals and many other important matters. In addition,

the financial committee of the project of constructing the highway

Leonidion - Kosma - Vrontama will submit various documents received

from the Ministers of Transportation, Interior, and Treasury, etc.

,

regarding the progress of the project.

The presence of all is indispensable.

in

en

O

D. G. Cheronis, President.

Note: Our annual picnic will be held July 1st, at the Park, 6400 Archer

Avenue*
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SALONIKI , May 8, I926

Anecdote of the Greek Clergy. The Ottoman and the Monk.

$•7* A simple "but wise Greek Monk, when Greece was tinder the yoke of the
urks^ was always indispute with a Tiarkish Governor regarding the virginity
of Virgin Mary.

The Turkish Governor amused himself with the simplicity and frankness of
the Monk, whenever he met him. One day the Monk was stopped, while he was out
for a walk, at the command of the Governor, who was sitting under a tree of a
coffee house, with other officials of his Jurisdiction sipping Turkish coffee.
In a mocking way the '-^urkish Governor asked the Monk, ^'What is your Virgin Mazy
doing now?**

The Monk, graciously but not serfly, saluted the tyrants and in his simple
manner said, ify Virgin Mary, ri^t now, is making an escalator." The Governor
laugjied heartily and ironicedly and asked the object of the escalator.

The Monk said, '"^^or the Greeks to go 09 and the Turks to go down*"
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The faces of the ^ISirkB were reddened with anger, and one of them attempted
to i>eat the Ifonk. But the educated QoTernor stopped his Turkish colleague with
the following statement, "It is an utter impossibility for small Greece and its
great patron Virgin Uary to overthrow the dynasty of the Great Ottoman Smpire.**

The Monk again politely affirmed, "Wait and see."

Three years later, when Greece overthrew the tyrants, and every iBan, woman,
and child carried a gun and ammunition, a wholesale slau^ter of the Turks hegan^
The Governor took refuge in the cellar of the Monk, '^e Monk in his simple and
unsophisticated manner reminded the Governor that the utter itspossihility became
a demonstrated verity, and furthermore, that it was the wish of the Vir^n Mary,
that the Turkish Governor life he spared.

Later day historians wrote that the Turkish Governor was baptized and became
a Chttstian .

The Greeks of America and, in fact, Greeks all over the World take great
pleasure in narrating the myth, pointing out the divine powers of the Virgin
Maxy and the humanitarian and merciful ways of the clergy.
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GBSBKS Of Chicago I^onatlng Money for the Yoimg Men's Christian
Association of Greece.

p. 3. At the dinner giren at St« Constantine church, in honor of the visit-
ing Apostle of the Greek chnrch, His Holiness, Mr. Gennadios, and his eminent
entourage, money was raised for the Toung Men's Christian Association of Greece.
Mr. DePastas, Consiil General of Greece, participated, also, in the dinner with
his attaches. When the Great Hierarch finished his hrief but eloquent speech,
the participants of the dinner subsbi^ihed the following sums of money: Baldios
& Co., $5,000; George Prassas, $3,000; A. Chamalis, $3,000; B, Karagianis,
$1,000; N. Nomikos, $1,000; John ^ontsolas, $1,000; StamosBros., $1,000; K.

Tzovanis, $1,000; A. Valos, $1,000; Paul Demos, $500; E.M. Tsirigos, $500; G.S.
Siolas, $5000; P. Toutoulis, $4oO; 0. Katsigianis, $U00; I»B. Prassas, $U00;
G. Buzamis, $250; K. Granias, $250; G. Spyros, $250; Georgacopoulos, $250; P.

Anagnostopoulos, $200; E.H. Hantzis, $200; A. Deligiannis, $200; Miss A« Tzovalis,
$100; a.Z. Zotos, $100; Dr« K. Theodorou, $100; S. Kostom, $100; John Askounis,
$100; G. Houmbos, $100; Kadjoli Bros., $100; Mr. Barlos, $100; G. Panes, $100;
1. Krousis, $100;.

The Prelate graciously thanked the thirty donators.
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This newspaper congratiilates the generous Greeks of the dinner and urges
every church conmrunity to do their part in order to "bring Chicago on top of the
list of the cities that are donating to this worthy cause.
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"xhe Arrival of the Oreek Delegation in Chicago,"
Restaurguit Keepers Cruide , 108 N. Dearborn Street,

April. 1926.

ijAi^QUET OF iHE YOUNG MEK»S CHRISTIAIM ASSOCIATIODJ

lU KOlsOR OF THE GREEK DELEGATlOlJ

Metropolitan Gennadios of Saloniki Accompanied by Commodore Constantine
Melas of the Greek Navy, Colonel G. Kontikakis of zhe Greek Army, and Mr.

Amos, Secretary of zhe Young Men's Christian Association in Greece,
arrived in the city of Chicago Thursday morning-, April 15, and v/as met
at the Dearoorn Street Station Dy an enormous crowd.

The same evening a banquet was given in honor of the High Prelate at
the La Salle Hotel Dy the Y.M.C.A. with the cooperation of the Greek-
American citizens.

From every point of view the i^ole affair was a success and we admit that
seldom one can see such a gathering expressing its ax)preciation by so

frequent outD\xrsts of applauses.
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His Holiness praising the good work of the Y#M.C.A. said: "The arrival
of the Y#M«C.A« in (xreece opened the eyes of youth to the possibility
of education, good moralSt ^^^ athletic activities* The Y.M«C.A« in

fact started a new era, and it is our desire that it will be the means
of cementing the friendship of G-reece and the United States closer than
ever."
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Drastic Meastires Against Revolt.

p. 1. We are informed, the Greek goTemment contemplates to introduce a
bill against revolt * e. g:

The leaders of any rebellious movement that are arrested will he
immediately tried hy military authorities. If found guilty they will he shot
within a few hours after their trial.
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Chicago Oreek Daily , April 20, 1926.

FUNDS

We have been notified by the Y.U.C.A. that the collection for the erection
of its buildings in Athens has been started by contributions from Mr. John
Raklios of $5,000 and from Messrs. Tom Chamales and G. Prassas, $3,000
each, as well as other liberal amounts - $20,000 in all.

If the promptness of these few fellow-countrymen of ours, who responded
to the call with $20,000 is taken into consideration, it can easily be

imagined what sum the fund would have amounted to for the poirpose
referred to above, if the mission \maer the Most Rev. Father Gennadios
had handled the matter with prudence instead of allowing itself to become
the tool 01 one camp, which is always trying to indentify itself with the
generosity of the Greeks of Chicago and to represent it as the result of
its own efforts.

We only regret that every noble cause becomes the object of political
exploitation in which one side is apt to aisplay its fictitious power
with the money and the loss of the others.
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NATIONAL ^T^AilrAlP CaiPAI^Y OF GR^.Xl: .^'^^ ^'-'''^^^^"^^^ti;/^

(Advertisement)

Re^cular transatlaiitic voyages from New Vork and
Boston direct to Patras, Peiraeus, and Constantinople.

Steamships: Byron and P]dison.
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Activities for National Air Defense, 1,000 Aeroplanes*

p. 10 The government of Greece decided to send to America a special commis-
sion, to lay plans with the Greek Ambassador, to solicit contril)utions from the
Greeks for our national air defense. Similar commissions visited other countries
inhabited by Greeks

•

The people of Greece, being aware of the importance of air defense, willing •

ly responded to the government's nrgings for contributions to build al>roplanes

for defense of the country. The result was, that already 2k aeroplanes are added
to the Greek national air fleet.

Countries, cities, states, banks, societies, and indiistttes responded with
generoTis contributions « Noted amongst the cities which gave was the Cavalla,
which contributed enou^ for 10 aeroplanes.

Governors of various states assured the central government, that the people
of their commonwealth would contribute considerable amounts of money for the
national defense.
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The Government, in order to avoid unnecessary expenditures, and for strict

econoiBor, recalled retired higji officers of the Arny and Navy to take active part

in supervising the huge enterprise of the soliciting of contributions. Thirty-

three hi^ officers were called for that purpose, thus eliminating graft, waste,

and additional compensation. The supervising officers axe held responsible to

the Army and Navy Tribunal. That means Martial responsibility.

A former palace was converted into offices, for transecting the work of

contributions, thus eliminating rent.

The enthusiastic response of the people, the determination of the govern-

ment, and the faithful services of the officers, top the whole affair. Success

is assured. It is estimated, fromieports, that one thousand aeroplanes will be

built soon. Many Eiiropean Companies already have bid for the job.

Greeks of America, get ready when your turn comes to contribute for Greece.
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Greek News.

p. 1, The Greek Information B-ureau, of Washington D.C, informed \is the-t the

Government of Greece appointed two eminent committees to study the French and
American Constitutions*

Hi^ officials of Piuigalos government are very much in favor of adopt-
ing the American Constitution, The current of Greek-Anericanism will prevail.
%e hundreds of thousands of Greek-^ericans visiting Greece have heen instru-
mental in pointing out the benefits and advantages that can he enjoyed under an
American form of Government.

Mr. Pangalos is determined to restore constitutional harmony out of the
chaos.

Many governmental officials have heen dismissed for having Communistic
proclevities.
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•

THE TURKS ALSO WMT TO FLY

CORRESPONDENCE

Constantinople. Febnaary. Keraal, in the historic address with which he

proclaimed the opening of the National Congress, xnade a statement in-

tentionally absurd. Having eulogized the doutful value of the treaty

of Locarno, he said: "Prom what I have demonstrated to you, gentlemen,

you understand that we must lay serious einphasis on the importance of

our national defense. The strength of our army, o\ir navy, and our air

force is the main factor destined to insure Turkey's advance on the road

to peace and reconstruction!"

.... Foremost are the army, the navy and the air force I Everything
else is secondary and may thrive on crumbs from the military table.

Characteristic of the military spirit prevailing in Kemal's state is

the following incident:
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One of the cinema theaters of Peran was to exhibit an American film,

"Chaplin the Soldier." .... To the disappointment of Charlie Chaplin

fans, it was prohibited.

This morning with my tea I sip in the terrific conclusion of the editorial

of Dzotunhuriet. "Only arras will insure peace," it says.

Among other things the airplane fascinates Kemal. On the day before

yesterday we commemorated the flyers who lost their lives in the last

war; there were military parades and many sDseches for the occasion as

well as many write-ups. It was a day of apotheosis for the airplane.

The war minister Rezep Bey made a significant speech in Angpra,

((Rotations from his s-oeech follow - Translator) which had ioud reper-

cussions in the press. But the most important and revealing statement

was the article of the representative Phalih Rifki in the semi-official

Hakimet Milie of Angara.

The title is poetic, "Our Wings," but the contents are sanguinary and

anti-poetic, as is the case with every war-fancy. "The whole world,"

it reads, "recognizes to-day that in future wars the weapons of air and
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of chemistry will play the primary role. The chemist and the air fleet

will not try to bomb a location or a shix) or to find out the movements

of the enemy. It will be a question of how to discover an air contrivance

so powerful as to asphyxiate and poison large masses of human beings, whole

cities, whole populations. This gas will flow over tremendous areas, will

flow into residences, and into cellars hermit ically sealed, and will over-

take unfort\anate human creatures in their places of refiage no matter how

remote.

• . . ."We Turks do not lack courage and initiative. We began very late.

We woke up at the moment when our needs were serious and our means in-

significant. Now we must organize our air defense in the shortest possible
time; the whole nation must bend to the task, collectively and individually."

But lack of chemists casts a shadow over the dream of the bloodthirsty
Turkish representative. "But our chemists?" he exclaims, "our factories
that will supply our means of offense and of defense? Where are our
technicians to handle these matters? T/here are the Turkish chemists?"

Certainly we are not the ones to answer.
Th. Athanasiadis.
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G-reece and Dictator Pangalos.

On the 2oth of June, of last year, I was traveling in Algeria, Africa and
I read in the Newspaper the declara.tion of the Dictatorship of PsJigalos. I was
ready to change and alter my itinerary, and leave G-reece out travel route, be-
cause the word revolution, for me, mepns civil war and chaos, A fellow trav-
eler from Athens changed my mind by saying to me, "My dear Greek, from America,
the revolutions in Greece is nothing else but f?n army demonstration. Nothing
alters the everyday routine of life in Greece. Such Coup d* eta.t's talre place
v/ith so :!)uch quietness pjid perfection, that the coffee sippers and wine im-
bibers in the Plaza of the Constitution a.re not disturbed, and have not the

sli^^test idea of anything taking place that is out of the "-rF^y. even thou^
they see, usuall^^, platoons of soldiers marching up and down the Plaza. That
is an every day occurence,"

On the 2nd of July, I read, on the bulletin boaxd of the Greek Parliament,
the declaration of the Pangalos Dictatorshit). The document was brief and to

the point.
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Dictator Pangalos is not from what I have heard everywhere in the Greek
Metropolis, a tyrant, a dictator, as we define the word, but is a well trained
and disciplined soldier of Greece and is always for Greece. His painstaking
endeavors to reconcile the various political leaders for the good of the coun-
try, were of no avail. Shetr personal and individual egotism and interest was
above that of Greece. For the good of the country, and against the wishes of poli<

tico--deinagogaes, Pangalos declared the Dictatorship. But he is not an oppres-
sor, he merely does not recognize pro and con Venizelists nor pro and con Con-
stantines or Royalists, etc., hut he rest assured that he does recognize all of
them as Greeks, and Greeks for Greece.

Those silly Asses who are delisted to speak against the Dictatorship,
if they were sinceifla could turn around and see how most of the Anglo-Saxon
nations are governed, they would see that the leaders of these nations are
organs of various dictatorships whose main ohject is to maintain the power of
government* The dictatorships in the Anglo-Saxon countries are so thorou^ly
and perfectly organized that the masses are accustomed to think, live, work
and act in groins and are satisfied to he governed hy such Oligarchies, whose
chief characteristics are audacity, holdness and incapahility.
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Those coimtries never permit anyone to be titled Dictator, As soon as a
nation shows signs of stability and self-reliance and refuses to he dictated
to hy those so-called democratic Anglo-Saxon countries, these countries begin
to preach to their hypnotized masses, that such a nation (which dared to have
stability and self-reliance) is an apostate of the family of nations and that
its people are about to be enslaved under an abdominable Dictatorship. They
remind you of wolf howlers who want to be protected from the sheep,

"Pangal OS, the Dictator, is not a politician, but is a G-eneral and a
great Statesman, His government does not aim to divide Greece, but on the
contrary to unite all factions behind one objective and that objective is
that all Greeks must serve Greece. **

During n(^ three months sojourn in Greece, things were running so smooth-
ly and beneficially to all, that Pangalos and his Dictatorship will remain
until it has served its purpose.

Petros Sarelas
Chi cago

.
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Protest to the League of Nations.

The native sons of Dodecanisos here in Chicago, in a general mass meeting

presided hy Mr. Zervos, resolred to appeal to the League of Nations, to inter-

cede on behalf of the inhabitants of Dodecanisa, who are oppressed and perse-

cuted under the domineering power of Italy. The inhabitants of those Islands

have had the misfortune to he governed by Italy. The conniving, scheming and

kaartless diplomats of the Big Powers turned Dodecanisos, whose population is

nothing but Greek, over to be put under an Italian mandate. %. Zervos announ-

ced to the press, that he and a committee would visit the legations and embas-

sies of the Big Powers including that of Italy, and lay before them, the true

and rightful claims of the Dodecanisos Islands, hoping that the oppression

would be stopped.
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Correspondence of Peter S. Laraoros,

130 N. Wells St., Chicago. Illinois,

Feb. 1, 1926.
Chicago, Illinois

January 28, 1926.

Editor. Chicago American

326 W* Madison Street

Chicago, Illinois

Dear Sir:

This letter is on authority of His Royal Hignness, Prince Paul of Greece,

who requested me to express his appreciation for the many courtesies

extended him from time to time by your worthy publication and the snlendid

manner in which you have written of him through your columns.

In the meantime I wish to commend most highly on the work of your

representative, Mr. Meyer Zolotareff whose writing has been so beautifully

prepared in articles regarding the Prince.
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Correspondence of Peter S. Larabros
Feb. 1, 1926

I particularly refer to Mr. Zolotareff's article of the 27th instant on

the first section two of yoiir paper, entitled "Prince Unites Greeks Here,"

which has oeen enthusiastically received by our fellow countrymen in

Chicago, ana the news of which has been well announced.

Four hundred copies of the entire issue of yesterday's edition were

ordered by my office and will be sent to public officials and royal

families of Europe.

Wishing you continued success, I am,

Sincerely Yours,

P. S. Lambros.
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January l6, 1926

FIRST DONATION FOR AIR DEFENSE

The above mentioned brotherhood, complying with the request sent out by
the Greek General Consolidate, for contributions to our National Air Defense
in Greece, herewith forwards $100 for that purpose. The contribution was
made by a small gathering of the aoove said society, a longer one will fol-
low.

Pan Siaperas, President.
P. Siaperaa, Secretary.
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BepublicB and Kingdoms.

The Republic of the United States, the coimtry in which we, the Greeks,
live, took birth on J\ily U, 17/6^ This nation threw off the British King, with
all of the nonsense, foolishness and expense that his grafting system of govern-
ment represented. The intelligent men of that period had too m\ich good, hard,
common sense, to maintain and pay for the ridiculous rigjbt of keeping xxp and
feeding a worthless monarchy. The United States of America has grpwn and pros-
pered since the day these courageous pioneers of America wrote the immortal and
famous doctrine known all over the earth as the "Declaration of Independence. **

This story is familiar to every enli^tened school boy the world over.

Yet in the face of this fact, in the fact of the tremendoTis success of this
government, there appears in this city, in open newspapers, a statement coming
from a young inexprienced man, \>oldly saying that he is only temporarily separ-
ated from his divine right. The divine and absolute ri^t and privilege to mle
the Greeks. He even said, that the rigjit belongs exclusively to his family.

God in heaven, do we, in this enli^tened and intelligent great country.
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hare to submit to sisch brazen affrontexy? DoesnH this stupid visitor and his
advisers, if he has any, know that this is very dangerous; doesnH he know
that he is trespassing upon our hospitality, when he gives vent to his stupid
and mischievious utterances? Doesn't he realize he is a visitor in a Hepublic?
That the American people who made this coamtry free for all to live in are un-
alterably opposed to self seeking, and self styled princes and kings? Is it
because of blood relationship that this man resembles in attitude his crazy and
fanatical relative, the insane Kaiser, that monstrous murderer? How can this
little fool come to Chicago and install himself in a hotel, posing like a clown
with a monocle? Ye (}ods! How can he have the nerve to beguile and fool his
trusting Greek supporters, the poor misguided and gullible Greeks? Thanks to
God that the biggest part of our community doesn't fall for such silly nonsense!

Oh, Greeks, don't you know jret, that you live in the Republic of America?
I don't doubt that in the crowd that calls on this boy, at the Blackstone Hotel,
there are follow Greeks who have taken out their naturalization papers, throwing
off their allegiance to Kings, potentates, and princes. For God's sake, do they
want their American friends and the rest of the Greeks to know that they don't
mean what they swore to, when they took their oath, to follow only the Republican
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Constitution of these United States? Do these few Greeks think they can live

in America, and foster, and encourage a Monarchical system of government for

another country?

Shame on you fellow Greeks, shame. You, the Greeks of Chicago, to stand

around, and how down, and worship and follow, an inexperienced "boy, impudently

shouting that he and his family have the exclusive rigjit to rule Greece. Don't

you know that the Repuhlic of Greece is now a living, breathing thing, command-

ing the confidence and respect of the civilized world? Don't you know that the

outraged people of Greece rose up in their majesty and drove this royal grafting

crowd out of our coimtry forever?

The day of Kings is doomed. Intelligence rules now 'in the world. OhJ broth-

er Greeks of Chicago, he wise. Solon was one of us, Pericles another; open your

hooks and read about them. You can't fool the -^oaericans, they are intelligent.

For the sake of common sense, don't attesipt to build up propaganda here, as the

government at Washington mi^t take notice of you.

The Republic of Greece is on friendly terms with the American government

»
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don't rock the boat of that friendship. Tell this \>oy to go and get a Job and
become a usefiil man; tell him that you are under the mi^ty flag of freedom
and liberty; tell him that hard work and American ideas will help him to cure
the psychological disease that he is troubled with; the psycholdgical disease
of the divine ri^ts of his family, to own the Greeks.

Ify dear Greeks of Chicago, stand up and be real honest men« Down with
^yalty, down with all the miseries and troubles, that these self-seeking
fakers are trying to put over on you. Show that you are ikierican Greeks; Amer-
ica doesn't stand for axqr silly thing called ^yalty« Brother Greeks, do not
tolerate any more of this bold brazen and audacious utterance of this youngster^
who is so self assured of his divine ri^t to rule, that he doesn't respect the
rights of mere common humanity, but like a giant leech, he attempts to fasten
himself upon the backs of some of OTir admiring and trusting Greeks, He takes
advantage of that confidence, abuses every privilege, dishonors every trust,
violates all the laws of God and man and cooly and calmly tells us that I have
the divine ri^t to rule the Greeks. Oh! American Greeks, come to yourselves
and follow and bow to your American flag, the symbol of liberty and everything
that is good in the world, instead of bowing to this son of decayed Royalty.
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Anti-Hellenic Propaganda. By Dr. K. Halonlos, Chicago.

There are two political parties in this country just as there are two in
Greece. Here they are called, Hepublican and Democratic, in Greece they are
called, Tenizelists and Anti-Venizelists.

The Anti-Venizelists, owing to their hatred of the name Venizelos, self-
styled themselves as ^yalists. %e intrinsic Aesire and aim of the leading
Hoyalists, is not to restore Uonarchy, hut to win and dominate the political
horizon of Greece. The intrigues, and schemes of the political factions in any
coimtry, are known to he boundless.

Owing to the fact that the former King Gonstantine was heloved hy the popu-
lace, the H^yalists called themselves the followers of Gonstantine. The Greeks
of Greece and America are divided into two camps the Venizelists and the Hoyal-
ists.

Prince Paul, the son of Gonstantine, who is visiting our city, is followed
and acclaimed hy those Greeks of Chicago, who are advocates of the Constantine
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or ^ayolist party, and are opposed politically to the other party, the Venizel-

ists.

King Constantine, was "beloved "by the people of all parties while he was

ruling as a King, "but was sent to exile when he attempted to govern the Greeks.

He hecajne a victim of circumstances, ensnared in the wiles of a political fac-

tion, which used the Dynasty as a tool for its own preponderance. King Constan-

tine was dethroned. His son, J?rince Paul, now claiming the Divine i^i^ts, of

his politico-dynastic family of Greece, attempts to perpetxiate the division of

the Greeks with his anti-Hellenic propaganda. He wants to rule the Greeks.

Silly youth, and silly royalists, don't you see the political game behind

the screen of Royalty? A nation which is divided by any dynasty into two fac-

tions, sooner or later, will have no dynasty.

The attempts of the Prince in Chicago, to prolong this propaganda and s*t

Greek against Greek, with the hope of gaining power, cheap political power, and

eventually restoring the Dynasty, does him no good.
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G-reece is now a Republic, The Greeks, sooner or later, will do av/ay

with this division, Venizelists and -loyalists, .?nd v/ill unite as one mass
under one Democratic government for all. I do sincerely feel sorry for those
who, in their political dizziness, forget who they axe and v/here they are,
and follow a foolish young man who wants to become a King.
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The President of the Community ••Philiatres"

In a meeting of the ''Fhiliatfes" the president of the community announced
the contents of an appeal to the natires of ^Fhiliatra" ty the Mayor of their
native town*

"Due to the fact that our town "Philiatra" is honored "by the risits of
our many former citizens^ who are now in America, I deemed it imperative to
ask you, the older men, to appropriate enou^ money for street improvements,
for elimination of any ugly si^t, and for heautifjring the town of your child-
hood, as much as possible, to resemble an American town* When our visiting
sons come here, they will find, not only comfort and hospitality, but also a
pleasing environment, similar to that to which they are now accustomed^ I,

hereby, move for a resolution to be adopted and forwarded to our former citi-
zens, now living in every part of the Great United States of America, to assirst

us in our enterprise* We will be grateful for suggestions and ideas concerning
the new world in which they live, so that we here may best use the money sent
to serve the purpose and the desires of the senders."
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Our former mother country calls us for assistance, and the success of the
enterprise does not entirely depend upon the local ciyil authorities and the
people of the toim« hut upon every individual of the town now abroad* Come»
now» Sons of Fhiliatra, take the initiative, snd set an ezaxnple for others to
follow; come and let us Americaziize our former town.

This Hewsp^er sincerely congratulates the Uayor of Fhlllatra and wishes
and hope that other mayors la Greece will follow his example.' The newspaper,
Salonikl . also congratulates the Community of Fhlllatra, of the city of Chicago,
for their Idealism, and willingness to rememher their home town hack in the
Mother Country.
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Police Ordinance Against Short Skirts:-

Greek ladies of Chicago and the surroundings, are informed thro-o^ the
publication, if and when they decide to go to Greece for a visit, that they
must comply with a newly enforced Police Ordinance, Short skirts are tabooed.
The length of the skirts mxist be twelve inches above the sole of the shoe.
That is for all young and old ladies above the age of twelve. What a pityi
That Chief of Police of that Great Greek Uetropolis, Athens, vuikt have crime
under control, otherwise he and his unions wouldnU have time to go around with
a tape line and stoop down to measure the lengths of skirts.

Oh! Athens, the first land of civilization and freedom, where the Ancient
Greek Uaidens were encouraged to wear as little as possible in order to develop
health and beauty, why do you now tolerate such nonsense. Of course^ the head
of tliat Police Department took such drastic measures, in order to safeguard the
nervous system of the male population, on the advice and recommendation of the
doctors of the Police Department,

The learned and wise doctors said, "the aspect of shapely legs scandalized
the nerves and therefore is injurious to the nervous system. Poor young girls,
do not loose hope, the wise doctors may decide on something contrary tomorrow,**
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Oreece and the Dlrine ^i^ts.

The Oreeks are regarded as the pioneers of the clTlllzatlon that the world

is toJoying today. They are the fathers of literature, arts, and science.

Wherever you turn your eyes, you will find a mi^ty monument of trihute to

Greek culture.

Oh, Ancient Greecei the giver of li^t to the World, are you going to let

Modern Oreece be ruled and governed hy a hand of imported foreigners? A King

from Denmark, who was put in control of the Throne; a Q^een who was "broxi^t

from the pig-headed Hoenzollem tribe to irule the Greeks.

A lady of that so-called Greek Hoyal Family was delivered to a Rumanian

Prince, against his will. The man had a wife and a child at the time, but his

Mother Q,ueen Marie, another scheming royal wor»<^n, compelled this Carol, as that

is his name, to marry the lady from the Greek Hoyal Family

•

But this Hoyal Family is not Greek, There is not a single drop of Greek

blood in the veins of these so-called royal foreigners, who are, and who have
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attempted to foist themselyes tcpon oxor race.

Another Prince of this fainily sold himself to an old woman hy the name of

Leeds, Her son also bon^t another member of this so-called royalty. And they
all now haTe money enon^ to wander arotoid the Capitols of ^l^tirope, claiming roy-

al prerogatives. Indeed, they are asserting the -^irine ^igjit of Kings,

Evidently the Greek Jehova has failed to hear their cries of Divine ^igjits.

This "band of royal parasites, these international reftigees or tramps, have
their faces turned to the United States, coming to this coimtry, for &od knows
what« But to the intelligent Greeks of America, who have worked and fought
their way, from the very hottom, upwards, their visit here, only means one

thing, Thqr want money, and with their propagandism, they are attempting to

again install themselves upon the hacks of the Greek race. NayJ Nay! their

hopes are vain; hest for them to go to work and earn an honest and decent liv-
ing, and forget the silly idea of the Diving %^ts of ^yalty. It may he,

that they can sell their titles of royalty, to gollihle and stupid wealthy
Americans.

^)
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It l8 said that they have worn out their shoes, rttnning hetween the capi*-

tols of Zurope seeking aid and consolation for their Kingly, Queenly, and PrincoM
ly johs, the practical minded men of Areece separated them from.

The Oreeks of today will follow the Greeks of the past, the originators of
Democracy, and never permit those royal fakers and parasites to stick their blood
anymore. Long live the Greek race!

If the Greeks are not able to ftmction without the thrash which was dumped
upon them from Denmark, Germany, Rumania, and Russia, it is hi^ time that they
turn themselves over to Tnrk^ or some other Balkan Power and be slaves. But
I'm confident Greece will rule itself with f-ull blooded Greeks at its head and
not by the drains of an international family.

Long live the Greek racej Royalty go to work, and stop grafting.
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CON'i'RlBUilONS OF CHICAGO VkESthEjmXtES IDR THEitt WATIvE TOWN

p. v.- ine spirit of moi^ner Greece is ever-present among her scattered sons

Time ana space, nowever, does not alter the ever-biirdening devotion of

these sons lor their Greece.

Chicago Vresthenites, natives of Vresthena, Sparta, Greece, in a meeting

last weeic raised $3,450 tnrougn contrioutions which latter are still con-

tinuing to come in. xnese contrioutions are sent to Vesthena to apply to

a fund for the construction of an automooile road connecting their town

wii,h Sparta* The road will oe constructed mostly with American dollars

ana automooiles. American automooiles will be iised for travel along these

roads

•

What a cnangef how mucn aia t.ne Americ€tn GreeKs conurioute to tnaiir The

answer is clear. Tne UreeKS ol America, with their American dollars and

American ideas, coupled witn uneir love lor mother Greece, will mould the

destiny ot future Greece.
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Part 01 the coni^rioutors are: Pamoazes j^. f/iaimonis, $;5uO; Pan. Diamantopou-

los, $^0; uonsi.. uovetsis. *200; me following of $100 eacn, Const. iTian-

tafilacos. Const. Arvanitis, Pan. Spyropoulos, Consi.. Kaperonis, Pan.

Siclavounis, (reo. Spyropoulos, Euthemios Spyropoulos, Anastasius iiouzis.

Pan. wanualos, ^regonos Diavatmos. Panaglotis i. Manoalos, Hicholaos

!• Mantalos. Cnristos Margiotis, George Mermigas, t-eo. Primpas, Spry.

Apostolopoulos. ihe following of $50, Const. Giannacopoulos, ueraetrios

Kakrioas, Panagioi;is K. Maimonis, Charalamoos Mermigas, Aiinanasius is.

[iiaimonis, Geo. Spyliacos, John Antonakis, Mrs. Panagiota Govatsis,

Evangelos !• Mantalos, George Katcrioas, ana many owners wnose names will

oe printed in the next edition.

bravo, to une conorioutors lor oneir generosity ana quicK response to the

call.
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APPEAL OP THE CHICAGO CONSUL-GENERAL OP GREECE POR

CONTRIBUTIONS POR AIR DSPENSE OF GREECE,

The establishing of air defense in Athens is known to you all*

Mother Greece, as well as other nations, realized the importance

of air defense, and despite her financial problems she established

a school of aviation for national air defense, at which officers

of the anny and navy are specially trained for that purpose. She

placed a large order for aeroplanes with the recently established

Greek aeroplane factory and also a large order abroad*

The Committee of National Air Defense, knowing the tremendous

financial burden of the government which was brought about by

the refugee s* problem, laid down plans to raise money by contribu-

tions from the people of Greece and Greeks all over the world.

Each city, cotmty and state of Greece is contributing money for

one or more aeroplemes for national defense.
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Hence the Greeks of America are requested to shoiilder part of this far-

reaching aviation program*

It not only as a representative of Oreece but as a Greek to a Greek,

invoking your racial sentiments, and in the name of our common cause,

appeal to your generosity for contributions, knowing in advance that

the reverberating voice of our Greece, re: ching all of us in every

part of the world, will be heeded and that a response will be made*

I, as a representative here of Greece, feel proud that my fellow-

Greeks always took the lead in national and racial affairs and exempli-

fied themselves to the rest of our brother-Greeks all over the country.
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Owing to my personal knowledge of the patrlotismt munificence, capability
auid energetic efforts of the leaders of our communities, lodges and
organizations 9 I deem it a privilege and an honor to request these
leaders and their respective councils to take the initiative as they
see fit, and begin collections of contributions from our brother Oreeks^
who are always ready and willing to respond to the wishes and needs of
our beautiful Qreece to protect her dignity, independence and borders
from invasion.

Assuring you of ny wholehearted and undivided support and service to the
aforesaid cause, I beg to remain.

With great esteem,

Geo. Depastas,
Consul-General of Greece*
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Sorapbook . P. 144, of Mr. P, S. Lanbroo,
130 • Toll8 St., Chicago, Illinoio.

REFUGEE PROBLEH

Potor S. Lanbroo, publisher of tho Greek Star, a weekly newspaper printed both

in English and in Greek, saidf ^I am talking to you as a Greek by birth and an
American by adoption*

*^ can testify that diplonatic relations between the United States and Greece,

as well as business relations, have always been most cordial. Greece is the

only country in thw world that had to go throu|^ a ciTil war at the time of the
World War in order to east its lot with the Allies.

*^e sentiment of the Greek^Ameriean had a good deal to do with that, first
because our adopted country had Joined the Allies, secondly it was a war against
militarism and autocracy, and thirdly because the great Greek statesman Venixelos
had cabled the Gk'eek-Americans to stand by the principles of liberty as syni>olised

by the Star Spangled Banner.

I
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Aug, 31, 1925.

*I recall that the Aaerlean toniral in Greacay Ut. Dnlbery who represented
the prixieiplee of Woodrow Wilson » oade a call upon the Veniselos GorenuBent
to declare that the rif^ta of Greece would be protected in erery respect

»

and that Greece would be economically supported by the lAiited States*

^Qa the sane day George RoussoSf fomerly Gbreek ambassador to the Ihiited

States and ex-Minister of Foreign Affairs of Greece 9 made a statement to
that effect at a public meeting here at which I had the honor to preside*

*^1he United States Goremment is more secure in making a loan to Greece at
this time than it was at the time of the war* Greece is now in better shape
than any other Balkan state from a business standpoint » but Greece is handi-
capped by millions of refugees who haTO immigrated to Greece and hare been
incorporated in it*
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Aug, 31, 1925,

Ihey viU rmnain 6reak« Greooa noads laonay for the dovelopBont of fftrBs and
of miTlgpttloiu

1
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GCOD NE\^S FROM aREECE.

EPITORIAL.

Undoubtedly our readers recollect that S8J.onlki for many, many years
throiJgh its articles trumpeted the moral and material benefits that
G-reece could get from the Oreeks In America*

The Grreek of America Is not what many blind-folded persons thought
he was, just a good for nothing pseudo-progressive who acquired a few
thov.sand dollars in the land of plenty and thinks that he is somebody,
but an entirely different type of Greek that they knew not as yet. Now
they call him American Greek.

His first name (American) is not acquired as readily as we call a man
Mister or Sir, but is acquired only by fundamental assimilation of
American Ideals, principles, knowledge, actions and progress*

y
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The Greeks on the other side the waters see now (after they took the

veil off their eyes) that this American Greek utilizes his American

acquired knowledge and pushes his mother land on to progress and

prosperity.

Our articles, which displeased the bigoted from time-to-time governments

of Greece, brought out the naked truth of the Greeks in America- that

the real progress of Greece depends upon this reborn Greek who is imbued

with a truly American spirit of progress and enlightenment. We urged,

tegged. and trtunpeted the deaf ears of the past governments of Greece

to pay attention, very much attention, to Greeks in America and

rjccelercxte their progress by sending to America the proper, well

informed and broad-minded national representatives who will render

every possible service and assistance to the struggling masses of

Greeks who took the road up-hill single-handed, without motherly love,

sympathy and encouragements
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The voice of otir articles fell upon the ears of politipo-charlatans

who iinderestimated and ignored the potential powers of the American

Greeks. Alas! They did not learn the lesson of the former Kaiser

and his "blind higots who had underestimated the Greatness of America,

saying: (as they were informed by their stupid diplomats to the

United States) . America is nothing; America har> no army, and if

she gets one, it will be raw material (untrained). Our army will

defeat the world. The result is universally knorn* God blessed

America for its so-called raw material, otherwise the world today

would be \inder the scepter of Kaiserism.

What we hear and see now in Greece could have been done many years

e^o, if the American Greek had not been ignored by the ever stupid

governments of Greece

•

Many of those who, for one reason or other, did not wish to be

permanently established in the United States, preferring sun-

bathed Greece, after acquiring a certain amoimt of American dollars,

returned to I^'^ther Greece to sioend the rest of their lives.
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But those Oreeks are reborn. America the Great made them an entirely

different type, as we said above. So instead of living the rest of their

lives idling and prattling, they go into business utilizing their American

knowledge. Hew business springs up everywhere the American Greek goes.

Stores of American type and method are springing up that Greece never

dreamed of. Villages and towns are built a la American. Automobile roads

penetrate the thickest forests and groves for American automobiles to travel;

electrification, new water works, bridges, laundries, new hotels a la Ameri-

can; sanatoriums and what not are materialising throiigh the activities

of the formerly ignored Greek of America.

The present government of Greece begun to take notice and reckon with

the activities of those Greeks from America. They are now accepted and

recognized not as before, but as progressive and enterprising American

Greeks.
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How things change! Why did Greece not recognize this advantage before,

as we urged "begged and trunfpeted with o\ir articles? However, it is

better late than never. Greece will do well to cultivate the ground

for the American Greek, not only in Greece but here also. By doing so,

Greeks who are permanently established here will love and help their

mother lejid. in spite of their marriage to their adopted country.

The present Greek government has already begun profiting from the

mistakes of its predecessors, to pay attention to the American Greek,

and will do, as they say, their utmost to promote friendly, amicable

and mutually beneficial connections with the Greeks in America.
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Chicago Greek Daily» Feb. 11, 1928.

ARTISTIC SOIREEr«Nn:<

The second appearance of the Greek artist froia Zante» Rotziron#
At Adelphi Theater » Clark and Madison Streets* Sunday^ Feb. 19, 8:15 F«M»

1st Act: ^The Paternal Home** (By Stephano Paphnl).

2nd Act: »^audevllle««

3rd Act: **The Newly Uarrled** (A coioedy)*

o
4 ^

V-
'

* * \
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Chicago Greek Daily , May 26, 1925.

^0 liHSCT BELFRY IN ALEPOCHORl/

A committee has been formed of those from Alepochori of the township of
Gerothron, \inder the presidency of the well-known and popular Mr. Louis
Choromokos and tne vice-presidency of Mr. Anton Ripnaki, with Mr. D. ?•

Riphaki as treasurer and Mr. Peter Lamtoros as secretary, for the purpose
of raising funds for the erection of a belfry in their own country
Alepochori, and as a start they have raised among themselves $1,250 as
follows: Ellas Chirimokos $500, K. Poulitsas $200, Pan. D. Riphakis
$300, El. Rozaklls $100, and Pan. Riphakis $150*

The committee appeals to all Alepochori tans in America to contribute.
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A aHEEK DAILY FRO!/ GREECE SOLICITS BUSI^ESS IN CHICAGO*

Patris, a Greek daily published in Pythos, Elis, Greece, authorized Mr*

Tom Asimacopolous, 107 South Wells Street to solicit subscribers here.

For the annual subscription of $7, the publication offers, besides the

delivery of the daily, any service that could be extended to its subscribers

in the United States.

Those who wish to get this daily, should apply either directly to Greece or

tp Tom Asimacopoulos, 107 South Wells Street, Chicago.

'^fe y
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THE USE OF RICHES

GREEK

••Hy dear friends, the wealth irtiich destiny bestows on some of us may result

in slavery of the soul* Abundance of riches and great treasure are blessings

only to those who possess noble souls and know the true use of wealth.

"The real use of wealth today is to heal the wounds of your country—to provide

medicine and to pay the doctor^s fees. The medicine /Shich it require£7 is

scientific knowledge, and the doctors are learned professional men.

•nshat profit do you derive of your wealth if you do not know how to use it in

We have observed that some of our fellow countrymen in Chicago squander their ^
wealth and spend their money extravagantly for useless things. We therefore C
consider it proper to remind our readers at Christmas time of the advice of ;g

our venerable sage Adamantios Koraes, and we reprint his comments on riches: 2
o
: o
-J
cjr?
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rearing and educating your children? Tttiat is the use of leaving a fortune to :

heirs whose ignorance will make your riches an instrument of evil instead of
^

the means of accomplishing good? Hihat can you expect of wealth if it is not
j

accompanied by virtue? -a

•T)o you think that gold alone can efface the shame of being the ignorant son

of an illiterate father or of being a barbarian in a land enslaved? The money 'S

which you spend in charity may be wasted; the best way to help the poor is to ^
eradicate the causes of their poverty instead of feeding them* Poverty is in

most cases the resiilt of voluntary idleness or of common disaster. Excessive

idleness and poverty exist where there are no industry and no science^ and

parasites rule the people.**

Thus the great Greek scholar wrote about wealth a hundred years ago. Tfe

present his remarks to our readers for consideration.
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ADVICE TO GRECIAN YGUIH*

By Adanantios Kora«8

p. 4«—»**^]ber6a8e youth your seal to onli^ton your country and to restore to it
its ancient glory

I

**Do not forget that you are the descendante of Homer f Aristotle » Plato » Demosthenes f

Tfaueydidesf Socrates t emd myriads of other great nenl Think of what these ad-
mirable men endured to honor their country and themselves ^ and hoir they are honored
even to^-day so many years after their death by the nations of XnBope and by the
world at large

»

*%uiy of them went abroad like you to gather whatever useful things they could find
among other nations to enrich their country***
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**Ba careful not to b« doluAod by your youth in your selection of things foreign
lest you return with empty hands or bring kack the vices of aliens*

**Surely all foreign nations have innumerable good things to offer but there are
also many tesptations to distract inexperienced youth*

**Tkke for your example the honey-^bee which picks up whateyer is useful, not the
fly i^ich is attracted to filth*

*lioderate indulgence la honest pleasure is recreation and relaxation and prepare
one for more work and better work, but the abuse of pleasure dijdtiishee the
ability to work, enervates the body, and finally stultifies the stttdi-*

*^Beware lest voluptuousness transform you into beasts as it did the friends of
Ulysses 9 who were turned into swine by Circe*
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**Rm,<1 constantly Prodieus^s account of tho life of Hercules and follow the
exanple of the modest and decent yirgln who represents Virtue; avoid the
careless and shameless woman who dares to call herself Happiness!

**The country does not ej^ect of you stoic apathy or monastic hardships but
asks you to lighten the blind and to clothe the naked. You cannot illuminate
your country nor clothe its nakedness unless you use philosophical modemation*

^In those days there were youths like you who attended the schools emd studied
in the daytime and worked by ni^t to earn their living*

^ou do not have to fear such poverty to-^dayt you have but to show that you
are willing to learn and the country will provide bountifully that you may not
suffer while you are studying**^

-y
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**Di«raford be careful in your conduct that you may be a credit to youreelvee
and an honor to your families and your country. You will succeed tn all thate
things if you do not orerestimate the value of trivial things •"*

^e feel that it is our doty to repeat to our readers fboth the Grecian youth
and all other Greeks in Americat this timely advice of the sage Koraes to the young
students of his time***

I
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THMLES KODTOUPES«

p« 2* 1h« Greek colony of Chicago is happy to have had as its guest for a
week Ur. Thales Koutoupis, formerly a ninister in the Greek cabinet and a
representatire of Laeedaemon in the fourth national Assembly*

Ur. Koutoupis as a Journalist and a politician has always supported liberty

and justice and has often been persecuted for his courage in expressing his opinions.

On last iimday he spoke at the invitation of the Liberal Club urging hie
listeners to participate in the reconstruction of Greece by investing their
money in enterprises there. In this way they will help the fatherland to
develop its natural wealth 9 and will also make a good profit on their investment*
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After the lecture a eoomdttee was appointed by the Liberal Democratic Club to
arrange for a banquet in honor of Ur« Koutoupes. This will be given on Sunday
at the Sherman Hotel* All those who wish to be present may apply to the
Liberal Club«

I
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n. 1- This '.Till be good ne^vs for our countr:y^en in Chicago and elsewhere, and

v/e understand that they are nuiaerous, v:ho claim distant relationship v;ith

ITapoleon the Great by their descent fror.i the G-reek family of Ilalomeres, which

is also the fa^riily of the celebrated French general.

And Italy, vrhich claiTis that TTapoleon v/as an Italian i 5 greatly chagrined by

the publication of the raerioirs of Madam Aspasia Kaloiaeres. This lady sheds

light on the nativity of Ilapoleon,

According to her reminiscences it is an historical fact that ITapoleon -//as a

nephev/ of the Greek pirate Agesilaos Kalomeres, the grandfather of MadaiTi Ealo-

meres. She writes that her grandfather ..-as active as a pirate frora the Straits
' of I.Iessina to the capes of the Peloponnesus, and that she heard him say more

than once that v;hen she grevj old enough, they would settle in Corsica, v;here he

had property in the hands of his nephev: Charles Bonaparte.
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"This Charles Bonaparte,-^ says Iladari IZalorieres, "studied lav; in Pisa and in

Hone at riy p;randfather * .^ expense. On the clay vdien Napoleon v*as born his mother
vj-ent to church in accordcjice v:ith the 0-reeh custom to offer her baby to the
Virgin Ijary. .rnile she v;as there^ she felt the pangs of childbirth beginning,
and she hurried home. There after a i.'.; minutes Napoleon •/.•as born on a carpet
v;hich v/as a pr^^sent from m^^ grandfather on the da^^ of hsr marriage to his brother.
This carpet v/as made by a Qreeh monk."

It is an historical fact that in I860 many Greek families, in order to escape
the Turkish yoke, settled in Tuscany and Corsica, v/here they formed large com-
m.unities,

Bonaparte is the translation into Italian of the Creek narae Kalomeres. That
the French general Napoleon loieiv the Creek colony in Corsica very vrell and had
connections there is proved by the fact that he ap ointed tv;o of his friends
from Corsica, the brothers Stefanopoli, as his agents to distribute and spread
his propaganda in Greece.

These facts shov/ that another of the v;orld*s great personages is of Grecian

extraction. cheF^r for his relatives here I

I
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MOTION PICTURES OF GREEK REFUGEES.

\*/OA /! { \ cor- : T^'JIL

p.5*~0to last Thursday svaning, Mr* Madras exhlbltaA the films of ths

catastrophe in Asia Minor as he had previously announced.

The pictures showed the departure of Greek refugees, the buridLng of Sagrrna,

and Greek prisoners in the hands of Turks. The terrible tragedy which has

overtaken the Greeks of Asia Minor was displayed as it actually happened,

the worst catastrophe for Greece since the fall of Constantinople. And all

this happened under the eyes of the Allies and under the guns of their war-

shipsi
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AIDRi^T KARZA3 OF CHICAGO IN ATIIi^NS*

p. 3.* On September 12, 1924, lir* Tindrew Karayannes or Karzas, the well knoxm

Greek nianager and ovmer of Chicago •s inagnificent Trianon, \7as united in mrriage

with Liss Catherine Kakojemes of P-tras, a niece of Ix. Johnson, another well

known Greek business ma-n of Chicago

•

The marriage w^.s performed in Athens, Greece, by Metropolitan Chrysostomos.

The best men were LIr. Nomikos, Mr. Karzas • partner, and Peter Tatanis of Hew

York, another well known Greek business man*

After the wedding a magnificent banquet was given in honor of the bride and
groom at the Actaion Hotel where ina.ny guests celebrated the happy event, iijnong

them were the rionorable L'r# Pousses, member of foreign affairs, the /jnerican

Consul in Athens, and many prominent members of the, /anerican colony.

The newly-weds have been spending their honey moon in Greece and Ouher parts of
3urope and are expected to arrive in Chicago very soon.
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DSliSTRIOS BOTASES

P.l—Demetrios Botases, who for his many services to our countrymen and to

Greece may very well be called the father of the Greeks in America, died

recently in New York City at the age of 104

•

He came from a noble family of Spetsae which in the Greek Revolution furnish-

ed admirals to the Greek navy and poured out its treasure for the cause of

freedom.

The noble fajnilies of Spetase and Hydra, among wh m the Botases family held

a prominent position, were engaged in commerce in the eighteenth century and

fought the rough seas and the pirates of the Mediterranean, thus storing up

wealth and preparing fighters and leaders for the Greek Revolution.

The late Botases was a commercial agent for the great trading concern of

Phalles Brothers and was also for forty years consul general of Greece. In

his term of office he was successful in accomplishing favorably several im-

portant missions for the Greek Government.
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The ever-memorable Deraetrios Botases was the official representative of

Greece at the funeral of the immortal Abraham Lincoln.

Botases was a noble character, distinguished for his honesty and for his

ardent patriotism.

His remains will be taken to Spetase to be interred among his heroic an-

cestors in the family vault.
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AN MNOUNCEUBNT BY THE GREEK MINISTER AT WASHINGTON.

p« 3-^The Greek IfLnlster at Washington » D. C^y hereby notifies immigrants from
Asia UiBor and Thrace who left their homes after October 19 » 1912 » and have
settled here but have not become American citizens that according to the Greek
lav No. 3098 of July 17, 1924, they may become naturalized Greek citizens and
be registered on the poll lists of any district or comzminity to which they wish
to be assigned by filing Amplication at the nearest Greek Consulate and taking
the oath before the consul*

They will thereby become naturalized Greek citizens retroactively, as if they had
been naturalized on January 30, 1923, the day on which the treaty was signed between
Turkey and Greece to exchange populations* Qf these citizens all who are now
twenty years of age or less must serve in the army; those who are now over twenty
years old are exempt (article 23 of the conscription law*)

Those persons also who left Asia Minor prior to the eighteenth day of October, 1912,
may become naturalized Greek citizens by filing application at the nearest consulate
and taking the oath of allegiance before the consul.
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We advise those of our countrymen who are interested 9 to apply to the nearest
consulate to get conplete infonoation.

fVom the office of the Greek Minister
*at Washington, D. C.
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iHiBtEsriNa naroRittnoir.

p» 2 «»Ti» all th08« who oontraplat* a trip to Gre^ea wa raeoBBMnd tha perusal of
thia aatiaa and 8ugg08t that it ±8 to thair intorost to proeura their tickets
in ChdLeago and to oake all arrangements for the Journey here instead of planning
to flske then in Hev York*

le feel obliged to notify our countrymen of the danger of dealing vith any of
those numerous exploiters vho adTcrtise in newspapers that in Nev York you can
buy tickets at lover rates and get better cabins. Cosplaints of fraud hare
recently been made on account of misrepresentations on the part of these ex«»

ploiters*

The undersigned are all authoxdsed steamship agencies and will issue tickets
and arrange all the details of Journey so that iMtssangers may board their liners
in Hew York without any worries connected with their baggage, since the agencies
hare responsible representatiyes in New York to care for their patrons*
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1h« priet of tickets is the same in Chicago as in New Tork; they cannot be bought
at reduced rates there » as sons agents in Nev York persist in adTortisingf like»
wise promising to secure better oibins to attract Tictims.

The sooner the passenger deposits the money for his cabiUf the better his cabin
will be*

Ho priTilege is accorded to those who buy tickets in New Tork«

Seeure your tickets from the authorised agencies undersigned » who issue tickets
to Cbreece and not receipts to be exchanged in New York*

DoJMit be satisfied with temporary receipts » which are unreliable f as the e
plaints abore mentioned have proredt and adrerse to your interests

•
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Pendsslon to reenter th« Dhlted States cannot bo oocured, as sons adTortiso^
Bsnts stats, on a day^s notlcs*

Tho law requirss that such permission shall be issued and indorsed by the
proper department of the United States gOYsrament in Ikshington, D* C*

Pay no attention therefore to this advertised misinformation*

Stefanoy Eokinis and Company, 6o4 Blue Island arenue;

Alafottios Caldedas and Company, 746 Soutii Atlsted street;

itlas Shipping Agency, 617 South Halsted street, Chicago, Illinois*
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THS BUSINESS OF POLXTICIAIT

Timely Advice to The Greek Youth of This Country.

p.-l- As we regard the lamentable condition of our Qreek coimmiiilties and

note how politics has crippled the activities of the churches, and how the officials

elected ly the various organizations are acting toward the Oreek public which they

represent and toward the Greek Orthodox Church, we cannot refrain from commenting

on the sitxiation.

We cannot help reminding Greeks in general and the Greek youth of this country

in particular of the evils arising from the abuse of politics, especially in the

Greek communities, which are identical with the Greek Church* We deplore this

quarreling among ourselves and our present ecclesiastical strife and dissension,

the worst which has existed in centuries*

We are sorry to see that politics in the Greek communities of this country has

become as corrupt as in the old country in the last few years, so as to endanger

the whole structure of the newly-established Greek Orthodox Church in America*
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We abserve that here as in the old country any one who becomes a politician adopts
a very low and vulgar vocation. The business of politics has been developed slowly
and has evolved into the most degraded of all forms of activity. It has gradually
ceased to be a business at all and is now considered a questionable occupation
like gambling, burglary or white slavery. Its practitioners have learned to
resort to trickery and cheating, since their work in general is the worst type of
exploitation. >

It was not uncommon a few years ago for a representative of the people to become
a comedian and deliver jests from the tribune of the Assembly, and this sort of
thing has now become a regular habit among the deputies

•

It has become a kind of sport among the peoT:)le to meka jests at the expense of
their representatives.

What a disgrace for a minister to engage daily in public fracases and to continue
to hold office without compunction! It has become a national habit and seems
quite natural for the deputies to insult the ministers, even without any excuse,
and it is an established tradition that the ministers of the same party and the

same administration shall ridicule one another.
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Personal hatred has become the rule in politics* The politician's only ambition
is to ride in a minister's automobile.

Behold this spectacle of your political life, you new Oreeksl Do you like these
conditions of dirision, hatred, and dissension? That is T?hy we have come to the

inevitable conclusion that the representative form of government is bankrupt.

•

Freedom of speech has at times transformed the Assembly into mad-house like that
in Corfu, and it is commonly said of any one who is eligible for the championship
indecency that he must have been prime minister or be on the way to that office.

'By all that is holy, what a standard of conduct I And yet what difference is
their between these conditions and the conditions now existing in the administration
of the affairs of our Greek communities?

Discipline is something entirely unknown. How has this come about? Nobody knows.
Probably it began when those who were on top crawled down, or rather when those
at the bottom began to climb up with such frenzy that the social elevators went

crazy and did not know down from up.

f^^Bm^^v^mf.
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The politician in order to grab power became an anarchist, and when he succeeded,
he turned conservative. Those who fell from power became anarchists again. The
mob instinctively took iranenae delight in anarchy and overturned every one on top

in order to keep up a continual see-saw without hope of any end*

Meanwhile th^ are convinced that everything is all ri^t, and whenever the county
has a new government, they expect numerous improvements. How foolish! The offices
of the prime minister and the other ministers are so unstable and precarious that
nothing is to be expected* An administration in order to accomplish anything must

first familiarize itself with the condition of the nation's affairs. But in Greece
the administrations are always moving in and out. Portfolios exchange hands, and,
chairs exchange occupants in crazy see-saw fashion, and ministers go in and out
like Charlie Chaplin in his film-comedies.

Pdrthermore, they never know who will be the next minister. All are candidates
for the office of minister and ready to take over its duties any moment, just as
among us everbody wants to rule the community and handle the affairs of the public.
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In every branch of human enterprise there is a certain number of specialists* In
politics? All Oreeks are specialists in politics and destined to rule their
community or their coxmtry, and so all are watchfully waiting with frock-coat in

closet, freshly pressed, to "be called to the palace and take the oath of minister I

So there is no room in politics for individuals with dreams, with ambitious, with
plans, with ideals, simply because no distinction is made between them and the
others. Minister, like the presidents of our corammities are not chosen among the
most capable; the most capable could not even be elected deputies. . It is always
the clever ones who are elected.

The clever ones are nominated for all coalition groups, and in every election the
voters find their names on the ticket. These clever ones are so numerous!

The result is all these shameful debates, insults, and fracases and the frequent
disturbances in the Assembly.

To be a politician clearly means to be a liar, a hypocrite, a cheat, a clown, a
sycophant, a plotter, a vulgar fellow, and a gangster. That is why the Greek
public likes to poke fun at its representatives.
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That is tfhy Greeks find more amusement in the sessions of their Senate than in
Punch - and - Judy performances. Now do you like such conditions and such
aspirations? Do you like the repetition and the continuation of these spectacles
at the e^qpense of our nati^onal and personal reputation and honor?
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V A 1 PATRIOTIC WORK OF THE TRANSFISOaATIOlJ SOCIETr*

p*8»Th6 Transfiguration Society was founded on June 11 » 1911 by Epirotes bom
in Tsiatieta or descended from natives of that village in northern Spirus* The
purpose of the organisation was to buy the village from the heirs of Ali Pasha 9 who
owned it 9 to take care of its members » and to assist in the educ&tion of the children
of their native place

#

The Society paid the stun of llSyOOO for the village* All this money was donated
by the members.

Vhen the purchase had been completed 9 and the village had become the property of
its inhabitants 9 the proud TsatistiaOi merrily celebrated the redemption of their
native town from the descendants of a bloodthirsty alien*

The board of trustees and the committee for the purchase express their thanks and
appreciation to Pantelis Yellas, Valilios Tellas9 loannes Uanelis9 Constantinos
Manoli89 Athanasios Koloniaris, Constantinos Koretsos9 and Christos Karfias for
their services during the negotiations for the purchase*
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The transfiguration Society

Ghristoforoe loan. Pallas , Suthyndos D. PanagioteSf

President Secretary.
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THE GREEK CHRQNICI£.

p« 8-Jji the recent celebration of Byron ^s centennial the only element of Greek
society which was not officially invited and represented at the affairs was the
Greek press ^ which was founded by Byron!

Ihe Chreek Chronicle was the first regular Greek newspaper. It was published in
Uesolongi by a group of fighters with Lord Byron ^ who furnished the money to found
it« But even though Lord Byron founded the Chronicle t it was long before he con«
sented to the birth of the publication) for he thought that the fighting Greeks
were in need of ammunition and supplies rather than of newspapers to stir up among
them ill feelings and controversies*

Some of these little things should not be forgotten, since they are Greek and
Byronian history# It is worth while to know how Byron was finally persuaded to
support an enterprise for which he had a profound contempt* For a long time he
tried to save Uesolongi from the evil influences of a newspaper^ but later he
paid Neofytos Viamvas liberally for his articles*
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The Committee of Phllhellenes in London held different views than ^yron and
bombarded him with quantities of material for education, with type, and with
presses.

Byron, who had already suffered by the attacks of newspaper critics, and had
no use for yellow journals, thus describes his correspondence with the Committee,
idiich continued to send typographical and educational material to the fitting
Greeks*

**The Committee sends me maps of the world,** wrote Byron. **0o they think that I

came to Greece to teach geography? The Greeks need swords, and they send them
typel I don*t understand the purpose of sending printing-presses to a fighting
people which does not know how to read and write. The secretary of the Committee
writes to me long letters about the classical land of liberty, the cradle of the
arts, the fountain of genius, the home of the gods, and thousands of other

irrelevant matters*
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•I wrote back to him and told him not to write any more of that stuff; we had

had enough of that nonsense. Supplies, supplies are what they needJ And he

has not replied to me yet!*

Vith all his contempt for newspapers Byron was unable to resist and to prevent

the publication of the paper because his friend. Colonel Stanhope, an ardent

newspapern#ui,va8 determined to have a newspaper. The Colonel combated Lord

Byron* s fears and insisted on the publication with clever arguments* Stanhope

argued that free opinion was one of the blessings of liberty, and that a city

under siege or a country in revolution against a tyrant needs free opinion. He

insisted that the paper would not cause any misunderstandings nor inflame passions

but would rather save the public from these things.

The newspaper, he argued, did not load the responsibility of public opinion ©!*«»•

individual*
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It was batter that public opinion should be crystallised by individuals than that

•Terybody should feel the fear of the unknown and the indefinite.

The conflict was sharp, and it almost ended ia an absolute break between the two

phllhellenes , but the poet was a good sport and generously let himself be defeated

by the Colonel's arguments.

Byron finally perceived that where there is liberty, there newspapers flourish,

and that their effect depends on the ethics of those who control them* He said to

his opponent and friend, **judge me not by what I say but by what .^ do#* Thus hs

became the financial sponsor of the first Greek newspaper. He gave five himdred

*louie**to found the Chronicle .

This act of his nay have been for good, or it may have been for evil, since every-

thing in the world is relative, and the press is no exception to this rule*
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Those who are in control of it nake it an instrument for good or for evil according

to their ethics. Society itself makes newspapers either dangerous or harmless

according to its reaction to their influence on morals, on courage, and on culture*

It was iii?)Ossible to avoid the press in a society where men were struggling for

private and public ends, and where they had a passion for criticism, an ancient

peculiarity of the Greek race. These conditions were seeking an outlet in Mesolongi

as Stanhope cleverly perceived, and the Greek Chronicle was the result.

Fortunately the Chronicle did not justify the fears of Lord 3yron* It was always

a decent and serious newspaper, and the poet was plaased with it, admitting that

the Colonel's views were correct, thou^ he teased him good-humoredly for his un-

limited attachment to the press and his faith in its influence on the public and

for his care of the presses sent by the Committee of Philhellenes , calling him in

their intinate chats the ^^typographical Colonel »**
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GBEEK-AMERICAK ASSEMBLY TO CELEBRATE THE DECLARATION OP REPUBLIC
IN GREECE.

TO THE GREEK PEOPLE IN CHICAGO AN]) THE SUBURBS.

A splendid event took place today In the country where we first saw light.

There^ todayt the resiirrectlon of Oreek Democracy^ from the darkness of past
centuries, took place; there, today, the political liberty of the citizen
is declared and assured in full; there, today, the will of the people has
materialized and triiamphed; there today, independent thought is practiced
"by the Greek people.

The champions of political liberty^ in Oreece, overthrew the political edifice
of the l^nasty, laying on March 25th, 1923 the corner stone of ffreek Democracy,
through a pan-Hellenic plebiscite^

Greece, today, entered the ranks of the Democratic Nations, as member of the

vanguard that gaurds the progress of civilization*
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The news of the event was greeted with joy by Hellenism all over the

world and the people of many nations turned an admiring eye upon the land
of Pericles^

But the Oreek people in America^ who have tasted and know Democracy, hy
living, "breathing, and prospering in the domain of Democracy !• e» The
United States ^^f America, have double reason to be jubilant and proud.

Our Mother-Greece is in line with America the Great, our adopted country.

The Greek people of Chicago and the suburbs are informed and invited to

meet together in mass to demonstrate and express our feelings of joy and
pride in celebration of the event. This general convocation will take place

on May 25th, 2 P. M. at the Qerrick Theater.
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^
During the celebration distinguished Americans will participate, who
feel proud of the regeneration of Democracy in Oreece. Consuls of
friendly nations are invited and have accepted ou^ invitations to
attend. The Greek clergy of Chicago, the councils of all Greek
communities and Greek organizations will be there.

An eminent American will preside at this coming celebration. His
name and the names of the orators will shortly be announced in the
program*

The Executive Committee
of Thirty.
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IQIQRANT OF THE RUMCRS ABOUT THE' HERUES OF PRAXITELES

p«l-»It seems that the conrersatlon of ttr. Iforgenthau with Prime Minister
P^paxiastasiou on the subject of the Hermes of Praxiteles was merely a private
interview* When the Minister of Education^ Ur. Lymberopoulos » was asked whether
he knew of the nunors that the famous masterpiece of Grecian art will be sent
to this country for an exhibition tour 9 he said that he knew nothing about it*
He added that it was a matter for the Ministers* Council to decide.
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L? THE REIGN OP LUCIPERS IN GREECE

^

>.

Editorial

The Greek community in Chicago and elsewhere is divided in two warring camps#

Royalists and anti-Hoyalist, with the latter predominating in numbers* The

activities of both camps, for preponderance, were the actual cause of the

division of the Greek Orthodox Church in the United States* Both camps assumed

that they were right, that is according to their convictions* The Greek Press

in the United States was accordingly, divided pro and con* Many articles were

blazoned for and against the Royal family of Greece. Not only laymen were

bitterly against the opposite camps, but also clergymen and professionals*

And why not?

In the past as well as now, differences of opinion existed in every stage of

society. ••Medical men, in the past and now, differed in their opinion and signed, with

their action, the deportation papers of thousands of people to the other world.

Reputable scientists in the past and now were and are so divided. Theists and

atheists. Christians of many denominations and anti-Christians, are not immune

to such a division of ideas actions and functions that so-called differences of
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opinion is beneficial to the development of mind, if it does
not become fanaticised* The truth and reality of anything will
be knoim not by assertions but by systematic explorations;

oppositions and contra^oppositions to the truth will reveal the truth*

This newspaper for many years, trumpeted for the case of the Greek people here,
the advantages and the myriad of disadvantages of having kings in Greece.

Who and what are the Greek kings? What does history tell us about kings in other
parts of the world? We brought out the naked truth of the doings of the Greek
Boyal Fami^ and asked our restders to be guided €u:cordingly« The newspaper,
Saloniki , consequently was not permitted to reach royally dominated Greece*
But the Greeks of America, in which we were most interested, read our astonishing
articles and of course many, many Royalists changed camps* Nevertheless, many
of them still cling to their fixed idea of Royalty (as other people in other
lands today still cling) and were not ready to give ground, which they obstinately
held; logic and truth vare ignored* Then, naturally, fanaticism stepped in and
the results, in this case or any other case in this country or any other country,

are very well known to us all*
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A week ago last Sunday thousands of Chicago Greeks celebrated the
declaration of Democracy in Greece* Greece Is liberated from
the Royal Lucifers, and all the Greeks In Chicago and elsewhere

will do well* for their interest and welfare* to he united in one camp and under
one roof«

The following matter of fact revelations will remove the slightest doubt in the
minds of those brother Greeks who mi^t still maintain the usefulness of Hoysilty*

Tomorrowt Sunday t the Greek people are called to conform and ratify, throu^ public
vote, the declaration of the Democratic form of government in Greece, and the
abolition of the murderous and traitorous dynasty of Glyxenburg, which for sixty
years brought so many national misfortunes and catastrophles upon Mother Greece,
that even a legion of Luclfers would have been unable to better the doings of
these Royal monsters*

However, during the reigning period of these Luclfers, there were many writers
irtio, for thirty pieces of silver from the Royal stables, falsified history, and
in a most unusual, shameless manner predsed and extolled George the First, founder
of the Greek Dynasty, and his descendants* Royal stable poets, also, in x^ymes
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eulogized the patriotism and ingenuity of those monsters.

Unfortunately, the Helenic people do not know even one per cent

of the anti-nationalistic activities of this blood-dripping
dynasty, the Royal Stable politicians and their cohorts, in falsifying events
and data, have acclaimed Oeorge the First as constitutional king, and his
doings as fatherly* Also his son, Constantine, heir presumptive to the throne,

as generalissimo laureate*

The press in Greece never dared to expose the facts of the Royal stables, but

Saloniki

,

being published in the land of the free, for many years revealed the

intrigues, conspiracies, diabolical schemes, secret treaties, assassinating
cabals and other satanic doings of the Royal family of Oreece which were taking

plax!e in the Royal stables*

The Historical article of Mr. fteorge Arvanitis titled "The IVnasty of Glyxenb\irg

against Serria which we have published in the past and from which we now reprint

excerpts, reveals the astonishing facts of the Kings of Greece.
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On October 19th, 1863, there arrived in Greece the Danish Prince,
Christian Wilhelra, as King of the Hellenes \inder the name of
George the First, becoming the founder of the Glyxenberg Dynasty

in Greece* He brought with him two secret treaties with England against Greece*
His first task was to keep the war powers of Greece in an atrophied condition, so
that she would not embarrass Turkey* His second, to demolish the forts and
fortifications of the island of Corfu. For this he was receiving 1,000 & Sterling
per month*

These obligations of the Greek Crown to Great Britain were not known to the
National Assembly or to the Greek people. They were revealed in the House of
Commons in England when the 1,000 pounds and the secret treaty with the newly
crowned King of Greece became debatable and the Commons wanted to know more
about it*

Mr. Smollet, an M* P* said, "Under such circumstances, my dear friend and colleague,
Mr. Gavey (great Philoturk) would have been the proper king for Greece."
Gladstone admitted, in the House of Commons, that the Danish Prince knew and
acknowledged these obligations before leaving Copenhagen.
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George the First succeeded in keeping the war power of Greece
in an atrophied condition by the following methods*

l8t« By holding the portfolios of the Ministry of War and the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs* The polemic office of the palace, in peace time
was organizing the corruption of the army officers, through Royal favors. In
war time it destroyed their effectiveness by putting them under the immediate
control of his sons and lieutenants, and giving them contrary orders than the
ones authorized by the respective ministers*

2nd* By keeping the nation unprepared, by the ruse of national economy, so

that in case of a popular clamor for war against Turk^ everything would have to

be done in a desperate hurry, thus preparing an inevitable defeat of the heroic
fighters of Greece, who many times were demoted and thrown in prison for
disobeying Royal orders, when they could clearly see, that, victory was snatched
away from them by obeying the Royal orders given by the sons of the King, who

controlled the army*

3rd. Morally disarming the nation with Royatl propaganda, George the Firsts
King of the Hellenes, preached to his people that Thessalonica rigjitfully
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"belonging to Austria, and Olga, his Qjieen, advocated that

Constantinople belonged not to Greece, but to Russia*

4th. The systematic opposition of George I against Servian

and Greek alliance* George the First, after the year of 1897, entered into a
secret treaty with Austria, signed by George Theotokis, Royal Prime Minister,

by which the King of Greece guaranteed Greece's inertia and inactivity, if and
vhan Austria invaded Thessalonica, and AisHtria guaranteed its dynasty against any
uprising from within Greece* This treaty, as we will see later, was modified in

1899, to protect the King from dangers arising from without*

This is revealed by a document which was published as a book in Vienna in 1913,

tilling all about the "assassination of George the First", and the circulation

of which was prohibited both in Austria and Greece •

Saloniki , in 1917. published the contents of this treaty, but the newspaper's

circulation in Greece was prohibited by Royal decree*

Just because this secret treaty still remains \inknown to the people in Greece, we

are obliged to reprint it, believing it to be an imperative necessity for the Greek
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people to know the truth, by which true unity will be restored^

The modification of the treaty^ to include further protection
for the Greek JCing, was signed, October 13, 1899, by Frans

Joseph* •••and George the First, and countersigned by the then Foreign Minister
of Greece, Mr* Athanasius Romanos«

Articles 1, 6, 7, 8 and 10 should be read twice* By doing so, any doubt still
clinging to the minds of the Boycdists or to the uninformed populace, will be
eliminated and thus peace and unity will again reign among the Greek people*

N* Salopoulos*
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FROM GREECE.

Chicago Greeks who were in Athens during a celebration given by the Hellenic
people to express their gratitude to the United States, tell us how the
Greeks really feel towards America. The Chicago Greeks were delighted and
proud to see how the Greeks of the Old-^country sincerely manifested their
deep-rooted appreciation for the Grand U« S. A«

Besides other interesting events in the celebrationt thousands of refugees'
orphans paraded before the Americ€ui flag which they saluted in a stiff and
snappy way, at attention, as if they had grown up and were trained soldiers
of that glorious flag* They danced Greek dances and played American games
and used much American slang, to the delight of the hundreds of thousands
of people who gathered at the Zapeion for the occasion* Ur« Venizelost
prime minister of Greece, in addressing the youngsters extolled the
greatness of America and in burning words, in the name of Greece, expressed
his gratitude for what the American people have done for Greece, and in
a pleading voice tirged the orphans, when they grow up, to remember and love
the grandest democratic and philanthropic republic of the world, the tT.S«A«,

their benefactor.
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The distinguished statesman of Greece, who at intervals when occasion
arises, reveals his feelings and thoughts of America, turned his eyes
to the great multitude of people and said. ^It is your holy duty ohi
Oreece, to see that the present and future generations of you, will
bear witness to the granduer of the United States of America*

The enthusiasm of the masses went sky-high when a salute of the flag
Was asked by the Premier* From what took place, one might have thought
that those great masses of people were not Greeks but Americans sailuting
their flag and giving honor to it.

Editor. Bravo to brother Greeks for expressing their true sentiments
to our adopted country.
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The affair mas crowned with great success and the Gymnasiixm will

be built*

Among the speakers, who eulogized the activities of the Eastrites^

was Constantine Paleologos who used his masterly command of the

Greek language and enthused the participants to fill the basket.

It is interesting to note that the Oreeks of Chicago and those of

other places in America* regardless of their permanent establishment

here^ do not forget mother ftreece but always assist with money and
American ideas, and strive to better conditions and methods and the

standard of living with up-*tc^ate American ways and means*
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THE RIS3 OF DEMCCHziCY IK THE E0IvJ2IAMD

(Editorial)

The monarchic propaganda continues preparing nev; plots, so that the Greek
people may start nevj- conspiracies and revolts thus to cause the interven-
tion of some foreign power and the postponement of elections.

The armed convention of the social outcasts last Sunday was a lamentable
phenomenon of their social and moral downfall; these people do not possess
any form of virtue, not even that which distinguishes man from animal.

V/ith all this, tomorrow will bring that historic day v/hen the Greek people
will take the txirn to reach for liberty. V^e hope that the Greek people,
with their vote, v/ill prove that, inspired by the ancient Greek spirit of

freedom, they v/ill raise the flag of democracy.

i

' n.f.A. ^ ;
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Thus they will show that they remember our glorious Greek history and

national pride and that they will cease to he playthings for a blood-

thirsty foreign dynasty and foreign propaganda, and that they cannot be

influenced anymore by the royal bugbear of Europe v/ith which different
politicians have tried to scatter fear.

Greece needs the friendship and the esteem of nations and not that of kings,

whose meseonic thrones are being shaken by the weight of stupidity, insanity,

demoralization as v/ell as by the weight of conspiratory tasks and national

crimes.

Yet many politicians have been found who submitted to hysterical convulsions

and very touching emotions v/ithout knowing what impression the declaration

of Greek Democracy would produce upon the Sultan of Zoulos, the Emir of

Afganistan, Serbia, England and France.

Let us first examine the effect of a Declaration of Democracy in Greece upon

Serbia. Ihe Serbian peopje also inspired by democratic ideas are ready to

declare democracy and will salute Greek Democracy although they have a king. /':'^\iupi"?

>
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The Serbian people v/ill be very glad to see the dynasty of the Glicksburgs
come to an end in Greece because they have not forgotten that the late king
of Greece, Constant ine, tore the sacred treaty of Greece v/ith Serbia by
urging the Ambassador of Bulgaria in Athens to strike from the rear an
assassinating and fatal blow at his own ally, Serbia.

It is also true that the king of Serbia, Alexander, went to Paris to visit
the President of Democratic France, Lr. killerand and the Premier kr.
Poincore, with the plea that they should retain his brother-in-law. King
George of Greece on the throne. In other words, Serbia is also being
threatened by a declaration of democracy. Is it possible that the President
of French Democracy is v/illing to betray democracy?

On the other hand the iiinglish people, being democratic and liberal, would
obtain a very good impression of ^eece if its government was democratic.
V/e also believe that the king of England v/ill not try to defend the royal
stables of Athens. It is also well known that Lloyd George of iiingland has ',

j>

protested against any royal intervention in the problem of the government \

of Greece.
-Y

r.
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With conditions being as they are, we salute the 3\inday of tomorrow as
the starting point of a new national life and new hopes for a national
regeneration,

Lr. Salopoiilos.
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THE GREEK GENERAL
CONSULATE OF CHICAGO

(Notification)

The Chicago General Consulate of Greece notifies all Greek citizens resident
in the following states: Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin, Kentucky,
Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, Minnesota, North Dakota, and South Dakota,
that the fine for deserters from the Greek Army now living in America has
been fixed at two hundred dollars.

Those who must pay this fine are to make their checks payable to the Minister
of Finance of Greece, through the General Consulate, and are to submit also
a request to record the name of the subject, the township or community of
his descent, and his age.

Chicago , Illinois

;

November 24, 1923.

A. Matles,
Consul General

[
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n^omber of years, ile is also hi^^^li in t le esteem of tiie President of the
Executive Corrunittee \<.v. Gharles Dawes, Army reuerai and internationally
prominent economist.

-T3

-T3
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1HE SR3SK D2I«!0CIl\TIC .ISSOCmTION OF CHICAGO

The Greek Democratic Association of Chicago invites all Greeks of Chicago
to openly express their democratic feeling.

The time has come iwhen the great, splendid and imposing Greek Colony of
Chicago should come to life once more, to remind ilellenism in America, that
this is the proper moment, so that our voice may be heard as far as Greece.
The period of idle talk, hesitation and consideration is past.

(

/o ^^J^
The desire of the Greeks of Chicago will be expressed at their great meet->^
ing which is being sponsored by the Greek Democratic Association of Chicago
which will take place Sunday November 25, 1923 at the Hu^J. House at Z^ p. m.

corner of Halsted and I'olk Streets.

Those who are waging the democratic fight in Greece need our moral support.
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I^ach tele.^iran sent
will be an approval
nuch self-denial.

frori hers to t^ie defenaers of the Denocratic Idoolo^y
of tiie battle that they have been fi::htin: \k, J. uxL O'J

It is 'not sufficient to follov; the stru3£;l3 of the G- -eeh people for po-
litical ei.iancipation vjith simple sontr':e::tality. Our predispositions,
ev.r desires --.na our souls, if -^^ossible, nust roach Greece, so as to de-
]T:and the irL"iediate installatio;.i of Der.iocracy,

Tlie i :vitaticn of the De:TiOcratic .association includes all the Greeks of
Chica-^o, v;ho are interested in seeing Der:iocracy in G-reece.

Greeh -And ..i-ierican speakers v;ill interpret the unanimous desire of the
Greeks of Chica^^o.
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THE DEMOCRACY OF TEE GRSSKS IN HOMELAND

Democracy in Greece banished from her homeland, is homesick to return to
the classical grounds, where she was born, lived and was honored as a god-
dess*

The Democracy of Greece produced the Golden Age of Pericles and Aspasia,
which shall remain the everflowing spring of humanity, as long as Apollo
sends forth his rays of sunshine to the planet Earth.

Greek democracy returning to its classical home will drive out once and for
all a strange, treacherous and murderous family, so as to purify the city
of Pallas from the cursings of the Glicksbiirgs.

Democracy shall dissolve the low passions and fratricidal hatred always c

tivated by Monarchy. iQ^
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The greatest law of a country, according to the .-indent Greeks, was the
salvation and safety of the homeland. Democracy to-day is the deity, that
is able to save our endangered country.

The monarchy of the Glicksburgs brought so much destruction to Greece, that
a legion of devils did they wish to wipe out the country could not bring
such disastrous results.

'I?he Glicksbiurg dynasty has always considered the Greeks, as a herd of
cattle. Q,ueen Olga considered them peasants v/hile Q,ueen Sophia called them
pigs in one of her telegrams. It is rather noteworthy that when Olgq and
Sophia met in Paris, the meeting ended up in a brawl.

At the time of this dispute they openly discussed the property that belonged
to the descendants of Pericles; they both ended up 7;ith an exchange of sharp

'1

.
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and vul^^jar insults and v/e admit tnat at this moment -ohese noblewomen
spoke the truth.

The Hoyalist movement under the leadership of King George and that cov/ardly

assassin I.Ietaxas was repressed with amazing speed and the band of monarchists
was defeated by the soldiers of democracy.

The arrested leaders of this movement were condemned to death, but their lead-

er remains king v/ithin the royal stables.

Monarchy was conquered through fraticidal v;ar, but King George still remains
in Athens preparing new devilish plots. .Vhile General Pangalos points out
to him, that the wind of Democracy is too strong and that within a short
while it will become a typhoon that will sweep away the royal stables, he
still insists on remaining upon a totter inp; throne, awaiting the results of
an energetic monarchical propaganda.
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He and his friends have .asked for assistance from all the kings of Europe
for his restoration to the throne. Several years ago the premiers of En^
land and France declared, that the return of a lang to Greece w:uld bring
great national disaster; to-da:/ these same premiers are declaring the oppo-
site.

The history of civilization does not contain an example of such political
depravity, impudence and hypocrisy. On the other hand the servile cabal
of the royal stables are pitting their efforts against a liberal vote by
the people. General Pangalos has requeoted this liberal vote, but monarchic
propa.^randa is trying to -uransfor the privilege of the people to a national
convention, so as to forge what the v/ill of the ^:jeople will never assent to.

The thing that causes our astonishment is the attitude of I.]r. Venizelos,
who after allov/ing so many tragical royal experiments upon the Greek people
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has arsu _ed the responsibility of b3Co:.iin3 tho liorcules of the royal stables,
hlthouyh ::r. Venisolos declared that he is out of 2:>olitics for the time
beinc he Izoe^s on sending telej3"ar::s.

.'^
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THE GREEK GENERi\L CONSULATE OF CHICAGO
608 SOUTH DEARBORN STREET

The Chicago Consul General of Greece notifies all Greek citizens within
its jurisdiction, in the States of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin,
Kentucky, Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, Minnesota, North Dakota and
South Dakota:

1, That those who wish to depart for Greece must bring two photographs
of themselves, so it may be possible for them to obtain their pass-
ports without delay within the same day.

2, That the Department of the Interior of Greece forbids the landing of
natives or foreigners in the ports of Greece, who are without the
regular passports issued and inspected by the proper Greek authorities.

r'^

Oln.i . .
"
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3, That by a royal order, the Sub-Consxxlates of Detroit and Kansas City,
our countrymen from the States of Itlichigan and Kansas must communicate
with the Chicago Greek General Consulate at 608 South Dearborn Street.

Mr. Matlas

The Consxil General
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Annoimceraent

.

His Ma.jesty's General Consul, in Chicago, calls the attention of ^eek
subjects in Michigan and Kansas, that the Vice-Consulships, in Detroit and
Kansas City, having "been eliminated "by royal decree Greeks should apply for
all their affairs to the General Consulate of Chicago, 60S So, Dearhorn St.

ConsTil General L, Maltis.
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Editorial- The Greeks of America Must Send Representatives to the

National Congress.

The revolutionary government issued a decree wherelDy the Greek people are
to he called on, in a short time, to elect their representatives for the Con-
stitutional Congress, ^ut, the Greek people are to he found not only within
the confinements of the Greek Kingdom, hut also in the large communities ahroad,
particularly in Egypt and America.

In the United States there are ahout 500,000 Greeks, who compose a large
and vital part of the Greek nation, and who are hound very closely to Greece
hy great interests and very ardent devotion. We cannot, therefore, understand
for what reason 500,000 Greeks here, as well as those in Egypt and Europe, will
he deprived of the right to send representatives to a National Congress, which
is to decide many very important matters concerning the whole Greek Nation, and
not the Greek State, alone.

The right of representation for the Greeks living in foreign countries, at
the National Congresses has heen recognized ever since the estahlishment of the
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Greek State, and it was only in the last National Congress that they were not
represented. That Congress was originally proclaimed to be a revisional one
and afterwards was declared a National Congress with larger constitutional
powers.

In this case, however, of a convocation of a National Congress, right
after the ousting of Constantine aJid abolishing of the former existing regime,
the sending of representatives from abroad also was discussed, extensively,
(so far as we remember), and a decision was rendered under the administration
of Mr. Krokida, for the sending of representatives to the oncoming National
Congress by large Greek communities living in foreign lands. If, hov/ever,

this matter was silenced in Greece, completely, and the government did not
take into consideration the Greeks abroad, also, as regards their participa-
tion in the oncoming election of National Congressmen does not mean that we
have to allow it to pass in silence, and not support our ri^ts as Greeks to

participate in the election of the General Congress of the Greek Nation

Although we consider it unnecessary to enumerate the arguments and rea-
sons, in support of the project, of having representatives sent from abroad
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"because we "believe that the fact of the Greeks ahroad longing for and "being

interested in Greece is alone sufficient to entitle them to the ri^t of
participation in the General Congress of the Nation, to be convened shortly
in Athens. However, for the sake of discussing the subject We shall de-
velop extensively the reasons. .. .not only "by a series of articles of our own,
"but also "by soliciting contributions of those who are able to deal with this
very important matter.

Because we believe that this matter is one of common interest, and ought
to be one of real concern to the Greeks of America, and because by its means
they would have the opoortunity to express their patriotic sentiment and de-
sire to serve. The question of sending representatives from abroad is not
only that of sentiment, but of the serving of the many interests of our Greek
state to which we feel firmly attached in sentiment interest, and duty.
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THE WORK OF THE NEAR EAST RELIEF

Athens has been made headquarters of the Near East Relief, the benefactions

of which have been extended throughout Greece, Turkey, Syria, Palestine, and

Persia*

5>

TO
CD

CO

A general convention has been called of all the directors of the Near East S
Relief under the presidency of Charles V. Vickrey for the purpose of allotting <j^

various svuns to be spent for the relief of those who are in distress*

Mr. Vickrey has made the following statement to the Athenian press:

The Near East Relief will pursue its labors in the future exactly as it has

done in the past; it will take care of the already existing orphanages, in

which most of the orphans from Asia Minor are located, and at the same time

it will receive ^atever orphans may be found in refugees* lodgings* I have

witnessed with my own eyes how necessary it is to help these orphans.'*
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Mr, Vickrey, with the other directors of the Near East Relief, will visit ^
Chalcis, Kavalla, Anthos, and other places where refugees are found, and will C
then travel to Greneva to meet the representatives of France and England and Zg

discuss the flotation of the Refugee Loan about to be granted to Greece* 2
CO
ro
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COPT 07 A TZLB&HAU SENT TO GREEK RELIGIOUS
ORGANIZiTIONS

We are deeply grieved on account of the new and dreadful wound which has
heen Inflicted on the body of Greece by the cruel force of the Italian
GoTemment. At a time when Greece, afflicted with aany misfortuneSt ia ^
still preoccxqpied with the terrible problem of its two million refugees,
relicts of a disaster for i^ich the great nations of Europe are not free
of responsibility, Italy instead of symi)athizing with Greece is taking
adrantage of its weakness to promote iatperialistic schemes, making an
arrogant display of force against a much distressed people, threatening
it with economic destruction and the repetition of the tragedy which has
befallen the Greek refugees.

Such conduct discourages those sho desire the reign of justice and peace
on earth, and it increases the number of those i^o ask lAiether the sacri-

fice of Christ has not been in rain, since even after the horrible lesson
of the late war we obsenre this trend downward*
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In the name of the Holy Scriptures, the teachings of which have been

cruelly disregarded in the perpetration of these acts of injustice, we

address our ardent supplications to your Christian feelings and request

that you will raise yo\ir voices in protest and intervene to prevent further

cruelties which would result in the absolute collapse of our civilisation ^^

and the abandonaent of all Christian ideals* ^

September 4, 1923.

Alexander, Archbishop of Horth and South America.

Philaretos, Bishop of Chicago,

loakim. Bishop of Boston*
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THE CHICAGO GREEK GENEBAL CONSULATE

The Greek General Constdate in Chicago notifies all Greek citizens in its

district, that is, in the States of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin,

Kansas, Oklahoma, Minnesota, North Dakota, and South Dakota, who are planning
to visit Greece that they must bring with them or send by mail two photographs
in order to get their passports without delay.

Matles
Consul Greneral of Greece

Chicago, Illinois
August 5, 1933.
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An Annouaceraent of the Chicago Greek Democrats.

To the G-reeks of America.

The G-reeks of America, having come from the very vitals of the G-reek State
and having set their mind, watchfully, on every move of their fellow-country-
men in Greece, it is natural to think and feel like those over in Oreece, and
to watch all events transpiring there. They ardently and enthusiastically,
in each case, express their thoughts and sentiments and actively participate
in the political activity of Greece.

It is evident, therefore, that, in the expression and propagation of the demo-
cratic ideas in Greece, sind the -formation of a Democratic T>^rty^ there the
Greeks of America also cannot remain inactive and uninterested in this Doliti-
cal move; especially when it is a case of political ideas and the establishment
in Greece of a Democratic regime.

As due to the environment in which they live, Greeks feel and think democrat-
ically and from close affiliation on.^oy the benefits of the Democratic form of

Government

,
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Animated "by such principles and thou^ts, the Democratic Greeks of Chicago
gathered in public meeting and resolved to accept the invitation of a Demo-
cratic Association, whose purpose is, "the Organization of the Democratic
Greeks of Chicago," so that in comolete cooperation with the headquarters of
the Democratic Association in Athens, we may contribute towards establishing
a democratic form of government in Greece.

It was high time, we believe, for the Greeks of America to have their real
political opinions expressed. They should line up under a banner of party
principles and not as heretofore, in individ"ual groups, which either, under
the pretext of old deals, politicianism or new-politicianism, hpve always
looked up to certain individuals from whom they have been expecting every
thou^t and every motive.

It is mainly to such party ideology that grave evils befell Greece, of which
the most horrible is the splitting of the Nation into two irreconcilable camps,
that for the sake of individual aspiration and domination, became the cause of
incalculable calamities.
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The Association of the G-reek Democrats of Chic^.^o is open, today, for all the
Greeks who would endorse the Democratic ideology and discard their old princi-
ples of serving individual groups.

V/e have no douht that the Greeks of America will promptly endorse the princi-
ples of the Democratic Party, because only through them can we acquire sound
and impartial opinions and render valuable services to Greece.

Furthermore, they will contribute to bridge the political chasm, for under
the banner of Democracy the opportunity is given to all to unite, in oblivion
of the past and looking towards the more important future,

A Greek political organization with such principles appears on the scene for
the first time among the Greeks here, and its thoughts should be met with un-
hesitating approval. The Greek of America have' shown themselves always to be
prompt in serving the interests of Greece. Let us cooperate in bringing about
the unification of all Greeks under the banner of Democracy.
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Chicago, June 9, 1923,

S, Kotalds, president.
Christ Maliris, Vice president.
P. Chronopoulos, treasiirer.

A. Sousanis, secretary.

OHEEK

N. V, Demopoulos, J. Haramaras,
J, Papanickolaou, A. Matiatos,
D, Ajrvalis. Members of the Coiincil.
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A COMMUia CATION PEOM THE GREEK GENERAL CONSULATE IN CHICAGO

GREEK

The General Cionsulate of Oreece in Chicago hereby notifies our countrymen

that in accordance with the instructions given by the Treasury Department all

possessors of temporary titles to the compulsory loan of 1,600 million drach-

mas must deposit them with the Greek General Cons\xlate» from which they will

receive temporary receipts for their deposits.

As the next step in the procedure the General Consulate will send these

temporary titles to the Greek embassy in Washington, D. C, and from there

they will go to the Hational Bank of Greece in Athens to be exchanged for

permanent titles.

According to the laws of the United States the loan above mentioned is pro-

hibited in the Unitftd States; therefore the titles to bonds of this loan will

remain deposited in the treasury of the Bank of Greece to the credit of the

owners thereof, who may dispose of their bonds and of the income therefrom

derived as they see fit. The National Bank of Greece will send receipts to
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all depositors of "bonds for the protection of their titles.

The General Consulate of Greece in Chicago invites all Greek students subject

to military service and now in attendance at any university within the dis-

trict served T3y the Consulate to communicate as soon as possible with the

General Consulate if they intend to return to Greece at the end of the aca-

demic year and have not received permission to postpone their enlistment

until that time*

May 22, 1923.
Chicago, Illinois.

P. Trinketas,
Consiil in charge.
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THE CONVENTION OP THE DEMOCRATIC LIBERAlLS OP THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

At the twelfth of this present month all the Democratic and Liberal clubs of

America and Canada will convene here« The success of this convention is assured
since the majority of the clubs have already declared that they will send dele-
gates •

The problems to be studied are of vital importance and are connected with pres-

ent day affairs* The following questions will be discussed*

(1) How can the clubs of the Democratic Liberals of the United States and Caxiadat

as political organizations t conveniently cooperate in the coming elections so

that Democratic leaders will be elected?

(2) How can the Democratic Liberal clubs efficiently combat the propaganda dis-

tributed by the supporters of the depraved system ^ich has heaped so many woes
on our unfortunate country?:
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•

(3) How can these clubs distributed throughout America and Canada successfully
counteract the Turkish propaganda which for some time has been entering the .

United States#
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AN APPEAL PROM THE AMERICAN COMMITTEE FOR THE RELIEF OF REFUGEES FROM A3IA MINOR

The representatives of the American Commercial Commission at the fiiterttatiohitl
Commercial Conference in Switzerland* have issued the following statement through
Ur. Oliver Sand« president of the First National Bank of Richmond* Virginias

*The political and economic condition of the Near Bsist resembles a volcano* the
flame of which daily consumes innumerable souls« The only assistance accorded
to the refugees comes from the AmericiOi Relief Committee^

''The Americaji people have the right to speak out loudly for the sake of humanity^

The present condition is cruel and inhumant civilization must not allow it tO con«*

tinue*

*The desire of America is to see the cessation of the disputes and the intrigues

now being carried on by certain nations aad to find an equitable solution to the

problems of the Near East*

•A monthly five- dollar donation is sufficient to keep a refugee child alive*
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*Uail your donations to Mr* G« M* Reynolds or to Mr* Charles G« Dawest treasurer
of the Near East Relief, 19 South La Salle Street* Chicago Illinois^*
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CONTRIBUTIOHS PROM CHICAGO FOR THE GREEK REFUGEES OF ASIA MINOR

(Continued)

p« 3* The total amount of contributions first reported by us up to March lOt 1923t
was $13 f 964* 21*

The total simount of ^ontribotioM included In:* our second report to March 17 1 1923f
ivas $5f936«00« We now make our third report*

Contributions of twenty-five dollars have been received from Harry Alexandert John
Vorrast A* Rantziperes* G« Vasilios, Dr. E. Demeur and G* Stathoudaki## The total
of these is $173«00« Contributions of twenty dollars were received from G# Xanthakis
and N* Cretan; total $40«00« Fifteen dollars was contributed from each of the foll«^

owing! G* Spirissont P# Baboneale, A* Zographos, H. Korros and D. AndroniSt totalt

$75^00. Teacher's Federation $13»35» Prom the sanatory table af Uango^s $12«05«

Ten dollars was contributed by each of the following: J* Vassost G* Tolcart J •

Parkos, A. Noukas. K* Govostis, P. Lakonas, P* lataxeaf*
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A* Koncholls* G« Pappasy A* Asimakopoulos, V« Aslanis, A* PapldakiSt A« Kako*
gianniSf J# Papidakis, K* Kostopoulos, J* Nickols, G* Uouratist the D« V* Candy
Companyt A» Stingos* M* Krltikos and N« Yarzos; total $210«00«

Cosy Lunch Room $9*00« Six dollars was contributed by each of the following:
Kanellopoulos Brothers, K« Karkazis and J* Pappeis ; totalt $18*00*

Sixty*nine contributions of five dollars were received; Total $345«00
Ilir^e contributiottS of four dollars
Nine contributions of three dollars
Sixty-one contributions of two dollars
Ninety-seven contributions of one dollar
One contribution of fifty cents

Total cuBount from all contributors $21 #056*11

Three remittances of $5,000 each I5t000»00
Balance in the hands of the committee 6f056*ll

12*00
27^00
122*00
97*00

50
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THE HORRIBLE CONDITIONS OF THOUSANDS OP REFUGEES IN ilSIA MINOR liJ

(Special Dispatch to Salonlkl From the American Relief Committee of the Par East)

New York, March 19f 1923#

Three thousand refugeest flifter concentrating at Mersina in Asia Minor, have been
ordered by the Turkish authorities either to leave the port within a day on boats
which are not there or to return inland*

To return inland means that the majority of these refugees will die on the Jour-
ney*

The Greek Government at Athens declares that it cannot provide the funds needed

to transport these Greek Refugees of Asia Minor from Mersina to Greece and re-

quests the American Relief Committee to take the responsibility of supplying

them with food on their Journey*
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The condition of ten thousand more refugees concentrated at Halepion and Alex* ^
euidretta In Asia Minor is also tragiCt although the Greek Government has prMdsadS
them transportation to Greece before May lst# ^
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Salonlki. Mar. 10, 1923.

LARGE CONTRIBUTIONS IN CHICAGO FOR THE REFUGEES IN GREECE

p» 2- The Greek Relief Commlttse believes It to be Its duty to thank all those
vAio by their donations have afforded relief to the many great trials vdiich our
unfortunate brothers, refugees from Asia Uinor, have undergone*

It desires particularly to thank first the Young Ladies Philarmonic Association*
irtiich not only has rendered much encouraging assistance but has also devoted the

proceeds of its last dance amounting to $1*330 to the welfare of the refugees*
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It theuiks, in the second place, the Chicago Association of the Greek Liberal
Democrats which has contributed all the proceeds of its recent dance and has
also raised subscriptions totalling $5fOOO among its members*

Third it thanks the churches of the North and South Sides, which not only have
offered their contributions but have also helped the committee to raise sub-
scriptions among their communicants*

Fourth it thanks the American business organizations, the Uoody and Waters Com^
pany, the Case and Uartin Company and the B, A* Railton Company for their gener-
ous contributions*

Fifth, it thanks the Greek newspapers, which have dedicated so much of their
valuable space to this hallowed enterprise*

We hope that other associations will follow the generous example of those men-
tioned above and send their contributions by mail to the Greek Relief Committee

127 North Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois.
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It is well known that the total amount oontrlbuted will be doubled by the .

Near East Relief Conuziittee*

The Greek Relief Committee up to the present time has received in individual
and general contributions in Chicago the sum if $19t899*65«

V\

Salonikl, Mar. 10, 1923. ,-^
"c"^

1 -«
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VIGOROUS FR0T-]3T BY TI-IE ASSOCIAriGN OF
D3i:0CRuiTIC LIBERALS.

On last Sunday afternoon the association of Chicago Democratic Liberals called

a meeting of its members. Tr,e president, Ur. p£iul Denos, first thanked the
members for the interest \7hich zhey had shov/n during the recent election of
officers and then asked them to express their opinions on the sentiment pre-
vailing among the Greek consulates in the United States in opposition to the
principles of the revolution in Greece.

The Greek consulates in America,** said Llr* Demos, *V/het her they pay salaries or
not, are occupied by worthless ssrvants of a traitor king, and they are abusing
the leaders of the revolution in Greece and trying to undermine their work.
The appointment a fev/ days ago of a consul-general, who is still in Greece and
of a salaried consul, who lives in the United States, has vexed the Democratic
Liberals, because both these officers are known to be devoted servants of King
Constantine. .It a time v/hen the Greek army is being reorganized from, its ruins
and is preparing to fight for the leaders of the revolution, the secretary of
foreign affairs, I.jr. Alexandris, not only retains in office the old friends of
King ConstEintine, but also sends many of the king's sympathizers to the Greek
colonies in foreign countries to underm.ine the work of the revolution."
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After Llr. Demos, Lr» IT, Salopoulos, Attorney G. Kyriakopoulos, Lessrs^ Y.

Panopovlos, and Halepas made addresses. They \v ere all applauded, and the
Liberals decided unanimously: first, that the president of their association
should send telegrams to Col* Plastiras of the Greek /^rmy and to IJr. Alex-
andres Papanastasios expressing the desire of all the Democratic Liberals of
Chicago for the return of democracy in our homeland; and second, that a report
should be sent to Lx. Plastiras in regard to the activities of law-abiding
Greek citizens in foreign countries and their relations \7ith the Greek
Consulates.
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THE DANCE OF THE 3EUSIA ASSOC UTION F

p» 5"0n January 21 t 1923 t the Selasia Association, through the good offices of S
the executive committee aiid patriotic members, gave a dance at the V/hite City ?—

Auditorium* A large crowd attended the dance, and the net proceeds were $620 ^
after expenses had been deducted* This sum was sent to Athens for the benefit t^

of the refugees*

Our hearty congratulations to our good friends, uriio are always willing to help
a worthy causel
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LiR. VASILIOS A. U.Un.IONAS*

p, 3., Last week the direction of the Chicago Greek Consulate v/as resumed by
Mr. Trinketas, the predecessor of Mr. Vasilios i-. licjuraonas. I'r. Llammonas was
transferred to the Greek jjxabassay in ..'ashington two weeks ago.

Any one who v/ishes to write to llr» ISamnionaa may address him at the embassy.
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A NOTIFICATION BY TEE CHICAGO GREEK CONSULATE

WPft (UL) ?SOJ ?u.
^1 • i'%" r

The Chicago Greek consul general hereby notifies Greek citizens who are under his
jurisdiction that "by a legislative order of December 39, 1922, the duties on stamped
paper are increased 505^. This order takes effect February 14, 1923.

The additional tax of 10^ which is to be collected from the public for the forced
loan will also be collected hereafter in accordance with the increased tax- schedule
of the new legislative order.

We shall therefore make it our practice from now on to collect for consular services
SOjf more than the amount heretofore charged.
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I C A GENUINE REVIVAL OF NATIONAL SPIRIT.

IV

GREEK

Last Sunday at 2t30 p« m* an audience assembled in thelarge room of the Ashland
Auditorium and was addressed by the new consul general, Ur« Yasilios Uamonas*

Upon his arrival here in Chicago to assume his consular responsiblities Ur«

Ibo&onas demonstrated that his main wish is that people of Greek origin » not
only in Chicago but throu^out the United States,may imitate by harmony, love,
and unity a life of national activity which shall dispel the various grave dangers
whieh threaten us and promote our racial welfare*
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He therefore recently invited to the Greek consulate the presidents of the three
sections of our community , Messrs* D« Stamos^ G, KarambelaSf and N« Kokkines, and
also the Reverend Fathers K. Hatzidemetriosy A. Mandilares^ and D. Vaenikos because
he believed) and rightly, that these persons represent the Chicago Greek colony*
Ifr* Mavnonas addressed these gentlemen as foUovss

^^Gentlemen, forgetting the past^ we must unite as brothers to save our great and
Sacred country, which, at this present moment is facing one of the greatest crises
in its history. No Greek lacks T>atriotic feeling; we imist be an example for other
Greek-Americans 9 and I am sure that all the Greeks in our various colonies will
come to our aid, for we know and admire the chivalrous nature of the Greek •'^

Hhe three presidents assumed the task of finding a room for a meeting and of in-
serting in the newspapers something in regard to this conference* The happy
advent of unity and concord was hailed with joy, and all averred that a new era
was being inaugurated

•
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For this nas the first time since the Greeks here hare been divided by the
political feud in Greece that reconciliation and harmony had been proposed* ^

The newspapers were notified, the announcement was published , and invitations
and printed programs were distributed. At 2f30 p. m. in spiteof the intolerable
cold and various obstacles arising from the epidemic of influensaf the members
of our Greek colony began to pour in from all parts of the city« The orchestray
under the direction of Ifar. Bazon, played several nunibers. Tbe room was deco^
rated with flags*

Precisely at 3 p« m. the arrival of the consul general with his staff was
announced* The orchestra immadiately struck up the national march, and with
long-continued applause the gathering welcomed the consul general, who mounted
the platform with other dignitaries. When quiet had been restored the orchestra
played the Americar« and the Greek national anthems* Thereafter the president
of the West Side Greek coinmunity, Ifr. Eokkines, introduced the only speaker of
the day, Gkmeul General Tasilios Uammonas*
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Ut. Ifcuononas * 8 speech in outline follovrst

^^Ladlee and gentlemen^ I have the good fortune to find myself among you^ whom I

love and appreciate as fellow-Greeks and children of one great Mother*

*I used to follow your progress when I was far away from this land^ and I consider
myself now very fortunate to be able to meet my fellow-countrymen In the Ihiited

States. Your work Is great and admirable In this large and prosperous country

»

and every one Is astonished that you have advanced so far, socially and commercially

^

with nothing to aid you, but your own native capacity.

"^I hope that you will allow me 9 as an individual and as a representative of our
beloved country 9 to express my opinion as to how we can better and more successfully
pursue our careers as individuals as merchants and as scions of the great nation of
GreecOf of which the past history is so glorious » but which as present is passing
through critical times.
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**1he first things which we Greeks require are lovey concord, and unity » for
through these we cem present a powerful front against whatever dangers threaten
us and achieve our national and individual desires. In order to attain love^
concord, cmd unity, it is incumbent upon each one of you to respect the political
and individual opinions of one another. Political parties which are ssme and
peaceable are necessary and profitable for any country because in times of peace,
by debate and coinpetition, they bring out the true answers to questions, but
when the country is experiencing external difficulties or wars, internal political
strife is abated, and the nation presents a united front, and by this unity
dangers are averted and purposes are accomplished.

"^Therefore, ladies and gentlemen, I say that what we need is spiritual progress
equal to our material progress €uid anftlagous to it, for as civilized people
we can by advancing spiritually retain whatever we have acquired, improve our
condition, and satisfy the claims of society, of ethics, of our mother country,
and of foreign relations. For this spiritual advancement we need churches
and schools which by cooperative effort will not only improve our own generation
but will also preserve our racial integrity on the face of mother earth.
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*Our churches and schools must be reared not by mendicant solicitation but by
voluntary contributions. We need decent clubs in which we can meet and receive
4Berican people, with whom we can cultivate and develop acquaintances that will

be of great benefit.

^Our great country *s hopes rely upon you. Greece is constantly eager to learn
through her representatives of your commercial and social progress, and she feels
proud of your achievements. Let us continue our good work for our descendants
and endeavor to make them better men, of type superior to ours*"*

After taking both the American and the Greek flags in his hands, Vr. Uammonae
continued

t

**Let them both be blessed by God, glorified, beloved, and united for the happiness
of all their children of this great nation of America, in which you have found
welcome and a chance to make your careers, and to the interests of which you arm
as much devoted as to those of your native land, and reinforced also by the good
wishes, the admiration, the unflagging interest, and the protection of our blue

n i
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and white flag, which is now engaged in incessant struggles to regain that ancient
glory cmd power which our Icmd possessed when it was the home of civilization and
the cradle of Christianity, let us show that we are worthy children of two glorious
and hallowed countries.

"Tftirrah for our nationl*^

After the speech the audience expressed its enthusiasm with cheers and hand-dapping*
Xverj one in attendance congratulated the consul general, and all went home full of
enthusiasm.
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A laSSSAGE FROM THE &REEK CONSUL GENERAL IN CHICAGO

p»-3 * This message concerns the greeks who reside within the Chicago
Greek consul general's jurisdiction, that is the greeks resident in the States of
Illinois; Ohio, Kentucky, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Knasas, Nebraska, North
Dakota, and South Dakota* According to the Greek consular law all greek citizens
who reside in America or in other foreign countries must register with their respec-
tive consulates and must also pay annual dues for their certificates of Greek citizen-

ship(article 118 of the consular law and article 15 of law 764).

The fulfillment of the above requirements is not only the duty of every greek
citizen who is devoted to his country and respects its laws hut is also beneficial
to citizens of Greece for many reasons* Unfortunately up to the present time many
of our fellow-citizens, throu^ carelessness have not fulfilled these requirements.
But in the crisis through which our country is now passing, when it is facing many
economic problems, it is the supreme duty of all who are devoted to their native
land to hasten to fulfill their legal obligations and materially to assist their
country*

I am making an appeal to the noble and patriotic feelings of Greek citizens who are
under my jurisdiction. Since by reason of their remote location and the pressure
of business they cannot come to the greek consulate In Chicago, I have made up the
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form printed below and those who cannot come to the consulate may draw up a similar
form and mail it to us in order that they may be enrolled in the general consulate's
register, and in return we will mail to them certificates of Greek citizenship.
At the same time those who heretofore have not paid dues for certificates of citizen-
ship are required to pay for the years 1922 and 1923, an amount of $6.60, that is,

$3«30 per year.

The period within which this payment must be made expires at the end of February,
1923; after that date there will be a penalty of $10,00 in addition to the amount
aboye mentioned( article 118 of the consular law). Greek citizens who reside In
Ohio, Michigan, Missouri, or Kansas may send their forms filled out to the Sub -

Consulates of the districts in which they reside. All greek citizens are required
to renew each year their certificates of Greek citizenship and to pay their annual
dues. We therefore request that each year hereafter, beginiiing with January, 1924,
they will remit their annual dues by postad money order.

I plax^e my confidence in your noble feelings, in your love for our beloved native
land, and in your devotion to it«

I remain with love and highest regards.

The Consul General,

7. Mamonas.
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The form which you must fill out and send in includes the following information:

1« Name.

2. City or village of birth,

3. Township or community.

4. County.
5. Date of "birth.

6. Trade or profession.

7. Present address.

8. Single.

9. Married.
ID. Name of wife.

11. Children(name and age of each).

12. Signature and date»
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onstantinople, January 29, l923.--?;ecauce the Greeks of pontus have been :r>

expelled fror;. their country bv the Turks, thousands of rofurees are con- 3
stantly arriving: here in lanentalle condition, sufferinr: vdth hun£;er, r^^

nakednecs, and disease. '.Vc are helpless "because of lack of funds. The -^'o

refugees are in rreat dan^-er of starvation, since they lack even a crust o
of bread. V/e are oarer to r^jceive as scon as oossible philanthror.ic con- cx^

tributicns through the Greek Paticnal 'lerald, and v;e urr.c cur coriiT) atriots {^3

in ALierica to make a supreme effort to extend to us financial assistance.

The Lord v.'ill ri^jQ ycu all £cod things in return for the contributions v/hich

you offer to this noble v.'ork of saving the v/o::ien, th':.' children, and 'the aged
in distress. Blessings and the gratitude of the Pother Church to all.

patriarch Mel eties.

'u.
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TO MBIBEBS OF &HEEE COMMDNITISS ABROAD
TOO DEPOSIT MONEY IN BANKS IN GREECE

(Editorial)

It is knonn to all mem'bers of Greek communities in the United States and Canada^
as well as to all the people of Greece, from the higjtiest officicd to the humblest
citizen that for a number of years the Greeks of these communities abroad have
labored with almost superhuman industry and have sent the major part of their
savings to banks in Greece to be there held on deposit, for the following reasons:

(1) Because Greeks abroad thought that through the devaluation of the drachma they
could gain by specixlation;

(2) Because they thought that banking establishments in Greece and the management
of them were in the same class as to ssifety as banking establishments here;

(3) Because they satisfied their patriotic feeling when they deposited their money
there and thus promoted the commerce of Greece and the improvement of its public
affairs by putting more money into circulation over there; and

(4) Because they believed that at any time when their enterprises here ceased to
prosper, they could depend upon their savings in Greece if they wished to retire.

But how these iinfortunate depositors have been deceivedl The majority of them
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made deposits i?hlch were to draw interest and sent remittances in foreign currencyt
Ihglish, French, or Italian, and the banks in Athens not only accepted these remit-*

tances in accordance with their regulations Init also promised in writing in each
case to pay back capital with interest in the same currency in which the deposits
had been made, that is» to remit to the depositor a draft on London, Parisy or
Rome, We take the liberty of publishing part of a letter received \>y a member of
our Chicago Greek colony, which reads as follows:

"We are requested to notify you that according to a law enacted in Greece in regard
to bills of exchange deposits of foreign currency in our banks are returnable only
in drachmas. Therefore if you wish us to remit in drachmas the amount which you
have on deposit, we are willing to do so; if not, we shall have to decline to make
the remittance".

I believe that the Greek Government must ultimately decide for the interest of its
citizens, to repeal the law above mentioned, and the sooner the better. Likewise
the banks should stop making distinctions between Greek and American citizens,
especifidly when they wish to withdraw their deposits. They should stop making them
go through so many details, such as notarized affidavits, consular formalities, and
multiplicity of signatures, since, instead of being considered a form of service
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beneficial to depositorst the l^anks come to be regarded as tyrannical plagues^
and all the more so because when withdrawals are made from American banks, the
transactions are accomplished with order, safety, accurax^y, efficiency, and all
possible facility. Moreover the banks here can themselves verify the indentity
of the person who wishes to withdraw his savings, and the withdrawail is approved
of on the spot.

The Greek banks woxxld have been fortxmate if they had followed the procedure above.
All people are and shold be equal according to law. And still more Greek citizens
should have the same privileges in Greece which they enjoy here.

We should effect an absolute change of method so that people might receive some
protection for their interests, since upon the people these establishments are
founded through the people, by the people and for the people everything is governed.
We hope that between the Greek Government and the Greek banks will devise some
arrangement by which the interests of their citizens abrosui will be protected.

I
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P.l—The Chicago Greek consulate v.'ishec to request of those persons vdth-
in the district, which it serves v/ho hold temporary certificates of the

sixteen hundred-million-drachma forced loan that by the end of February,

1923f they v/ill present these certificates at the Greek consulate and re-
ceive in exchange for theiu their permanent bonds.

The office of the consul general
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PROMOTION FOR CONSUL GMERAL l^iAI^ONAS

(Editorial)

By special cablegram from the Greek foreign office to the Washington Greek

consulate Mr. Vasilios Mamnonas, who was recently appointed Greek consul

general in Chicago, has been promoted and tratnsferred to Washington, D. C,
to he supervisor of all Greek consulates in America.

Our sincere congratulations and best wishes for his success amd for his

continued advancement

I

It is said that Mr. Mammonas will remain here for a few days to make a

few changes in the consulate and to see that it is operating according

to regulation requirements.
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F.2—The legislative order cf Cctober 2>, 1923> co:ai:iands that soldiers of
the reserve classes of I9I8 and later, unenlisted or deserters, shall pre-
sent themselves to the local authorities and to the nearest military post
or to the authorized consulate within the ^jcriod cf tine allov/ed by the

above order • The proper authorities shall niake a list of those v;ho have
presented theiaselves, which shall be sent to the Arr^y Department, and those

whose naraes are on the list shall remain free citizens until a later order
is issued. This list must be in our hands v;ithin a month from the date of

this notification in the case of those v;ho live within the boundaries of

Greece and within two months therefrom in the case of those v;ho live in
foreign countries.

Therefore the requirements of the above order shall be fulfilled by the

rest^rve soldiers of the classes of 19l9i 1920, and I92I and also by thos
who have never served in the arnv and bv those v/ho have not completed their
term of military service, who must present themselves for re-enlistment#
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In pursuance to the alcove order I am making this last appeal, surruiioninr all
to perform their supreme duty to our country, and I consider that for those
v/hc belong to the ne\7eGt classes of I9I/' to I923 no excuse is valid. I de-

clare for the last time that fro'-a December 1, 1922, I shall inexorably ap-

ply the severe penalty imposed by the lav;. After the lapse of this term
those who have not enlisted in their classes for service shall be shot to

death, and their families shall be exiled to /.frica. (Article 1 of the leg-
islative order of I'ovember 20, I922.) For the duration of. the present v/ar

deserters \vlll be punished v/ith sentence of death; if the act of desertion
is considered to have mitigating circumstances, the penalty is life impris-
onment* Those v;ho shall be enlisted by the latest date set by this notifi-
cation are not subject to the above-stated lav/ but to the lav/s prior thereto
in effect; that is, in the case of those v;ho live within the boundaries of

Greece, they shall not be thereto sabject if they shall have been enlisted
by the fifteenth day of December, 1922, and in the case of those vmo live
in foreign countries they shall not be thereto subject if they shall have
been enlisted by January 13t 1923» The prosecution of those v;ho shall ap-

pear v/ithin the time stated v/ill be suspended for the time during vmich
they are serving in their classes in the army and so fulfilling their mil-
itary obligations.
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TO ORESK-AMERICAM DEPOSITORS OF TH2 BMK OP ATHEl^IS

p. 2- Those who have time-deposits in the Bank of Athens and wish to take
advantage of the exemption from the forced loaja which this Bank provides
may apply to the Central Trust Company of Illinois, 125 West Monroe Street,
where the Greek clerks of the bank will take pleasure in fiurnishing
additional information.
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AN OPEN INVITATION FROM THE CHICAGO GREEK CONSULATE

(Editorial)

To celebrate the advent of the New Year, the constil general, Mr. Vasilios
Mammonas, invites the members of the local Greek community with their
esteemed families to the Greek consoilate in the Transportation Building
on Dearborn Street.

He desires that all who belong to the Chicago Greek colony may accord
him the pleasure and the honor of their presence.

(Prom the office of the Greek Consulate)
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THE HONORABLE VASILIOS A. MAMONAS CONSUL GENERAL OP GREECE IN CHICAGO

(Editorial)

Last week the Honorable Vasilios A, Maznonas, the new consul general of Greece in
Chicago, arrived from Paris* Mr. Mamonas is a scion of one of those ancient and
aristocratic families of Greece which devoted themselves to national politics.
He studied law in Greece and after the completion of his studies visited Switzerland,
London, Petri s, and Berlin, remaining abroad for a number of years to study the
political sciences.

After the successful completion of his studies in foreign countries he returned
to Greece, where he passed his examination and was appointed judge in the consular
court of Constantinople. In this position he served to the best of his ability for
a period of ten years up to the outbreak of the World War. With the declaration
of the World War Mr. lilammonas was transferred with the rest of the Greek staff to

Switzerland, where tinder the Greek consul, Kir. Alexandri, he acted as legal advisor
for the consulate. Prom Switzerland he was called to the Paris Peace conference to

represent Greece; from Paris he was sent as consul general to Berne, the capital of
Switzerland, where he remained for two years and handled many international affairs
of confidential nature. IJlr. Mamonas is forty-four years old and speaks, besides
his mother tongue, Prench, English, German, and some Italian.
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We hope and pray that the Greeks who are under his supervision will through his

kindly offices find their dreams realized.
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GBSM RELIEF COhftflTTEE

BOOM 1440 IS? NOBTH DEABBOHN STBEET ;c

(Editorial)

7i'

The Greek committee recently organized to collect contributions to assist the
refugees who have suffered at the hands of Turks in the catastrophe in Asia Minor;
the Turks has sent by cable five thousand dollars more to the Greek National Herald,
to be forwarded to a committee under the supervision of Admiral Kontouriotes^

They had already sent five thousand dollars ten days ago; therefore the contributions
to date have been ten thousand dollars. Americans have already contributed millions
of dollars for the relief of our ixnfortunate brothers; we Greeks are under even
greater obligation to offer financial assistance, according to our means to those
who through no fault of their own have suffered and written with their blood this
latest page of Greek history.
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Scrapbook . P« 120, of Ur. P. S. liuibrosf

ISO N« Wolla St.f Chicago, IlliBois.

SXECUnONS IN AraEMS DEPLORED BY G«E£KS

Srarlaating Stain on Hirtory of Country, Chicago Publisher Doclaraa

Xxaoution of the former ministers of Greece is an act of frenxy and hatred vhieh
will be an ererlasting stigma on the history of Greece in the opinion of P* S*

Lambros, publisher of the Greek Stgr, 130 North Veils Street

•

**Ixile and imprisonment would have been fitting punishment for the men who guided
Greece in her hour of defeat,^ ttr. laidDros declares, ^but capital punishment is
monstrous and sure to work lasting injury to the nation*
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Sorapbook « P. I2O9 of Mr. P. &• Lambros.

Nov. 29, 1922.

King Constantlney** he addsy **!• far guiltier than the ndnisteret but the European

respect for crowned heads saTed the late ruler.

^Greeks all over the world are shocked 9^ said Mr. Lambros. **Uen are executed by
nilitary authority for treason » for levying war against their own country, or for
supporting the enemies of their country. In ny opinion no direct aseusation of
treason eould be brought against the executed ministers. %oir crime grew out
of the division that existed and still exists within theGreek nation*»the struggle
between Royalists and Veniselists.

Betrayed by Former Allies*

**1he executed ministers are the same executives who directed the triumphant war
against Turkey in Asia Minor in the spring of 1921 9 when the Greeks reached the
gates of Angora.
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Scrapbook • P. I2O9 of Mr. S. Lambros.
Nov. 29, 1922

•

**Tha dafMit of the Greeks in Asia Ulnor was occasioned by Frcuice*s allicmce
with the Turks and by the apathy of Great Britain to GreecOf—in shorty to the
betrayal of Greece by her fomer allies. Rifles and cannons used by the Greeks
and the Allies against the Turks were given to the Turks to be used against the
Greeks*

*^Ohe may admit the share of the ministers in the demoralization » but who could con*

trol the amy when the soldiers were throwing away their guns and retreating in
disorder?

Terrorism in Greece

"^Aristidesy Themistocles 9 and Demosthenes 9 though accused of treason 9 were not

executed in Greece in ancient times but were exiled instead.
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Nov* 29, 192E.

History speaks well of them and contradicts the accusations inade against tli<

When Socrates mas sentenced to death*, he said to the courts *Nov it is time for
me to depart and for you to live here, but as to who will live the happier life
hereafter is unknown to us and known to God«*

^In spite of the stem warning of the representatives of Kngland and the Qbited
States to the revolutionary Govemnent that this Governnient would forfeit its
place among civilised nations* the Government ordered the firing squad to execute
the former ministers; the end eamSy euxl terrorism now prevails in Greece*

"history will decide whether the executed ministers should have paid the penalty
with imprisonment, exile 9 or capital punishment •

"*
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Saloniki, Oct. 28, 1922.

unity, especially \inder the existing conditions. On the contrary, they

should speak of us with all due respect*

Some years ago we lived through terrible distress in Greece resulting

from general misery, heavy taxation, and family obligations. We were

heartsick because of the internal corruption and the mismanagement of

foreign and national affairs. By wise laanagement of these affairs, Greece

could have developed new commercial and agricultural resources. Because

of the ^xistinj^conditions, however, we were forced to im^aigrate to

America. The population was thus reduced by 300,000. In this way, it was

possible for oxir people back home to divide all their income among them-

selves.

lihen we came here, we were huna:ry, penniless, unable to speak English;

we had no local or government guidance. Lionhearted, we plunged into

work. By our physical stamina we created a business and social status

for ourselves in a period of twenty-five years—this is proof that Greeks

can accomplish marvels under good teachers and in a healthy environment.
Wk ^

a/
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Our Greek leaders in Greece never bothered to inquire about our progress.

Nevertheless, we supported and saved those drones in Greece who are

clamoring against us so foolishly.

We will relate our accomplishments and we seek a public discussion vrlth

any person of good faith, so that in the interest of truth, the uninformed

may leal*n what is happening.

On coming here, we immediately shook off the filth, crudity, shiftlessness.

Ignorance, deceit, cowardice, and wickedness of the Old World, We embraced

a new life, fitted to a civilized commxinity and to present-day conditions.

We accepted a life of external and internal cleanliness, order, knowledge,

education, experience, industry, sincerity, truthfulness, self-respect, and

loyalty. V/e now eat well, v/e live comfortably, we behave and think like

human beings. Our conversations are calia and sincere, not noisy and

boisterous, followed by a show of knives and guns, defamations of persons
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and families as well as misrepresentation of truth and facts. XJe have now
learned a new language, whereas before ?/e did not even know hov/ to tvrite

our name as a result of the inefficiency eind worthlessness of the responsible
parties in Grreece. »7e have chosen a profes^sion or trade* Vie have won great
social and business experience by avoiding deception and employing truth
fearlessly. V/e are submissive slaves no longer, but proud and self-respecting
citizens, defending our honor and reputation. Lastly, by our work and sacrifice,
we have become Greece's devoted and beloved children.

We stress the fact that we are incomparably more jyatriotic and loyal than
many /of those living today in Greece/, even though we are seven thousand
miles removed and in the midst of a foreign culture. VJe show our loyalty
in the fact that we have preserved our faith and language. Further we
attempt to transmit them to our children by building churches and schools,
by hiring priests and teachers with our own money and sacrifice I We have
mfiu^ried Greek girls in order to preserve the Greek family and the customs
and mores of our race. Thus we have made thousands of Greek girls happy
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by asking for no rich dowries as they do in the fatherland, where the
engagement is broken when thj dowry is one shirt lacking. In addition,
we spend liberally for their arrival here and for their well-being.
Both here in Chicago, and elsewhere, we have cheerfully relieved many
unfortunate fellow countrjrmen; we have helped friends and relatives to
make a good beginning in /the nev^ life. VJe have brought recognition
to the Greek name and to our national rights by our many sacrifices. We
have fought for the interests of Greece tlirough the American press. \le

have contributed one artillery battery and one destroyer. !/e have never
ceased helping our country and subject Greek territories with generous
contributions.

We have done all this quietly, \>rithout any demands or ostentation, in
times of peace. In wartime, during the Turco-Balkan V/ar, we sent about
thirty-six thousand well-equip^^ed, well-clad soldiers v/ho brought great
relief to their brothers, fighting on the Balkan battlefields. For
this purpose, we had organized the soldiers in volunteer corps whose
heroic qualities increased the morale of the Greek armies.
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During the V/orld Mot v/e put about sixty-five thousand men on the field,

who were sent to fight for a coinraon cause on the battlefields of France

—

who did not refuse service as did- a few loyal officers of the Royal "slave-
market." V/e were among the first to subscribe to the Liberty Loans, thus
increasing Oreek prestige. 7e also subscribed heavily to the loans for the
Allied Powers, and through them v/e helped Greece. During the time when
the conferences of Sevres and Neuilly were in session, we defended our
national rights at massmeetings and in the press, using political,
Congressional, and church influence.

V/e are now continuing to spend tirae and money in the interest of the rights
and salvation of our devastated country.

The G-reeks of the United States, which includes Chicago of course, and
Canada, must be exclusiyely credited with: 1) the material comfort of great
numbers of families in Greece; 2) tne relief of thousands in the homeland
from hunger and civil v/ar; 3) the escape of the people from the usxirer's
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hands; 4) the payment of delinquent public eind municipal taxes; 5) the
increase in the deposits of the Greek banks and the subsequent assistance
given to commerce ^d agriculture; 6) the establishment and operation of
transatlantic shipping companies resulting in a flow of money into the
country; 7) public improvement and beautifying of villages and small
cities; 8) the improvement and increasd cultivation of land; 9) the rise
in value of these lands by the export of Greek products to America; 10)
the education of the youth of villages and towns; 11) the improvement in the con-

ditions of life generally, and the support and relief of thousands of families
over a long period of years.

This is what the Greek laborers of America have done; yes, these uneducated,
manual laborers • Now, may we ask ;vhat you, our critics and rulers, our
revered and modest leaders, have done?

In your levity and audacity, do you forbid us, your saviors, supporters,
and benefactors who have honored you, to "mix in'* and express our opinion
on government and national affairs? Have you ever done anything for us,
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or at least for Greece, in return?

In an administrative capacity you have shown great neglect. In spite of
our protests, you have appointed as your official representatives, the
most inefficient public servants that the consular and diplomatic service
of Greece ever had, v/ith the possible exception of four able ones. You
have swindled us financicdly by the activities of the syndicate, Panh^llanic
Union, and the action of Protopapadaki, in cutting the value of paper money.
You destroyed the country internally; you betrayed us to such an extent that we
cannot face the Americans and other foreigners without shame. With continued
national disaster and crime, you have paralyzed our minds and harmed our
business. Because of you we are being ridiculed by the foreign and American
press. V/e are rev;arded with insults, in spite of our diligence and good
conduct. After all this, you forbid us to discuss state and national issues.

V/hat are your rights and accomplishments as citizens, or what are your great
national triumphs? Is it your idleness, civil strife, the massacres c%used

/ r "^
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by foolish and imjust wars; is it the catastrophy that has befallen our
soldiers and nationals in Asia Minor, Thrace, and elsewhere, or the
indescribable waste of public funds, as a result of which the country
is in dire need? V/e imow that it is no triumph to make us abandon
every desire to return to the homeland* Perhaps you think that you
are superior to us in education, experience, character, and renown.
You are unexcelled only in shajaelessness and selfishness* V/hat are
your accomplishments and your various activities? Do you, by any
chance, have more wealth than we have here? Produce your private
and public accomplishments to convince us.

V/e should be greatly pleased since it is our burning wish, provided you
return to us our savings, which we entrusted to you and deposited in
your banks. V/e did this to help you progress; stop bothering us with
letters of solicitation in the future.

o o>

Keep the bonds which you issued as a result of cutting the value of paper
money in half to yourselves, because v;e do not want bonds issued by assassins
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and traitors. Instead, we have the judge's gavel and the scales of
justice. These, precisely, are the reasons why we have the right and
privilege to become interested in state and national affairs, and v/e

demand that we be represented in the State Council for the common
benefit, and for the safety of all.

You, the people of the homeland, should heed us for your own interest;
we are sure that you will ask our help in the near future, but then
it may be too late.

But if you do not do these things—if you do not return our savings—
if you do not correct the evils /of your systeijT^, then we shcd.1 definitely
abandon you. We cannot follow your path of destruction because we have
a goal and purpose in this world which we must attain and fulfil.
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offered his support through the Red Cross and the American Relief Foundation of the

Near East.

Our pleas for assistance are not confined to the people of the United States only.

In the name of our American citizenship and Greek descent, we ask the French people
and government if they have forgotten that thousands of Greeks fought in the Ameri-
can armies against Germany. France v/as saved. Now, did we fight to strengthen
France in order that she in turn could support the savage Turks in massacring our
brothers? By these contemptible actions, France is dishonored, for she has violated
two sacred contracts—the one with America, v/ho undertook to fight in the name of
Liberty, Justice, and Civilization on the battlefields of France, asking no terms
and with no prospect of gain—secondly, France has violated a sacred obligation to

Greece, who first broke through the Eastern Front during the V/orld War.

This is the procedure of the Chicago Greeks, v/ho are foremost in any national move-
ment: Through Saloniki , their organ, and its editor. Dr. Nicholas Salopoulos, the
Greek people of Chicago sent the follov/ing telegram to Messrs. Govain, editor of the
Journal des Debats , and Deputy Tardieu of Paris: Monsieur Govain, ^Journal des \

«

O. ^//
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DebabSj" Paris,

Monsidor Tardieu, Deputy,

Paris,

.A

•*Sixty-five thousand American soldiers, of Greek descent, fought in France for
Liberty, Justice, and Humanity, and not for Turkish Tyranny and Savagery. The
secret and open support of France toward the reestablidhment of the Turks in Europe
will be the blackest page in the world^s history and the most criminal betzrayal of
France* s Allies and of civilization^**

Nicholas Salopoulos
Editor of Saloniki, Chicago.

On the very same day Mr* Constantine Palaiologos and Dr. Papatheodore dispatched the
following telegram to the Premier of France, Mr. Poincare, to the French Senate, and
to Mr. Tardieu in the Chamber of Deputies, to the French daily. Journal des Debats,
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and to Chicag;o Tribune, Paris office:

fr.'T

^f
?Je the 400,000 Greeks of America, and through us the entire civilized world, de-

sire to remind you that 60,000 G-reek-Americans fought side hy side with their

American and French brothers-in-arms on the battlefields of France, heeding the

Allies* frantic call to save and preserve Justice, Liberty, and Civilization.

Many of these men sacrificed their lives for France. Did they knovj tliat they

were saving and supporting French arris in order that France could violate the

spirit of the purpose and ideals of the Allies, and subject their brothers in

Asia Kinor and Thrace to the slaughter and outrages of the savage Turk, our com-

mon enemy during the Great 7/ar? This is_ a disgrace, a stigma to civilization,

and a most peculiar sort of gratitude ^to be recorded in/ the annals of history."

Greek National Defence
Gonstantine Palaiologos
Dr. K. PaDatheodore.
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Another telegram was sent to the Foreign Minister at Athens, and through him to'.;

the Athenian press.

"The Greeks of the United States desire to request, and advise the Greek govern-
ment, the Revolutionary Committee, and the Greek people to persist in believing
that their just cause, the honor, and interests of Hellenism in Thrace or else-
where are above all other considerations. The Greeks of America are willing to

sacrefice their lives and possessions in defence of these interests. We prefer
an honorable death to a dishonorable life. The American newspapers, and the
American public opinion are on our side.**

Signed,
Constant ine Palaiologos
Nicholas Salopoulos
Dr. K. Papatheodore.

N.

,.\

v
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DEMOCRACY IN GREECE

In Answer to the Royalists, the Most Estimable American Newspaper, the

Chicago Tribune

«

Published the Following Letters:

Chicago, Sept. 29

•

•Tleplying to P. Armiriotis, P. Lambros, and N. Kokinis, who expressed through

the Tribune their opinion that Greece was not yet fit for democracy, I beg to

call to their attention the facts which prove that all Greek kings have done

more harm than good; it would therefore be unwise to stick to them#

"As far as Mr. Venizelos is concerned, of late he favors a democracy. There are

no royalists left since the collapse of Greece, except those whose pecuniary

interests are involved. If Greece had had a president during the World War,

would we have eiq)erienced the misfortune and catastrophe, had it not been for
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the pro-German policy of King Constantine, a brother-in-law of the
late Kaiser, and his activities through the German propaganda ^ureau^" whicn
poisoned the pro-entente sentiment of the Greek people, and so prepared the
defeat of Venizelos in the election of November, 1920?"

G. Salopoulos

Neenah, Wisconsin, Oct. 5*

^Please allow me a few lines in your coliimns to answer your reporter's inter-

view of September 29 with some Chicago Greeks on the question of a Greek repub-

lic.

"A Mr. Nick Kokinis stated that 85 per cent of the Greeks in Chicago are

royalists. This is far from the truth.

,/^
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••It is an insult to the TJ.S.A. and the American people to allow any
foreigner to remain in this country who feeds his ignorant brain with American
history, to no purpose, fills his empty stomach with American beefsteaks and
pork chops, and his empty pockets with American dollars, and then has the nerve
to support any king* Such foreigners have no right to share in the opportu-
nities of this blessed country, and they ought to be kicked out of here, sent
back there to slave for their beloved kings if they please, and leave this
country to be governed as it has been for 146 years*

••I admit that there is a small percentage of Greek royalists in this country
and their excuse for being such is that the Greek people in general are not
intelligent enough to be governed by a republican form of government--at least
not yet* To this I will say, the Greek people may not be as intelligent as
the Americans, but I am sure that they are at least more enlightened than the
Chinese* Still the latter enjoy a republican form of government* As for me, y^
I am satisfied with my adopted country and I am here to stay.** /

Yours truly,

Harry Farmakis*
r.
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Correspondence of Mr. C* Mammont 208 S. La Salle St.»

ChlcagOt Illinois, September 30, 1922.

Dear Mr. Mammon:

This note is to remind you of your engagement to meet with the Crreek

Committee Monday afternoon, October 2, at 3 o*clock, 19 S. La Salle St.,
Room 1014.

At this meeting reports will be given by men who have Just returned from
Smyrna and Constantinople, also a message from the Patriarch* We depend
upon you for counsel and cooperation in this meeting*

Please allow nothing to hinder your attendance*

Very sincerely yours,

Charles B. Wetherell,
Director of Committee for Greek Relief
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TlMvISil riTROGITISo

Citizen Protests against .Vholesale oleughter and
Spoliation—Asks Action by Christian llations

Editor of Chicap;o Eeirlits Star .

GR3EK

Dear 3ir:

"For the past nineteen years I have made my home in this country, /dl my
possessions, rr^ family, and my loyalty are in the United States of America.
I am of Greek birth, and next to my adopted home, I have a feeling of
sympathy for my honeland, I remember the great struggle in which both
countries fought a coiimon enemy, only a fev/ years ago.

'*Every citizen must Iznovr of the horrible slaughter that is going on in
Smyrna at this time. One hundred and fifty thousand civilians have been
killed; houses, cities, and churches have been ransacked and burned;
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35,000 Christian girls and ';;omen have been killed or kidnapped by
the Turkish army. I do not vrlsh to be understood as urging military action
on the part of iiluropean or Christian nations, but I do v/ish to inquire if the
awful slaughter cannot be stopped* I aici con/incod that I Siiould ask, why
do not the Christian nations act—voirn—or protest against the Turks?

'^Greece, as a nation, holds a place in history that is known to all. By her
being, by her battles at Marathon, her victories and defeats, and her his-
toric cultural tradition, Greece has gained distinction and esteem amongst

the nations of the world. Time and again Greece has saved Europe from bar-

barous /isiatic rule.

"All must agree that the advance of the Turkish armies, or the increase of

the Turkish domain means only the retreat of Christianity, the retrogression

of civilization, and the increase of murder and spoliation. Tarkish history

has never been a record of progress for her people, or for the civilized

worlds
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"Daily accounts in the nev/spaper record events v;hich should cause
Christian nations to protest and demand a cessation of this horrible
slaughter* .without regard for the rights of either humanity or v/orld

opinion, the Turks are committing freely unspealcable crimes.

"Cannot the Christian nations, \7ith0ut actuall^T- entering this war, stop

v;holesale murder of innocent v.-omen :md children, and talce some action to

relieve thousands v;ho are starving?"

oincerely Yours,

^iristotle Theodoracoupoulos

Chicago Heights, Sept. 19, 1922.
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I G TIIS GREEK POST OF TIL; .J.i£RICi\II LEGION IffiEIS

The members of the Greek Post of the American Legion discussed various matters
pertaining to legion affairs during a meeting v/hich was held last Thursday.
After hasty action on the Post's business the members proceeded with the main
topic of the agenda, v/hich was the deplorable state of affairs in our father-
land resulting from the great disaster in ksia Minor. Important decisions
were made regarding these critical conditions.

Commander Nichols spoke briefly of these sad and disheartening events. He
suggested that the members should appeal to the American government, through
the i'^nerican Legion,

Ivlr. Mitchell spoke next, pointing out thr.t besides its moral support, the Legion
should contribute financially to the homeland in order to bring relief to the
suffering millions. The proposals of Liessrs. Nichols and Mitchell were enthusi-
astically adopted.
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I G A large amount of money was then collected, which c^ve an in-

dication of the patriotism and devotion of the members of their
homeland, as well as to j\iiierica.
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/Tills epbatim copy Is related to the translation from the Greek of the Scrap-

book of P. S* Laabros, 130 North Wells Street^

Chicago Greeks are not In favor of a Grecian republic at this time, according

to views expressed last night* The consensus od opinion Is that love of the

king la Inborn In their race* Interviews follow*

P* Armyrlotls, Greek Consul: I am much In favor of a Greek monarchy* The

Greeks at this time have not the experience to maintain a republic* Thrace

should never be given up for any price*

Peter S* Lambros, publisher of the Greek Star : I agree with Venlzelos that

Greece is not yet ready for a republTcI We have as examples Russia and Ireland*

Greece will be a denocracy with Venlzelos the actual ruler* Thrace is the

O

ro
^^
en
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Chieago Dally Tribune > Sapt^ 29 > 1922.

native land of Tbenlatoelea. Not a Greek llTlng notild countenance giving up
Thrace* ^

-T3

Nick Koklnls, president of the Greek Comminlty of Chicago: I have never
considered the possibility of Greece as a republic* I feeX»and I think that
elghty-flve per cent of the Greeks here agree with ne^ that the king Is very g
dear to the Greek people. His troubles were caused by 7enlzelos. ^

James Hlchalarost editor of the Chicago Greek Dally : By all means a republic, cji

That Is the policy of this newspaper and of nlnety-flve per cent of the Greeks
In America.

Anthanaslus A. Pantells, lawyer, 155 North Clark Street: There Is no question
In my mind but that a republic would be better* The people of Greece are
competent to govern themselves*

The Hellenic Liberal League of Chicago sent a cablegram to the president of
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•

the revolutionary goTemment In Greece last night urging that bloodshed be ^
avoided and saying that the royalist goyemment must go* .^ |

O
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Saloniki, Sept. 23, 1922.

GEl^lT llkSS Itl^TIIia U: CHICAGO

Last Sunday at about three o'clock, a great raass iieeting of over one
t lousand of our most prominent Oreek citizens took place at the Oermania
Hall, 816 v/est iiarrison Street. Decisive measures were taken to cope with
the disasters which are afflicting our fatherland. Measures v/ere also taken
to condemn those who provoked this national disaster—the defeat of the entire
Greek army in Asia Minor by the Kemalist Turks, and the horrible massacre of
over 100,000 defenseless Greeks.

Great groups of patriotic countrymen of both sexes, v;ith pain and anguish
sliov/n on their faces, occupied every seat in the great hall on Harrison
Street. Trie entire council of the Greek Liberal Political Organization,
many members of the professions, industry, business, and labor classes
v/ere present at this truly patriotic gathering. Many stood up in the
entrance and on the stairs so that they too, could voice their protests
against the instigators of the catastrophe.
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17 At about three o* clock the main speaker of the occasion, the Honorable

lilr. Vasileios Palaeologos Mammonas, former Greek Consul General at

Switzerland, arrived, accompanied by his brother , Constantine Palaeologos

Mammonas, and by the American guests, I^Ir, and Mrs. Turner, who were received

with great applause by the Chairman, Paul Demos, and Secretary Alexander

Stauros. They occupied prominent positions on the platform, and then the

meeting proceeded with its business. Besides these, there were seated on

the platform: Dr. Salopoulos, Dr. Theodore, Attorney ^rriacopoulos , past

vice-president of the club, the treasurer, Mr. Kitriniaris, and the Reverend

Iladzidimitriou.

At 3:10, in a brief introductory speech, Iv!r. Demos, revealing anguish and

sorrow, explained the purpose of this meeting. He suggested that any royalist

in the audience would do well to leave, for no one could guarantee what might

happen to him. Fort\inately, hov/ever, no one left. He then introduced our

distinguished countryman and attorney, Mr. Kyriacopoulos, who bitterly

attacked and assailed the nation *s traitors and destroyers in a violent

and fiery oratorical tirade. The words of the speaker were approved in
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IT the oaths and declamations of the audience against those who

were to blame. Afterwards, in an excellent eulogy, LIr. Demos
introduced Iv!r. .Maimnonas, whOii the audience received xvith great enthusiasm
and applause.

Mr. Mammonas was greatly moved apparently by this demonstration, and by the
national disaster. At the beginning, he thanked the audience for their warm
reception and also thanked God for being given the privilege to visit and
come in contact 'vith the Greek community in Chicago, of which he had heard
and read so much. He then began to review the history of the Greek people
from the fall of Constantinople to the present day. By superb comparisons,
arguments, and analogies he painted a picture of the various great national
and politi-cal periods of our nation. In conclusion, he made a beautiful
and most eloquent comparison of the Venizelist and Royalist administrations.

He demonstrated and proved by official documents how great was the glory
and grandeur of the nation during the Venizelist administration, and how

» '" > »

/
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IV destructive and humiliating the national scene became during

the administration of King Constantine. The emotions and
devotion of the audience were aroused to such a high pitch that when, after
speaking for an hour and ten minutes, he asked to cut his speeoh short, the
audience shouted, 'No! nol vre shall listen to you until morning. »•

Finally, in completing his speech he said, ^Many have been the times when
our great but unfortunate country has experienced days and hours of
indescribable peril and disaster, but its leader,, as ^or exampleT^
Constantine Palaeologos, has fallen first in its defense; whereas today*

s

leader destroys /our countr^, and indulges in orgies, while the tolerant
and long-suffering people are shamefully misled."

After the close of Mr. Maramonas* speech, a declaration supporting Mr.

Venizelos, was read and voted upon. A collection was also taken up
netting a huge amount of money.
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CHICAGO GREEK DAILY . July 17, 1922

Annovincement of the Greek-American Legion

The attention is called of all members of the Greek-American Legion
up to the nezt meeting to "be held, next Thursday, July 20, 7530 P.M., at West
End Y.M.C.A. Hall, I515 W. Monroe St.
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THE HORilOR OF iLMERIGANS AT THE TURKISH ATROCITIlilS

p. 1- Indescribable is the horror felt by Americans who are informed of

the crimes committed by Xemal's hordes.

It is our duty to do everything possible to put a stop to these dreadful

crimes and to punish the criminals. Dr. Johnson, president of the

federation of all churches in Chicago, to whom the committee for the

mass-meeting next Sunday aopealed, was astounded when he heard of the

atrocities of the T\irks.

He hastened to make a most ardent appeal to all the clergymen of Chicago,

urging them to inform their congregations of the atrocities suffered by

the Christians of Asia Minor and at the same time to pray for the souls

of the innocent victims whom the Turks have so cruelly tortured and
slaughtered.

o
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Chicago Greek Daily , June 14, 1922.

In view of the syraoathy shown by the American people, is it possible for
the Greeks of Chicago to remain indifferent and apathetic and not rush
to fill the Coliseiim to overflowing next Sunday?

TiTiile Americans hold commemoration services in their chtirches, is it
possible for a single Greek not to hasten to attend the commemoration
ceremony to be held next Sunday in the Coliseum?
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OUR Dur/.

liad it been possible for the Greeks of America to realize the effectiveness of

mass-ineetin^s and protest a[^:ainst the crimes committed by Turkisn barbarit;^, there
is no doubt v/hatever tnat all Greek communities would have transformed themselves
into heralds of the Turkish atrocities before the American public.

It appears, however, that the great effectiveness or tiiis form of expression has
not yet been realized by us, Greek-Amex^icans. "'e have not so far seen fit to do
what ought long. a£0 to have been done spontaneously and without urging.

The press, whose duty it is to show the necessity of such action, does nothing
else, day in and day out, but sow the seeds of discord, endeavoring by its sinis-
ter activity to distort facts and truth for the sake of its partisan and pergonal

interests.

Our suspicious attitude and our lack of even the slightest confidence in one an-

other have gone so far as to make understanding and co-operuiion impossible. The
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situation is becoming tragic and is paralyzing all our pov/ers.

And just at the noiient when our help is needed, and the course is wide open for
a great national work, we are found unfit not only to ^.ake any comnon action, but
even to think of rendering our services to our country. in its hour of freatest need.

Cur mental vision has become so obscure that it is impossible for us anv longer to
believe that we are able to do anytning ourselves or to render any service to our
country. And yet it is necessary at this very moment for all cound elements among
us to concentrate all their force and by a violent effort shake off the lethargy
into which we have sunk, shov;in^ what v/e can do, and what services we can render*

\*!e firmly believe in the vitality of tht^ Greek people and expect this move on its

part, and v;e have no doubt tiuxZ they realize and feel wuat taey laust do. Hence

we always appeal to the Greek people of America, and especially tou-ay do we appeal
to their patriotic sentiments for the success of tne grand mass-meeting wnich is to
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Chicago Greek DailV t June 14, 1922.

be held next Sunday. By the success of this gathering- we shall greatly benefit
our nation in the struggle which it is carrying on today.

r

The various committees and sub-committees are merely tools for the pr*^paration of
this meeting. It is the people, who by their numbers, will make the impression
and bring about the expected result.

Appealing again to the Greek peo.le of Chicago, we say that no mass-meetint: of all

those so far organized has been of greater value and importance than that which
will take place next :unday.

If this object is realized, and the Coliseum overflov/s with 10,000 Greeks next
Sunday, the Greek population of Chicago v/ill deserve the warmest conf^ratulations
and the heartiest applause, and it ought rightly to be proud of the accomplish-
ments which will naturally ensue.
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The national Defense is forming branches all ove.^ and bein^ non-partisan takes

in members of both parties* (Venizelists and Royalists).

In New York, for example, a committee was formed in which members of both parties

participated. The committee was composed of the following individuals:: Archbi-

shop Alexander, M. Kourkoulis, A. Kallimachos, G. Nikoaou, P. Tatanis, A. Kalvokou-

resis, M. Tsamados, J. Panagopoulos, U. Nikas, P. Venetsanakos.

Such v;as the cooperation of both sides, that the Liberals (Venizelists) in their

generosity conceded their places, in the committee to the Ro^ali^ts, and so it was

a committee of Royalists, as the reader can see by the elected names.

Y/e may suggest, if we are permitted, to the founders of the or[:ani2ation that such

generosities are not allowed, because in tuat case the comLiittee deviateo from it;

program, whicn is cooperation of both canps, waile nov/ they nave rriade it purely

Royalistic.
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Chicago C^reek Daily , May 20, 1922.

THE » NATIONAL DEFENSE"

The "National Defense" is not a partisan organization, nor is iz concerned
witn partisan oojectives. On "Che contrary, its aim is to submerge the

partisanship sentiment for the sake ot a national one.

If the liberals wish to add to and participate in the activities of the

"National Defense" they have the right and obligation to do so. But if

they mean to turn it into a chattel of their own they are mistaken and,
worse tnan all, their views are destructive to the purpose of the
organization.

The reasons that cause these remarks are some telegrams sent from
Chicago as to the formation of sections and committees. Our surprise
was even greater when we came across a telegram from the North Side,
which was signed by Const. Ch. Demitriou and whereby the formation of
a section was announced, composed of liberals.
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It the "National Defense" in America is to Laice that course it is no

use proclaiming that it has nothing to do with partisanship.

We all remember the mass gathering in Chicago of March 30tn, where

our compatriots of the whole community, regardless of party beliefs,

rushed to hear the speakers and went ahead, having organized the

"National Defense" two months before. The Greek Daily oy a series of

articles dwelt on the purpose of the organization, and by means of

bulletins, invited our compatriots to join* Our compatriots rushed oy

the hundreds to become members of the "National Defense."
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A MORAL BASIS

(Editorial)

It will never be possible for a family, community, or a nation to progress
unless its existence is based upon moral and truthful desires and ambitions

•

In order that this basic understanding may be gained, the nation must be
purged of its dissolute leaders. When this is done the life and progress
of the country will be improved. However, the opposite is occuring^ Deceit
and indecency are widespread, because the poison has been circulating un-
checked« • • • •

Greece has reached the last stages of moral and financial stability.
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ViiI\^IZEL03 VISITS GiflGAGO

At 10:45 A. M. , last V/ednesday, Eleftherios Venizelos, his wife, and his

staff, arrived in Chicago on the Grand Central.

The liberal leader and former prime minister of Greece v/as met at the sta-

tion by a crowd of 10,000, bearing banners and flags; some of them had

come early in the morning in an effort to see their idol. The American
press even commented on their loyalty and patience.

So unexpected was the arrival of Venizelos that hotel accommodations had

not even been arranged for, and a suite was gotten at the aristocratic

Blackstone Hotel at the very last minute. The Hotel gave him a reception

that is usually reserved for royalty. His rooms v/ere decorated with
fragrant and beautiful flowers.

Mr. Venizelos insisted upon privacy and a minimum of attention, as he

wished to be treated as an ordinary traveler.
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The people were so anxious to see him that Venizelos and his party had
to leave by a side entrance and make their way to the hotel • They were
discovered, however, and the people cheered him with "Zito (long live)
our Liberator, our Father, our Saviour."

Order was restored only upon the appearance of the benign face of their
idol. At his side v/as the Metropolitan Ueletios of Athens, who blessed
the multitude v/ith such tenderness and reverence, that handkerchiefs were
much in evidence. The party then proceeded to the hotel.

After lunch, he received a fevj callers, and then went for a walk through
the large department stores, v/here he was recognized because his pictures
had been published so often in the American Press.

At night, a committee arrived to plead with Mr. Venizelos, that he allow
a dinner to be given in his honor. But their efforts were in vain.

The next day he visited places of interest in Chicago.
O
o;
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gr^h:ks go \nu) ovcr vsi-hzelos and his bride WPA v-UPROJ. 30^75

Eleutherios Venizelos, former premier of Greece, accompanied by his wife, came

to Chicago yesterday, a mighty throng of Greeks at the La Salle Street Station
cheered wildly as he stepped from the train with his bride.

His adn;irers massed so tightly in an effort to shake and kiss his hand that an
exit from the front of the station v;as impossible. To escape, the ex-premier
was obliged to leave through a rear door, after being escorted to a freight ele-

vator by a squad of policeman.

After Venizelos was safely intrenched in his suite at the Blackstone Hotel, a

crowd of 20,000 admirers gathered outside, waving their hats and shouting: "Veni-

zelos, our herol Long live Venizelos, our sainti"

' No political interviews were granted by the ex-premier.

Venizelos plans to leave with his wife for California Thursday, where they will^^

spend the winter. A return trip to Chicago will be made in the spring, when the

ex-premier will be the guest of I.ayor Thompson and the Association of Commerce.
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Today a tour of Chicago will be made by automobile^ ' " '''
* ^" '^^-i/O

"I am overcome at the greeting of my countrymen in Chicago", Venizelos said,

''T dared not pass through the lines at the station for fear my wife would be

injured. This reception was too much. I thought such receptions were confined

to European countries •"

Mrs, Venizelos was almost overcome by the enthusiasm with which her husband was

greeted.

This morning a committee of fifteen leading citizens will call on Venizelos to

welcome him to Chicago. A book containing hundreds of letters and telegrams

sent to Venizelos in care of the Crreek Star will be presented.
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Editorial- The Reception of Mr. Venizelos.

The arrival of Venizelos in America is a matter of great importance to

the Greeks in this country, and we desire to emphasi?:e, that the reception

of Venizelos "by the Greeks of ^erica ou^t to take on a national character.

It must he a reception hy all the Greeks regardless of party "beliefs and con-

victions.
»

Partisanship has no place before the personality of Venizelos, abroad.

And we say, regarding partisanship, that we have in mind not only those whose

party principles are opposed to those of Venizelos hut also those whose prin-

ciples are in accord with Venizelos.

That which we often emphasize in these columns is namely, that partisan-

ship for the Greek of America is something tragic when it takes the form of a

partisan reception of a statesman, who enjoys fame and esteem among foreign

people. It would be something deplorable and humiliating for Hellenism in

America.

Aside from the fact that Venizelos, according to his own. statements, has
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Editorial- The reception of Mr. Venizelos.

retired from politics, the politicians of all nations, when abroad, lay aside

their party affiliation and travel as patriots simply, representing the nation

to which they "belong.

We regret, throu^ necessity, to have to repeat ordinary things which we

much desire to he known and felt hy all- Unfortimately, the pressing rush

that is driving us and the vehement party passions dominating us, maice it nec-

essary for us to remind hoth sides and so avoid absurdities that we fear, very

much, may happen with the arrival of Venizelos here.

Because, we must not, for any reason, exhibit ourselves to the eyes of

others as divided in our national matters and separated abroad, according to

party lines in our native land, trying to impose our will on our land by point-

ing out, from a distance of a thousand miles, what is to be done there and how

Greece ou^t to be governed.

We are duty bound, when abroad, to watch closely the Greeks at home, if
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CHICAGO OREEK DAILY , Oct. 18, 1921

Editorial- The Reception of Mr. Veiiizelos.

we axe to be a part of the whole Hellenism, but the moment one part wants to
impose its will upon the whole, that means that the whole does not seem worthy
of being.

With no intention, whatever, of hurting the feelings of those who boast
of being Liberals and Venizelists, we say to them with all sincerity and cour-
age, that the occasion shows tha.t they will do a great harm to the reception
of Tenizelos if they act with party feeling.
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MEMORIAL SERVICES

Memorial services for those who died in the struggle of Asia Minor for the
cause of freedom, were held on Sunday, April 10. At two o'clock large groups
of people began to fill the Hod Carriers Hall# They were impressed by the
solemnity of the eveht, and prayed that the struggle in which their brothers
were killed had not been in vain. They prayed that the Daphne wreath of
patriotism and freedom, that was waved by the leaders of freedom on the battle
grounds of Macedonia, Thrace, and Ionia, would not be defiled by crooked
Athenian politics.

After the playing of both the Greek and American national anthems the people
stood and cheered for the long life and freedom of their brothers and neighbors
in Asia Minor.

Mr. Salopoiilos (editor of Saloniki ) gave a speech, blasting indictments
against the murderous tactics of the Athenian government. He was cheered
enthusiastically.
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Then followed an interlude of music. Mr. C. Paleologos was the next speaker.

•His speech will be in the next edition of Saloniki

#

He was followed by Mr.

Avgerinos, a young soldier and patriot, who told of the situation in Greece

and the necessity for its solution.

At five o'clock the meeting ended, and everyone hurried to read the latest

news report of their country.
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Saloniki, Jan* 29, 1921.

quo VADIS?

Constantine Palaiologos

(Editorial)

When Mr. Venizelos, having failed in the elections of November 1, 1920,
both personally and as a party leader, was about to depart from Greece, he
spoke to the Greek people as leader of the Liberal party, leaving with them
the following farewell address and political bequest:

''Now that I am relieved of all authority and am abandoning the political
scene, I wish to address the Greek people and the Liberal party.

^1 address the Greek people, ass\iring them that I bear no bitterness for

vl Wli. II
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the vote of Sunday^ I realize that no other people would tolerate a state

of continual Mobilization for tv/o years after the armistice and after the
virtual teriaination of the v/ar, as did the Greeic people, vjho v;ere on a
continual :'/ar footing, I address :iiyself to my friends and request them _
never to subordinate the vital interests of the country /to other interests/
and , consequently, never to indul ::e in any action before examining vmat
reaction it may have on the common interest and ceiieral good. Hay my po-
litical followers remember the princioles which have inspired the Liberal
party in its forei 71 policy since its inception and in its domestic policy
especially durin.^ the interval of 1910 - 1915.

"I aia convinced that they v/ill also submit to the people *s verdict vath-
out any bitterness."

On the other hand, I.Ir. Simos, a foi-mer minister in the Yenizelos cabinet,
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wrote from Nice, France, where he is residing with Mr. Venizelos, to the

Athenian press, saying:

*»It is now time that the political friends and enemies of Mr. Venizelos

should understand that his work of the last decade belongs to history.

There is no hope that he can save and preserve this work of his or safe-

guard Greece from the impending catastrophe. The only thing he can do is

to retire to a corner of France and live in seclusion. I am in position

to assert that King Constantine gravely erred when he proclaimed that he

would recall Mr. Venizelos. King Constantine will never see Mr. Venizelos

during his reign or during his lifetime. The Liberal party will remain

the sacred symbol of Mr. Venizelos' name, and it will continue functioning

in accordance with its program, but not with the active guidance of its

great leader."

-^nd the Liberal party now asks him, its leader, in the name of its
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political principles and its mission to the country and nation— **Q,uo Vadis?**

Yes, Mr. President, where are you leaving a party which was created by the
coup d'etat of August 15, 1909—a party which distinguished itself for such
a long time and which contributed to your making, to your attainment of the
premiership of Greece, through which office you achieved the expansion of
Greece, and brought eternal glory to Greek arms?

Should you forsake such a glorified party because the election coup of
November 1 has momentarily halted its progress? At that time-- in the
election of November 1—the entire Greek people was not properly counseled
nor were the elections properly held. Only a part of the people voted,
and no proper attention was given to the election procedure, so that the
people's true verdict could be made clear. The result of the elections
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would then have been much different • But, in any case, the destiny of

the entire mass of Greek people should not depend on the verdict and de-

cisions of the inhabitants of Old Greece, because there are more Greeks

outside the confines of the Greek nation /than withi^. These Greeks

are in every respect superior to them /Greeks within Greece/ , for they

do not judge hastily and dispose of their votes indiscriminately; they

are not eager to occupy public office; they do not wait to be supported

by the national treasury, thus satisfying their base personal passions

and desires* Rather they consider policies which primarily pertain to

and promote the interest of the country* V/e emphasize that eighty per

cent of the Greek emigrants are liberals in conviction* Almost all the

significant contributions to, and develojanents within, Greece are due to

the loyalty and hard work of the Greek v&o lives in foreign lands* For

instance, the rescue of our homeland from financial catastrophe, the

wealth deposited in Greek beuiks, the marvelous expansion of our merchant /

marine, the prosperity and public works in our home towns and villages, l^ 'ii^^^ o)

are all their accomplishments* It must also be understood that the \> '(^j
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support and material sustenance of forty per cent of the Greek population

depends on the continual monthly remittances coming from the Greeks in

Canada and the United States. Thousands of dollars have been sent to pro-

vide dowries for young women and to meet debts. This is the attitude of

eighty per cent of the Greeks of America, who are devout liberals, toward

the homeland. No one can accuse the Liberal party of lack of loyalty,

energy, and ideals. Are you, Mr. Venizelos, its leader, now going to

resign from its ranks? Be assxired that such an act will be followed by

great disasters.

You know, Mr. Venizelos, that every great movement, every religion, looks

up to its principles and convictions by which its supreme being is

adored* This religion expects its founder to suffer and undergo many

trials, if the cause is to be triumphant. Similarly, a party witkprinci-

ples, a party devoted to the service and demands of its supreme being,
^^^

which in this case is the coimtry, demands and expects the greatest /^'

^/
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sacrifices on the part of its leader and founder if it is to attain its
ideals and fulfill its purposes.

The supremacy and glory of Christianity are attributed to its fotinder,

our Lord Jesus Christ, Vflio suffered and was crucified for its principles
and ideals. Without these trials and sufferings on the part of its
Leader>the great and imposing institution of Christianity would not
exist today.

You cannot deny that His task was greater than that which confronts a
statesman. He sought to eradicate a religion depjply rooted in the hearts
of men for centuries, and supplant it with a much different and opposed
religious conception. This notwithstanding. He succeeded in establishing
His dogma by His i>atience and superhuman sacrifices. You, on the other
hand, as leader of a party, must overthrow a mob of political parasites
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devoid of any principle. You must fight a political clique which has been

protected and supported by a portion of the people afflicted with prejudice,

emotional confusion, and unbridled passions*

He built on shifty, unsure, idolatrous foundations, whereas you had the

ground prepared by the Military League • In this way, you were enabled to

reap the fruits of your efforts after the Balkan wars and later in the

European wrr* And so the Liberal party must carry on its work for the

benefit of the country; its past work in the foreign and domestic field

is not yet completed.

Great indeed was Peter's disillusionment irtien he left Rome, a city plagued

with sin and corruption. But did not Christ appear to him, saying ^^uo

Vadis?** that is, "Where are you going?" Did he not then return; and,

throwing himself courageously into the Missionary struggle for Christ,save

^. 'ji
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Rome?

The Liberal party, in which you occupy the position not of a Peter but of

a Christ, asks you, "V/here are you leaving me? Y/ho v/ill lead me?" Yes,

I.J?. President, the party is a religion and, as such, is subject to attack

by demons, which, however, can be destroyed by its courage and its con-

victions. It v/ill not be frightened into dissolution.

There are other peoples, such as the Poles, v/ho continued fighting, as

v/e did, after the armistice. Ilr. Venizelos, then, cannot rightfully say

that no people could tolerate a continuation of the war in Asia I.Iinor.

The results of the elections of November 1, 1920 were due not to the

exhaustion of the people's patience but largely to the sinister and under-

mining activities of members within our party, during your absence from
Greece. They were due to unjustified tolerance of opposition royalist
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officials within our ranks, who abused our confidence and deserted us at
the first opportunity* Also responsible were agents working in foreign
lands, spreading their poisonous anti-nationalist propaganda^ That was
the time v/hen character and ability were ignored, giving way to unprin-
cipled, filthy politic ians« Some party members remain as unshakeable
granite pillars of the party; others, howeve:?, have betrayed us as they
loll blissfully, like poisonous snakes, in the laps of the Royalist party.
You, Mr» Venizelos, being the leader of the party, are accused of this
pitiful state of affairs* There are many party members who remain loyal
and true to party principles* You are now urging them to sacrifice the
interests of the party to tjie interests of the country; you are conjuring
them never to take any action before they ascertain what effect it will
have on the common interest • These exhortations are opposed to your
actions, because you are abandoning the entire party and thus condemning
it to destruction* By destroying the party you are destroying the country
in which you have shown such great interest and which now needs you most
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urgently* Or, are you unaware of the fact that a leaderless party, especial-

ly for our people, cannot last long? Consequently, it v/ill be unable to

execute and fulfill your advice and adraonitions.

Therefore, again your party asks, "';/here are you, our leader, going? Are
you abandoning us in this condition?"

This is the party's true verdict to which you must conform, just as you

exhort your friends to accept the verdict of the people.
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VailZSLOS TELEGRAPHS CHICAGO

Western Union Telegram

G268HY Cable Nice, France, Jan. 13, 1921
Telegr. No. 2761

The Saloniki

,

Independent Greek Newspaper
Chicaco, Illinois.

Please publish the following: Because of the innumerable congratulatory
telegrams sent to me by the Greeks of America on the occasion of my name-
day anniversary, I regret that I am not able to ans^Ter each one personally.
I express my sincere thanks, hov/ever, through the Saloniki , v;ishing them
all the greatest blessings in the New Year.

Venizelos
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IV
ZITO DTC: :CCR.iCx

A great step forward has been talcen; a great stride toward a dei.iocracy.

Last Thursday, at a meeting of the Liberals of Chicrgo an answer v/as given
to the German clique that destroyed democracy. The Liberals decided to
organize into a club that would attempt to clarify the situation in Greece
for the Greek-Americans in Chicago. It would fight for the establishment
of democracy in Greece.

The meeting hall was entirely filled with freedom-loving liberals. The
election results were: Elias Kontaxopoulos , president; N. Salopoulos and
G. Kyriakopoulos, vice-presidents; K. Tselemigos, treasurer; Angelo Galis,
secretary; and.... councilors.;...

-o«^"'»^.l

c;> \
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/m. GRiiliiK JIL^CTIOI^

To the editor of Saloniki ;

The election results in Greece give evidence that the Greek people are
completely unbalanced politically. They do not follovj logic or justice,
but follow blindly the paths of the deinacogues and traitors. They do

not weigh the consequences of such base politics which can destroy an
entire nation, and possibly each individual in it.

The impression of the election upon the other countries is not very
favorable. The mistakes of the past are to be continued. It is time
that a stand be taken for the future.

I feel that a democratic club should be founded, whose purpose would be
to educate the Greeks in politics, throuch lectures; and to point out
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the benefits to be obtained under a democratic form of government. This
club should be ready at the proper time to overthrow the monarchy, and
to embrace the Greek political form—the sacred forra of democracy.

N. G. Theodorakis
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THE iviEETING OF THE LIBERALS

The Liberal oociety held a very impressive laeeting last Sunday in Hull
House. Despite the fact that plans were jaade for the meeting only four
days in advance, it was attended by a large and enthusiastic audience.
Many people v/ere turned away at the last moment.

The hall was decorated solely with American and Greek flags. In the raiddle

of the platform was hung a large map of Greater Greece, and below it v/as a
picture of Venizelos, which was garlanded by a wreath of unwithering flowers
donated by the Ipiros Glub. They v;ere flowers from the verdant mountains
of Ipiros.

During the intermissions, the audience was entertained by Greek and American
music under the leadership of Mr. N. Varzos.
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Mr. V. Salopoulos, president of the Liberals, opened the meeting and ex-
plained its purpose. He said that every vote for Constantine would be a
vote for the traitors, murderers, and enemies of Greece.

The first speaker he introduced was Mr. K. Karofilas, a journalist, who
f related many anecdotes about Air. Venizelos, which vjere greatly appreciated

by the audience.

• Mr. Paul Demos, a young lawyer, l&r. G. Kyriakopoulos, Mr. Js^ivos/ Kbtakis,
and Iiiir. Ealepas, editor of The New Life , made speeches. The speeches were
heard with great enthusiasm and the audience ended the meeting by giving cheers

for Venizelos.

Finally, Mr. N. Demopoulus suggested that the persons present send telegranis

to their friends and relations in Greece, urging them to vote for Venizelos.

^o^ ^

^ m. a
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IVithin a few hours thousands of telegrams had been sent to Greece,

\'"-

^

X:'
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TO TIS GRSIilKS OF CHICAGO

To all who are interested in the glory of the fatherland.

To all who believe that the Greece of 1920 is better than the Greece of

1909.

To all Tftfeo have faith, and see the situation without prejudice and bias,

and see that Venizelos is the benefactor of Greece.

To all those individuals, we extend an invitation to attend the Liberal
Meeting tomorrow, Sunday, October 30, at Bowen Hall of Hull House. The

purpose of the meeting is to send telegrams to various sect

urging the election of Venizelos.

House. The /^-i "X
ions of Greece, [^ W0k ok

\v *^

Brin^r with you as many people as possible in order to achieve success for

our aims.

Organizing Committee.
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VICTORY C3LSBRATI0N IN CHICAGO

Last Sunday evening the celebration of the victories of the Greek army
and the liberation of the enslaved Greeks took place in the Coliseum Annex.
The hall was decorated with the large flags of the Allies. At eight
P. M. the hall was filled to overflowing.

After a fine introduction by Mr. Xanthopoulos , Mr. Theodore said a few
v/ords about the fatherland and then introduced the orators of the evening.

The first to speak v/as Bishop Alexander of St. Rodostolou, who praised
the deeds of Venizelos. The Greek towns received their freedom due to
Yenizelos*

Mr. Anderson, Bishop of the Episcopalian Church, who had lately visited
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Athans, v;a3 the second ope-ker. He praiGed the hospitality of the

'G-realrs, cmd expresGod tho hoDe that Saint Sofia v/ould be the Letropolis
of Orthodoxy. Ilr. Barthelemy, Consul of i'r.ance, spoize next and pointed

out the continual and lastin- friendship of Greece and l-rance* The Polish

Coniul voiced tl.e admiration of his country for the Oreek spirit and

patriotism. :j?crii.ianilrite ^abrosia/ I-andilaris follov/ed, and reviewed
at length the straggles for freedom in which the G-reeks had tai:en part in

the past. He said Greece had t7;o bulv;^rks, the amy and Yenizelos.

Docto::^ :'ap, editor of the Journal in Chicago spoke, saying that Const?dnti-

nople ;^oaid be the future Greek capital.

A dance follov;ed the speeches.

t ^.
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THE POSITION OF THE GREEKS IK TFOS ELECTION
BATTLES OF AJ.ffiRICA

The coming elections touch upon and will influence the internal condition
of the country—the business world, wages and hours, cost of living, and
most important to us, the attitude of America to Greece. At some other time
we will discuss the influence of the elections upon the internal condition of
the country. Now we are chiefly interested in determining which choice
^f candidatesT^ will result in the most benefit for the Greeks in general.

It is necessary that we examine the past actions of the candidates in order
to discover their attitudes in the Bulgarian-Turkish-Albanian situation. We
must know if those who have opposed us are still opposing us. We know the
instigators of the antipathy toward the Greeks. Ihey are the missionaries and
professors of the American schools in the East. Despite all efforts, they

' '"^-^
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remain our enemies and fight us at every opportunity. They are responsible
for the change of heart of the American representative in Paris, who changed
from a philhellene to a "Bulgarophil** or even a ^•Turkophil'* ^^ditor^s note:
••Turkophil** and •'Bulgarophil*' are improvised words meaning friend of the
Turks or Bulgarsjj^ It is known that our enemies in the \Vhite House are Cleve-
land Dodge, treasurer of the Robertiou school, and Charles Crane, treasurer
of the i\merican school at Korutsa.

The President, religious and impressionable, believed everything told him by
the missionaries who were Baptists, Presbyterians, Congregationalists, and
Methodists, and believed the Greek info3?mation to be false. The President,
by believing these enemies of the Greeks, did more to damage our struggle
than anything else.

Let us see which candidate, because of his religious beliefs, will h\irt us
if elected. Harding is a Baptist, and Cox is an Episcopalian. The Baptists
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believe, as do the friends of the President, the Presbyterians, and they
are looking out for the interests of the schools and the missions in the
Near East; they work hand in glove with Crane. We must not give them the
opportunity of fighting us from within the White House.

Cox, as an Episcopalian, is not so influenced by religious pressure. We
have proof that the Episcopalian Church respects our Orthodox Church. Dur-
ing the entire V/ar the highest officials of the Episcopalian Church fought
unceasingly for Greek rights, and protested against the Turks being allowed
to enter Constantinople. They signed, by the thousands, petitions demanding
that Thrace, Ipiros, and Mikrasia be given back to Greece.

Our bitterest enemy will be unable to harm us through his efforts in the I^Jhite

House if we elect Cox as president. Instead of enemies, we shall have the
friendly Episcopalian Church defending our interests in the White House.
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Soon, we all feel, there will be trouble between Greece and Italy, Which of
the two candidates will protect Greece? Harding will, of course, wish to
protect Greece, but he will not wish to incur the wrath of the missionaries
in whom he and the present President have faith. However, even if he has the
courage to incur the wrath of the missionaries, will he have the courage to
displease the Italo-American citizens, who are ardent Republicans and are
much more numerous than we? They are politically and socially better organ-
ized than the Greeks

These things are of major importance and should be seriously considered by
all the Greek voters. DonH forget that all the Italians will go to the polls
with the purpose in mind of overthrowing the Democratic party. Utiey believe
that the Republican party will help Italy hold Rodos.

What should we do about it? Each Greek patriot should think things over and
then decide.
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(SiONOIA BROTHERHOOD OF CHICAGO

GREEK

Uj

The Brotherhood of the Paleohoriton of Chicago was organized fifteen years --^

ago« Its purpose is to build a good road from Paleohori (a town in Greece)
To Elonis* This road will cost about 600^000 drachmas*

Since Ur. C. Damascus has been President^ the Brotherhood has been making
great progress • Mr« Damascus is well-known in the business world , and he

is a representative of the J. Hungerford Smith Co* In Denver, and Kansas
City 9 and at a picnic here in Chicago, Vr. Damascus collected large sums of
money from the Paleohorites in tho^e centers, for the aforementioned purpose*

The treasury now contains |15,000* Mr* Damascus is worthy of congratulations
for his zealous efforts*
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OpmiOK OF CONSTiil'JTIiaB PALEOLOGOS ON THE ATTEMPTED
iiSSASSINATICN OF VENI23L0S

siVhat do you think of this deed, and v/hom do you hold responsible? Ter-
rible and unpatriotic. I say this because it is a crime unsurpassed by
any other in the history of nations. It is true that there have been
other blemishes upon the history of our country—such as the sentence
of Socrates; the exile of Aristides; the raurder of Kapodistrias; the
fate of our national heroes, Kolokotronis and Plapoutas~but this deed
is v/orse than any other.

To do such a thing to the Savior of our country at a time v;hen it is
in such a difficult situation is unbelievable* V/e know that traitors
are shot, but since when are Liberators and uplifters of mankind sub-
jected to the same fote.

Kings and famous men have been assassin..ted before, but usually those
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who did the deed did so in order to liberate a dovmtrodden, subjugated
people. In those cases it was the kings and the fcimous men, and not the
assassins, who were the criminals. In this instance it is quite the
opposite. Now a benefactor, a liberator, a man who scorned glory in order
to help- his country, a man who defied a monarch, has been nearly killed
by an agent of the group that opposes freedom and progress for Greece.

If Yenizelos had been killed, Greece would have suffered a general col-

lapse of which advantage v/ould have been taken by the other powers... ..We
must remember the v;ords of our great forefathers who said, "External ene-
mies cannot be conquered, as long as internal enemies are allowed to
thrive....." This attempted murder is evidence of the presence of internal
enemies of Greece. They must be found and done av/ay with immediately.

V
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ATTili^IPTED i\SoASSINATION OF Yi2>II2SLOS

Yesterday's telegraph from Paris brought us the news of the attempted

assassination of Venizelos by two of his compatriots. He was shot in

the shoulder and in the thighs He v;as taken imriiediately to a hospital

where his wounds were examined.

Saloniki note: Greeksl The man who has placed our flag in Constantinople,

in Smyrna, in. Thrace, in Macedonia, in Ipiros, and in the Islands has

nearly been murdered by the scum of our generation under the leadership

of Kopronimus in Svatzerland. With both your hands and your feet you

should Ivioudzosete (a .vesture using the open hand; a typical G-reek expres-

sion of disgust) these traitors to Greece. Cursed be they and their sym-

pathizers.
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GRa2K

We beseech the Divine Healer and Holy Ck>d of Greece to spare the life
of the "Liberator of Our Gener-ition," Eleutherios Venizelos.

' -?. W.P.A, oi
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^^^m CLUB IN .JTffiiNS APPiiALS TO T^aH:AI^ CLU33 IN

alijhica for aid

(Suinraary)

The Tegean Society in Athens, Greece, has written a letter to all Tegean
organizations in ^^erica, asking for financial help. It is desired that

a Memorial raonument be built to honor the Tegean heroes who gave their
lives on the battlefields for freedorii. In this proposed/ marble monu-
ment, a fire will be kept continuously burning, symbolic of the undying
patriotism of the Tegeans (natives of the tovm Tegea).

The Athenian societi^ asks Tegeans in Aiierica to help them build this
memorial, which v/ill be a tribute to heroism and patriotism, by sending
donations.

"?,ditor^s note /sic/—V/ithin a few days, businessmen of Tegean descent
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;h:h;k

will be visited by a person asking for contributions • Will they please
co-operate!

'**^ ...

K^
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GR31i:CE lL-3 ^ future: .uilD LIUST Ki LED BY* a^PABLE liSlT

(Editorial)

A fev; v/eekvS ago, \';e received nevjs fron San Remo that Greece had been en-
larged to include Epiros, Ljacedonia, Thrace, ITisos, and Likrasia. This is
the realization of our national dreains, and those of our forefathers.

This is repayment for our countr:/'s tears and spiritual bondage, during the
five hundred years of Turkish tyranny.

Nov/ that the repayment has been made, v/e are faced with the great problem
of governing and upholding our country through the future years. How are
vje to do this?

The above question is the most important one existing for our country.

Those five hundred years of slavery are only a moment in comparison with
/o ,

^
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the great task that faces us today and in the future. \Vhen a mansion is to
be built, plans are required—when an anny is to make a inarch, leaders are
required—and so, when a new country is being organized, there is a need
for leaders who are wise, brave, and experienced.

Greeksl »Ve are about to build a palace—not a hovel» We intend to build a
ship that can sail in any sea of the world—not a canoe.

There is a need for brave and educated men; not for those who pretend
to know all—and yet know nothing. The leader of our country must be well-
educated and progressive. Hallis, Skoulides, Gounaris, and Stratos /these
are names of some of the followers of King Constantine/are not for us*..*
the Turks govern themselves and others; the Bulgarians also; the Serbians
are also capable of ruling. Then why can*t the Greeks rxile themselves and
their protectorates with wisdom and success?

Greece has a wonderful future. It will be a great one if every artisan,
designer, and every scholar will undertake to help his own field. Bankers,
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builders, merchants, professionals—all must unite their efforts to sponsor
the progressive spirit, and to conquer ignorance and backwardness in our
country.

Stratos is not capable of ruling nev: Greece, neither is Gounaris, Stratigos,
or Rallis. l.er. :::ast be found \vho possess integrity and intelligence. They
must be unbiased and tuiul: in terr.is of sincerity, not in ten.is of hate and
greed, riate and .Txeed are personal, and not nation3l feelings. Such feel-
ings cause a country/ to v/ither -nd deteriorate.

FellovT-Greoks— if vou v;ish Greece to T)ro-'ress—throw off your montal shackles,
remove all tnou.^'/its of Gonstantine froM your iiearts, place your hands over
2/our :\earts and sv;ear to help the progress of Greece along the road laid out

bv our forefathers. '

Veni%9los did liis dutv. vind another like him to carry on the v./ork. Beware,

however, of many of our Grejk politicians, v^ho are really undertakers. There
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exist many who are national grave diggers. T7e pronoiince a curse upon any-
one who would choose them. The country needs men, and men need a country.
The Greeks have fine men—make an effort to find them. If you do not do

so, our nation will be ruined by bad foundations, and it will fall into
the hands of those who can bring only death and disaster.

^ m. p
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MEMORIAL FUM) DRIVE

During the general session of the Tegean Society in January, it was decided
to. raise funds for the purpose of building a memorial to the Tegean heroes,
who had fallen during the wars from 1912-1919 The committee hopes that
all Tegeans (natives of a small town in Greece), will contribute to the fund,
in order that a worthy memorial can be erected in Greece • These heroic men
had shed their blood for the sake of their mother country, and it is only
fitting that the memorial should be in keeping with the magnitude of their
sacrifice.

It should bring to the heart of any one who looks upon it, a realization of
the suffering and bravery of those men, who died to free their enslaved broth-
ers, and to add to their country* s glory.

The committee in charge of the drive consists of...«u. Giokaris, Christ
Stasinopoulos and others.

Honor Tegea and your country by helping this worthy cause. Ycf- t*/
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During the general session of the Tegean Society in January, it was decided
to raise funds for the purpose of building a raemorial to the Tegean heroes,
who had fallen during the wars from 1912-1919, . .• The coimnittee hopes that
all Tegeans (natives of a small town in C>reece), will contribute to the fund,
in order that a worthy memorial can be erected in Greece. These heroic men
had shed their blood for the sake of their mother country, and it is only
fitting that the memorial should be in keeping with the magnitude of their
sacrifice.

It should bring to the heart of any one who looks upon it, a realization of
the suffering and bravery of those men, who died to free their enslaved broth-
ers, and to add to their country* s glory.

The committee in charge of the drive consists of •...&. G-iokaris, Christ
Stasinopoulos and others.

Honor Tegea and your country by helping this worthy cause.
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(Editorial)

Truly, v/e cannot understand iiov; it is possible for people to exist xvho, in
good faith, follov; the betrayors of their country, against their country/'

s

benefactor, Venizelos.

;Vny action tal^en ap;ainst Venizelos at this crucial time is a knife thrust
into the Fatherland. The slichtest opposition is unforgivable treason

—

not to Venizelos, but to Greece. V/ho, then, x/ould be a criminal and lift
his hand against his uother country?

Let us put things in their proper places. Let us examine the situation
without prejudice. Be patient and follow our outline of past and present
events in a sincere manner.

'./hen the ./orld V.ar v;as declared, Greece found herself at the crossroads.

^ W P ^ c ^

\y o
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One led to Venizelos and the other to Kinc Constantino, '/hich v;as the
better? Perhaps at that time there x/as reason for the existence of doubt
and strong dissension. Surely it is impossible that nov;, in the face of the
numerous patriotic labors and sacrifices of Venizelos, there should exist
people so blind as to refuse to see that his policies v;ere the only ones
for the Greek nation. V/hat v/ould Greece have ^^otten if she had followed
King Constantine? That is the question we ask of those vjho lament the
fact that Greece did not get Trapezounta, Odessa or Petroupolis. jhat
vjould vje have received if Greece had not entered the war on the side of
the ^Allies?

They tell us that Constantino tried to fool the iCntente by entering the
war at the last minute. But it is hard to believe that a babe-in-arms .

could outsmart two clever foxes like Lloyd George and Clemenceau. The
Entente vmnted us for our aid, and not for the purpose of our assistance
in dividin^r the sr)oils of the .:ar.

/
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If you Oreeks in .'America wish to become known as patriots, you imist perforra

one duty—enlighten your neighbors, here and in ureece; emphasize the fact
that it is their duty to uphold and support Venizelos You, that
are far enough fron your homeland to have a good perspective of the situa-
tion over there are the best critics of the program of Venizelos—and
your voices cannot but be heard, Venizelos is only one man. He cannot
do everything hy himself. IIo matter hov; great a general may be, he can
v/in no battles unless he has an anoy. You must become his soldiers, the
soldiers of your fatherland

I

'Ui—
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Tim ISW THESEUS

(Editorial)

The Peace Conference in Europe lost its idealogy in a labyrinth of intrigue
and self-interest. The Liinotaur of European diplomacy, is about to attack
Greece and Armenia. Their only hope is in the appearance of a 'Theseus. And
he has already appeared. He comes from Athens v/ith logic, patriotism, bravery,
and brilliance as weapons. He stands fighting for the reign of truth and
justice in Greece, both in domestic and foreign affairs.

Tlie man v/ho faced King George in Crete and gained the freedom of his native
island; the diplomat, v;ho told the truth to the Greek populace, despite the
bitterness of that truth; the Christian v/ho united the Balkan countries against
the Turkish tyranny, and v/ho through sacrifices preserved peace among them; the
man v/ho preferred to gain the enmity of a monarch, in preference to sacrificing
his country *s honor; the man v/ho ansv/ered the German envoy in Athens with these
words: "Crentlemen, my country is far too small to commit so great a crime."

/>.

' '^
?•« r I ^
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This man is Eleftherios Yenizelos, He has seen large nations treading upon the
face of justice; he v/as present at the sacrifice of ideals and obligations; he
saw friends turn against each other and their countries; he sav/ the depravity
and injustice prevailing in European diplomacy. Kevertheless, he did not lose
confidence in truth. He still believes that truth can be found even in politics.

For the last tv/elve months he has attended the Peace Conference. He prevented
an Italo-Greek V/ar and defended Arraenia. In world affairs he sided v/ith the
American policies.

Venizelos stands v/ith his eyes fixed on a future diplomacy based upon truth and
integrity. Calm and prophetic, he visits the diplomatic circles of Europe, en-
deavoring to ensure peace not only for the present, but to put it on a granite
basis, for the future.

The yo\mg Theseus from Athens went to London armed v/ith unwavering faith in the
victory of justice. Up to this moment he has not lost this faith. He believes
America and England will support his ideas, which are in the favor of the
Saxon race.
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CM AIvERICA FORGET GHEECS?

(Editorial)

A Chicago evening paper had printed in some past issue the following paragraph:

•*The mountains look on Marathon and Marathon looks on the sea,

And musing there an hour alone I dreamt that Greece might still be free.'*

With these words did Lord Byron express his heart's feelings for the struggle

of Greece for freedom. And he spoke vath prophetic words... .for Greece is

Free:

The spirit of Thermopylae has triumphed. It was not possible to keep it

buried forever, under the deceit, treachery and degeneration of the politicians.

Greece, again lifts her Banner of Glory through the smoke of the gunfire. The

m.
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top of Mount Olympus again sees the dawn of a new day.

Those, who are familiar v/ith the history of r^reece, were not surprised at
the bravery of her sons, nor startled by their unceasing fight for freedom.

The consciousless German Djmasty, with its close connection with the throne
of Greece, made every effort to keep her in subjugation. They promised, and
then refuted their promises. They used their money to spread their prop-
aganda in our country. They poisoned the wells of truth. They spread dissent
and misery among her people.

They used the woman at the side of our king, to urge and influence him, against
the rights and privileges of the people. She influenced him to forget his
glorious heritage and follow the path of tyranny and hate.

He, then, forgot his royal prestige, and became an organ of Kaiserism. He

^.a
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broke the promises he had made to the Allies, and he trod upon his country*

s

policies.

But, throughout the world and chiefl^^ here in the United States, there ex-
isted Greeks who had not forf^otten the p^lorious history of their country,
and who had remained faithful to the ideology of freedom and truth, which
are synonomous v/ith the Golden Afre of Greece,

The American Greeks are proud to have served in the American army, and 7,500
from Chicago alone, served their adopted coxintry.

And the brave men fighting in Greece for their country^s freedom, appealed to

the Allied armies for help.

**Let the head that is shackled, nod, and we come—we come to free its bonds. **

S mi
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These words of Byron were brought to life. The chained and bowed head ex-
isted. Venizelos, steeped in the spirit of freedom, and loving his coiintry,

above all other things, brilliant, big-hearted, strong spirited, proclaimed
that, "the hour had come.**

If the voice of this fier^'' patriot had been heard, instead of that of the
king, there would have not existed such a period of doubt, distrust, and
Teutonic tyranny. Greece would have emerged from the VJar a calm and happy
state.

However, the opponents of Venizelos were powerful. He was not able to conquer
them, but he did not lose his courage; his enemies discovered he was a man, who
could not be bought, or bribed to desist.

He appealed to the people, and their ansv/er was a great majority in his behalf.
The king was against the people, and prevented Venizelos from carrying out the

'UJ c

.
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will of the people.

Thtere was no other choice for Venizelos. Braving the wrath of a monarch and

the power of Germany, he raised the flag of revolt and called the people to

follow him.

Despite the barriers set in his path, despite the fear and doubt of others,

Venizelos gathered 60,000 soldiers to his 5=!tandard and made headquarters in

Salonika.

No one can imagine the sacrifices these men made for freedom. They renounced

their homes, relations, and careers; they underwent hardships for the privilege

of fighting and dying for Greece and freedom.

Honor To ThemI Let us inscribe the names of these 60,000 men in the annals

of the world. Names of men who did not sell their honor, who could not be
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traitors to Justice, men who valued these above life itself

•

The torch of truth was kept lit in Salonika, in the midst of the darkness of

that period; but the effort seemed to be in vain«

Then came the Russian Revolution, The Tsar was dethroned. The only Power

in the Allies* Council which had fought against the support of Venizelos was

dissolved in one night* And, at last, help came to the 6O9OOO soldiers. King

Constantine was exiled; with him went his wife.

It was a great day for Greece. ,... Venizelos, a native of Crete, and a true

Greek, returned to Athens to lead not the 60,000—but the entire country.

In Athens, he discovered a pitiful situation. The enemies and foreigners had

left naught but destruction. The neglected army and the looting of the val-

uables of Greece, would have discouraged a smaller man than he

o. A/
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With hercixlean spirit he undertook a task worthy of a Hercules. He reorganized

the army and restored order.

itoerica made generous loans to him because she had faith in the Greek honor.

The 60,000 were increased to 300,000 fortified with the spirit of liberation.

In the records of the Great War there is evidence of the bravery of this army.

»Bie glory which was Greece, has become the Glory which is Greece.'*

It fought the Bulgarians valiantly and made them retreat to the mountains

•

This caused the Teutonic Colossus to kneel. All hope of conquering the Allies

vanished idien the news became known.

Is it possible for America to forget Greece? NoS—as long as books exist which

•• •• ••
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.recount the yictories of the Greeks, within and outside of her borders.

Nor can the girls and children, who suffered such atrocities at the hands of
the Turks, be forgotten. The thousands of Greeks who were sold as slaves by
.the Turks and Albanians; the thousands that were exiled, they can not be for-
gotten.

All these things were suffered by the Greeks, because they were fighting for
the same purpose as that of America. America will not forget.

#

If there exists any Justice, the Crescent over Constantinople must be replaced
by the Cross. The glory of democracy must reign supreme, ^e name of Venizelos
should be placed in the Roll of Heroes, and command the respect of the World.
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THE MARTYR
by

N. Lambropoulos

Yesterday I had the doubtful honor of talking with a fanatical royalist of
our Greek community. For some reason or other these royalists seem to think
that they are imknown* They do not dare to step in premises that are known
to be 7enizelic#..#The man I spoke to is a proprietor of a shoe-shining and
hat-cleaning establishment • He is of the type who derives a great deal of
pleasure from the cultivation of his large, twisted mustache which he pro-
tects as if it were a sacred relic*

I do not know what sort of a sickness fate holds in store for me, but Grod

preserve me from being cursed with raising thick mustachios in a country like
America; for surely a man must have something wrong with him in order to do so,

Because everyone else was busy the proprietor came to wait upon me himself.
I seated myself in the chair, and as I did so my eyes fell upon a small buttog
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pinned on the proprietor's waistcoat, which bore a picture of Constantino*
I confess that I pitied him, for despite the fact that he lived in America,

he continued to be a slave. A slave of rusted and antiquated customs, and

a mental slave!

I am not going to write about the social drawbacks of this man; I am going
to point out the logic of the royalists, who struggle to.. ..save Greece.

Mr. "Mustachio^ looked me over before he began his task and said:

•It's cold today, Mister. '^

•Tes**, I answered in Greek, ••It is very cold.**

•nshat,*' said he, Tou are a Greek?**

••You looked closely enough at me to discover that,** I answered.
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••Well,** he said, **I did not see you wearing a button and so I did not recog-

nize you.**

*Hhat button are you referring to?**

••This button,** and he pointed to his waistcoat, **of the king*** And without

realizing it he blackened the face of the king with his soiled finger, making

the picture resemble the king*s face all the more*

**I had a button, •• I said, ••but I have misplaced it.**

*Tou lost it,** he answered, in a horror-stricken voice. **Are you not ashamed

for having done so? Do you not blush at having lost the picture of our poor

martyred king? Look here,** he continued, and unbuttoned his waistcoat to

display another button attached to his shirt.

**I am sorry for losing the button,** I replied, **but I am going to get anotj

'W.P.A.
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I am told that they have become more expensive; since they now sell for a

nickel a piece, while previously they were three for five cents."

••Patriotism is expensive," he answered, "but it is worth it."

"Undoubtedly", I said, ''it is worth spending a nickel to buy a king."

YJhen he had finished shining my shoes, this man, who was starved for royalist

conversation, ascended the seat next to me and asked: "Erom where are you,

patriot?"

"From Polis ^Constantinople/,** I answered.

"From Polis? Poor Polis that we have lost along with our king," said my

royalist friend with a sigh.

"Did we lose Polis alone? We have also lost Smyrna, Thrace, Macedonia, and

C
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Crete."

"You must be mistaken**, he said, *T5ecause Theotokis took Crete. •

wYou are right**, I answered, '*oh, but that he had not taken her; because

Tenizelos woiad have been a Turk, and would not have chased away our king and

made him a martyr.**

I had so iiapressed my mustachioed royalist, that if I had had the inclination,

he would have sold me his idiole store for thirty-five cents.

**The king shoiad have stayed in Athens a month longer, and then we wo\ild have

gotten back the Eptanisa and Crete,** he replied.

**It is better that he did not,** I retorted, **for if he had done so, he would

not be a martyr I
*•
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*•! hear him called a martyr, and so I call him one. Can you tell me why the
king is so called?** asked my friend.

I had to make an end to this conversation, which made me doubt the intelligence
of this type of royalist, and so I said:

"They call him a martyr, because he will be a witness at the trial of Grounaris,

Theotoki, Streit..**** translator's note: The Greek word for martyr may also
mean witnessjj^

•*Who are you,** yelled the man in anger, **that you criticize the king?**

But before he could even twirl his mustache, I had leaped into a passing street-

car, and from there I called to him and said, **I am a patriot***
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New York American , Nov. 13, 1919.

GREEK HERE TO SPEND $120,000,000 IN TRADE

Chicago - There arrived in Chicago today one Miltiades Rezos, Greek

financial magnate and business man. He is backed by letters of credit

from the National Bank of Greece for $20 i 000, 000, according to reports,

with additional credit of a cool hundred million - all of which will

probably be spent here in buying package foodstuffs and machinery.

Mr. Rezos did not intend to go farther West than New York, but the

Chicago Association of Commerce got busy and sent Paul Demos, president

of the Greek Community of Chicago, to the Seaboard to Welcome him.
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THE QUESTION OF 'IHRACE AND i^ilffiRICA

(Editorial)

It is a far cry from Ciiicago to that narrow strip of the eastern Balicans

known geographically as Thrace and politically, at this tLme, as the Balkan
football of the peace conference. But there are in Chicago today 55,000
resident native Greeks or descendants from Hellenic stock, who are bridging
that distance with an anxious appeal that the priceless heritage first es-

tablished by the Greeks themselves—freedom and self-government—may not be

lost forever to their blood brothers in Thrace.

Shall the 730,000 Greeks in Thrace be placed under the government of Greece,

or shall they be compelled to bow to the 112,000 Bulgarians in the same

territory, and submit to the rule, not only of an alien, but an enemy race?

This is the question put by the Greek leaders here.
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^ -^eaco Gcnreronco in seo'rin'^ to,, -<--»,

Tlie action or the ..::orio-:;n dal3::ato3 ut th;

internet ionali:z;e a third oT ihe ceritr^il y/L:rt of rhract^j, louvii./^ the G-roelc

jCtions liviuod rjjid at the ::ercir O- the r^il::ar, •'^ .-;
' 1V 1 il

'"

' "U -fi U; '^-Z i
"^^ ^'^hica^'O

G-reah:^ rxo^it concor::, Jiid they c.r3 seohin:: to einphaaize before the -jieriocm

public, '.he ploci of ^reMier Yeiiizelos ^i^de before the .jaaricun peace dele-

",;e do not ash you to punish Buiraria,'^ :jaid the j.ra::iier, vdio hold the

G-reeh nation 3teady ..aid led it into -./ar on the side of the „J.lie3 despite

the influence of the hinr an* the ouoen, :.he sister of the ICaiser, ''..e

Lierely .a:h you to do justice to dreece. ..e do not ash you to r::v7ard us,

your allies... .•*

C--

IVP.t Sj
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Tlie cause of '-hr:.iC3 as championed hy the \l-reol: cor:i:iiuiity of Chicago is set

forth in a pa;;:e of one of our daily pa-'Crs by Fl.u1 Doi.ios, attorney and leader

of the Grea>3 here, v/ho helped plead that c^.U3e before the aeaate Oor:ii;:ittee

on Jorei:":n ^lelations in ^;ashinr:ton recently. ..• • The -. ..est ion of ^fliraci
•c_'

1 .--•

:;ell uorth the scrutiny of ....ericuns.
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by
K. La. ibropoulos

The Greeks of the united Ltates who are associated with i-jrierican busiiiessiiien,

are duty bound to i.ai-ce use of one of their ri^jhts. It is no secret that

thousands of Greek: dollars h..\e been Qi^-en to xiuerican businessmen, and that

large fortunes have been acquired throu.j;h the dollars of the Greek people*

Therefore, today, when the .-u-erican capitalists see that an effort is being

laade to keep tne Greeks of Thrace in slavery, it is the duty of tnese

individuals v.ho hc.ve beco le rich througii tne aia of the Greeks to raise their

voices in protest. They must influence taeir Gongressiiien to vote for the

freedoiii of Thrace.

....This would be possible if txiis^vero lot oucn a Materialistic age; as. it is

difficult for peo^.le to fight for a cause froji v.hich they cannot benefit
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::^terially. Ihcrefore the responsibility .lUst be placed upoii the Greek
busi..ess.,.eii, Theie are over five thousanc. Greek business establish^aents,

sue": as restaurants, barber shops, canay stores, etc, in Chicago, Katurally,
all of these cosinesses have coi.tact v;ith ^iierican co^Lcerns. Tiiese Greek
merchants .nust therefore appeal to these .j.iericans \.ho have influence on the
lav.-iakinc bodies, that tney intervene for the Greek cause. This should be done
by all the Greeks in iiinerica, ana not only by those in Ghicaro, in order to
get favorc-ble results. It is a stru^.^le not only for the businesbLien, but also
for the pastors, professors, nev spaper editors, and all v.no Knov. influential
American people. Since v;e hLve the .aisfortuiie of bein?;^ unorganized, and
therefore unable to fight as a unit, let Us V;ork as individuals ana fight
bravely for cur enslaved brothers in ihrace.

Let us fignt, as ao the riul;-arians v.ho—although they did not sena one soldier
to i^'rance, and did not z^Ye five cents to tne Liberty Loan—still found
iLmericans to help the-.i la their selfish desires.
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/5l2 QJJjiSTION OF TI:HAC2 A:D ;Uvli^IGA7

(j^ditorial)

The natter of Thrace is still unsolved, due to una stand taken by the i^merican
representatives, v/ho have becone guardians of Bulgaria, lar. Venizelos is
nearly discouraged by their unreasonable attitude; and he is endeavoring to
win by diplomacy ivhat vvill otherv;ise be settled by anned forces. He has or-
dered the Greek army to assemble on the flalds of Thrace.

It is felt that these representatives are acting independently, and are ignor-
ing the orders of President ^ilson. The i\i:ierican covern.iient refrained from
declaring -./ar upon Bulgaria, and also retained the Bulgarian -Ambassador in
V/ashington. This was considered scandalous by the press, v/ho believed hira to

be a Geririan spy. oince .jierica did not declare war on Bulgaria, v/hat right
has she to sign a pact v.'ith that country, and also influence the entire
/^GEioe/ conference ? -\

^
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It is inhuman that .^aerica should lorge cnains—even heavier than those of the
Turk—v;ith which to further ourden and enslave the Greeks of Tlirace. Tnrace
is Greer:, and has been for centuries. According to statistics there is lln
ThreiQeJ a population of 17,000 Greexis....

The Anerican representatives in Paris do not express either the liberty loving
/^aerican spirit, or the .;ishe3 of the Senate. If Aaerica is to be the tool
of Bulgarian propaganda, Jev;ish capitalists, and *ajierican missionaries, then
the foundation of this ,.reat dei.iocracy is being underiained and destroyed.

If this is true, then history ;;ill record T:hat uhe Fourteen Points of ailson's
program ..'ere just fourteen soap bubbles.

* ' ? ' H
1 ,. .A, - 1
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GREEKS OF CHICAGO C^RJL^T 7:i2;:^IZH:L03

Tiie GreOiCS of Chicago ssnt congratulations to the ^^reat liberator of

Greece, Yenize-.oj, and .roclained him to be the suvior of the Greeic

people.

Thirty-fivo thousand Graoks j2 Chicago u.atea to celebrate tne liberation

of Smyrna and the Do .ec^nese, -Jid their reunion v;ith trie mot..er coujitry.

iimyriil io v.ell-laio\m, and is supposed to bo i-ho birthplace of Homer and

Herodotus, tue Fatner of History.

Since the italo-furkish ..ar of 1910-1^11, tao Dodeca-iese had been under

It-.lia.. rule. They --.era given back to Greece only last week.

The telegram to Venizeios says: *'To E. Venizelos, raris, i^ance. The

America.1 i^sociation of the Greek Cuurches of ChJ.cago sends its congrat-

ulations to t.ie Liberator of tne Greek people; it asks the .-iaighty

that you may livj long for the saizo of Greece."
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BEES 'iVITHOUT 7;iNGS

It vdll seem Isprobable that there exist bees who do not have wings. It
is true, however, just as there are devils vftio do not have tails.

These wingless bees, luckily for us, are right in our midst. Yes, don*t
be surprised. Do you want to know ^Nho they are?

I present the esteemed ladies of Chicago. Just as the bees go from flower
to flower and collect nectar which they will bring to their hive and convert
into honey, so do the ladies go from store to store selling tickets to their
dance which is to be given for the benefit of the refugees of our race.

Is there a flower in existence that will not give up its nectar to a bee?
Impossible. How can a flower refuse to give when it is aware of the wonder-
ful transmutation its nectar will undergo.
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Therefore, we cannot believe that anyone refused to add his dollar to the
fund, knowing its holy purpose.

The lovely wife of the consul, !.irs. Xantliopoulos , is the president of the
Greek Ladies Society. Their dance will be given February 27, at the Shenian
Hotel. It is the patriotic duty of every Greek to attend.
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TIE ir^IETII-ia H3LD LAST SUITDAY

The Chicar.c men v/ho had served or v/ere sei^in-s in the United States Anny called

a meeting last Sunday in order to send a Liessage to President V/ilson, asking

that the rights of the unredee];ied Greeks of Thrace, Ilacedonia ....be defended

and that they be aided in their stru^^cl^ "to become reunited mth the mother

country, Greece.

Lieutenant G. Pasalis -.;as chairr:ian of the meeting, and the prayer and benedic-

tion vjere offered by Rev. TIatziiimitriou, v;ho v/ith great emotion called upon the

ALT.i;:hty to free his believers from the tyranny they have tolerated for centuries,

and to reunite them v/ith their fatherland.

Ilr. Pasalis spoke about the purpose of the meeting, and then introduced John

Haramaran v/ho, as a soldier talking to soldiers, said that thousands of Greek

soldiers had shed their blood for freedom and for manlcind, hoping that by doing

so., their enslaved brothers v/ould also regain their freedom.
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Lr. A. Lazarides, president of the Chicago Comrriittee of "Unredeemed Greeks,
then spoke.... Ilie younc and v;ell-knov;n dramatist and journalist, Lr. i\i,

Larauropoulos, v/as acclaimed v.hen he arose to speak. He said, "I come to cive
to you a fev; sparks from the I'lame in Liy heart, in order that the flame in your
hearts mi^ht burn bri£;:hter for our unredeemed brothers in Europe. I appeal to
.you, V7ho v/ear so proudly the uniform of the Ai^ierican Army.

^'Today's Catherine is not a usual one. It is a rare one, and is to be ranlzed

v/ith the most patriotic fete. It is a m.eetinc of Greek men v/earin^ the noble
uniform of the United States Arrriy, v/ho have come hero to petition for the free-
dom of a people vrho have been subjugated for five hundred years.

"Soldier! It is one of the finest v;ords ever form^ed by human lips. It y;ill be

no exaggeration if I say that the Greek is born p soldier. Ke v;as never taught

by a Hindenburg or by a military school, rie v/as never taught to sink hospital

ships filled with wounded m.en, or to kill innocent v/omen and children, or to

destroy Churches, or "Co fir'^-Jit vdth -ocison :^^ases. The Greek soldier v:as taught

by his history, by the Battles of 1821, by his mother and his conscience, and

finally by his enslaved brothers, to be v/hat he is.
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"So, v;hen the signal for advance is {-iven, the Greek soldier rushes for//ard

"urged on by that inner voice ivhich he hears corninc from imredeemed Greece

"7/hen 1 gaze upon the undiiiuied splendor of the American Flag, I feel just as the
'L:agi must have felt upon finding the Saviour in the stable.

*

"Brave soldiers, you have every right to ask through your vote the freedoin of
Thrace and Llacedonia from the representatives of peace. Ask for their freedom,
not as a gift, but because it is necessary for the justice of the v;orld. If

this is refused it v;ould be better that Free Greece should die along v/ith the

unredeemed Greece; and the bones of the French, jjCnglish, Greeks, Belgians, and
'Serbs, who fought for her liberation, should be the holy relics left to mark the

struggle for liberty. Upon the grave this inscription should be vncitten.
* Greece, who held the torch of civilization and liberty to light the world, died
in the twentieth century. •

"

\-. \
'J \
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MASKED OPPOSITION

(:Jditorial)

./e are writinp: about some so-called "leadin?^- individuals-* in our Greek-itoerican ^
community vjho are audacious und impertinent enou^;!! to pose as ambitious and ^
zealous organizers and leaders of our affairs and institutions in Ghica^^o. It ^
is not difficult to detect their hyoocrisy Jind their hidden purposes, .^e shall C
not point them out by name, for they have been, and some of theirx still are, 5o
"prominent leaders*' in our conmunity life, and consequently they are v;ell 2
loio'v^m to the Greek people. They are men who have al\\ays insisted on their anti- ^
Venizelist principles, men vjho pray and droam of the ultimate triuiaph of German
mirht, men v/ho desire to have the exiled Kiw: Constant ine restored to the Greek
throne; these are the same Deople v;ho a year ago sent the famous telegram to

Secretary Lansini- to persuade him not to recognize the revolutionary Yenizelist
j^overnment at Saloniki; these men, by their sympathy for King Constant ine, have
supported indirectly the 3ulr?,arian propaganda here; these men are Greece's
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enemies, Ainerica's enemies, and enemies to the ullied cause; these men were
paid to declare that the .illies ^lade a forced occupation of -reoce and that
Venizelos is a dictator. Tliese are rnen v,ho have never repented; they have
never been heard praising or even a^preciatinr: the ^ ork of Venizelos, which %
has realized the desires of the G-reek race for world freedom and the Araerican
and iillied aspirations for justice and libert3^ for all; these men never shed
a tear even when they attempted to break up the huge rjolitical rally in our
city v;hen Llessrs. George Kafantaris and Aravantinos, the official representa-
tives of the Venizolist -^^arty in Greece, be^an s^oeakin^^ for the aopeasement
of the divided and hostile political factionr. amon-: our Greek people. I:ov7, g
these men have the nerve to pose as orr^anizers of the ^-reek coniraunity in

ChicaroJ

;/orst of all, these inen bear the insi-nia of a false loyalty. They are co-

operating v/ith several of our 7enizelist friends. 3oine of the latter are

true Venizelists, true republicans, who are ashamed of having to jork .;ith

neo-Dle of this sort. The' human mind can scarcely imagine such a cross

o
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a detailed report on local religious Lind social conditions. Our distin::uislied 5
guest, no doubt, is eaf:'er to know the reas ns for our* internal and civil strife ^^

and for the continuous uid catastrophic antagonism among us. He will.be liorri- r;

fied *.vhen he hears that this so-called "or animation" of our cormnuhity is -o

ultimately destined, because of its very nature, to frustrate the ;vork vjhich o
he is authorized to unlertake in Ckica o. o^

c?
ro
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I G THE LEGION OF UKREDEEMED GREEKS

The Greek people of Chicago are happy and honored to receive the representa-
tives of the unredeemed Greek populations in Macedonia, Thrace, and Asia
Minor.

They have come here for the purpose of arousing the interest of the Greek
people of America and Chicago for our struggling homeland iwhich is also in
the throes of war. They have come to solicit our conmiunity's moral and
material support.

Messrs. N. Kyriakides and Chris. Basilakakis are the official representatives
of the Central National Committee at Athens for the alleviation of the suffer-
ing and the solution of the problems of the unredeemed Greeks ^Nho are trying
to win their self-determination within the various countries in which they
have been living for hundreds of years. y^
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redeemed Greece, are following the work of the Greek committee and
the Legion of Unredeemed Greeks with great and absorbing interest.

Saloniki especially, representing the genuine patriotic sentiment of the
Greek colony of Chicago, greets the arrival of our two distinguished Greek
emissaries and visitors with a warm heart*

We are confident that these two gentlemen and their collaborators will do
their utmost to free the unfortunate Greek population from the Turkish and
Bulgarian yoke. They are men of tested ability, forceful leaders, and in-
spired patriots.

We are informed that they have called together the representatives of the
Greek organizations composed of those who hail from Asia Minor, Thrace, and
Epirus, the unredeemed and subject Greek territories. Those Greeks of
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Chicago who came rrom these territories are ably and strongly re-
presented in this international conference. The delegates and

representatives are preparing to send a memorandtim to the President of the
United States and to Congress, in which they will claim for the unredeemed
Greeks the rights of self-determination, self-rule, and absolute independence
from foreign and oppressive domination. We take the liberty to suggest the
organization of a well-trained and well-equipped National Greek-American
Legion of Unredeemed Greeks, ccMiiposed of volunteers. Such an organization
will give more weight to the memorandums and appeals that are voted upon and
issued from time to time.

In these days of warring nations, violent upheavals, and world disorder and
dislocations, liberty is won only by deeds and action; memorandums, frantic
appeals, and protests have been superceded by the force of arms.

We are far from our homeland, but we have never stopped loving it; we have
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shared in its prosperity and now we must share in its tragedies and
difficulties.

UBiile the Greek armies, supported by volunteer corps of men from Asia Minor,
Thrace, and Epirus, are fighting desperately and valiantly on the battle-
fields of Macedonia to avenge the massacres, persecutions, and the oppression
of five long and dreadful centuries—sufferings which have been lately,
systematically and deliberately inflicted by the savage hordes of Turks and
Bulgarians with the connivance of the Germans—while our cruelly butchered
parents, children, brothers, and sisters have not found a grave as yet, but
are the prey of carnivorous beasts on the fields and in the streets, must we,

the unredeemed Greeks, remain passive and unmoved spectators of this horrible

tragedy?

If, indien Mr. Kyriakides submits his memorandum to the President of the United
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Greek organizations in Chicago and in Merica as a ivhole, we have not
the slightest doubt that the President would gladly give his support in
the organizing, training, and equipping of a Greek division of troops to
be sent to the battlefields of Macedonia. We know that there are many-

thousands among our men who are eager to serve Greece in its titanic strug-
gle.

The Polish people in the United States have organized a Polish Legion,
trained and equipped by the United States Army, and sent to France to fight
on the battlefields side by side with the United States and Allied armies»
The United States Government and the Allies have officially recognized this
excellent military legion. This shows how the Polish people are acting to
liberate their brothers and free their war-ridden country.

The Czechoslovakians also have their own army in France despite the fact that
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are fighting both Lenin, the Russians, and the Germans. As a con-
sequence, the Allies have officially recognized the re-establishment of the
Czech nation, consisting of Bohemia and Moravia, and in addition, they have
promised the reconstruction of Serbia.

o

:i W.Fi
>-
cy

o

And now we, the Greeks in America, can profit by the examples set by others.
It is our duty to assist our unredeemed brothers by force of arms, with our
blood as well as with our money.

We, too, are fighting the battle of our life. We are fighting for our ex-
istence as a nation. We are confident that humanity, justice, and civiliza-
tion will prevail. So, let us persevere, let us sacrifice our all for what
we hold most dear.

Already the Greek armies are waging a victorious war in Macedonia. Our hearts
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and souls are deeply moved by the faith, valor, and courage of our
armies in the homeland.

m. oj

y

Greeks eyerywherel Enlist in volunteer corps and form a legion which shall
do its part in offering freedom and independence to our unredeemed Greek
brothers*
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THE GREEKS OP CHICAGO, THEIR PRO-GERivlM CONSUL-
GENERAL, AND THE GREEK GOVERNMENT

(Editorial)

The Greek community in Chicago, with the exception of a handful of Royal-
ists, has time and time again revealed its patriotism and devotion to
this great Republic, which opened its arms and received us when we entered
its ports as immigrants. Freedom of religion, of traditions, of language,
and likewise freedom of thought were given to us when we landed here. Pro-
tection was given to us Just as soon as we oecame bona-fide citizens of the
Republic. And last but not least, all the opportunities in the world were
given to us without discrimination that we might work and prosper. No
other country under the sun would do for immigrants what America has done
and is doing right along. The majority of the immigrants were illiterate.
The co\mtry provided day and night schools for our enli^tenment. And in

short, these immigrants of all races within a limited period of time have
made their influence felt in every station of progress and of life.
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The great majority of inimigrants are appreciative and thankf\il and eventu-

ally are absorbed by the greatness of the coiintry, becoming an integral
part of the whole.

The Greeks of Chicago and all over the coiintry (I do not wish to discuss
any other nationality), to speak sincerely and openly, did not come here
to be assimilated by the greatness of the country but to earn a certain
amount of money and go back to their beloved Greece. But they deceived
themselves. Year after year American justice, liberty, and greatness
have molded the immigrant Greek into a new entity. And today he proclaims
that it is an honor to be an American, and that he is proud to be one.

But a citizen has certain obligations to fulfill and duties to perform
for his country, and one of the most divine of his obligations is patriotism
No nation could continue to exist without the patriotism of its citizens.
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^ I'he Greeics of Chicago and elsewhere have distinguished themselves by
^
their patriotism for their adopted country. It is a great honor to the

Greek race to know that the Greeks of America have performed their

duties and fulfilled their obligations to the greatest and most humitarian*

republic in the world. Those who honor their country are honored by all.

•

With chagrin I admit, and I blush to say it. that some Greeks in Chicago

and elsewhere are not gratef\xl to our country and do not share the honor

accorded to other Greeks. And not only are they not grateful, but either

directly or indirectly they are acting and working against the country.

They were and are \inder the spell of German propaganda. I try to find

some excuse to justify and mitigate their dishonorable behavior, but I

cannot discover an iota of justification. I am afraid that I cannot find

any other term to describe them but the word traitors.
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These are the Greeks who call themselves Royalists or Loyalists.

Fortunately they are very few in ntiraber, but nevertheless they mar the

good and honorable name of the faithful and grateful Greeks. Indeed, I

must make it clear that these so-called Royalists are not. at heart,

against the country, but their foolish notion of clinging to their

devotion for the dethroned King Constant ine, who was notoriously active

as a tool of the Kaiser's, has created an unpleasant situation. A

citizen who really loves America will not be devoted to an individual

who is openly known as a Germanophile. Their argument to a certain

extent is valid. But in times like these, when the country is making

every effort to win the war, we have no patience with arguments. You

are either for America or against America.

These Greeks are known to the Government, and every action of theirs

is scrutinized* The fact that they are not in jail reveals that the

Government has nothing definite and tangible against them. But they

still remain devotees of Constantine.
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And the newly-arrived Greek consul general, who as a diplomat of Greece

ought to be friendly to America euid to its cause, by reason of his

attitude and his activities has been classified by Greeks friendly to

America and by Greek-Americans in the debased category of pro-Germans.

He, as Constantine's tool, has not openly opposed America, but on the

other hand, though the aiplomat of a friendly nation, he has not uttered

a single word in favor of America or in praise of those Greeks who are

fighting in Uncle Sam's array. That reveals very clearly that he is not

a friend of America's. He is not interested in her victory. But he is

interested in the activities of the Chicago Royalists. He and the Greek
consulate are surrounded by those Greeks, Constantine's devotees. Has

he been a friend to America since he came here? If he had been, his
friendship would have been manifested in some way.
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The Greek community of Chicago has requested the Greek Government to
remove the unworthy diplomat. The request was made for immediate re-
call and punishment*

But the wise old Greeks in the old country knew better than to do that.

The diplomatic authorities of the Government » not wishing, for the sake

of both countries, to rock the boat and create an open scandal* instead
of recalling the consul transferred him to an insignificant post in
South America. And his place here will be taken by Mr. Xanthopoulos of
Tokyo, who is on his way to Chicago.

Those who are familiar with diplomatic activities know that transfer to
such a post means diplomatic oblivion and eventual dismissal from service
for the good of the service.
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After all, the wise old Greeks knew better than the Chicago Greeks as to

the best disposition of this consul general who was unfriendly to America.

The Greek Government has further shown its wisdom by dispatching the
Greek ambassador to Chicago to deliver speeches and hold gatherings for
the Liberty Loan campaigns and by urging Greeks residing here to enlist
in the United States Army, complying with the wishes of the Greek Govern-
ment. So the gap was closed; what the Greek consul did not do for America
was done by his superior, the Greek ambassador, His Excellency George
Bousos* Well done. The stigma is washed away, and we bid our undiplomatic
Chicago diplomat farewell on his way to oblivion.

mk s
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GREEK I^EPRESSN'mTIViil OF THE SEIIOFFICIAL PRESS

BUREAU AND OF TEIE GREEK GOVERiMMENT IN CHICAGO

Since yesterday, Mr. Polybius P. Lekos, general representative of the

Greek Government and the Greek semiofficial press, vftiich consists of the

newspapers. Patris (Nation), Estia (Hearth), and Romios (Grecian), is

staying at the Blackstone Hotel.

These government newspapers have always been characterized by a pro-Ally ^td

sentiment. During the tragic scenes of Novonber, 1917, they became the o
objects of violent attacks frcm the then Royalist Greek Government. Their '^

presses and offices were canpletely destroyed. At that time the rival and ^
stupid Royalist party of Greece not only resorted to cruel violence against

the friends and members of Premier Venizelos* Liberal party, but sent many
of the opposition's publishers and editors of the above papers to prison

to serve long terms. Fortunately, by the intervention of the Allied Powers

in Athens, they were saved from a worse fete.

en
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The first two newspapers voice the opinions and sentiments of
the official Greek Government. They are also official mouthpieces of
the Greek Liberal perty, imder the leadership of our internationally
famous and able Greek statesman, Lir. Eleutherios Venizelos, the present
premier of Greece. The last-named paper is Mr. George Souris* well-
known satirical newspaper. nj

Ilt. Nicholas Politis, the Greek Foreign Secretary, by official decree, r"

(the text of v;hich is translated from the Greek into English), approved ^
and endorsed by His Excellency, Mr. Garrett Droppers, the United States o
Minister to Greece, authorized LIr. Polybius Lekos to visit the United ^
States in order to study and report on the ccmmercial and economic status ^
of the Greek people in America. He has instructions to report on the Sf

economic, financial, and diplomatic developments in America which are of
particular interest to Greece.

Mr. Politis stated in his letter that by these reports the Greek Foreign
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Office would be fully informed of the comiriercial conditions and
needs of the United States. Until now the Greek Government had no com-
mercial attaches in the most important American business and industrial
centers. It is hoped that these reports and preliminary work will help
the Greek Government to negotiate a new coinnercial treaty in the near
future with the United States.

More than two thousand of the most prominent Greek businessmen in Chicago
came together in a Loop hotel to meet and hear Ivir. Lekos speak the purpose
of his mission in America, and to profit from his advice and proposals in

regard to business, finance, and international ti^de relations. Mr. Lekos

I«Ir. Lekos, as commercial and diplomatic representative of the Greek Govern- p
ment, has toured through several states, such as California, Utedi, Colorado, "^

Texas, Arkansas, Kansas, Nebraska, Llinnesota, and Iowa. Now he is in our g
great state of Illinois, where he expects to be received by the Governor,
the Mayor of Chicago, and other high state and city officials.

CO
CD
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has already made a very practical suggestion, i. e., the estab-
lishment of a Greek-American Commercial Stock Company v/hich will promote
and develop import and export trade between the United States and Greece,
as well as with the other neighboring Balkan nations. He also submitted ^
reports and memorandums to many Greek and American business and financial 2
leaders of Chicago, who approved the plan and promised to give the pro- ^:^

posal further consideration. He stated that the Greek businessmen, the r"

importers and exporters of Chicago, have a great deal to gain, and that ^
they will receive great commercial and industrial benefits from the o
establishment of such a great company. ^

ho

The prime minister of Greece, Mr. E. Venizelos, the vice-president, Mr. ^
Emmanuel Repoulis, the secreteiry of the Ministry of Natioxial Economy,
the president of the Greek Chamber of Deputies, many ministers and bankers,
the American Minister to Greece, the Greek consul general in Chicago, and
the Greek-American Chamber of Commerce supplied Mr. Lekos with letters
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and documents in '/diich they express their sympathy and support of
the venture which is about to be undertaken.

We are happy to know that many officials, including Mr. vUlliam Redfield,
United States Secretary of Ccromerce, the United States* State and Treasury :^

Departments, the Vice-President, Mr* Thomas Marshall, the governors of 5
many states, many presidents of banks, /industrialTccmpanies, and chambers <^

of commerce, informed L!r. Lekos that they are in favor of his plans, i^diich rj

may eventually lead to very desirable trade pacts and agreements* They -o

stated that every possible support would be offered^ o
•

CO

Because Mr. Lekos is connected with Grreece*s most prominent newspapers, r^^

Patris, Estia , and Romios , about two thousand of our Chicago Greeks ex-
pressed their desire to subscribe to these journals. This is very en-
couraging because it is actual proof of the respect in which Mr. Lekos
is held, due to his diplomatic ability and his patriotic services to Greece.

tn
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TEE GHSEK NATIONAL LLOYD

We are veiy pleased to learn that a large maritime insurance company has been
established in Piraeus, Greece, with branch offices in Chicago. The official
name of the company is National Greek Lloyd. The corporate capital invest-
ment of this new insurance company is 50,000,000 drachmas, (Translator's
note: Exchange rate at this time: one dollar to five drachmas.)

This important and rich enterprise has attracted the attention not only of the
rich but also of the people at large. Requests for the opportunity of sub-
scribing to the stipulated investment capital of fifty million drachmas sur-
passed by far the number anticipated.

Although under the present war conditions about two-thirds of the ships of the
once great and world-wide Greek merchant marine has been sent to the bottom of
the ocean, torpedoed by the Kaiser's relentless and unsparing submarine warfare.
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nevertheless we hope that the Greek maritime trade will recover and progress
by leaps and bounds.

We all know that in spite of our own King - Generalissimo Von Constantine*

s

love for his kind and tender'* brother-in-law, the German Kaiser, 'by divine
right Bmperor of Pan-Gexmany ,

• the latter was kind enough to torpedo and de-
stroy our prosperous sea trade and ships. We know, however, that the day is

not far when the world will crush this absolutism and barbarity, that we and
all other nations which have sustained so many frightful losses will be
avenged. It is perhaps needless to inform our public of the serious losses
that Greek merchants, exporters and importers in Chicago have suffered because
of the torpedoing and sinking of merchant vessels on the high seas.

We all admit and admire the \inprecedented success of this newly established
company. It will be one of the greatest and most indispensable financial in-

stitutions of Greece.
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By the participation of the general public as stockholders in the National
Greek Lloyd, it is proved that the people in Greece, in America, and partic*

ularly in Chicago, have absolute and implicit faith in the financial insti-
tutions idiich serve the interests of the nation at large. This is the way
in which security, confidence, development, and business profits and pros-
perity are ass\ired.

Saloniki wishes the Greek National LLoyd success and great progress.
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/APPEAL FOR FUNDS FOR CHURCH IN GREECS/

To the Tegeatans of Chicago and i\merica:

Messrs. Chris Staslnopoulos, and Nicholas Saramandls from Achourin, Tegea,
Greece, and James Karas from Rlzes, Tegea, iAlo are partners and owners of
the Paradise Confectionery Company, 202 Main Street, decided to repair the
St. Nicholas Orthodox Church in our village, Rizes, in the homeland. They
have also considered building monastery dormitories and cells; they also
plan the building of a road that leads from the village to the two larger
neighboring villages. It has been estimated that the entire project will
cost from two to three thousand dollars.

The above-mentioned compatriots of ours have been generously depositing
fifty dollars each month for this purpose with the Hamilton Trust Company.
They will continue to do so \mtll the amount required is collected. The
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work will begin immediately afterwards. Already six hundred dollars
has been deposited with the bank. Whoever wants to verify this may phone
the trust company and inquire*

We solicit the financial assistance, and we appeal to the generosity and
love for the homeland, of all those who wish to see their place of birth,
their unforgotten, beautiful village in the homeland, developed, improved,
and enriched with the necessary public buildings and works.

All those who are willing to contribute can send their contributions to the
above-mentioned gentlemen or directly to the Hamilton Trust Company with the
request that they be deposited in the Savings Account of St. Nicholas Church
of Greece.
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HIS EXCELLENCY THE GREEK AMBASSADOR IN CHICAGO

Makes Pine Patriotic Speech

The Greek community of Chicago had the honor of being host to His Excellency,
the Ambassador of Greece to the United States at Washington, D. C, Mr* George
Rousos, on Friday evening.

Upon arrival here he went to the Blackstone Hotel, where many hundreds came
to greet and pay their respects to him. It is needless to say that the
Greek people reserve special honor and esteem for the nation *s highest pub-
lic officials.

The ambassador received all those who sought to see and speak to him with
the greatest simplicity and courtesy. Many prominent leaders of our Chicago
community interviewed him on national and international issues resulting
from the war.

In his person the long absent Greek people saw the incarnation of their
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homeland's sentiments, character, and ideas. He spoke very kindly to

ally In an Informal manner, regarding the reputation the Greek people have
established for thonselTes In business and Industry. He said he had been
Informed that Chicago has more Greeks than even Nevi^ York, and that our
city will become the great Greek business, educational, and ciiltural cen-
ter of America*

On the next day, Saturday, at 2:00 P.M., he spoke at Orchestra Hall on
Michigan Avenue. A huge audience composed mostly of Chicago Greeks filled
the spacious and beautiful hall to overflowing.

The program was opened with the playing of military marches, and the American
and Greek national anthems, which stirred everyone very deeply. The music
was rendered by the U. S. Navy Band.

The arrival of Ambassador Roufos was greeted with the thunderous applause
of an enthusiastic crowd.
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Mr. Peter Lambros, \i4io acted as chairman and master of ceremonies, made

a beautiful an,d stirring introduction after calling on the Reverend Xadzi-
dimitriou to pray for the success of the meeting, and for the health, hap-
piness, and welfare of the i\merican and Greek nations. He invoked the
Lord*s blessings on the common cause of the Allied and American peoples
and armies, and for the restoration of peace, justice, honor, and the
reign of God in all human relations.

After Mr. Lambros* impressive introduction, Mr. Paul Demos, secretary of
the Greek committee for the Liberty Loan campaign, spoke briefly. He ap-

pealed to all Chicago Greek-Americans to show their patriotism and loyalty
by making a success of the Liberty Loan drive. He reported on the progress
of the sale of Liberty Loan bonds among the Greek people; informing the
audience that more than $500,000 had been subscribed. There was not a
Greek ¥ftio refused or hesitated to buy a bond, he said. The audience re-
ceived this news with frenzied enthusiasm.

Afterwards the Honorable Mr. Felix J. Streyckmans, director of the Foreign
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langu€ige division of the Liberty Loan general committee, spoke eloquently

and convincingly about the sacredness of our cause in fighting a ruthless,
oppressive, and barbairous military and despotic alliance. He reminded us
of the rape of peacefxil, innocent Belgium, vfcose gallant resistance to the
enemy gave France the opportunity to stem the Teutonic war machine at the
Marne. The speaker commended and praised the patriotism and willingness of
the 100,000 Greek people of Chicago in doing their part in the war in which
America is now engaged successfully and victoriously. He said that he was
proud to be among Greeks, for time and again they have given actual proof
of their devotion and loyalty to everything, that America stands for. Mr.
Streyckmans* speech was received with great enthusiasm by the thousands in
the auditorium.

The next speaker was Professor Paul Shorey of the classics department of

the University of Chicago, vdiose distinction, fame, extensive knowledge
and ancient Greek scholarship are well known in America. He reviewed the
glorious, historic past of the Greek nation, dwelling particularly on
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Periclean Greece, Tflihich, he said, gave birth to, cultivated, and applied
the principle of political democracy. He mentioned the artistic, political,
and intellectual contributions of the iirmortal Greek genius to the civili-
zation of the world—which civilization and glorious heritage Germany,
Kaiserism, and unprincipled military autocracy seeks to destroy. Professor
Shorey said that we, as true Greeks and bearers of a glorious name and
civilization, should be the foremost defenders of democracy, justice, eind

the principles of human civilization. Professor Shorey received tremendous
applause for his speech, which was full of wisdom and inspiration.

i/^e also had the unique honor of listening to a distinguished Chicago and
Illinois political figure, the Honorable Edward J. Brundage, Chief Justice
of the Illinois Supreme Court, ti4io compared the blessings derived from a
democratic form of government with the abonination of absolutism, despotism,
and cold, brutal military autocracy.

He reminded us that the ''glory that was Greece" was the product of democratic
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government, and political prudence and wisdom; not that of force, violence,

and disregard for the dignity, honor, and rights of other peoples and nations.
He said that the United States is intimately related to Greece; for in i^merica
the Grecian ideals of a povierfiil, benevolent, civilized, and reasonable rule
by the people for the advsuicement of civilization in every expression of life,
are faithfully and constantly promoted and fostered.

After the Honorable Brundage^s brilliant and enthusiastic speech, the Greek
national anthem was sung by the distinguished Greek tbnor, Mr. De Parry.

The singing of the stirring anthem was heard by the standing audience with
raptures of warm patriotism and great emotion.

Finally, the huge crowd went wild with joy and enthusiasm when the impatiently
awaited and most distinguished guest, the Greek ambassador, Mr. George Roufos,
arose to bring to the Greek children of Chicago the greetings of their sweet
mother, Hellas. In a measured captivating voice His Excellency said:
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•*I need not, nor do I seek to hear what your sentiments for your great

homeland are, because I feel your throbbing hearts which are full of de-
votion and loyalty to Greece. I have not come here to inspire you with
enthusiasm or i>atriotism, for you have both; but I came here to become
more closely acquainted with you. I am sorry that I was unable to visit
you earlier. Important state diplomatic affairs, however, demand of every
diplomatic representative that he remain at his post, especially, during
critical war times.

^I am most happy because by my visit here I have the pleastire of becoming
evermore impressed with the greatness of your Chicago community. If your
community is not the largest, it is, at least, the second greatest Greek
community in America, where the Greeks have established prosperous businesses
and fine homes. Ibis is most pleasing to our great homeland, which follows
its scattered children with a wakeful eye and maternal interest.

••You all know that besides individual interests, there are national interests
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for which we should show greater concern. I do not doubt that this is

the case with you.

•Tou all know that our countiy—as well as the country in which you are

living, together with other allies— is in a state of war against other na-

tions. These other nations, driven by a spirit of forced domination, seek

to strangle liberty, and to subject all civilized nations, in iidiich the

spirit of democracy rules, to conditions of slavery. For this reason it

is incumbent upon us to sacrifice our all for the sake of preserving the

liberty irtiich our honored forefathers have beotueathed to us.

••So, I urge you to enlist joyously in the ranks of the American army when

you are favored by the call to arms. Respond willingly to any demand that

the country may make on you. Deprive yourselves even of your daily bread

in Older to purchase the Liberty Loan bonds. The Greek government has in-

structed me to inform you that those enlisting in the American army are

exenqprited from any military obligations to Greece, as the American army is
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an ally of Greaca.

**You must raaliza that victofry for tha Allies depends on America, and only

through this Tietoirj is the independence eTsn of Greece guaranteed. I

announce to you with great pleasure that such guarantees establishing the

rights of Greece have been offered by the French Government. Great Britain

has made the same declarations.

^'The greatest guarantees and most important statements hare been made by the

great President of the United States, Woodrow Wilson, Ytho said: *we are

eagerly vntching the soldiers of liberty who are struggling heroically to

stem the barbaric tide. We should not fear these great noises—they shall

be crushed.

*Our troops are composed of yarious nationalities. Sach has its own aspirations.

We must know these aspirations in order to appreciate the nations and, consequently,

the aimed ibrces which each one of these nations is supplying. The British soldier is
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fighting for the preservation of the power and prestige of the British
Empire. France is fighting for the liberation of her beloved provinces
of Alsace and Lorraine, iriiich were taken from her against her will. The
Italian and Greek soldiers are fighting for the liberation of their brothers
from hated slavery. These separate motivating forces are very significant
and have great influexK^e over each nationality. The Merican soldier is
fighting with the deteimination to save democracy, the destruction of which
is a threat to the very existence of democracy €uid Merica*.

••Everyone fighting for the great cause, is equally fighting for his special
and beloved national aspiration and ideal.

••The policy of destruction must cease; the constructive efforts of peaceful
peoples and civilization must be resumed. Our attention and anxiety must be
directed to one end: how to win the war. Only then will we win, when the
patriotic sentiment of the people is kept high so that it will support the
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strength of its endxirance*

"The German Government and the Gennan people are eqiially responsible for
the war, because they are inspired by the spirit of world domination; and
each of their allies must share the same responsibility.

"Consequently, we have to prevail even if it requires the sacrificing of our
all. In the hope that you will all willingly do your duty, I ask you to
shout: Long live the United States of America! Long live Greece I"

The crowd burst in thunderous applause and shouts of enthusiasm and joy.

Then, the ambassador spoke briefly in English, expressing about the same
thoughts and sentiments. Thus, at about 5:00 P.M., this great and magnifi-
cent patriotic gathering came to a close, leaving the most enthusiastic and
I>atriotic impressions.

In the evening, a dinner was given in the grand ball room of the magnificent
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La Salle Hotel by the National Security League. Mr. John W. Thomas,

Assistant Cashier of the Central Trust Company of Illinois, i«as master of
ceremonies. About six hundred guests were present, including a number of
prominent Americans. At exactly 7:00 P.M. all guests took their places at
the tables. After the playing and singipg of the American National Anthem,
which vrais followed by enthusiastic applause, Mr. Thomas started the dinner
program. The Reverend Archmandrite Leon Pygeas invoked Divine guidance and
inspiration is solving important national problems, and for the success of
our arms in the present titanic struggle.

Towards the end of the banquet Mr. Thomas gave a beautiful toast in the
name of the National Security League, eulogizing the sacrifices, contribu-
tions and great historic past of the Greek race. He said that Hellenism's
patriotism, national interests, just demands, industry, and general pro-
gress have endeared the Greek element in America to the American people.
He stated that the Greeks occupy an exceptional position in the business
world of America* His remarks were received with tremendous applause.
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Then Mr. Peter Lambros made a few remarks before introducing Mr. George

W. Dixon* Mr. Dixon spoke veiy eloquently about the war, and about social,
moral, and patriotic matters.

Afterwards Mr. George Kyriacopoulos was called upon. He spoke in English
urging patriotism, and exhorting us to measure up to our duty in the present
critical circumstances by fulfilling our many obligations to struggling
America. Then Mr. Rufus G. Daw^s, a multimillionaire and on the board of
directors of many large public utilities, and brother of the well-known
Charles G. Dawes, president of the great Central Trust Company of Illinois
and administrator of public finance and supplies of the American expedi-
tionary forces in Europe, spoice enthusiastically and forcefully. He said
that ancient Greece was the mother of civilization and the workshop of
humanity's greatest intellectual, artistic, and political institutions.
He compared the Greek civilization to the Roman civilization, saying that
the Romans sought to conquer the world with the sword and their legions,

vdiile the Greeks sought to conquer the world through culture and the im-

mortal feats of civilization and enlightenment. The same parallel may be
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drawn in regard to the violent militarism and imperialism of Germany and
the civilized efforts of America and other European nations. He said the
United States has opened its doors and welcomed the European immigrants
with joy and enthusiasm; talking them under the protection of a kind, tolerant,
generous, peaceful, freedom- loving, progressive, and democratic government.
He further stated that these immigrants should take advantage of this kind
and v^ole-hearted reception by becoming assimilated with the Americans, who
are very friendly disposed toward them. In this way these alien peoples can
enjoy all the blessings of equality and justice, that a democratic govern-
ment offers all the inhabitants of this land. Mr. Dawes proved by this fine
speech that he not only is a cultured gentleman, but that he is also inspired
by philhellenic sentiments.

Mr. Stamatios Perzas, former consul general of Greece in Chicago, spoke next.
He said that American democracy is a continuation of the Greek democratic
ideals of Periclean Greece. Then he said: **How good and hospitable is the
nature of the Americanl What benedictions are showered upon the Greek people
and all other nationalities that have immigrated to this promised landl*»
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Mr, Perzas then spoke in Greek, recommending tbat we forge stronger ties

with the natiye stock, the American people, from whom we have so much to
learn* There are many, he said, who have misunderstood the people who hare
made any efforts to adopt the American way of life; and that he is sorry for
those who know the American way, but still misunderstand it. He said that
he despises those who, though they do not know the American way, misrepre*
sent and misinterpret it. He said that he is leering Chicago shortly, but
that he will always follow the progress of the Greek community of Chicago,
which he has loyed so tenderly.

Finally, His Excellency the Greek Ambassador, Ur. George Roufos, was intro«-

duced, whereupon the guests stood up and applauded endlessly. The ambas*-

sador said: **I repeat to you, fellow countrymen and dear friends, that I

am very happy to be amongst you, fftLom I consider my brothers. My happiness
mounts when I think that you, coming here as immigrcmts, haye progressed,
and haye succeeded in creating businesses and fine homes and families, even
though you did not haye knowledge of the English language nor any appreciable
intellectual or professional preparation.
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"It is imperative that you come in contact with the American element

from vfliom you will benefit tremendously in every respect. You shoiad be-

cane organized, for it is through organization and united effort that you

will succeed and progress in any undertaking.

"Your fatherland expects so much from you, but it also expects that you

love, honor, and appreciate this land in viiich you are the recipientB of

abundant blessings. It expects you to prove your love for and interest in

America by subscribing to the Third Liberty Loan. In this way you are help-

ing your adopted country in time of serious emergency; while indirectly you

are also aiding the allied fatherland.

•»This is neither the proper place nor the time to discuss local or nation-

alistic questions as our entire attention must be focused on great national

needs of immediate importance. By ministering to these exigencies we are

preserving and guarding our liberty and independence. In this great strug-

gle both America and Greece must win. But if Greece is to emerge victorious.
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she must be assisted by this great and powerful nation—America.

'Our own beloved fatherland, under the able, efficient, vigorous, and in-

telligent leadership of Yenizelos, will be led to the road of victory, pros-

perity, peace, and happiness; but we must comprehend, however, that Mr.

Venizelos has absolute need of the ftivorable disposition of the great powers.

Great Britain, France, and Italy. He has especially need of the friendship

and sympathy of this country's great President, I^. ^^oodrow 'Wilson, to ^om
we should give every possible satisfaction and support.^

On hearing the names of President V/ilson and Venizelos, the guests stood up

and cheered.

Thus, this national celebration and truly patriotic demonstration, stirred

by the enthusiasm of the Chicago Greeks, the presence of iimbassador Roufos,

and the energy and inspiration of the National Security League vdiich spon-

sored the meeting in behalf of the drive for the Third Liberty Loan drive,

came to an end.
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On the following Monday the ambassador received many visitors from our

ccnmiunity, and on Tuesday at 10:00 P.M. he departed for his post at Ifesh-

ington, D. C. to continue his great work for the good and glory of our
fatherland.

Happy journey, your Excellency, and may God strengthen you and help you in
your tasks..
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TIUUTSin;:^ 07 GPJSK C CI 131^1 OF CHICAGO

The Greek Consul of Chica.^ro, I!r, Stamatios Pezas, is bein^ transferred
to Hio de Janeiro in Brazil, instead of Mr. Paraskevopoulos, who has been
ordered to Beivut, Syria.

LIr. /Constantine/ Xanthopoulos is taking: over the duties of consul in the
Chicago consulate

•
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I'HS GREEK CONSUL GENERAL Ob' CHICAGO

(Editorial)

It is four months now since the new consul general came to Chicago to
function as a diplomat of Greece in a friendly country, the United
States of America, rhe United States is more than a friendly country
to Greece. Every man, woman, and child of the Greek nation and race
knows what America is to us. Paradoxically, the new Greek consul does
not know what America is and means to us Greeks.

This newspaper since its establishment eleven ye^rs ago, and its

publisher, D. S. Eutaxias, for the last twenty years, have never failed,
when occasion has arisen, to express the gratitude of Greece and the
Greek people to the United States. And we have also never failed to

ij

i
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caution and expose a fellow-Greek who happened either through ignorance
or through some other cause to ignore or disregara our obligation and
duty to the country that feeds us and gives us life«

True to this principle, we have carefully followed the movements and
scrutinized the actions of our new consul in Chicago*

He is either ignorant of his diplomatic duty or no friend of the United
States*

I'he above assertion is not prompted by fancy, malice, or superficial
judgment but by facts which we have painstakingly recorded step by step
since his arrival*

A. <
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If a diplomat is not a friena of the United States, especially in the
present crisis, what is he then? A neutral or an enemy 1 Here are the
facts.

Since his arrival the consul has oeen sxirrounded, socially and officially,
by notorious Royalists of this city who were and are unfriendly to the
Greek ana Aiaerican cause, ihey are the paid tools of Constantine* s

German propaganda. 'iVhat did they, and what do they advocate? Peace at
any cost. '«Vhy? Naturally they want Germany to win. These are the
associates of our consul.

Do we not say, Tell me who are your friends, and I will tell you what
you are?
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Socially the G-reek consul may have the right to recognize these so-called
pacifists or neutrals (who are wolves in sheep's clothing), but officially
he has no right to use the Greek consulate of Chicago as a place for the
enemies of America and of Greece to meet ana conspire in. Up to this
time the consul's movements ana actions have been pro-Gonstantine and pro-
Kaiser.

With great sorrow we aamit that in our consul general's recent and only
speech not one single word about America was uttered; not a single word
urging the populous Greek community of Chicago to enlist in the American
Army. I'here was no mention of those who already have enlisted and are
serving under the flag of our country; not a word of the Greek Government's
proclamation authorizing Greek subjects residin^i, in America to enlist in
the Unitea States Army. Where is the praise for those patriotic Greeks
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who responded to the call of the country and volunteered their services,
leaving their business and their families and offering to shed their
blood for the glory of the Stars and Stripes? Where are the mass-meetings
of Greeks which should have been urged by the Greek diplomat to promote
sales of Liberty bonds?

Not a single gesture has he made toward the American cause* Is he a
friend of the United States? No* A friend would show his friendliness,
either by the acts above mentioned or in some other way. Is he a neutral?

Not by Jupiterl No! A neutral would not permit his consular office to
be the center of conspiracies made by the enemies of the coxintry*

What is he then? For the sake of decency the words of my answer will be
sugared, since I do not like to rock the boat too hard in the present
crisis lest the consul be proclaimed a martyr by his kind* The siigar*

coated answer is, "Ignorant of his diplomatic duty***
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It would be wise for this undiplomatic Oreek diplomat to pack up and go
before his utter humiliation comes* His recall, which undoubtedly is on
the way, will be appreciated by Greeks amd by the friends of G-reeks. The
Greek goyernment will be his Judge, and the Greek community of Chicago
will bear witness to his pro-German activities.

And in order to go throiagh the proper diplomatic procedure and effect his
recall as quickly as possible, we petition the Greek embassy in Washington
to dispatch an examiner here and put the consul general in his proper
place. The consulate is Greek and not the plotting-place of Germans and
pro-Germans.

In our next issue we shall publish the embassy's answer regarding the
Greek consul of Chicago.
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TEi; GRiil^ ii:i.3.^SSY'3 R^FCHT OiT Tlii] FOOD SITIL^ICIT lU GRi^IEGS

/Saloniki editor's note: '.;e are pleased to publish the follov/ing report of
the Greek Embassy on the food situation in Greece in order to enlighten the
public and in answer to malicious publications_J^

To the auditors of Saloniki,
Chicago, Illinois.

In order to calm Greek public opinion v/nich is being misled and confused by
publications, the intentions of v/hich can be judged by the public, I make
the request that you kindly publish s

That, as in all Allied countries, for some time now, there functions an

international illlied committee v/hich regulates the varieties, the amounts,

and the closest sources of production in various coimtries from which
our country's necessary supplies are being continually imported. This

committee is functioning thanks to the instance of the United States, y^"^ ^'

,,»««''"'•*.

^f

.

, ^
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which, until ohe arrival of a special emissary, has appointed as special
representative, their consul at Piraeus, so tliat the v;ork v;ill not be
retarded.

That for the provisioning of our country, v;hich is being enercetically
pursued, ships fl^/ing the flag of all Allied countries are being used.
All these ships are being protected by the same means as all other ships
sailing in any other Allied port.

That in Greece today, althougii all necessities are not plentiful, hunger,

which has been bequeathed to us by the former governiaent, has ceased
existing, thanks to the prompt measures taken by the national government

in co-operation with the sullies. So our country?- is being continually
supplied, overcoming all our wants. In order to further facilitate ex-

ports, British measures of inspection have been removed, permitting /?T %>^

Greece to enjoy the same rights as any other Allied povjer. f!^^ U!\ji
"

^

^^^

George Roufos, Arabassador. ^^'^
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A royal decree has 'oeen. published in C-reece concerning Greek citizens of
military a:_;3 living in the United St .tes, Great Britain, and France. On
the basis of -chis la.v, Greek citizens residing in the United States, Great
Britain, and France, v;ho belon^: to classes wLich have been called- or are
about to be called to serve under t.:e ila-;, must serve either in tie Greek
army, or in ohe ar.T-y Oi the country in -.^hich they have estaolished their
residence, fhey are u.lUS r:iven "Ohe orivilege of choosing betv/een the two
countries. Greek citizens residin-; in ChiCoL/T.o are hereoy raly notified to
decide in \vhicn arriiy ohey v;ish to enlist.

It is their duty and it is our duty to serve America if we v;ish to renain
in AjrioriCc..
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CONSULATi:: GSN3RAL IN CHICAGO

Announcement

p. 2- All G-reek subjects under the jurisdiction of the Ore^ek Consulate
General of Chicac^o are requested, according to Consular law Chi Nu Sigma
Tau, article 117, to enroll in the Consular Registry. No subject may
invoke Consular protection or file a petition unless he is registered.

Those who have deliberately avoided registration six months from date
are liable* to a fine of fifty drachmas. Registration hours are from
10 A. M. to 3 P. 1/. daily at the oifice of the Consulate, 143 N. Dearborn
Street, Chicago , Illinois.

S. P. Pezas,
Consul G-eneral.
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Tlie ureal: GonGiil:..t3 C^neral of Ghic:-. :o, h-.vin:- now bGCome a salaried a ency of
the G-reek C-ovenurient b^^ enacutive clocree 734 of ..u;^st E6, 1917, 'nvites all
Greel: citizens in Chica:;o to re^^istcr ..ith tiB C-reek Consulate Creneral, jj

vi *tue of article 117, para.'-:raph 4, of consular lav; }2To (as aiiionded hj law
.-xnC-iii)* These citizens should rec'ister, as they v.lll not be able to invoice

tl.j protsction of i^he consular authorities, nor can they file an^;' application
if they are not re.^istered in the books o-' the consulate. If any G-reek

citizen resides v;ithin the territorial jurisdiction of the consulate and
* fails to register, he may be fined up to fifty drL.crjiias.

Registration of Greek citizens talzes place daily, froLi 10:00 ...LI* to o:00 P.II.

,

in t-:o consulate, located at 14-5 I.crth Dearborn Jtreet*

Trie Consul G-eneral, ..-
-

\
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CONSUL-rrENERAL OF SALT LAKE CITY.

The Grreek comzminity in Chicago will soon lose one of its best physicians.
Dr. Gregory Papaeliou, who was appointed to the post of Consul-Qeneral
of Greece for Salt Lake City*Utah.

The popular and well-liked physician who has been honored with this
diplomatic post is one of the most active figures in the social and
philanthropic life of the Chicago Greek community.

Loxias and his many friends and admirers wish him higher honors*
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THE GREEK LOYALISTS OP CHICAGO,

The ever-diminishing circle of the Chicago Greek Loyalists last week held a
meeting and resolved to disband because Constantine, their leader and their
idolt l^s gone to oblivion and disgrace.

This event will be remembered as important in the annals of the Greek community
in Chicago. The group at this meeting consisted of seven would-be title-holders

,

who for their own aggrandizement and vanity did so much harm to the peace and
unity of our race in Chicago* Each of these so-called bosses was promised a
title or a life-job in the royal palace.

Unfortunately for them the boiling-pot turned over and trapped them like rats#
How they wamt to be Venizelists. Can they be trusted? Time will tell. Let
us hope that they have learned their lesson. And peace and unity will then
prevail After all, they are our compatriots, and an opportunity should be given
to them to prove that they are really fellow-Greeks.
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CHICAGO GREEK PAPER INITIATES MOVEMENT
TO DEGRADE SOLON VIASTOS

p« 1. ~ In view of the dethronement of King Constantine and the establish-
ment of the Liberal National Government in Greece, Loxias, as the voice of
the right-thinking Greeks of America, appeals to the Minister of Foreign
Affairs of Greece to revoke the decoration of the Golden Cross of the
Savior, which was bestowed upon Solon Vlastos, publisher of Atlantis , by
the court-serving Government of Greece, dominated by the dethroned king*

To the Minister of Foreign Affairs,
Athens, Greece.

Honorable Sir: Loxias , representing the opinion of the right-thinking Greeks
in America, takes the liberty of informing you that the counterfeit of a man,
iinfortunately a Greek, named Solon Vlastos, living a life of failure and sin
in New York, succeeded, under the reginie of his fellow-countryman Skouloudis,
in obtaining the decoration of the Golden Cross of the Savior for unpatriotic
services which he rendered to that equally counterfeit Government of Skouloudis's,

which was the tool of the dethroned king.
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We, the Greeks of America, knowing that politics forced Mother-Greece to

bestow such an honor on this undesexnring Solon Vlastos, and that the

present Government of Greece represents the true policy of state and has
for its basic purpose to undo the wrongs wrought by the previous Constan-
tinian Government and to redeem and purify Greece of such creatures and
their doings, appeal to you to revoke this honor bestowed upon the afore-
said Solon Vlasto8« And in corroboration of our appeal we herewith enclose
a copy of certain court proceedings of New York, wh^ch shows by its contents
the real character of the aforesaid Solon Vlastos*

Hoping, for the sake of our Mother-Greece* s dignity, that our appeal will
be heeded, we respectfully and gratefully are

Loxias of Chicago*
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PAIRIOTISM OR SELF-INTEREST?

Loxias Is Accused of Unfairness

p. 1 — The publisher of Loxias, Mr. Dem. Eutaxias, is criticized and
accused of unfairness and seirisnness by the National Herald ^ a Greek
daily of New York. This paper claims to be pro-Venizelist. "IVhether it

follows Venizelos*s policies because of patriotism or through self-interest
we shall see later on, and you shall be the judges to decide. Loxias 's

judgment is that this daily of New York advocates Venizelos's policies
only for its own interest and not out of patriotism, and we dare them to
challenge us for proofs

We, the staff of Loxias , consider ourselves, and facts prove it, representatives
of the highest type of journalistic decency, integrity, justice, and patriot-
ism. And above all we have one face and not two. Our record for the last
twenty years proves beyond any doubt the veracity of our statement. The in-
terest of the community and of the people comes first and is above everything
else. That is our conception of journalism.
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Loxias, which recently exposed Solon Vlastos, publisher of Atlantis ,

a New York Greek daily, as the general commander of the Greco-German

propaganda and its ^600, 000 activities, has been on the lookout for

further Satanic actions to be perpetrated by this clique against the

interest and welfare of the Greeks in America.

Our vigilant waiting was crowned with success. Three weeks ago Loxias

trapped the double-faced propaganda of the so-called Loyalists' League

and immediately delivered this evidence to the authorities of the United

States Government, after taking photostatic copies, which we published.

The original letter and the telegram intended to be sent to the Secretary

of State are still in the hands of the Government. The New York Greek

National Herald asked us to let it have the cuts so that they might publish

the activities of this Loyalists' League. Loxia s at once forwarded the

photostatic copies and cuts to its sister newspaper in New York.

These people did not publish the exposure for ten days, on the ground

that they wanted the original letter and telegram, which were in the

hands of the authorities. And in return we were criticized and accused
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of being unpatriotic and of not extending courtesies to a sister news-
paper and of selfishness, and other unfounded charges were made against us»

And when at last they published the exposure, they did not, as they should have
done, mention that Loxias was the first Greek newspaper in the United States
to expose the unpatriotic propaganda of the Loyalists, but they said that the
cuts were procured through the courtesies of Mr. Triantaphilos, etc.

Is that decency, integrity, and justice? 7/e overlook it all because our aim in
journalism is to serve the interest of the whole. Patriotism, according to
the standards of Loxias , is above personal interest. Loxias has maintained
for the last twenty years that our country comes first, and individuals second.
The individual who is prepared to sacrifice everything for his country is

a patriot.

Loxias, therefore, as an independent newspaper, follows the wishes of the

country; it follows Venizelos and his government because they are for Greece
and not ao;ainst Greece.
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The two Greek dailies of Kew York follow the slogan, "Divide and rule»"
They have divided the Greeks in America into Venizolists and Royalists
for their ovm interest, not through patriotism* If Atlantis was pro-
Venizelis, the National Herald would be pro-Royalist and vice versa,
"Divide the ignorant and rule" must be the principle of patriotism for that
type of publisher, leader, demagogue, etc., which thinks of its own interest
first* Patriots, eh? Fortunately, Greece has very few of that kind of
patriot; otherwise there would not have been a Greece to-day.

•

^ r V/

We stand ready to prove all that we have said above if we are challenged by
those who feel hurt. But we know that no challenge will be made*
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AME'ciICAIT AMD ORiSK IDaL/lLS

VEiTiZELcs :?ricouRA(;j:s tke gretks of A:,:s..ica to stjpport

AMERICAN DEviOCRATIC IDEALS AS SYI^IBOLIZED BY TH2
STAR SPAllOLED BAls^NER

T). 1- You have expressed the unanimous sentiment of all liberal G-reeks in

repudiating the Kin?;, with whom, since the tragic events of December, the

nation has once and for all severed every tie.

I congratulate you on your resolution to devote all your strength to the
noble task uiidertaken by the United States.

After your distinguished President's stirring and inspiring declaration
defining America's aims in the war, the Star Spangled Banner has become
the symbol of humanity's purest ideals. Devotion to such a cause is
henceforth the duty and the privilege of every free man.
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I am convinced that the Greeks of the United States, imbued with this con-

ception, will succeed in winning the active and highly valued sympathy of
the great American nation.

Venizelos.

Undoubtedly the Royalists of Chicago will feel uneasy when they read the
above in the daily papers . It is never too late, fellow-Greeks, to change
your minds. The future will reveal the fallacy of your present attitude.
Venizelos is not against Greece but for Greece. You may dislike the
individual, but he is a patriot and a fighter for your Greece and mine.
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THE GBEEK LIBERALS OP CHICAGO*

The committee of the Greek Liberal s of Chicago, composed of 125 promiaent

Gi^eeks, appeals to all patriotic Greeks who love Mother-Greece and Hellenism

to take part in the forthcoming general rally to express our confidence in

Eleutherios Venizelos for leading Greece to war on the side of the Allies*

This general meeting will take place on May 13, and all who are in favor of

the above-mentioned cause are requested to come and bring their friends

with them.
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For a long time here in Chicago as well as in other parts of this country

a Biysterious underground force has been working silently and smoothly

among the &reeks, spending hundreds of thousands of dollars to mold their

minds to worship and love their King Constantino, the Kaiser's brother-in-

law, who has done his damndest to discredit, dishonor, and destroy CSreece

for the sake of his war-lord, the Kaiser.

That force was and still is German propaganda to keep Greece from going to

war on the side of the Allies, as Venizelos has advocated; and this policy

of VenizelosU has caused him to he repeatedly dismissed from the office

of prime minister by the Germanophile King Constantine*

The Greeks of America were and are pro-Venizelists; that is they believe

that the policies of Venizelos are for Greece, not against Greece as are

the policies of the King.
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So this mysterious force is put in operation to change the attitude of the

people and to create opposition to Venizelos and favorable sentiment toward

the King, the tool of Germany. This propaganda has been directed and

conducted by Solon TLastos, a friend of the King's and publisher of Atlantis,

a Greek daily of New Torkt and he is now exposed by Chicago Loxias. Our

articles," Behold the Man," are printed in this issue, in Greek and in

English, so that not only Greeks but also our American fellow^citizens may

be informed of the true character of this man Solon Vlastos, who has some-

times posed among them as a descendant of the Byzantine Emperors and at

other times has masqueraded as the Duke of Euxine.

Loxias takes this step with considerable reluctance^ but there are two

imperative reasons which compel us to do so; by thus showing the true

character of this modern Hochambeau we shall put Americans and their

families, who do not know him, on guard against him, and at the same time

we shall vindicate the honor and prestige of the Greek nation, which he

has done his best to drag into the mire. Read our Articles ••Behold the Man*!
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On Pet. 18 twelve thousand Greeks (see picture on page 2) in a great rally

at the Coliseum endorsed and supported the policies of Venizelost who desires

to lead Greece to war against Germany and her allies, and in a wild demonstration

they denounced the policies of the King. This New York daily, directed hy
this Monster-Duke of Eixxine, in articles blazoned with big headlines, described

the picture of the mass-meeting as a hoax, saying that the participants in the

demonstration who appear in the picttire are not Greeks but Hungarians and men

of other races with a very, very few Greeks among them; amd these latter are then

anathematized by Atlantis for daring to agree with the destructive policies

of Venizelos, who according to Atlantis is against Greece and against the King*

Our fellow-Greeks in other parts of America may, after reading Atlantis*

s

articles, entertain a doubt, but Chicago Greeks, who attended this great mass-

meeting, know beyond any doubt that not only did 12*000 take actual part in the

demonstration, but thousands of others are body and soul behind the Venizelist

policies*
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The days of undergrotind conspiracies and cainouflage are over* Mr. IXike

Tlaetos* the Greeks of Chicago and the rest of America are aware of your
treasonable tactics, and as soon as this country joins the Allies you and
your kind will undoubtedly yell your heads off with your contemptible
and hypocritieal htirrahs* Shame on youtMonster! You are ready to betray
any cotintry for the sake of money. You have no country; Bioney is your
country and your soul« You cannot any longer deceive your fellow-Americans
and your fellow-Oreeks; they know your forgeries by this time*

**Behold the Man" is Loxias* s exposure of the Buke of Euxine. Read it and
send it to your friends « Grreek and American*
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VENIZELOS'S ANSWER TO CHICAGO GBEEKS,

In response to a telegram sent to Venizelos by 12,000 Chicago Oreek Liberals
asstiring him and his National Government of supportt Mr. Venizelos answered

as follows:

"Liberals of Chicago:

Accept my deep appreciation and thanks for your telegram to me. Tour

patriotic sentiments gave tremendous moral support to the endeavors of us

Greeks, united under the temporary Government, who are striving to restore

our national honor and prestige and fulfill Greece •s obligation to our

protectors, the Allies."

Venizelos.
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PATRIOTIC GREEK COI^IEERENCE OF CHICAGO

At two o* clock on Sunday, February 18, the great Greek Conference was held
in the Coliseiom Annex, The people of Chicago had never before had the
opportunity of witnessing such an unusual gathering*

About two weeks ago, the board of councilors of the Liberal Society of
Chicago decided to invite all the representatives sent by Greece to the United
States, to come to Chicago, where they could enlighten the Chicago Greeks as
to the true situation, policies, and plans of Greece.

No sooner was it decided them the conference became a fact* An announcement
was drawn up which read as follows:

WPA (ILL.) PROJ. 30275
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"GREAT VENIZELIST LIBERAL CONEERENGE
**Greek Representatives from Thessalonikl to Speak

to All the ¥enizelists of Chicago and Vicinity

**Gentlenien: The Liberal Society of Chicago—which is recognized by the
National Goyemnent in Thessalonikl under Mr. E« Venlzelos-—-feeling the
extreme necessity for understanding at this time, planned this great con-
ference ?rhich is to take place on February 18 in the Coliseum Annex; and at
which will be heard the representatives from Greece, Mr« Eafantaris, and
Hr« Aravantinos*

'VThe Venizelists frcHa every nook of Chicago and the neighboring states are there-
fore invited to attend, and hear directly from the mouths of these speakers the
actual truth concerning the condition of their fatherland* Its critical condition
is evident to all, and it is the duty of all Venizelists to attend. Arouse
yourselves I . in order that the strength of the Venizelists of Chicago shall

WHA (ILL.) PKOJ. 30/75
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command respect; and that serious consideration will be given to the

cause for which we fight."

This notice makes it evident that the conference would be open only to

Liberals; that it was intended only for those who took a public stand for

Venizelos; and that it would tare badly for anyone with antagonistic ideas

found in the meeting. This exclusion of those having opposing beliefs, is

perfectly legal, since the Annex was rented in the name of a Venizelist organ-

ization. The invitations bore three reasons for the holding of this con-

ference. They were:

First: In order to allow a discussion of Greek politics without the usual

fighting and argument which hinder intelligent thought, and cause more trouble

than anything else.

Second: In order that the truly great strength of the Venizelists of (Chicago

WPA (ILL) PROJ. 30275
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can be proven; and that it be shown, once and for all, which side of
the fence our leading citizens are on.

Third: In order that a clear differentiation be made between the two parties;
and that a program be laid out for the Liberals of Chicago,

The people came to the meeting in such multitudes that only a short time
elapsed after the opening of the doors before it was announced that there was
no more room, and that admission would have to cease. Although the Annex is

made to accommodate over 3,500 people, it was packed to the point of suffoca-
tion; and there were still over five himdred people standing outside hoping
to get in. In the thirty years existence of the Greek community in Chicago,
such a condition had never before occurred.

The meeting was quiet and dignified until, sadly enough, an overpatriotic
and thoughtless individual arose and cried: "The followers of the traitorous

WPA (ILL) PROJ. 30275
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King are hereby requested to leave this auditorium.** No sooner was this

said than Dandemonium broke loose. V/histling, cat-calls, boos, and angry
shouts, filled the hall. No political benefit was gained by such a thought-
less act; it only gave the few people that would be forced to leave, a good
opportunity to call the police, and thereby blacken our nane in the American
press. They would say that we were inciting a riot; and would have cause to
write articles about our characters and our unruly meetings. Ani the cause
of this disturbance was due to certain individuals who do not understand
their obligation to society or their own race. They do not understand the

relationship between one civilized man and another. They caused shame and
humiliation to be felt by most of the people in the audience, who were friendly,
quiet, dignified, and self-respecting individuals. Those persons who wish
to impose their crude, coarse way of doing things upon the rest of the com-
munity, had better find other ways to pass their time. Although we might
agree with their opinions, we will have no association v/ith them so long as
they choose such ways to express themselves.

WPA (ILL.) PROJ. 30275
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Each person has, according to the laws of this country, the ri^t to
foznulate his own opinions and to do as he pleases, provided he keeps within
the law and respects the rights and privileges of others*

After quiet was again restored the toastmaster of the evening, Mr* Eftaxias,
editor of the Loxias

,

welcomed the assemblage and then introduced ISr. Panes
Aravantinos, irtio gave a summary of the past history of Greece ^ in which he
analyzed the present political situation and its effect upon conditions in
the country* The speech was received with much enthusiasm by the rapt audi-
ence* Ur* Kafantaris was then introduced by the toastmaster, and he explained
Greece *s position in the war, and its effects on Greece* He said that the
only saviour of Greece was Venizelos and that he should be staunchly support*
ed*****He too was given a great ovation at the close of his inspiring speech*
A vote was then taken, and thousands in the audience voted in favor of keeping
Venizelos in power in Greece* Notice of this action was sent to President
Wilson, to the Ck)vemment in Thessaloniki , and to the newspapers of America
and Greece*

W^, (iLL; PROJ.30Z7b
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After the meeting the guests of honor and the Greek representatives

went to the Blackstone Hotel to attend a dinner given in their behalf.

WPA (ILL) PROJ. 30275
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jrr THS GRAND MASS-MEETING-VENI ZELOS » S EMISSARIES

IN CHICAGO-aREEK V.S. GREBE.

As it had been announced, the National Teniseliet mass-aeeting took place
last Sunday at the Coliseum* Twelve thousand Chicago Liberals participated*

Chicago authorities^ being familiar with '^when Greek meets Greeks" took no
chances of letting the Greeks use the city as a Greek battle^front, and
precautions were taken to avoid any real battles among the two factions of
Chicago Greeks, the Yenizelists or Liberals and the Constantinites or Royalists*
Seventy-*fire blue^coats were stat oned at the scene of operation*

A committee of 225 was authorized to keep peace and order and to inform the
sc-^called Royalists that this mass*-meeting was only for Veniselists and their
sympathizers, and that if the Royalists were as they are, of contrary opinion
and do not agree with Venizelos's policies, then for the sake of the Greek
name in general » for the sake of decency and order, and for the sake of their
own necks it would be advisable for them not to attempt to attend the meeting*
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This counsel and this warning; were announced to the opposite side of the fence

many ^ays before the meeting, and emphasis was laid on the fact that force

would be employed to make the announcement effectiye.

Greeks the world over, Venizelists, antl-VenizelistSt or what not, are Greeks

and pay no attention to threats and warnings when national affairs are involved.

The ancient King of Persia sent word to the Greeks, to Lacedemonians » Athenians,

and others, to surrender their arms* Bid they heed his threatsT Did they

soirrender the arms? Bj no means. They sent word to him, •*Come and get them.''

Chicago Greeks are chips of the old block. The Royalists, who according to

their^way of thinking claim the title of Constitutionalists disregarded the

Venizelists* warning and threats and decided to come to the enemy's cajop and

break up the meeting. But unfortunately for them, the enejoy happened to be

their fellow-Greeks and did not go back on their word. The meaning of that

famous "when Greek meets Greek" is well known to us; it is war to the end.

; t
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The impartial American press of Chicago next day told the story of the Greek

affray with better descriptive power and color than I have at hand (heing a

Greek and a Venizelist)*

At 1 P. M. sharp the Venizelist phalanxes (fifty deep) began to arrive. A sub-

committee of seventy-five, reinferced by policement was waiting at the entrance

to prevent the admission of Royalists. Seventy-Royalists, headed by three

leaders, came and of coiirse attempted to force their way in. As the opposing

forces met, the blue-coats were \inable to know which was which*

It was all Greek to the^t and consequently the remained inactive. But the

committee gently picked up the Royalists from the ground as if they had been

so many dolls and set them aside as we put one match-box on top of another,

making room for the arriving phalanxes of Venizelists.
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The white-glove-handled Royalists, as the policemen called them in referring
to the incident when they saw that their attempt to enter the hall had been
frustrated^ held a council and asked Mr. Alex Matiatos, chairman of the sub-committee,
to inform those Boyalists who had smuggled themselves in, to come out in order
to hold a conference in the open. Seven of them refused to go out, proclaiming
their allegiance to Venixelos; fifteen others, who were sitting in a group (knowing
that in union there is strength), responded to the call and started out. After
a fe^ steps the fifteen, side by side and shoulder to shoulder, began to bombard
the crowd with clubs, bottles^ chairs, and bricks*

The policemen on guard outside emphatically denied that there was any battle at
all; they heard nothing, but they could not understand why the heads of the

evicted Royalists were bleeding* There were no noise, no cries, and no disturbance
8l% all.
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Of coTirse those who were near the fracas candidly admitted to me that there was
a little rough handling, which was due to the fact that the white gloves of the
Venizalists fell off in the operation. Most of those evicted carried concealed
weapons, and for that offense alone they were put under arrest.

By 1;45 P. M. the hall had been cleared of Royalists. But outside their
number by this time had increased to one hxindred and fifty, and more were
arriving, uttering threats to air and clouds, and • ••.•• That is what
I call decency! The policemen's ears were not shocked at all. Everything was
in Sreek; not one word in English.

At this time two hundred Cretans in military formation, followed by hundreds of
other Greeks, reached the scene of anticipated hostilities. Upon learning of the

skirmishes already fought the Cretans, relieving themselves of baiiners, flags,

and other marching paraphernadia, fell upon the poor Royalists like ho\mds«
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The Royalists in turn took the part of the fleeing fox, for they were not such
fools as to stay hut took to their heels, and for blocks and blocks hither and
yonder, foxes and hounds were active. You know the game

Passers-by, vivilized Americans, were very much amused at the game of fox
and hound, and the next day the Chicago press said, "Constatntine's army
was defeated and entirely annihilated by the Venizelos army.** A nice
how-do-you-do for all the Greeks! Anyway, it was our affair. Let the world
say what it may, we Greeks will remain Greeks*

By this time the Coliseum was packed, and thousands of people were massed
outside. No more Boyalists were in sight with the exception of fourteen
real honest-to-goodness Greeks who inspite of their political affiliations
were borad-minded enough to respect other people's rights and thus commanded
respect and remained unmolested, for they had come as observers and not as
trouble-makers

•
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For the Bake of courtesy I will not mention their names lest they he declared
traitors hy the ignorsuit mob of their associates.

Two P. U.t and the crowd broke into sky-rending hurrahs. They are coming, thA
emissaries of the National Venizelist Government of Salonica, who are in this
country to tell American Greeks what the facts really aret why Greece is discredited
and dishonored, and how she suffers tmder the unconstitutional regime of King
Constaatinel

They arrived-Messrs* Eaffantaris and Aravantinos and their attaches Captains
YannicostaSt Papalexopoulos, and Zavos* They took the seats reserred for them
on the platform^ and Mr. Dem. XutaxiaSt publisher of LoxiaSt as master of ceremonies
in well^chosen words introduced first Mr. Aravantinos* For three whole minutes
the Coliseiim shook with clapping of hands and other applause*
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The distinguished Greek, tall, erect, handsome, dignified and imposing,
presented with Platonic logic and fluency the facts of the history of the
Greek dynasty. Beginning with Otho in the year 1843, he developed step
by step his account of all the activities of the Greek Crown up to the

present time* In 1909, said he, the horizon of Greece was illumined by
the appearance of a new political star, Eleutherios Venizelos, The crowd
again broke out in thundering applause. The orator depicted the achievements
of Venizelos, who during the two Balkan Wars doubled the territory of Greece*
In regard to the present King the orator said that this ruler, surrounded by
a German clique,had become a despot, abolishing all constitutional rights and
paralyzing the country. The present National Government of Venizelos in
Salonica appeals to all fair«-minded Greeks in America to support it, and
after the crisis is over, let the Greek people decide who are the culprits
responsible for their country's woes. The people will then be free to

decide whether the King's power and strength shall be founded in the will

of the people, or the will of the people shall be damned.
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Mr* KaffantfiuriSy a noted linguist^ an expert in international law^ and
an authority on ethnology, spoke stlong the eame lines, denouncing the
Germanophile clique surrounding the 8o-*called Oreek Crown. The crowd
£igain expressed its approval of the Venizelist-Grovernment with unusual
enthusiasm and applause.

Cards were distributed for signature, pledging support to the cause of
Veniselos. 12,400 were returned to the mass^meeting committee. A
resolution was adopted, the text of which was cabled to Venizelos in
Salonica.

The Chicago Tribune estimated the crowd to be 7,500; the Herald put it
at 5,500; the Germanophile papers of Hearst gave 3f000 as the figure,
and the yellow Greek daily of Hew York reported 300. The publisher of
Loxias in spite of his Veni sellstic leanings, can vouch for the fact

that the attendance was oyer 13,000*
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RESOLUTION

p« 4 — Over tv/elve thousand Chicago Greek: Liberals last Sunday, "^HrtT grand
mass -fleeting at the Coliseum, approved of and recognized the new National
Venizelist Government in Salonica, in a resolution as follows;

We acknowledge and support with all our souls the National Government in
Salonica, headed by Eleutherios Venizelos, as the only representative of
national thoughts and wishes*

We denounce with aversion the unconstitutional courtier government of
Athens for following a policy contrary to national interests and for
surrendering Greek territory, Greek population, and forts to our bitter
enemies, the Bulgars#

We express our sympathy and appreciation to the Allies and wish for their
victory, that nations may be liberated.

V/e respectfully inform :His Excellency the President of the United Statea
that we, as part of this our* adopted country, are ready to be honored with
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service to the Stars and Stripes on the first line when need be»

We further respectfully request the President of the United States to recog-
nize the Venizelist Government of Salonica, taking into consideration
the fact that three fourths of the Greek population are pro-Venizelist3#
Since the National Venizelist Government will not recognize any consular
action performed by the agents of the Athens' Government in this country,
our request for the recognition of the Salonica Government is in harmony with
the wishes and interests of the Greeks in the United States

•

We fvirther resolve to inform the Greek and American press of this country
of our acknowledgment and support of the Venizelist Government in Salonica#

Chicago, Feb, 18, 1917#

THE COMMITTEE OF OKE HUIfflRED

of the tv/elve thousand indorsers
of the resolution.
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FRANCS

(Editorial)

A Greek does not exist who will say that he does not love the French people,
and that he does not hope for their success in this war. If you ask the
Greeks why they like the French so much* you will receive hundreds of
different reasons.

One will say he is for France because of Napoleon. Another studied French
in school, or read Victor Hugo. Someone will say he likes France because
she was one of the great powers who helped Greece regain her freedom. In
other words those answers do everything but explain the basic reason for
the strong bond between the French and the Greeks.

France, as a nation, was the first to fight for equality and social justice.
The French were the first European race to say that democratic government,
for and by the people, should prevail. The French Revolution marked the
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beginning of Europe's fight against tyranny and oppression. The progress
of the twentieth century is greatly due to that event. The characteristics
of the French are fine, and the French people are among the best in all of
Europe

.

The Frenchman's soul is filled with the desire to aid the suffering, to
uplift the fine and useful, to have a sincere, thankful spirit, and to live
in peaceful harmony with his neighbor. The refined Frenchman is guided by
these desires, and so the French democracy thrives. This democracy has al-
ways been sympathetic to the Greek race.

The French government of this age has been like a spike in the eyes of all
tyrants. Humanity can take a lesson from France and mold the future people
of the world into more brotherly and just individuals. For this reason, we
grieve that some Napoleon does not make his appearance and free the world
from "Divine Right" monarchs. Such a one v;ould become the saviour of

humanity, because he would be fighting for democracy and social equality.
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KING VS. VENIZELOS AND VICE VERSA IN

GREEK LIFE IN CHICAGO

p. 1- The Greek and American journals of Chicago ever so often print in

their columns something about the Venizelos-Constantine dispute among the
Chicago Greeks. The following letters show how some Greeks fight their
heads off throTigh the press.

Editor of the Chicstgo Journal : Ever since the European war began, the
editorial columns of the Chicago Journal have devoted more space to

criticizing the behavior of the Greek King toward the Allies than to the
activities of any other ruler of the neutral states.

We, the Greeks of Chicago, really appreciate your unselfish and sincere
Interest in the affair of our beloved Greece, although your articles are
not always up to the standard in accuracy and impartiality.

Your last article, "Standing by Venizelos," reflects mostly the opinions
of the ignorant masses of our people here and those of some ultra-fanatics,
pro-Venizelists, and not the opinions of cool and sane Greeks, who value
more the interests of their co\intry than the interests of the Allies.
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You stated in this article that " Constant ine had no ri^t to dismiss the
lawful premier, no right to overturn the constitutional government of his
country and seize despotic power, no right to dishonor his minister's
pledges to the entente and his own solemn treaty with Serbia, no right to

Join hands with Bulgaria. These are his faults, and they deserve any
punishment that his betrayed people may choose to inflict."

Now, let me take issue with you, for it seems to me that you are laboring
\mder a misconception of what is stated in the constitution of Greece,
according to which Constantine acted* According to the Greek constitution,
the King has the right to dissolve parliament as often as he chooses to do
so. The article of the constitution which gives this privilege to the
King is a bad article. But that is how the article reads; your friend
Venizelos was instrumental in having it incorporated in the constitution
five years ago, and there it is still. The King did not make the con-
stitution; Venizelos and his party made it, and the King has solemnly
observed it»
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You assert that the King seized, despotic power. How can you substantiate
this statement? The King dismissed Mr* Venizelos and ordered elections,
and Mr. Venizelos betrayed the common people who voted for him and for
his followers by declaring himself pro-neutral before the elections and
pro-war after the elections. Then the King very wisely again dismissed
Mr. Venizelos as not fulfilling his promises to the voters and ordered
new elections. Mr. Venizelos kept out of the race, and naturally he could
have no voice in the Chamber of Deputies. Who is to be blamed for cowardly
behavior?

You assert that the King had no right to dishonor his minister's pledge
to the Allies. Why not? What right had Mr. Venizelos to pledge his
coTintry against her will? According to the constitution Mr. Venizelos
had no right to give such a r)ledge. War is declared by the King, says
the constitution made by Mr. Venizelos.
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As for the treaty with Serbia, you and I know nothing about it; but I am
s\ire from what I read in the G-reek prees that there was no such obliga-
tion as is stated by Mr* Venizelos* friends*

In regard to the other accusation, that the King joined hands with the

Bulgarians, it is absurd even to think of it. The King acted with
absolute neutrality, allowing them to occupy part of Greece as the Allies
had already occupied half of it.

As for the punishment that the King deserves, my opinion is that the people
of Greece and the Greeks of America and elsewhere ought to be very thankful
to him for keeping Greece out of war so long among so many difficulties caused
by the Allies without and so many demaigogues and hot-headed leaders within
the coxantry.

As a citizen of Chicago and sis a member of the Greek community here, I

appreciate your interest in Greek affairs, but your information is
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altogether wrong. Greeks in Chicago in reading your articles form an
opinion that their King is a traitor or something of the sort, which
tends to create a division among the Greeks here, and more than that,
the article makes an unpleasant impression upon the minds of the American
people*

Dr. N. Papantonopoulos,
535 South Halsted Street,
Chicago.

Now another Chicago Greek, and a very eminent one, \kv. Paul Javaras, a
scholar and a gentleman who shares the opinion of three-fourths of the
Greeks of Chicago, throws down the ga\intlet and shows Dr. Papantonopoulos
very explicitly where to get off.

Editor of the Chicago Daily Journal : Writing in the Journal under the
heading "Standing by the Truth," Dr. N. G. Papajitonopoulos states that
the JoTirnal is misinformed in believing that the Greek people here as
well as in Greece stand behind Mr. Venizelos and his policies*
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Now, while we grant to Dr. Papantonopoulos the right to exDress his opinion,
does he not think that he oversteps the rules of decorum and of etiquette
when he comes out in a statement and calls those who differ with him
"ignorant masses"? The indisputable fact that the great majority of Greeks
the world over approve of Mr. Venizelos is sufficient proof that it is

not some ultra-fanatics but the great sane mass of peoT)le which is behind
him.

And was not this proved by the elections of Uay^ 1915? Did not the
Venizelists poll two-thirds of the total vote then? This fact remains
Tinshaken, much as Mr. Papantonopoulos endeavors to accuse Mr. Venizelos
of being pro-neutral before the elections and pro-war after the elections.
Neither does that other silly argximent, that the people elected Mr.

Venizelos because they liked him and not because they understood his
policies, rest upon a logical basis. For I dare say that among all
nations the Greeks more than any other have a general idea of politics,
following with keen interest the platforms of all political parties.
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As for the accusation that Mr. Venizelos was pro-war after the election
and pro-neutral before, I beg to remind the writer that Mr. Venizelos
was not for war immediately after the elections. Only when Bulgaria
mobilized for the purpose of attacking Serbia did he wish to go to war
and stand behind the treaty which was made by him, approved of by the
Chamber, and signed by the King.

Mr. Venizelos 's behavior was not cowardly in not taking part in the

elections which the King ordered after Mr. Venizelos 's dismissal, for
these have been well termed a ridiculous farce, since the elections took
place when half the voters were under arms and could not vote. And all
this was done in defiance of the constitution, which forbids general
elections when mobilization is in effect. This was not the only time
that the King violated the constitution, for the measures are well known
which the government of King Constantine has taken to suppress free
speech and peaceful assembly all over Greece.

cV
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But of all the blunders which Dr. Papantonopoulos makes in oindertaking
to justify the conduct of the King the one pertaining to the permission
granted to the Bulgars to seize the Greek fort of Rupel as an act of
strict neutrality is one which is condemned by the unanimous voice of
all the Greek peoples.

The Greek people do not place the Anglo-French upon the same footing as
the Bulgarians* The Anglo-Pranch have been the creators of modern Greece,
and the Greek people will ever be thankful to them for assistance rendered
in their hour of need and sorrow.

Fortunately for Greece and for the world at large the great mass of people
still believe in the great American axiom, "government for the people and
by the people." The death of all those who shed their blood to bequeath
to posterity the rights of freedom of the press and of free speech has not
been in vain. The world, with but few set-backs, moves forward; the
doctrine of the divine right of kings is losing ground and adherents every
day, and the great day of rule by reason and not by force is already
looming on the horizon.
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As to Dr. Papantonopoulos' aversion to seeing G-reeks divided in Chicago

or elsewhere, that is very poor philosophy. Differences of opinion must

exist. Aristotle the great said that "an assertion is not a proof." If

we all agreed that the earth was flat, as some so-called wise people in

the past have said, we sho\xld be living in illusion. A difference in

opinion brings out the truth. Dr. Papantonopoulos is excusable for

advancing his ideas, though he wants the G-reeks of Chicago to be united

and to say that white is black or vice versa.

Patil Javaras,
807 West Harrison Street.
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TO raE OREEKS OF CHICAGO ATID ELSETOKRE

BE^"AHE OF THE RETURNINO OREEKS

p. 1- Because the &reeks in America do not approve of the anti-Hellenic
policy of King Constantine ana have displayed their opinion to the v^^orld

by the demonstrations vv'hich they have held everywhere in this coiintry,

the diplomatic agents of the '^'ing*s propaganda recently sent thirteen
himdred demobilized Greek soldiers to America, ticket and expenses loaid

by the treasury of the Crown, to tell us what a wonderful King we have,
how much he is beloved and idolized by the Greeks over there, how
Venizelos is hated by the people as a real destroyer of Greece, and other
sugar-coated stories for the benefit of this Germanophile King and his
Queen, the Kaiser's sister.

King Constantine, as a man and as a King, has every right in the world to
think kindly of his Germanic war-lord, but he has no right as a constitu-
tional King to work and act against the interests of the Greek peoole.
This is treason*
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TO raZ OREEKS OF CHICAGO AIID ELSE'VHERE

BE^"ARE OF THE RETURNINO GREEKS

p. 1- Because the &reeks in America do not approve of the anti-Hellenic

policy of King Constantine ana have displayed their ot)inion to the world

by the demonstrations v/hich they have held everywhere in this country,

the diplomatic agents of the '^^ing»s propaganda recently sent thirteen^

hundred demobilized Greek soldiers to America, ticket and expenses paid

by the treasury of the Crown, to tell us what a wonderful King we have,

how much he is beloved and idolized by the Greeks over there, how

Venizelos is hated by the people as a real destroyer of Greece, and other

sugar-coated stories for the benefit of this Germanophile King and his

Queen, the Kaiser's sister.

King Constantine, as a man and as a King, has every right in the world to

think kindly of his Germanic war-lord, but he rias no right as a constitu-

tional King to work and act against the interests of the Greek peoole.

This is treason.
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In childhood, as undoubtedly you remember, we were taught of tne return
of Odysseus. Homer tells us lively stories about this shrewd and wily
hero. So this returning group of G-reeks, like new Odysseuses, tell us
beautiful stories of Constant ine, whose stables they guarded in Athens,
far away from the firing-line ano. the battle-front.

ViHienever you meet any of these thirteen hundred returning pseudo-apostles
of the Greek peot)le, ask them to show you their military service-books of
discharge, anc. then you will see that these bad eggs never saw a battle-
front, but every one of them was a guard in the royal stables, guarding
the royal horses of the royal faiaily. V/hile their brot'ier-Greeks were
fighting in the midst of fire and hell, these poor weaklings were ke'ct

in stables, to be trained for the r)urp6se for which they are nov; sent here.

Nov be on your guard when you meet or hear these pseudo-apostles; ask them
to show you their discharge-books. They will not do so because they know
their weakness. . . •

Beware of these thirteen hundred returning aiDostles.
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CHICAGO GR^'JKS IN A GREAT GATHERING APPROVE
OF VEI-nZELOS' POLICY

p. 2- Thousands of Chicago Greeks gathered last week at the Turner Hall
to demonstrate their affection for Eleutherios Venizelos of Greece and
their confidence in hin and disapproval of King Constantine in general.

Fiery oratory was Doured forth by nany SToeakers, and long telegrams and
re-norts from Greece were read to the gathering. The peot)le became wildly
enthiisiastic when an authentic report from Greece showed the confidence
of the Greek peoole in Venizelos. The report said that demonstrations
oy the Deo'^le and by the solid body of recently aemobilized soldiers re-
vealed their affection for Venizelos. The rer)ort continued that King
Constantine had no right to overturn the constitutional government,
dismiss the lawful premier, and seize desiootic power; that he had no
right to dishonor his minister's T^ledges to the Entente and his own
solemn treaty with Servia nor to join hands with his country's deadliest
eneriiy^ Bulgaria.
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The crowd at the meeting by their tumultuous applause demonstrated that

they stand behind Yenizelos, whose policy they know will realize the

aims of the Greek nation.
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GREEKS FROM ABROAD APPROVE OF LOXIAS^S ATTITDDE

p. 2. ~ Loxlas ^

s

articles regarding the struggle that is going on in

Greece between King Constantine and the Greek nation are read and approved

of in many parts of the world* They are headed "Constantine vs. Greece."ft

Innimerable letters of congratulation are received at our office from fellow-

Greeks in Egypt,, South Africa, Kaioerun, Australia, Madagascar, Manchuria, and

many Balkan capitals.

Chicago Loxias does not serve the interests of the so-called Greek crown but

the interests of our beloved Greece and of Hellenism the world over. Kings

and queens may come and go, but Greece must remain at all costs. Our articles

have shown very clearly that King Constantine wants Greece to commit suicide,

that is, to go to the assistance of his brother-in-law, his beloved Kaiser.

The Chicago Journal last week in a great editorial analyzed the whole situation

and unfolded the intrigues of the Greek King,and item by item its article
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coincides with what Loxias wrote three months ago. If you are in favor of

Greece and of Hellenism, mail Loxias to your friends and relatives who

are outside the dominion of King Constantine, Oh, brother-Greeks the world

over, stop and think a minute I Which is holier to you - the foreign King

or your native Greece? The answer is one and only one: Greece and Greece

alone*

Below I reprint what the Chicago Journal said yesterday*

"UNCLUCKY HELLAS

"All Greece appears to be furious over the invasion of Greek territory by

the Bulgars, who are fighting with Germany, but up to the date of writing

Constantino refuses to order the invaders driven out* Crowds are parading

the streets of Athens denouncing the royal government and crying aloud for

war against the invaders of Greek territory. From every part of the
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country come disquieting rumors • The Venizelist papers print the news of

the invasion inside a band of mourning, but indeed the history of Hellas
for more than a year past deserves to be bordered with black.

"Greece is in some virays one of the most unfortunate lands in Europe • It

is unravaged by war, but the long mobilization of its army has bankrupted
the treasury, its cherished and at one time attainable dream of the union
of the Hellenic race is vanishing, its liberties have been outraged by a

dull despotic king. And nov/- when its ancient enemies are v/ithin its gates,
the unlucky country seems obliged to choose between submitting to the
outrage and embarking on revolution*'*

To our fellow-Greeks of Chicago Loxias suggests that it will be injurious if
not destructive to permit the community here to be divided into two factions*
Those who are inclined to follow the policy of King Constantino must bear
in mind that the outcome will be disastrous, and in He^iven's name, for our
interest and welfare, we must not be divided. We are sons of Greece, all of
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us, and not sons of kings and queens. Our adopted country will not want us
to be divided and to fight one another. The interest of the Chicago com-
munity will be served best if we remain Greeks and do not become Constantin-
ites or anti-Constantinites» Let us reason with ourselves and not rock the
boat« Chicago Greeks must remain united*
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UNIVERSITY CLUB IKVITES ATTORNEY
VLACHOS TO LECTURE

p» 2. — Attorney Aiadrew Vlachos at the invitation of the University Club

of Chicago delivered a lecture on January 22 on the subject of the Balkan

Wars, the present world tragedy, and Greek history. It was the first time

that a Greek had delivered a speech in this exclusive club«

Mr# Vlachos brought out the evidence of intrigues carried on against

Balkan states and with convincing arguments revealed the rapacious designs

of Russia and Italy, the former having an eye on Constantinople and the

latter on the Dodecanese* The audience was very much impressed by the

Greek lawyer's address and applauded hini very enthusiastically.
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WILLIAM KOUTSOGIANIS CORRECTS MISS STOKE.

411 lii <

m I t

Because Uiss Ellen M* Stone, a Presbyterian missionaryt was not allowed by

the Oreek and Servian armies to enter a belligerent Greek province to do

missionary work, she let loose a storm of accusation and insiilts against

Greeks and Servians and stated that the Greeks are worse than the Turks*

This so-called Christian young lady must be misinformed if not uneducated.

Impartial foreign observers have already discovered and informed the world

at large that the Greeks are more human than we thought they were* Ur*

Koutsogianis has sent the following correction to the press

Editor Chicago Daily Journal :

Refering to the article by Miss Ellen M. Stone, a Presbytarian missionary,

in the Chicago Daily Journal, I beg to state that she is in error in her

statements in regard to Greek and Servian countries.
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It should seem that her reason for saying that the Greeks are worse than
the Turks is that she is not permitted to enter a Oreek province to do
missionary work*

In regard to that I wish to say that the nation of Greece is the foundation
stone of Christianity, and that its people do not perBiit outsiders to teach
them any other doctrine than that which was originally founded on the Greek
Bible. Greece tc-day is superior to any other country in continental Europe
in civilization and in Christianity. Moreover, my people in this country are
peaceable, religious, and law-abiding citizens, and very prosperous in business
and otherwise*

William Koutsogianis
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GREEK VETERANS' CLUB OF CHICAGO.

The Greek Veterans' Club, composed of Chicago Greeks, veterans of the first

and second Balkan wars, on next Sunday, August 15, will hold a celebration
for the victories of the Greek Arn^y. The celebration will take place at

Hull House. A doxology will be sung in Holy Trinity Church at 10 A. M. All
branches of the Greek community and all its societies and organizations will

participate in the ceremony.

Every compatriot of ours in Chicago is invited to attend this Hellenic Celebration^
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THE VIOILANT EYE OP CHICA&O GBEEKS*

CORRECTION FOR THE TRIBUNI

NO ELECTIONS IN GREECE*

That progressive and energetic Greek of our community, Mr. Vasilios Kontaxopaulos,

wholesale tobacconist, heading a committee of prominent Greeks has undertaken

a journalistic hattle and called the Chicago Tribune

U

attention to the fact

that as a rule the Tribune^ inaccurate when it deals with Greek news or the

reputation of Greeks:

Editor of the Chicago Tribune :

In regard to your note of comment on McCormick»s letter in yesterday's Tribune^

in which you stated that the Greek elections resulted in the defeat of the

Venizelus Ministry, I wish to advise you that no elections have been held

in Greece*
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The King has ended the session of the VoTill (parliament). This body will

take up its work again in October, and should the King be antagonistic

to any action which it may take or to any measure which it may favor, he has

the power to dissolve the "Youli" and ask for new elections*
»

I hope that you will make the necessary corrections in order not to give

a false impression of the attitude of the ttreek people toward the policy of

Mr. Veniselos.

Basil A. Condax.
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THE CHICAGO JCURI^iL aI.D THE SALT

Our friend Knapp, of the Chicago Journal staff, has again attempted to

insult the Greek race. This time it has been done so tastelessly that v/e

readily offer him the saltshaker for which he has asked.

In a recent article he has recounted the battles in v/hich great numbers of

humans have been slaughtered. One of the examples he has v/ritten about is

the Battle of Flataea, in which 500,000 Persians took part, and only 40,000

survived. The learned Mr. Knapp repudiates this historical fact, and has

nerve enough to print his opinion in a nev/spaper. He probably thinks that

at the end of a battle the Greeks piled up the dead bodies of_the enemy and

their ovm men and counted them, as did the Texas Indians fsloj . For the

sake of accuracy we reprint the exact statement of Ivlr. Knapp.

"The Greeks stormed the Persian camp after the Battle of Plataea, and the

slaughter was probably greater than at Cannae, although the history of

—

»

o.
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Herodotus says that of 300,000 men only 40,000 escaped. This statement

must be received with a grain of salt.

^At Hiraera a whole city was wiped out ty the Carthaginian hordes, the Greeks

dying in their tracks, with slain enemies heaped around them, like the

Texans at the Alamo.'*

These false statements, which are injurious to the glorious history of

Ancient Greece, have been believed, of co\irse, by some people who are not

familiar with Greek history. However, the learned American public—especially

the university professor—has declared them to be infamous lies and deliberate

misrepresentations of fact.

Saloniki does not forgive such insults made by an ignorant reporter who

obviously does not like the Greek people. V/e urge the Chicago Greeks to

refrain from purchasing or even reading the Chicago Journal , It is not the

first time this paper has cast slurs upon the Greek race of yesterday and
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today.

Call the Journal and protest! Show them we are ready to defend oiir

co\intry*s honor!
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CHICAGO GREEK VETERANS STIR UP INVESTIGATION OF BALKAN ATROCITIES;
VraiTEWASH BY CARNEGIE COMITTEE; BULGARIAN INFERNO IN MACEDONIA

p« !• — Hundreds of Chicago Greek veterans in a meeting last week appealed to
the press to expose the truth about the Balkan atrocities* Many of these
boys, some of them wounded and wearing their decorations, indignantly denounced
the lies and machinations of the Bulgarians and pleaded for an impartial in-
vestigation that the truth may be known to the public.

Mr# Knapp, editor of the Chicago Daily Journal , writes as follows

i

••vnien the Carnegie commission was appointed to investigate the Balkan atrocities,
experienced observers predicted that it would whitewash the Bulgarians and throw
mud on other Balkan peoples • This prophecy was based on the fact that several
members of the commission were known to be strongly pro-Bulrarian and anti-Greek*
This was particularly true of Prof. Milyoukoff , whose hatred of Hellenism was
notorious, and whose perfect acquaintance with eastern languages made him easily
the most influential member of the commission.

"The report just issued by the commission shows that the prediction was justified.
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The investigation could not indeed give so complete a whitewash to Bulgaria
as they wished. Bulgarian butcheries were too widely known and too well
attested to admit of denial. But the commission did the next worst thing;
it glozed over the fiendish massacres committed by Bulgarians at Serres and
at Ooxato; it maundered about the 'provocation* which the Bulgars had for
their outrages; and then it accepted and published as true almost every
slanderous charge against the Greeks which the enemies of that people could
write or print

"The report would be more widely believed if it were less clearly one-sided;
but in no case could it deceive those who have followed the Balkan Wars step
by step. The flight of Turkish peasants for protection from Bulgarian to
Greek territory is enough to prove which army was gentler and more humane
with non-combatants; and the evidence of Austrian consuls and British army
officers agrees exactly with this unconscious testimony of Moslem villagers.

"No doubt wild deeds were done by all the Balkan combatants. War is always
horrible, and in Macedonia it was made tenfold more hellish by the accumulated
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race-hatreds and religious jealousies of centuries. But all the evidence
goes to show that the Greeks were the most humane, and the Buigars the
most savage, of the Balkan nations; and it must not be forgotten that the
initial outrages were committed by Bulgarians • If Greek troops gave rein
to their fury after going through the ruins of Serres and Demirhissar, they
did only what our own soldiers have done in Indian wars after finding the
tortured bodies of their messmates %".

Chicago Journal , May 19, 1914.

To further corroborate the statements of our Chiciago warriors who fought in
the neighborhood of Gevgeli and Zaitsar , I herewith print what Herr Maximi-
lian Harden, editor of the Berlin Zxikunft , has written:

"Abhorred Bulgarians I We had the opportunity of seeing and studying you at
close range. You are savages, strong only in evil determination and persist
ence. You are not inspired by any ethical principle. You have no religious
feeling. Your religion does not unite you by a spiritual tie but only by
the bond of race.
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You still have the savage instincts of the hordes of which you are descended.
You are still standing on the lowest level of mental and moral development.
You are primitively uncivilized. Your soldiers, whether in victory or in
defeat, abandon themselves to murder, pillage, and rapine, like the hordes
of Attila and like the v/ild crowd of the Mongols under* Genghis Khan.

"We have indisputable proof of your atrocities. You may pretend that King
Constantine and King Peter, in denouncing you as murderers and vandals, are
influenced by the leaders of their armies, but we have the testimony of
a legion of disinterested foreign eye-witnesses, among them French, English,
Austrian, and German journalists, foreign officials and residents like those
of Serres and Cavalla, foreign doctors such as those engaged by the Serbian
Government, foreign clergymen, and photographers of foreign nations, one
German, one Norwegian, and two French.

"Dismemberment, torture, maiming, strangling of prisoners, decapitation, cruci-
fixion, disemboweling and blinding of non-combatants - there is the catalogue
of your ascertained crimes. The deposit ix)ns of a multitude of foreign eye-
witnesses present a report that makes us shudder.
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^In the village of Zaitsar thirty-two mutilated bodies were foimd, corpses
of women on whom the Bulgarian soldiers had satiated their bestial and
brutal passions; even children under ten have suffered shame. Old men and
old women were disgracefully abused by the soldiers of Ferdinand* The
brutal instincts of the Bulgarians did not flinch before a paralytic woman
ninety years old. Women, even young mothers, were driven to the camp with
kicks and blows to serve the lusts of the Bulgarian beasta. And after the
orgies of lewdness the victims were slaughtered.

"Abhorred Bulgarians I You have destroyed cities and villages, burned and
devastated whole districts; you have butchered to your hearts* content.
Is not that enough? Now you try to poison public opinion with monstrous lies,
inventions of your officials and dignitaries, including two members of your
Government, Genadief and Touchef*

"The Bishop of Sofia, the President of the Synod, the Speaker of Parliament
and -ttie President of the University had the audacity to send me a ^cable
telling me about the "unparalleled vandalism" of the Greeks, who had seen
fit to humiliate the Bulgarian garrison at Salonica instead of being grateful
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to it for its assistance in the capture of that city*

**You cannot deceive those who know you* You, who seized Gevgeli by
sudden and treacherous attack in order to cut off the Greeks from the

Serbians - you have the effrontery to assert that Salonica was captured
with your assistance* T/Vhy, it is a matter of historic record that Hassan
Tahsin Pasha surrendered to the Greeks on the 8th of November, and it was

fully three days later when a small detachment of your cavalry reached that

city* The conduct of the Greeks has been eminently humane*

"But tell me, who are your progenitors? Your ancestors were Huns, Avars,

Turks, and Slovines* You need a very long process of elimination in order

to be rid of your primal instincts. Remember your great man Stambouloff,
who only a week after his resignation had to face sixteen charges of

violating women*

"Now then, you cannot deceive those who know you* Before you can make
good your claim to membership in the Sisterhood of Nations, you will have
to cease to be liars, thieves, and base and infamous ravishers* You will
have to call upon the civilized world to uproot from your natures all that
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is Mongolian and to plant in you the seed of humanity and decency. Then
and then only will you be fit to be admitted to the family of civilized
nations •*•

Below we print extracts from the New York Times and the London Daily
Telegraph and statements by Captain Reid, the famous Canadian officer.

The Greeks of Chicago and elsewhere will do well to organize and bring
before the public the real perpetrators of the Balkan atrocities.
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SUBSCRIBINft FOR NAVY.

Greeks in Chicago and elsewhere in America are raising funds to he sent
to Greece to substantially increase the navy of the nation.

What an example of patriotism! Greeks the world over in spite of time^
space, handicaps, or hardships, will always love and assist Mother-Greece,
thus perpeterating their immortal traditions*

Rich men in ancient Athens used to equip warships for the public navy. The
law required this service of the, hut it was the custom to go far beyond the
legal demand* Captains of industry in those days gave their country ships
Just as now similar individuals give libraries and hospitals.

The Greeks of to day are putting their private savings into battleships so
cheerfully as their ancestors did into Triremes.

Patritotism of this practical yet fervid sort is a tremendous asset for any
nation. It helps to explain the rise of Hellas and the glory attained by it*
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QUEEN ELEOHORA MllD THE GREEKS

( From the Chicago Journal, Apr. 23, 1914)

p# 3

The offer of Greek veterans now living in Chicago to enlist for the Mexican
distiirbance surprises no one who knows the warm love which the Greeks in
America feel for the land of their adoption. They would make a most
efficient force. Probably there will be no need to accept their offer,
but at least it should serve to foil a very clever and very mean conspiracy
against the good name of their native country.

Queen Eleonora of Bulgaria is about to visit the United States. She will
be warmly welcomed, as any such visitor deserves to be. But it has been
clear for some time that her trip will be made the excuse for an attempted
'Vindication'^ of the Bulgars and for attacks on Greece and Serbia. It is
the plan to lay all blame for the Balkan atrocities on the troops of these
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two nations, to repeat every discredited falsehood that was ever derived
of Sofia, to represent the Bulgars as abused angels and the Greeks as

destroying demons

•

Every American official who has anything to do with the Queen* s visit should

let it be known at the very outset that no such campaign of vilification

will be tolerated* If Eleonora wants to take the stump for her country,

let her do so; but in that case she must expect to be received as a lec-

turer, not as a queen. The hospitality extended to a visiting sovereign
must not be used to cover attacks on the good name of Greece, a friendly

nation which has furnished the United States with nearly half a million
loyal citizens.
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MR. JOHN AGRIOSmTHIS, ORGANIZER OF THE GREEK VOLTJNOSSER

BRIG/mE, ARRIVES

Mr# John Agriostathis and his lovely wife arrived in Chicago last week and

were enthusiastically received }yy their niimerous friends.

Mr. Agriostathis' sincere patriotism and distinguished services to the Greek

people of Chicago are well known. Before he volunteered to go to Greece and

fight in the Balkan Wars, two years ago, he took the initiative in organizing

an excellent vol\inteer brigade, which was composed of Greek youths of Chicago.

This brigade fought with valour and distinction in the ferrific battles of our

fatherland against Turkey and Bulgaria. The outstanding bravery of our young

men, with Mr. Agriostathis as coianander, received an official army citation.

We are proud to say that the young Greek manhood of Chicago has added to the

glory of our beloved fatherland.

No Greek will ever forget what the Chicago Greek Volimteer Brigade did to prove

y>
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17
that the people of Chiceigo are holding fast to country and faith*

We are happy to welcome Mr. Agriostathis, the soul and driving force of the

brigade, to Chicago and wish him the best of luck*
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Because of the continued defajnation of Greece and the Greek army "by some

Chicago newspapers, our political club, the Achaean Society, held a general
meeting last Tuesday and resolved that committee be appointed to give
publicity to the real truth concerning the alleged actrocities committed
by the Greek army against the Bulgarians.

Dr. N. Papantonopoulos took up the battle single-handed and orotested in
the Examiner against these calumnies.

Professor John Leotsacos, who teaches ancient Greek and Latin, has given
lectures the subject, but the best way to disabuse people's minds of this
error is to employ the press. We hope that the committee appointed by the

Achaean Society, will proceed T^roperly and systematically in its defense of the

Greek name.
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MR. PEZAS IN OUR COLONY.

Chicago Greeks are entertaining Mr. K. PesaSt Consul Plenipotentiary of

the Greek government » who has come to the United States to inspect the

Greek consular service in the country*

At last the voice of loxias^which for the last six years has been requesting

the Greek government to alter the present consular system, has been heeded,

and the distinguished diplomat is here for that purpose*

At the Congress Hotel, when Mr. Pezas stays, many prominent Greeks have

visited him and have submitted information, suggestions, and requests.

A stimptuous dinner was given in honor of the Greek visitor, at frtiich

the flower oi the community and many American personages were present.

Mr* Pezas will leave for St. Louis on the day after to-aorrow.
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THE ATHLETIC CLUB

p« 3. — The Greek-American Athletic Club of Chicago will observe a day of
prayer tomorrow, Siinday, for our boys who fell in the two wars* After the
liturgy they will march to Hull House, where a festival will take place*

Ovir youth will sing patriotic songs, and incidents of the wars will be recounted*
All to Hull House tomorrowl

Greek-American Athletic Club
of Chicago*
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mC CONSULxJ^ SEHVIGS

At a meeting of the Greek cabinet it v;as decided to create salaried consular
positions in the United States. It is v;ell knovm that until now Chicago's Greek
consular officials have received no salary from the Greek governraent.

The consular question is a very delicate one, since it has given many Greek ^
lav/yers and others the opportunity to transact official business and to draw up p
all sorts of documents and contracts for our people v/ho want to finish their ^^

business with the consulate. -^

Hany of us have been complaining about the competency of our consuls. We in A

Chicago should consider ourselves fortunate in having as the Greek consul a i

sympathetic, educated, sociable, and patriotic man like Dr. Nicholas Salopoulos#

It is our v/eakness to have our leaders and officials changed, dismissed, or
transferred for no reason whatever. Let us not be fickle and unreasonable. Y/e

should support men of ability. Let those who know judge them.
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TO THE CALL OF MOTHER-GREECE

p. 2 — Twice a week hundreds of Chicago Greeks leave their families and

their business and depart for Greece to fight her battles for victory.

The organized committees and the Greek ladies* societies are always on hand

to see our boys to the station and bid them farewell. Mothers, wives, sisters,

sweethearts, and sympathizers are there to kiss their loved ones good-bye

and v/ish them every good thing in the world.

The picture at the station is very pathetic. Robust young Greeks, dressed

in smart uniforms, holding their proud heads high, presenting an air of im-

portance and superiority, exchange greetings with relatives and friends*

Mothers holding handerchiefs wet with tears, on their faces a mingled expres-

sion of pride, joy, and grief, kiss their sons good-bye and urge them to write.

Wives and sweethearts embrace their loved ones, oblivious of what is going
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on aroxmd them. Others, who have no families here, are cheered and hugged

by ladies iwho are there as sympathizers and friends.

It all makes a magnificent picture,and the word •^victory" is written on

every face* When the last call of "all aboard" is uttered, pandemonium

breaks loose, with cheers, cries, good-byes, "YfeUl wait for you," and

"Tell Mother-Greece we are with her, for ever and ever," "Hurrah for

Greece I Hiirrah for America I Hurrahl"

The Chicago boys are gone, responding to the call of Mother-Greece, and those

of us who stay behind are in duty bound to see that they are properly taken

care of. Good-bye, brother-Greeks I The Chicago Greek community is body and

soul behind you. Good-bye

I
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EUROPE IN BALKAN WAR IS FIGHTING FOR GREAT IDEA

Daty of World to Help Nation Which Kept Civilization Alive

through the Dark Ages in Her Present Struggle to Regain

Lost Prestige after Being Trampled On for 2,000 Years

By Garrett P. Serviss

There is one aspect of the Balkan War which is as thrilling as anything which
the world has known in many ages. The most glorious of all the nations of
antiquity, she who lit the torch of knowledge and civilization on the conti-
nent of Europe, is striving to rise again from her knees and to stand in
honor among her children.

Whatever may be the motives of the other allies who in the most astonishing
war in modem times have cowed and humbled the infamous Turk, Greece, at any

GREEK Q: '^-'-^^^
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rate, is fighting for an idea, and that fact should make her cause sacred in
the eyes of mankind.

When nations go to war for trade, for commerce, for material advantage, their
deeds and the consequences of their deeds are on their own heads. They can-
not awaken enthusiasm for their cause in other lands. But when, like (Jreece,

they fight for iinity, independence, and spiritual life, the 8yxi5)athies of our
common humanity are on their side.

Unless Friend Intervenes, Oreece Will Not Get Just Rights

And yet in the approaching settlement of the results of this surprising war
there is danger that unless some strong and resolute friend intervenes in her
behalf, gallant little Greece will fail to obtain her just rights and will be
crowded back into her diminutive peninsula with her dream of expansion into a
new and broader national life destroyed, perhaps forever.
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If the great nations of Europe should now permit this outrage and suffer the

aspirations of Grreece to he stifled in the oonflict of rival interests, thetr
conduct would he as revolting as wo\ild he that of a family of strong, vigor-
ous children who allowed their poor, weak, overhurdened mother to he trodden
under foot without lifting a hand to save her!

For Greece is truly the mother of Europe, Its nations have all heen her sons,
of whom Bome was the eldest.

The life-hlood of a nation is its civilization, and first among the Aryan peo-
ples in Europe the Greeks turned to the things of the mind, producing philos-
ophy, science, social order, and a political constitution, the things which
taken together constitute civilization.

"The grandeur which was Rome" was founded upon "the glory which was Greece."
Rome adorned her cities with the masterpieces of Greek art and purified and
strengthened her intellect hy following the footsteps of Greek thinkers.

^ ^

r.^'
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When Cicero visited Athens, be marched as an acolyte in the sacred proces-*

sion to Eleusis and regarded that day as the proudest day of his life.

When Europe was plunged into the gloom of the Dark Ages, the first gleam of
returning light came from the rediscovery of what Greece had thought and done.
The life-hlood of the mother then flowed strong in the veins of her awakening
sons. They felt and accepted its stimulus, but for all that, they left her
to perish and even trampled her under their feet in selfish indifference.

She inspired the Saracens with her spirit of intellectual freedom and thus
enabled them to keep the light of knowledge burning in Spain when it had been
extinguished over adl the rest of the continent.

"Among the Greeks," wrote Hegel, "we feel ourselves immediately at home, for
th^re we axe in the realm of the spirit."

America herself owes the very thought and the very name of democracy to Greece.
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GREEK

That name comes from the Greek words demos (people) and kratein (reign).

Greece taught the world that the people are their own governors.

We cannot excuse oiirselves by saying that the Greeks of to-day are degenerate
and are not the true descendants of the men of Marathon and of the contempo-
raries of Pericles, Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle. It is true that there
has been an intermixture of other blood in Greece, mainly Slavic and Alban-
ian (the ancient Illyrian), but the old blood, the old names, the old spirit
are not extinguished. They strike you with startling effect when you visit
that glorious land. I myself have read, with the feeling of one awaking
from a dream, over the door of a shop in modern Corinth, "Solon and Company,
Pine Wines."

The scholar who has studied Greek in college sees everywhere on signs, in
newspapers, and on the walls of rai Iway stations, the classic letters that
before had seemed to him to belong only to Homer. He finds the people on

the street and in the market conversing in the old tongue that Socrates em-
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ployed. He sees the children in the schools reading the "Iliad" and the
speeches of Demosthenes as he, when a schoolboy, read "Paradise Lost*' auid

the orations of Daniel Webster.

That Grreek Spirit Is Not Dead Proved by Present Pride

The best proofs that the spirit of Greece is not dead are the pride of her
people in her great past, the sacrifices which they are now making to carry
out their ideal of national unity, and the gratitude which every Greek, in
any part of the world to which he may have wandered or have been driven, in-
stantly expresses for the least word of sympathetic interest in the aspira-
tions of his country*

Let Greece have Crete. Let her have Macedonia. Let the blight of Turkish
oppression^ be removed from all who speak her tongue and feel a pride in her
achievements, and then, perhaps, that mysterious breath of the spirit, which
makes nations great when it touches them, will once more blow over the old
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land and prepare it to teach the world new lessons in the true glory of man-

hood.

(Published in the Chicago American , December 6, 1912.)
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PAlylHELLENIC UNION OF AJffiRICA-NORTH-SIDE DIVISION.

The North-Side fo\irth division of the Pamhellenic Union authorized the
following places to sell Greek loan Bonds.

John Procos & Co., 228 N. Dearborn St*.

Rouse to s & Co., 738 Milwaukee A.ve.

John Rifakes, 242 N. Clark St*.

Geo. Karabelas, 2402 Lincoln .xve.

Geo. Marinacos, 1062 W. Chicago Ave.
P. Manousos., 400 N. State St.*

James Mutjuros, 48th and Lake 3t.

John Mitchell., 316 W. Division
N. Stathopoulos, 208 W. Division
Ploros A Co., 3955 W. Twelve St.

Geo. Koutsoulakes, 755 W. North Ave»
Geo. Hiamantopoulus, 3194 Elston.

i'
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Creo. Batsakes^ 4000 Lincoln Ave.

Const. Loumus, 3645 Els ton Ave.

Tom Valos, 753 N. Clark St.

C. Kastanis, 676 N. Clark St.

C. Yortsost 809 N. Clark St.

K. Zakaletris, 632 Milwaukee Ave.

C. aiannias, 1541 W. Division St.

P. Sconomou, 2758 W. North Ave.

D. Mahairas, 2801 W. Division St.

Bollas Bros., 3959 W. North Ave.

Avgerinos Bros., 642 N. State St.

Koclanis Bros., 1621 W. Division.

Apostle Mazarazos, 1956 N. California
St. Giannopoulost 3149 N. Logan Sq«

Harry Theodorou, 2820 W. North Ave.

P. Maniatis, 1701 W. Chicago Ave.

Govotsis Bros. 1728 W. Lake St.

Alex Scoufakis, 3159 W. Lake St.

Geo. Giannopoulos, 40Th. & North Aye.

John Gavaris, 32 N. State St.

N. GavariSt 32 N. State St.

Katsivalis Bros., 5 W. Randolph St.

L. Giannacopoulos, 3206 Lincoln Ave.

Davlantis Bros., 6400 N. Clark St.

John Papas, 5200 Evanston Ave.

S. Kotsonis, 2400 N. Clark St.

L. Choromokos, 1521 N. Clark

Art Kostakos, 116 W. Milwaukee Ave.

Attorney G. Astolopoulos,
127 N. Dearborn
Attorney N. Kyriakopoulos,
209 N. La Salle
Dr. Const. Theodorou, 138 N. State St

Dr. S. Tremoulis, 177 N. State St.

Dr. Const. Kalliontzis, 64 W.

Randolph
Dr. A. Sanichas, 64 W. Randolph St.
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NATIOiJAL LOAN. aRBBCE WANTS ONE MILLION DOLLARS PROM

HER SONS IN AMERICA.

The Chicago lodges of Panhellenic Union of America received copies

of the telegram sent hy the ftreek Minister of Finance, Alexander

Diomedes, authorizing the president of this organization to float

a one million dollar loan for the Greek government, among the

Greeks in America. This national loan of Greece will be payable

in ten years without interest.

It is the duty of every Greek in Chicago to subscribe to the

national loan, thus assisting mother-Greece to fight for the

liberation of our brother-Greeks in Thrace Macedonia, and the

islands.

The Greek government bonds are redeemable in ten years. It is not

a donation, buy more bonds than you can afford, make Chicago the

leader of the cities in America in bond buying.
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PANEELLEKIC MEETING FOR WAR N^EDS ALL GREEK SOCIETIES WILL

PARTICIPATE.

Upon the request of the greatest part of the Greek community in Chicago,

that had not the opportunity to participate at last Sunday* s celebration

of Greek victories in the war, a Panhellenic assembly will he organized

to be held on Nov. 4, 1912, at 7 P.M., in the North-Side Turner Hall.

On this day the whole Greek community will offer prayers, decide on war

needs, and all matters concerning the Balkan expedition.

The executive boards of the Panhellenic Union, the Greek Restaurant

Keeper's Ass'n, the Confectioner's Association, the Florist's Society

and the Ecclesiastical Society Annunciation, are the organizers of this

forthcoming Panhellenic gathering.
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Speakers of the day will "be Mr, W* C. Burns, Dr# C. Theodorout and
D« S« Eutaxiast pu'bllsher of Loxias^

The executive committee of the affair is as follows*

Dr. John Volicos, Dr. L. Diamesis, Dr. S. TremouliSt Dr. A. Sanitaas^
P. Rousetost Th. Tsamalis^ H. Koumoundjes, Th. Kourlas, John Rifakis,
John Venizelos, N* Karsumes, D. J. Manousos, G-. Economopoulost D«

Perdikas, John Cocales, Tr. Kotsovelos, Const. GeortsoSt John Askounis^
S. Spyropoulust J. Metsoulas, N. Stathopoidost B. ConstanteMst &•

EassimatiSt B. Kotsonis, D. Kalogeropoulos, John Yangas, Ch. Kastanis^
D« Lambrakis, K. Bolas, D. Machairas, 0. Giannacopoulos, &• DiamantopouloSt
P« Economou, Gr. Vuliamanost Q* Batsakis, K. Kotsovitis, P« Latsis, J*

Drepanas, B» Koutsogiannis, J. Lamhropoulos, K* Augerinos, N. Koutroulis,
N# Athanasakos, J. RaklioSf H. Trochatos, and J. Maropoulos^
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VOLUNTEERS DEPART.

Among the five hundred Chicago volunteers and reserves, who left
last Tuesday for the battle front, is Mr. P. Kolovos, intrepid
aviator of Chicago, and Mr. Eleutherios Bilalakis, a native of
Crete and chief officer of the irregulars at the Macedonian front

Mr. Bilalakis headed a group of fifty-eight Cretans from Chicago^
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FOR THE BALKAN CONFLAGKATIOIU

GBEIEEK

Last Monday two hundred yo\ing Greeks from Milwaukee headed Iqr their

ci:ief officer Demetrios Vaskas arrived in Chicago, united with the

waiting reserved body of two hundred Chicago hoys, and departed for

the war front. The Chicago group was headed by Lieutenant Constantopoulos,

reserve officer of the Greek anay.

Today three hiindred Milwaukee Greeks headed by Dr. Kountanis, reserve

lieutenant, arrived in Chicago to report for duty.

George Matallas, salesman of Albert Pick & Co. and reserve artilleiy

lieutenant bids farewell to his customers and many friends and departs

with the Chicago contingent.
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©• Uanousopoulos, commander of the North-Side division of the
Panhellenic Union reports that $59l84* were raised yesterday,
and were sent at once to New Tork to pay passage from America to

Greece, for the volunteers, who swarmed their from every part of the
United States.

Loxias'note to the Greek business men in Chicago.

Each and every business man in CHiicago must outfit and provide
passage for one reservist. Mother-Greece is calling us. Four
thousand business men in Chicago, must outfit and provide for
four thousand fighting Greeks, fighters that are ready to shed
their blood for the Father-Land. Chicago leads in voliinteers.
The voice of Greece is calling you for help. Do you hear it?

Do you hear the beautiful, sweet and motherly voice of Greece?
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IN GIVING. - $200,000. IS TEE GOAL.

Thotigh living far airay from Mother-Greece, you can not help hearing

her voice. She is calling you to duty, reminding you of your origin

and your ancestors.

Friends of Greece, the world over, hear her voice and assist her in

her struggle to literate the rest of her sons who are yet under the

Turkish yoke.

Young Greeks of America have heard the voice and swarmed to the

eastern parts of America for passage to go and fi^t for Greece.

Greeks of America mast generously respond to oiir Mother Country's needs*
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Tens of thousands of dollars sure not eno\xgh » we must give hundreds of

thousands, and the Greeks of Chicago must go over the $200^000. mark.

The money is here, the willingness is here, what will stop Chicago to

subscribe $200^000. or more? Let us begin to give thousands and not

hundreds of dollars • It is our duty, let us do it. Let us be swift

about it and exemplify ourselves* Come, march to duty.
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FUNDS FOR GREECE*

Last Thursday seventy-six Greeks of the city, met at 20 West Randolph st. to
raise funds for the war of Greece

•

$7, 849,50 was raised in the meeting. The Greeks of the South-Side have sent
in to the central committee $13,000. The collections continue.
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TO THE WAR.

THGUSAITDS RHADY TO GO-ALL TO THE HULL-HOUSE TONIGHT.

All the Greeks of Chicago are called to gather tonight Friday
at Htill-House to hear about the preparation that American Greeks

are making to go to war at the first call of Mother-Greece.

Long Live Epirus, Macedonia
Thrace 9 Islands.

Long Live Mother Greece.
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GREEK CONSULATE APPEALS TO GREEKS OF CHICAGO.

PROCLAMATION.

Greece, our mother-cotintry, is at this moment mobilizing her sons to fight

the hated harharian oppressor and all the reserves of the army are urged to

hurry home and take up their arms for her defense.

Five thousand of our fellow-ttreeks met Friday night and made arrangements

to leave for Greece. Three h\mdred will depart to-morrow and thousands

of others, sworn to the sacred flag that symbolizes the immortal Greek courage,

will go as soon as the executive committee is able to arrange transportation*

They have sworn to go back, win more wreaths of la\irel, as the heroes of old

and once more write another golden page in the history of mother-Greece.

*

At this critical moment n^y trust is that every able-bodied man will make

his earliest preparations and report for duty.

Nicholas Salopoulos
Consul of Greece.
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III H
II A 2 GKi^&K RESTAURANT MEN OP CHICAGO*

Hermes, the Association of Qreek Restaurant Keepers in ChicagOt in

a general* meeting held last week \inanimously resolved to support the

present government of Oreece headed by Mr. Eleutherios Venizelos.

It further resolved to appeal to all the Greeks in the United Stntes

to support the Venizelos government, and ask every Greek in America
to write his friends and relatives in the Old Country to support the

aforesaid government, which has liberated Greece from the Demagogues*

It f\irther resolved, that authority is given to the Executive Board
of the Association to have the present resolution published in the

Greek Press of the United States and abroad.

J. Kokkalis, President
B. Constantakis, Secretary,
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III H
K.PAPAJilCHALOPOULOS IN CHICAGO. HIS FIRST LECTQHE

IN AMERICA.

The Greek community in Chicago bears the honor of being the first one

in the United States, to hear the speech of Mr. K, Papamichalopoulos,

former Prime Minister of Greece*

Inspite of the sub-zero weather 4»CX)0 Greeks jammed the West Side

Auditorium to hear this eminent statesman who is here as a visitor to

study the political systems of this great Republic*

Mr. Papamichalopoulos told his audience that Mother-Greece now begins

to shine again under the leadership of Eleutherios Venizelos, who as a
true patriot united all the factions into one group to forge a New Greece.

He also brought out the necessity for the Greeks in America to be united

in one group under the Panhellenic Qhion» thus as a strong body they

will be useful to their Adopted Country as well as to Mother-Greece*
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&IffiEK STATESMAN IN CHICAGO.

OBEEE

DR. PAPAMICHALOPOULOS TELLS OF aRATia?UDE HIS COUNTRY
FElELS*

Dr. Conetantine N. Papamichalopoulos, for twenty-two years a member of

the Chamber of Deputies in Greece, is here in Chicago on a tour of the

country to study the conditions of life among Greek immigrants#

The distinguished statesman and former Minister of Public Instruction

in Grreece with a serene simplicity said to a crowd who gathered to

honor him.

Prom our childhood we sure taught love and respect for this country,

which, without assuming the role of Greece's protector, as some

European Powers have done, has never missed an opportunity to honor

and benefit Greece* America's sympathetic manifestations towards

Greece began in 1827, and a year later the first mass meeting in

support of the Greek cause was held in the city hall of New York

City* During the war of Crete against Turkey 1866-68 thousands of

dollar's of provisions, medicines and clothes were sent to the

committee in Svra which had charge of the women and children that had
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fled as refugees from Crete. (Jreece will always remember the friendliness
of the United States*

Dr. PapamichalopouloB said that he is greatly impressed hy the development
in citizenship the Greeks of America have reached.
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17
CHICAGO COlOilTTEE APPEALS TO GRTiISKS ALL OVEl THE

COUNTRY.

Here is another instance verifying our contention that the Greeks of

Chicago always lead in affairs concerning our Mother-Sreece,

A committee of prominent Chicago Oreeks was formed to quicken the

fund campaign for the girls' Orphanage in Tripolis, Grreece. An Appeal

is sent out to all Oreek Communities in the United States, to send in

their contributions to the following address which is the center of

all activities for the f\ind campaign.

Mr. Demetra Pap^exandris
^ Greek-American Bank
Cor. Hals ted & Blue Island Ave»

Chicago, 111.

The committee is composed of the following members: Hon. N. Salopoulos,

Consul General of Greece, Rev, L. Pegeas, Rev. A. Mandilaris, Rev. H#

Panagopoulos, and Messrs. A. Geokaris, John Refakis, Thomas Chamalis

and Andrew J. Tlachos*
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LTSIMACHOS KAPTAZOGLOU.
.e W

The Oreek community of Chicago offers its hospitality to the representative

of His Majesty's Qovernment, Lysiraachos Kaftazoglou, who is in Chrcago

to observe and study commercisd methods for Greek imports.

The distinguished visitor who wan enthusiastically received by Mayor
Harrison and the Civic Authorities, will remain here fo\ir or five days,

at the Auditorium Annex, Suite 1748* Mr. Kaftazoglou will receive

every ftreek who wishes to see him from 10 A* M» to 1:30 P. M*
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Loxias, Feb. 4, 1911.

SPYliCS -.iATSOUKAS

Matsonkas appeared last Siinday at the Second Regiment Armory and captured
the nearts of the Chica^v;o G-reei^s. 2, .-'00 people v/ere -oresent, many more
were outside, unable to i;et in. Long before 2 o'clock the 1,800 available
seats were taicen rand 700 more people were lined against the vialls filling
every possible space.

At o o'clock Uatsoukas made his ap aarance. uords cannot describe him.
One must hear and see hira :n order to ar:)*oreciate his talent and genius.
The audience would not let him stop. The2«^ kept clamoring for more and
.latsoukas kept giving it to them.

Then cam.e the time for the contributions - the contributions which I..'at-

soulcas never touches. Donations were as follov/s:
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- YouiVi; i.ea*s Club - Donated S31b atia awarded liatsoukas a silver belt.

- G-reek Tuestaurant Association - Donated $300.

- Stereoladitan "Athanasios Liakos" Club - $100.

- ''Phoenix^' Club - 4^100.

- Paleohoritaji "Omonia'' Club - $50.

- J. Venizelos (i-'an^iel the ITlorest) - ;+>100.

- Cxreek-Ai.iericaxi Bank - (Giocaris '.\XiCi Stamatidas) - $?00«

- !I. l^oursoumis - ¥100.
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The crowd became v;ildl Oxie rnari, J. LambroTooulos, emptied his purse of

$80 in the collection plate. Matsoul^as asked hiu-i not to put all of it

in "but he replied "Come to my store torriorrov; and 1*11 give you more."

At 6 o'clock the collections had reached $5,500. At 11 o'clock the

total v/as vp4,000.38. This money v/as pl^-ced inmediately in the vaults
of the i.Iasonic Temole. After the receotion Ivir, G-eocaris, the banker,
gave the honored guests a banquet at the Savoy.
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^HICAGQAN RECEIVSS TEUB&RAM FROM VENIZELO^

•ine oresiv^e:; t c-"^ t? 'Jroe": >.c tr;vr'^nt Acooci-tion r*--celved c tei'Ey;;ran:

of tiian^^s frc:.: ^. Vcnir^elo? U'oou 3G;)clIn ; hi:^' :.;. coiv^^r-^'-tulatory tele 'ra:a

1 r;is victory ' t t'":e elections in v^-rf-ec-r.o

^T^t:
• 'r'- ro*r-./l < -L J. ' . . o »

John ro''':r^li::

"^ e ^ . o "f t '•

I
'

'./-r '^. e ' "a e c tnv r •• n t /. : ' n •

"^. V'enieelor:.

A si.il

r

« .'. 1 e *r' r: vfr-.;: cent t J. !!''lcrn:^, Pros i 'lent of t'" ''"infectioner^L

iii'^SOC i.'i t i '. il •
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^SINSSS i\SS0CLiTI01TS HOLD LI/LSS ^^FTRJTIIJ^

The Associotions of the ..est^urr^teixrs paa tlie Confectioners held a .joint

nass nieetin.- at which reoresent'itives of 1,730 establishments were pres-

ent. A telegrar. v/as sent to the ^reel: nation, sendin.-; con,-'ratulritions

unon henrin.^: th-:^t ^leftherios Venizelos haa won the elections.

D, Ploros J. Kokkalis

Pres. of Confectioners. Pres. of Restaurateurs.
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CUl\. ill . -iAS C5ADCE

TO. 1«- Last jriday our G-reelc A::iu:\ssador to ..asiiin. ton, Lajnbros Koromilan,
arrived in our city. He spoke to our countryraen la.st Saturday and Sundays

at rLPvndoloi'i Hall, at the '..'est Side Church, the South Side Church and x4ull

House.

This oa.triotic man came to tell us goodb^^e as he is leavin--; for Berlin to

acceot a hij^her position. He waiited to s^eak lo the J-reeks oi Chicago for
a last time oefore leavin^^, repeating to us the duty v/e ov/e o\ir mother
coiHitr;^'. His soeeches covered, i.iany subjects dear to the hea.rts of the
G-reeks, who have strayed from hone. His words will be remerr.bered by many
for many years after ais deoarture. '.^e wish :.!r. ICoromilas the best of
luck v.'iierever he ^^oe^ aiid Ccin only say that we are saci to see him leave.
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Loxias, April 16, 1910

CUR SOCIETiES

•0. 1.- V.'e are alv;p.ys writiu': tiiat the Sreek societies in America should
take more interest ia national affairs. The G-reeks of Araerica haven't
realized yet that their first duty is toward their mother country. It

is a dis.;race in the eyes of all other n^-tionalities to act indifferently
in this crisis.

we should take lessons fron the Ar.iericans. I'hey form a small club which
expands and becomes strcn^-er as time ;^'oes on. At the end of the first
year there i^: coni-ider ble c^ain and much is accomiDlished.

with the ar-eks, it is different, xhey start out ma..';nificently—a large
meiTiDership, lar^e treasury, bi^ ideas, much discussion. At the end of

the year most of the members have droooed out; treasury is gone; nothing
accomplished. How do v;e expect to get anywhere acting like this?
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1-atsoiiIca.s has the ri^^'ht idea, but the 350 clubs in America refuse to

listen to hija. -hey would rather s'oend .^oOO buying- buttons and fla^^'s,

than send SlOO to save G-reece fro:.; trie clutches of the -urks. Of the
250 clubs only seven did the right thin>; on G-reek Inde-nendence Day.
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&RZEI: SGCIZ^i'OS

Q. 1.- 'e hiwe v/ritten .;ii.iny articles aoout G-reek societies a.nd organiza,-

tions in America, D\it they have all coi.ie "back to us like mi echo in an
emioty rooia» In the entire Uniteu States there are c^oout 2o0 G-reek clubs.
£ac/i of these cluos has over ^>300 in its treasury.

".'e all knov; vfay S'oiro i.atsoulcas te.s invited these clubs to attend the
celebration of Greek Indeoendence Day in i^oston. V»ith the delec^^ates,

each club is renuested to senci. ^100. i.lr. ;'.:atso"'Xca3 wishes to rnise
i:iiiaeaiately a sura of ^;30,0;J0 by appealing' to the patriotic soirit of the

G-reeks in America, r.e is tryin.: to shov/ tiiat all these Hellenic orp'ani-

zations in A::i rica must v;ork for the ^>;ood the mother corsjitry instead of
tryin-; to outao one another in seirish ^ains.
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\'e must not ^'a.it for the ''l!v.r\z to reca-oture G-reece before v/e remenber
our duty to our coojitry. It is not aii i:.: possible tliin^j,- we are asking',

i'here are 2--'0 societies in Ai;ir:rica under one naiae umi one flasii. ^y
cooperatin;^ wit'i one another the^" coii nccom'olish niucri for the good of
their n.-- tive laaid.
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WHSr WE SHOULD SDEPORT THE GREEK PERSONAL TAX LEVY

(Xditorial)

Again we are writing about the vital question of tiie license fee or the
personal tax levy on the Greek residents of America which is scheduled to be
imposed very soon* We call the attention of our fellow countrymen to our
clear argioments so that in the future they will not be misled by anti«-natioaii» ^
alistSf who for purely selfish purposes are putting obstacles in our way*
At this time, we do not intend to discuss the motives of those who would
frustrate all our efforts* We shall not take their judgments and opinions
into consideration, because above all, there is a higher ideal; that is, the
desire to serve our country* The Greek govenuMnt has appealed to our people
and has asked them to comply with the law requesting the regular financial
support of those Greeks who are living in foreign coxmtries*

What Greek 9 who is conscious of his place of birth and who truly loves his

O
CO

^^
cr
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country, will refuse to contribute a per capita tax of two, tlre^ or ten
dollars per year?

What Greek 9 who is ritally concerned with the national interests, would be
so callous as not to utter a cry of protest and contempt against those who
would work against our plan?

Xren if we give a casual glance at the volimtary contributions or to our many
concerted drives during the last ten years we shall see that we have not beem
able to collect even the comparatively small sum of f^OO^OOO* Besides, those
who have contributed to the various funds from time to time have been the
same men« It is easy to see that those who open new drives for any purpose
always hope to get more money from a small group of generous and wealthy

fellow countrymen*

It is thus shown that our haphazard drives for contributions have not been
very effective* Then,too, they have been restricted to a certain number of

CD
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Greeks. Finally, a few self-seeking false patriots have infiltrated into

the ranks of good, upstanding, and patriotic collectors of national funds for

the evident purpose of taking advantage of the good will and confidence of

our people.

The sacred name of our country has been used as a pretext to patriotism. V/e

do not wish to enumerate the many abuses that have taken place. Many of them,

however, have been discovered and even large scale drives have been organized
for private purposes.

OJ

For these reasons, therefore, the Greek government has felt the need to or- r^j

ganize systematic drives by asking every Greek to pay a tax which will be ^
imposed by law. It is not hard to see what great benefits can be derived

for our homeland and for the Greeks of -America.

In the first place the amount is insignificant, for we know that all three

classes of our people can contribute much more if they are approached in the

right way. There is no doubt whatever that every one of us, with only a few
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exceptions, would be proud to have our names on the official record of the
local consulates* This will prove that we respect the laws of our homeland

and that we have never ceased thinking of it«

According to the most accurate estimates four hundred thousand Greeks in >*

America could contribute one million dollars annually or ten million dollars "p

(fifty million drachmas) over a period of ten years* Do not be surprised at C
these sums; they are not exaggerated figures nor are we day dreaming* They ^
are the result of careful figuring; it is only up to us to work hard and S
help the consuls enforce the laws* ^

Now let us compare these amoimts with the two hundred thousand dollcu^s which

we have gathered over a period of ten years* We shall readily see that the

payment of a per capita tax is the only effective, the most dignified way of
becoming financially independent* This measure will secure a definite income

for our homeland and we shall dispense with small, ineffective, and local
drives*
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So I for these reasons and in the name of our coimtry, we reccBuaend that our

countrymen pay the tax to our homeland and support our consulates so that this %
sacred cause may contribute to the welfare of all* ^

Of course, we do not intend to discourage those of our good peeple who wish ^
to give small affairs for voluntary contributions. They can do both at the g
same time; that is pay the tax and try to raise additional funds by other ^-

methods* But, by all means, let us not let our country down* It needs our

support for its reconstruction and for very urgent military preparations*

GO

en

Note: In this article we do not wish to interfere with the national defense drive

for funds which is conducted by our soldier patriot, Mr. Sfpiro Hatsoukas*

We wish to emphasize that our proposed tax plan will and must not interfere

with the marvelous work of Mr* Matsoukas* He has come here to arouse the

sentiments and inspire the Greeks with love for eternal Hellas* He is

another Regas Pereos who goes around rallying the people to the cause of

liberty and the vindication of our national rights*
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III A
I c LICMSE TO STAT IN J'OHEIGN

GOmTRI}iS

(Editorial)

GREEK

V

There is much talk in the Airierican press concerning the Greek govemiaent*s

decision to collect license fees from Greeks living in foreign countries.

According to the recent legislation passed by the Greek parlianient, the

Greek residents of the United States must pay license fees to the Greek c^

government througli the latter government's consular and diplomatic repre-

sentatives. It is not known how the American press got this information

which caused them to deal with the matter at some length. The entire

press writes that such a matter is not only unjust but also illegal. The

name of Mr. Labros Koromilas, the Greek Ambassador at Washington, as well

as that of many Greek leaders in New York and Chicago is connected with

this controversial subject. It is pointed out that the Ambassador himself

first thought of this plan to tax the Greek iijaigrants. Furthermore, it
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III A
10 is reported that he requested or suggested to the Greek

government that it enact and enforce a law to that effect.

Such a levy will undoubtedly benefit the Greek goveimment financially, ^
for millions of dollars could be collected from the more than 400,000 2
Greeks of America.

«

As soon as this plan was made known, nearly the entire Greek pop\ilation ^
of America accepted it most favorably. Of course, there were many who .2

opposed the idea and who v;ere very skeptical about the possibility of io

enforcing such a law which, according to their contention, would inter-
/;i;J

fere with the independent and private administration of the Greek-American
^

colonies in America.

The entire Greek press of America accepted the enactment of such a law
jo3^ully; it defended the proposed measure with enthusiasm and energy;
and it recommended that the Greeks of America pay willingly the imposed
tax for license to stay in this country. The only Greek newspaper that
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III A
I declared itself against the practicability of the lav; was the

pov;erful Atlantis Daily , Americans £:reatest and oldest Greek
nev/spaper, on the ground that the imposition of such a tax is unjust and ^
arbitrary. As usual, the Atlantis Daily expressed its honest and blunt

opinion on this subject, saying that the Greek government has no right
to interfere with the affairs of the Greeks of America^

It--

A fev/ days ago, hov^ever, because of pertinent articles which v;ere pub-
lished in the New York V/orld and other American newspapers throughout the
country, attacking the proposed action on the part of the Greek govern-
ment, our Chicago colleague, Panhellenicas , directed a violent attack
against the publisher of the Atlantis Daily , Iv!r. Solon Vlastos, accusing
him of betraying the sacred plans and ideals of our homeland. The truth
is, hov/ever, that no one knows who betrayed the plan and the idea to the
American press. The publisher of Panhellenicas insists that the publisher of
Atlantis committed this abominable and treacherous act. The latter, how-
ever, openly denies this accusation, saying that all that has been said

X3

Co
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III A
I C and written against hiin are enemy plots to defame his character

and discredit his newspaper.

The Greek Star and the Greeks of Chicago do not wish to take any side in

this quarrel. v;e do not wish to criticize the act of one nor the conduct

of the other. V/e leave it to the public to judge who is right. The Greek-

American public is intelligent enough. It can examine the facts of Ihe

case in order to discover the truth. Only then will it be able to put

everyone in his place.

Already, because of the antinationalistic attitude of Atlantis , as some

prefer to call it, many demonstrations and mass protests have been made in

which Atlantis ^s Solon Vlastos has been denounced as the one responsible

for exposing what the Greek government intends to do with our fellow co\m-

tr^inen here. The Greeks of Chicago have joined the others in blaming Mr.

Vlastos for the expose.

"O
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III A
10 If you have ever been paid to sit as a juror in court, you

must have heard the judge say: "Do not condemn before you ^
can prove that the accused is guilty," In this instance the Greek 5
public should do the s^urie. Unfortunately, however, the public is not ci

sufficiently enlightened, because the majority of the press, which F
directs public opinion, writes and speaks in its ovm interests. That -^

is why occasions arise, when on the one hand we see the Greek so en- p
thused that he eulogizes a person to the skies, while at other times ^
he hurls curses and anathema's at that same man. It really does not g
take much effort to discover how sensitive the Greek is when it comes '^•

to questions involving his patriotism. By merely saying that such and

such a man is a traitor, all are ready to club and destroy the traitor

and save the countrj'-. Sometimes, the trick succeeds and the accuser

rubs his hands with joy, because under the pretext of false patriotism

he has succeeded in destroying a despicable traitor.

In the same way, today, under the some pretext some "superpatriots" and
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III A
I C newspaper y^Titevs shed crocodile tears and with Pharisaical

hypocrisy exploit the poor people in order to teike revenge
on their eneiiies and win the sympathy of the people. So, gradually,
their infernal plans are put into effect. ^

It is knov/n that Atlantis has becone a most povjerful organ. This fact ^
has given a few, who can find no other vib.j to live, cause to persecute ^T"

that newspaper by whose destruction they hope to profit. But if ^
Atlantis has gotten where it is nov;, there must have been some one to 2
support it and that one has been the Greek people of America. ^

Another strong reason for Atlantis* progress is the collection of

;J75,000 among the Greek people, fifteen thousand of which came from our
people in Chicago, llo other Greek neivspaper has taken the initiative
to solicit money for the urgent needs of our mother country. Now, we
must contend with a renegade, a false prophet, and a false patriot who,
unfortunately^, was tole37ated in Chicago for many years, and who is
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III A
I C stirring up trouble among the Greeks of America again. Of

all people, Mr. Argyros has the impudence and the audacity
to accuse Ulr. Vlastos of betraying the Greek ideals. This is the man
that sold out his country to our enemies, the pro-Bulgarian propagan-
distic committees, for a mere song. He was kicked out of Nevj York for
using all kinds of tricks to publish a daily Greek newspaper.

May we advise the Greek people of Chicago not to get excited over some
accusations by worthless characters.

If v/e had actual proof of Atlantis*

s

guilt and of the VJorld^s real mo-
tives in condemning the plan of taxing the immigrant, we would be the
first to attack those who would betray us and harm our interests.

The World's editorials and loud outcries cannot disrupt diplomatic re-
lations between our two countries, nor can they prevent us from adopting
any plan which would enhance the welfare of our Greek colonies in America.

2

f—

C.C
c:>
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III A
I C All of us are aware of the fact that voluntary contributions to

any legitimate cause is not prohibited by law. The Irish people
send thousands of dollars annually for the liberation of their country. ^
The Catholic Church in America sends thousands of dollars to Home. Similar- 1'

ly, every European imrrj.grant group sends millions of dollars to their home- p
lands. Never has the American government sought to prevent us from sending
money to Europe, why, only last year some well-wishers accused Atlantis -^

and caused it to suspend its publication until the local authorities and ^-

the government recognized the newspaper* s right to solicit funds for pa- ^
triotic causes. The difficulty arose when we launched a nationwide drive
to build and send a battleship to Greece as a gift from her sons in America.

Let us not raise too much fuss over the issue of the proposed license.
If there are any evils or misunderstandings. The Greek Star and our in-
telligent leaders will intervene to set things right. In any event, we
shall not allow the traitors, false patriots, intriguers, and sycophants

he
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III A
I G to confuse our people or poison their iriinds;

In conclusion, we v;ould like to call the attention of Mr. oolon Vlastos
to the incident of the sta^r-license.

Neither the Atlantis nor anyone else has a riglit to represent the 400,000 c.

Greeks of -America, imless they enjoy their confidence and unless their
interests are upheld. No doubt the taxing of our people and the stay-
license which are intended to benefit our honeland do interest all of us

very deeply.

^'

<_.
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HOW THE GREBE CITIZENS IN FORSKai COUNTRIES CAN BE
RBCHHITSD FOR MILITARY SERVICE

(Editorial)

The Athenian press has been discussing the important problem of the military
obligations of those Greek citizens who are living in foreign countries* The
G^eek state is Justified in wcmting to have some authority over the lives
and welfare of all its citizens regardless of where they are« There has been
repeated and lengthy discussions among our people in Chicago concerning the
immigrant's liability to service in the Greek armed forces* Because most
of us would like to be enlightened on this subject ani because all the Greek ^
immigrants in America are vitally interested in political, military, and c?i

economic developments in our homeland, it is most appropriate to express the
views of experts on questions dealing with military service, immigration^
minority rights, and jurisdiction of foreign governments over alien citizens*

CO
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According to reports tram, Athens the Greek Secretary of War, in an intervieir

with reporters and in recent speeches in the Greek House of Representatives,
stated that, in the future, all Greek citizens residing in foreign countries
will he liable to military service* There can be no other opinion on this
subject. If political conditions in Greece and in the Greek communities
were better the recruiting and registration of Greek manhood in America would ^
have been enforced a long time ago* This, after all, is what takes place in
other countries. Hie advantages to be derived from such recruiting are so
obvious that there is not much more to be said*

Suffice it to mention this: There are hundreds of thousands of Greeks who
are living in foreign countries permanently. And, though they are called L
Greeks, know nothing or very little about their original country. Mother
Hellas* When all these sons of Greece have completed their military service
in the homeland it is not hard to see that they will return to the foreign
countries whence they immigrated as better and more loyal Greeks in their
hearts and souls. Undoubtedly, they will be more devoted to the ideals of

C.J
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their real country.

Now, we do not know if the Greek War Department has thought of ways and means
of putting the honorable secretary's ideas into effect* It is understood
that first Greek citizens vAio are residents of foreign countries must be
registered in the books of Tillages and counties in Greece where they were :^

bom» To the uninformed it may seem strange that these can be Greek citizens ^
who are registered in the books of the counties or provinces where they were ^
born* But it is true* This is evidence of the general confusion prevailing ^
in our community. Greek citizenship in foreign countries is transmitted from ^
father to son and from him to the grandchildren, and so on, though such Greek o
citizens may have never seen the particular part of Greece from ^ich their ^
national origin is traced. This is one of the reasons why the question of §
Greek minorities in Turkey has not been solved yet. So, quite often the ^
Turkish authorities have taken advantage of the uncertain status of the Greek
minorities, and have thus forced the male population to serve in the Turkish
army or renounce certain rights and privileges.
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As we know, a few years ago It was decided to register the children of the
Greeks in Bulgcuria with the Greek Bureau of Registration* Accordingly, the
Greek consulates of Bulgaria were ordered to register all Greeks who desired
to do so*

However, because such registration was left to the discretion of the parents,
the attempt failed. No matter how much loyalty and love one has for his ^
country he would not decide to register himself or his children because he ^
knows well that such action would force the registrant to serve in the armed F
forces of his native land, especially on a general mobili2;ation order or a >;^

declaration of war« This would be very harmful to our people who reside in ^
foreign lands because they would be forced to leave their work or business* w

If the Greek government really should decide to pass a law calling all the
Greek citizens residing in foreign countries to military service, according
to the Greek Star's opinion, there is only one happy solution to this

question:

CO
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TSxe Greek consulates must be ordered to send to either the Department of War
in Greece or to the local administratiTe authorities directly, lists of Greek
citizens under their Jurisdiction* The same consulates must have the names

,

addresses, and occupations of all Greeks in their districts so that they can
supply the Greek government with all the necessary information concerning the
number, the interests, and state of mind of the Greek nationals* ^

Severe legislative measures must be taken to insure that the children of Greek ^ri

citizens that are born in foreign countries be registered immediately with p
the nearest Greek consulate, which in turn will send the registration lists to ^
the Greek Bureau of Registration* Heavy fines must be imposed on those parents o
who neglect to comply with these rules and regulations* The children of such ^
parents will not be recognized as Greek citizens on coming of age# ^

Let us not presume that by such strict penalties we will run the risk of
losing our Greek citizens who are living in other countries* On the contrary,
we will strengthen their loyalty to the homeland*
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We, here In iUnerica, can become itoierican citizens, but that does not mean
that we are prevented from serving in the Greek army as volunteers* We are
reasonably sure that our children that are bom in this country will not be
called by the Greek government to serve in the amy nhen they come of age;
first, because they are automatically American citizens, having been born in
this country; second, because the Greek government does not need the active
services of the Greek immigrant except his moral and economic support— es-
pecially, in national crises and emergencies* Greece baa enough men at ^
the present time* What she really needs is military materials and equipment* ^^
And we, the Greeks of Chicago, the Greeks of America, are in a position to p:

do otir duty to our homeland by supplying them* "^

As far as the Greeks in Turkey, Bulgaria, and Romania are concerned they will
be forced to serve either in the countries of their residence or to return
to Greece and serve there* And, by the eternal, if they do the former they
will prove that they are not genuine Greeks*

CO
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Only the procedure which we and expert authorities suggested, that is,

empowering the consulates to register all Greeks and their children, will the
idea of the Greek Secretary of V/ar be realized* Then those patriotic Greeks
who are scattered all over the world will be called to serve their country
and their flag*

3
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Loxias ^ November 27 > 1909»

MISCELLANEOUS NE\i/5.

Mbassador from Greece ^ Mr* Koromilas, v;lll visit our city during the secoxxi

ten days of the coming month* He will speak before various clubs and our
community as a whole*
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I (r surrender their ri{?:hts of self-government and independent organization
so that they could accept an extensive and nationwide plan of organiza-

tion binding top-ether ail the Greek forces throughout Merica.

Soirie time ago, he surprised us by praising the practical spirit of the Bulgarians,
the enemies of Greece, in order to make us, too, think of a practical scheme to
organize our lives and institutions in America and thus be enabled to assist our %
native land in her efforts to rearm and effect internal reconstruction. ^
Nov/, according to the reports of an A:/:erican daily in New York, in speaking before ^
several units of Greek armv volunteers, he mustered the courap-e to ouestion the 5
sincerity of purpose of many persons and organizations in this nationv/ide drive ^~

for volunteer recruits. He also disapproved of the methods used in organizing
these volunteer brigades.

Very few thought that our distinguished ai.ibassador could speak the naked truth
to us v/ithout fear.

CO
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I Cr In the fiPGt place, he said that vie Greeks, even here in America, are
unable tc govern ourselves. This, he saia, is easily "oroved by our

divided and auarreling coriuiiunities \;hich are governed by tv;o or more factions,
each v/ith its ov;n cominunity .eaders and T)riests. Those who are disf?usted with
these violent passions and lictreds, v/hich are caused by not more than ten or
fifteen arabitious and unscrupulous aritators should adODt the organizational
plan or I.JT. Koromilas.

As far as the volunteer brigades are concerned, he said, their organization is i*~

very inadequate and seemingly they L.re the r.roduct of momentary'' enthusiasm. They ^
were not organized with the real intention of helping our homeland. Such volun- o
teer groups as have been fori.ed in Chicago, for instance, have been occupied with ^^

electing officers, distributing hip-n-sounding atriotic publications, and con- S
tending for other nonors. However, the Arribassador did not say that these military^
units siioulo be dissolved or that tiiey cannot benefit our people, especially our
youth and our homeland, '.Vhat he did su.-gest is i:hat the volunteer brigades rid
themselves of all political quarrels, that tihey offer the responsibilities of
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I G leadership to patriotic, able, and experienced men.

If war were declared suddenly and mobilization ordered, it is very doubtful if
these brigades could be brought together and sent overseas ready for combat
service or further military training, because they have not had the necessary
military leadership and elementary training here; and chiefly, because, many
of these brigades have been allowed to disintegrate and disperse. Naturally,
many of our youth have had some sort of training in marching, drills, gymnastics,
and elementary tactics. 17e v;ere advised not to purchase any guns, uniforms, etc.
because, according to international lav/, we v/ould not be permitted to take them ^
to Greece if v/e decided to serve in her armed forces

•

O

The best way to serve our country would be to train here v/ithout any guns and S
\miforms. In the meantime, the raoney v/hich we could save could be sent to the ^
Greek government or contributed to any local patriotic fund for the military
needs of Greece.
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10
T G Ti^'c; A.bassaclcr said that t/iC iriGi^^-nificont gu:.: of 1^0,000 v:hic]-i has

been collected thuo far frcii the C-reeks throu.c^hout I: :rica inur-.t be
aufnsr.ted coroidcrabl''' if r:e are to "la^ e ar.v inrres.'^.ion in Greece. V.'e v/ere

also tolri not to ailov: the iiany email or; anizations -vaste or Liishandle the
rnoiiev vvidch is ..oslinvd to ^-o to Creece. .^any V'ould roall"" like to have the
Anbassador ayportion tnc collscbions which are to be taken up in the various
cities or to'-;ns of zhe united States. In t ;is way and by honest adjnini strati on ^
of the campai£:n, a lar^e amount vjill be collected ancl no chance v;i]l be rriven

for e:^.t^aV8^'ance, vraote, and c^^-L't.

y>
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Loxias , Aug. 28, 1909.

PAi'RIOTiC MEETING

p# 2.- The affair given last Saturday by the Athletic Club was a great
success. The Hull House was filled by 7 o'clock. Everybody was feeling
happy and intensely patriotic. When George Bambakaris finished his
speech the applause was overwhelming. He was followed by Hev. Mandilaris,
Jane Addams, P. Petropotilos, Emma Newcomb, B. Benetsanakis and others*
The evening was well spent.
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NEWS

Th^ Athletic club is giving an affair on Saturday night, August 21, at Hull
House, in honor of the Patriarchate of Constantinople. An interesting program
has been arranged. Admission is 50g^, 75^ and $1.50. Among those on the program
will be A. Mandilaris, B. Benetsanakis, and P. Petropoulos. The Graeco-lXirkish
situation will also be discussed. Everyone is invited to attend.
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THE ATHT.ETIC CLUB

* p« 1* Ibe most progressive club in Chicago is the Young Men's Athletic Club*

It is a true patriotic body that wants to help our Motherland as much as

possible* The members are not all rich and educated, but they are all true
Greeks who want to do their duty* It is a shame there aren't more like these
brave, patriotic, young men in Chicago*
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OUR NEGLIGENCE

p« 1»- Late last Wednesday we received a request to print this letter
in our newspaper.

national Organization

Dear Sir:

We have let the Eastern question slide by without doing a thing, but
we can no longer neglect it* We must do the following things:

(1) Let the world know the true sit\xation by speeches and other publicity

,

(2) Prepare the Greeks of the United States for battle in case they are
needed.

(5) Raise funds.
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u; Arouse public interest through the American newspapers.

We must have a meeting immediately to elect leaders for this movement.
The meeting will take place at Haran Hall, Halsted auid Harrison, on
Friday, A\ig. 12, 1909 at 8 o'clock.

Chicago, Aug, 10, 1909.

Loxias thinks this is a very good movement on the part of a few Greeks.
We hope it will be successftd. The meeting was held yesterday evening,
but the results have not yet been learned. We only hope that all will
work for the help of our coxintry €uid not bicker and quarrel as we are
wont to do, when "Greek meets Greek."
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ON tie: qpestion of our national Dimras
TO HELP OUE H0:.ELA1^

(Editorial)

V/e are indeed pleased to noti(ge that the nation-wide Greek drives for funds
to help the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate at Constantinople, the center of
the Greek church, the Spiros Matsoukas fund for the purchase of artillery to
be sent to Greece, the drive for the Greek warship which we intend to send
to Greece as a gift, and the drive of the nation-wide Phoenix Society of the
Cretans, are progressing steadily and in a most satisfactoiy manner*

Our esteemed colleague, Atlantis

>

the national Greek daily of New York City,
reports that its staff, reporters, and thousands of subscribers throughout
the country were instrumental in and took the initiative to collect more than
forty thousand dollars for the aforementioned sacred and patriotic purposes

•

Hence, it is proved that the Greeks as a whole are generous and keenly aware

5>
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of their patriotic duties as genuine sons and daughters of glorious and z:

beloved Hellas* The Greek Star takes this opportunity to congratulate the ^'

Atlant is

,

distinguished and most powerful journalistic organ of the Greeks 5?

of America, for its initiative and high purposes in conducting a vast cam- :—

paign for the needs of our homeland. ":>

---'

o-^

We, the Greeks of Chicago, cannot boast about such a remarkable accomplishment.
To others belong the laurels and praises this time. .Ve now ask—why has Chicago
failed to measure up to expectations? To find the proper answer to this vital
question we must deal with the conditions and the state of affairs within our
community and among our leaders. V/e notice with deep regret that no evidence

of sustained patriotism has been shown anywhere among the Greeks of Chicago.

The two most influential and most pov/erful organizations in Chicago, the Greek
Community of Chicago and the Panhellenic League v/hich claim to have great

influence over the Greek people of Chicago have failed to respond to the urgent
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appeals of our homeland for its many needs* Was it not the duty of such
organizations to start extensiye drives for the collection of funds in the
Middle Western States or at least in the state of Illinois? Sridently, the ^
leaders and officials of these tiro organizations are in a ^blessed state
of hibernation*** Because of their indifference and inertia our national
interests, that is, the vital interests of our homeland, have been dangerously
injured* At least, they have not contributed much to the cause of our home--

land because they have made no serious effort to organize a drive and collect "

funds from our people who would only too willingly give to any praiseworthy ^
cause* :

It seems that our leaders have lost their courage and do not dare work for
national and patriotic purposes • But since they are merely loafers and cowardly
good-for-nothings why are they standing in the way, hindering all the others
who are able and willing to work?

It is obviously because of such rotten elements within our Community that the

*-*^
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once fained Greek Coomiunity of Chiccigo is paralyzed and is gradually falling
apart* Some say that this Coomnxnity is one of the poorest and worst admin-
istered Greek communities in America, considering its size and record* '^

Ttiis is the state of affairs in our own society at this moment; in the mean- ^
j

time the masses of our people are deeply disappointed in our leaders* Nothing Z^

else remains but to wait and see which of the two shall prevail; the concern 3?

for our national needs or the callous indifference €md lethargy of our P.

"official titleholders".
»

Let us hope and pray that in the name of our cotmtry we wake up and show that
we are worthy of our destiny and our future as a free and great people.
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Loxias, May 20, 1909.

LOTTEBY ADS IN PAPERS

p. !•- llie discovery that thoiisands of Greek and Italian newspapers sent
to Chicago from Europe contain advertisements of lotteries spurred the
federal authorities yesterday to hegin a scorching investigation of re-
X>orts that lottery tickets are sold here in large numbers. The Greek
lotteries are maintained by the government and the advertisements bear
the signature of the Chief Clerk of the Minister of Finance at Athens*

It was asserted yesterday by a man who has frequent business dealings
with Greek shops on Halsted Street that $200,000 has been taken from the
United States by means of this Greek national lottery to build the Greek
navy* The Greek immigrants who have recently come to America are said to

be the principal patrons of the lotteries* Agents are said to visit fxniit

stores and shoe-shining shops to sell tickets*

The advertisement, which is carried in Greek newspapers sent from Athens
to Chicago, freeLy translated, reads as follows:
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"Lottery: For the benefit of the navy and the antiqixarian societies for
the year 1909# Tickets , 4 francs each. Every ticket is good for four
drawings. Total prizes $200,000. First drawing Feb. 26, 1909; Second,
June 28; third, October 25; fourth, December 31. Tickets are sold in the
government sub-treasuries, banks, railway stations and newspaper offices.
For any information apply to the office of the Minister of Finance.
Signed: G. N. Kophinas, Chief Clerk to the Minister of Finance."

Post-office Inspector James E. Steward declared that the post-office
officials would investigate and take steps to prevent the circulation
of Greek newspapers bearing lottery advertisements through the mails.

"I did not know any such papers were being circulated," he said. "It
is clearly in violation of the law and we will stop it at once."

District Attorney Sims declared he wo\ild investigate the alleged sale of
lottery tickets among immigrants who have recently come to Chicago*
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John CocallSt manager of the Oriental Restaurant, said that the reports
must be exaggerated*
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l\l\ OPEN LSTI2R TO fUS KvCELLHlllClY

im GREEK xU3.\SS/iDCR TO TEiE ViaTEB
SIliTSS OF .UI^HICA, l^R. LAI3R0S KOROL-ILilS

GRESIC

(Editorial)

Ixcellency,

V/e, the Greeks of Chicago, v/elcoiae you to this creat i^erican city. ^

Only a few months ago v;hen v;e v/ere infonned of your appointment as the nexv ^
Greek A.-nbassador to the United otates of iuaerica, ail of us here collectively
and individually rejoiced.

iie flattered ourselves, feelinc that, by your appointment, the Greek people
of -niTierica v/ere officially recognized as a si^^nif icant part of the Greek
nation, .^e have never ceased being deeply conscious of our importance. It
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was proven by the letters, communications, encyclicals, and appeals v/hich we
have received frorii bishops, patriarchs, princes, and important govemruent
officials.

I:.:any of us, not only in Chicago but in the Lnited States generally, have
been consoling ourselves v/ith the thought that your arrival in this country
v/ould bring special privileges and certain profits to a specific group of ^
people. A nuifuer of people amongst us hoped to exploit the occasion of 3
your reception to satisfy the vanity and ambition of a fev/. You have p
visited us; you now know us; you are now lamiliar v.-ith our fantastic plans ^

and schemes. Cur dreams, our hopes, and aspirations, hov/ever, have vanished,
because thoy could not be realized and becc-iuse v/e did not have the strength
to put them i.^to practice.

So, Excellency, you can imagine our dissillusionment; it is deep and
inexp-ressiblo. It v/ill continue to be so, thanks to tlie efforts and the
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policies of the so-called 'Jreek press of this and other major .unerican

cities* 3eca\ise the Greek press is afraid for its popularity, because it

is very careful lest it lose any of its readers, it v/ill continue to flatter

you and give you every possible support, Hoxvever, your }£xcellency, if you

ever begin to accuse the Greek press of America of being unv/orthy of the

name, it v/ill attack you like a venonous snake.

It is true that your fame and reputation arrived in iimerica before you did.

For a short time, vie thought that those ere exaggerated publicity stories;

for a moment v/e had doubts about your accomplishments and briliant record

in I.:acedonia when you served as Greek consul-general in Saloniki. IVe had

thought that deeds and actiial accomplishments had no meaning for us anymore.

V7e had forgotten hov; to do things, instead, \ie only talked and philosophized.

You have come that v;e may return to the road of reality. But, this is not

the only lesson ;vhich we must be taught.
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It is most encoviraginc that men like you have denounced those renegades
and deserters irom Greece, especially froid the Greek army, v/ho have the
audacity to pose as patriotic leaders of our cornr:i\inities» In addition,
considerable work has been done in hunting down those pseudo-intellectuals
and false teachers xvho speak eloquently and continually about our ancestral ^
glories, ilany of us \/ho have had a little schooling take it upon ourselves S
to instruct and inspire us with high-sounding phrases. c^

m *9^*

In the past we have heard of a fev/ ex-convicts ivho boast that they are

reputable citizens when they send a fev/ dollars to some politician, bishop, or

church leader v;ho in turn sends them a letter of thanlcs and appreciation.

Lately, throughout America, but particularly in Chicago, any blustering

idiot, any ambitious but ignorant and iiicompetent member of .our coimnunities

has succeeded in being elected to some church or coifimunity office without

being able to come up to expectations in the performance of his duties

as a leader. I'r. Koromilas, v/e v/arn you that the Greek communities are

CD
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full of ignorant, stubborn, ambitious, and evil characters. Our churches, ^
our schools, our organizations, our coLiaunities in General need good leader- ^
ship and a thorough reorganization. Let us hope that you will act iiamediately -^r

to correct all existing evils aiuong our present leaders and institutions. r

c

«
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lIOliOIvJLAS AilB THi: fr::s3

p. !•- iiinister of G-reece, La.^bros ICoromilas, has shovm by his visit
that he is intensely interested in the Oreeks in America. Pie is

interested in the neoole, the comniunities, the churches and the schools,
and is .^:oin-;- to v/ork hard to heir* them.

He has left a ^ood im-oression on the G-reeks in America. He is not
loromisint?;,—and al\.ays forc^ettint^. He never says anything he doesn't
mean ajid he never promises anything; he can't do.

He was over-enthusiastic rit the number of G-reek newsoaoers and oeriodicals
in Chicago. I'e considers the press the easiest :-.eans of rea^ching t le many
G-reeks in Chicago and bringing them tOj^^ether. He asks all journalists to

include more material from u-reece, so v;e v.-ill not become estranged from
o*ar mother coijintry. This is very good advice and should be followed.
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/T(M)S sent to GBESDZl

We have just learned >.hat the Ghic£v;o i-iociety of l-PJithiree-s has sent
^700 to Blahokerr.sia., G-reece to hel^o 'build the church of Holy Trinity.
This Societ:, , v/horie ^resident is i-. AntonoiDOulos, iif..s done siiuch good for
its horae-tov/n in G-reece.
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VHE A;. I7AL C? TKi: OR'^j:X laiJISi:^ L. CHICACrO

0. 2t- -^"he highest '3-reek reoresenta.tives of HelleniGin in Arnericcs

Lainbrcs liOrOinilas, ...iiiibtcr of J-reece to 'ashin^jton, hps finally
ari'ived in our fair city. .e are oroud ana hapo^/ to have such a
distin,;uished ..lan in our mi.ist.

L'r. Xoromilas is held in high estee:! bv all the G-i-eeks in the world
for the -oart he -clayed in the I'acedonian -oroDlern. His visit to

-America holds a f-^reat siv^nificance for ur> . It shov/s tha.t Hellenism
has -Qro^jressed to such rn extent tiat it is considered necessary to

send a minister as representative of our country in '.ashinj^^-ton. \'.v.

Iloronila.s' visit vill brin,:^ tOv^ether the C-reeks of Chii:- -o into such
a stron^^; oond as will not "be easily broken by outsio.e influences.

•i
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(Editorial)

GREEK

-t3

Just as the child recognizes the mother who has weaned it and thus is there-- ^
after obligated to the parent, so does every civilized people and even a few 'O

semibarbarous peoples recognize their common mother, the land of their birth* 5
There is no doubt that the children have diverse important obligations to their 2
mother who has suffered and toiled for them. To a greater degree, however, g
higher and nobler obligations must be accepted for the land of ones birth, for
there is no greater ideed than genuine filial devotion to one*s country. Even
as a mother, it rears and cares for its children, always according to its
means and abilities. Ihe state and the national government assiime the responsi-
bility for educating the young in public educational institutions and upon com-

pletion of their formal education trains them in civic and military matters,
that they may become useful and productive citizens*
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small scale and roughly comparable to the methods and pattern of the ^
national government or state. Education within the family^ for example,
parallels and to some extent precedes the education \iyhich is offered in public
educational institutions. So, we notice that the femily supplements the work
of the state in many important ways. There never has been a sound national ^
structure where the national character has not been firmly molded by the
family as the first firm foundation.

3>

But, specifically, where should the young be trained physically suid mentally
and exactly where is their character to be formed? It is a repetition, we
know, but we emphasize that the country's sacred temples, the churches, and
above all the traditional, patriarchal family organization are its small and
large educational institutions. So, in state, church, and the family institu-
tion, we find the foundries where the state's citizens are educated and trained;
where national character is molded; and where individuals willing to sacrifice
their wealth, their lives, and their souls for the sacred ideals ani cherished

-o
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In these sacred national tabernacles and in the various educational institutions, %
resides the great national Greek spirit which is a most precious treasure for ^
those men who derive strength, pride, and inspiration whenever they are called F
upon to fulfill the national historic destiny of a reborn Greece. ^

Greek citizens and patriots who have been reared with the blessings of their
fatherland and who have been inspired by its spirit, possess the means to con-
tribute to the glory and greatness of their country. Today, we, the Greek-
American inLiigrants who are so for away from home have a common mother, that is

our glorious and beloved Hellas. As far as we know, there is no Greek in
Chicago who is not devoted to Mother Kellas, body and soul. We are demon-
strating here the ways and means whereby the future of our country may be
enhanced and insured. On every given occasion we always contribute in propor-
tion to our material means towards the needs of the homeland. i^Vhile it is true
that we have never denied o\ir help and support to our country, it is equally
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demonstrate our loyalty and devotion to it. Especially here in Chicago
has there been no important concerted action, no wholehearted co-operation amongst^
us when we were called upon to support some great national cause, //e can show ^
only individual accomplishments. We can claim rightfully that we have submitted F
to numerous sacrifices in money, sweat, and blood which are indeed proof of ^
'^patriotic spirit and a high sense of personal honor,** but we have never agreed 3
to unite, to act together, to work harmoniously for the promotion of our common
cause. This never happens because our vanities, hatreds, personal rancors,
blind ambitions, and passions for position and pov/er are chronic diseases with
our people which have seriously and tragically interfered with the progress
and welfare of our nation as well as of our Chicago community.

It seems that these diseases must be eradicated by death.

To the Greek people of America, there now has been tossed the idea of ordering,
financing, and building a Greek battleship in the United States, as a gift to

o
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I C this effort the invaluable support of New York's metropolitan Greek

press is urgently needed. These two important factors—the Greek :$
element of New York and its powerful press—will be the two great pillars of 5
Hellenic strength in this country* ^:^

Now, then, with the individual co-operation of our people and in a spirit of -o

self-sacrifice for our homeland, the Greeks of New York will have a direct o
effect on our own great coramiinity liere in Chicago • There is no doubt that all c^

other Greek communities will follow in their footsteps and emulate their good §
example* All of us would like to see Mr, Vlastos /Translator's Note: Great ^
pioneer Greek newspaper publisher in New York^ and Mr. Botasis translator's
Note: Distinguished Greek diplomat and acting Greek consul-general in New Yor^
work in harmony and for common purposes* The gr'sat Rallis family ^/^anslator's
Note: A prominent family of politicians and businessmen^ as well as the many
other outstanding leaders of New York will set the pace for the Greek press,
the clergy, the consulor staffs, teachers, profess ionails, businessmen, and
laborers* Then, united under their inspired leadership, we will work
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The newly appointed Greek Ambassador to the United States, His Excellency, 5
Mr* Lambros Kbbomizas, will receive with great Joy the news that the Greeks in ^^

America are working harmoniously €Uid enthusiastically together* His word and r;

his benevolent influence will do much to spur our people to work together* So, -y

old enemies will meet in New York City; Themistocles will meet Aristides o
/Translator's Note: Two great Athenians 'srtio forgot their personal hatreds and o^

animosities in a critical moment before the Battle of Salamis which was waged §
against the Persians and which saved Athens and Greece from slavery and subjuga- ^
tioj^, and after a short while with the help of Ood we expect to send a battle-
ship as a gift to the waters of famed Salamis under the shadow of the ancient
temples of Athens* The ship will greet the spirits of the great heroes of
Greece; it will cause us to recall the heroic naval exploits of Eanaris,
Miaoulis, Bouboulina, etc* /^anslator's Note: These were great admirals
during the Greek War of Liberation, 1821-1829^

I
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with their great acts of heroism, reckless bravery, and self- *
sacrifice. 5>

The ship which v/e, the long-absent children of Greece, will send to those C
distant shores will greet the great historic monuments which have been put up ^
in commemoration of those who gave their lives that Greece might remain free* 2
It will greet both our liberated and unredeemed brothers in the Fatherlsuid* ^
It will give the latter courage and strength to overthrow the tyrant and effect ':3

the future resurrection of our country*
'^

If we so succeed in co-operating with each other, great sums of money will be
coUaetad. . Let every jxatriot imagine the thrills of joy that will course
through his body. Let every genuine Greek in America imagine the great honor
that will be attached to our name by offering this important naval unit to our
country.
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generally, separated by thousands of miles from our land of birth, are ^
not forgetting the most urgent needs of our Fatherland in spite of the fact that .^
most of us have been thrown into the hard struggle for existence in a new type p
of world, '^orlay, more than ever before, we are remembering our country with ^
the deepest sense of obligation to it; especially, because Greece *s naval power ;§

and superiority will decide its destiny and national aspirations*

So, may Almighty God keep our leaders here in America united so that the noble
work ni^ich we have imdertaken may be completed* May the wishes of our fellow-
countrymen be fulfilled; and may the Holy Church of Christ grant us her divine
grace during the progress of our work. May the hopes and aspirations of those
of our brothers who are under foreign domination help us destroy the tyranny,
barbarism, and oppression. We will thus be worthy of the confidence which
our brothers and our beloved Fatherland have in us.
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[Kil .:iCTIVITI33 OF T£Z IE.V GRI^ AtffiASSADGH

TO TSi Uin:T]iD 3T;iTl!S

(Sditorial)

As soon as Eis iSxcellency, the new Greek ambassador to the United States,

Mr. Lambros Koromilas, set foot on this great, friendly, and hospitable

land, the excellent personal and diplomatic qualities of the distinguished

emissary of our beloved countiy were quickly detected. His abounding and

inexhaustible energy and his personality made a iiiost favorable impression

on the American Foreign Office as well as on the Greek people of the United

States.

On his recent visit to Chicago, the Greeks of this populous and thriving

Midwestern metropolis were greatly encouraged and given new strength which

of late has oeeii waning dangerously threatening to deaden our national

cr
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eonaciousness and keen sense of patriotism.

Not only the Greeks of Chicago, but also our immigrants throughout America ?
find a great and able defender and protector of their rights and interests '^
in this country in the person of Mr« Koromilas. r^

This outstanding Greek intellectual, accon^lished linguist, and shreird o
diplomat kas the rare ability to make many friends among the official '^

diplomatic corps* He is thus in a position to promote the interests of §
Greece and support the Greeks nho are making marreloiis progress outside
their homeland*

His outstanding record as Greek consul-general in Saloniki, especially,
during the recent serious terroristic Bulgarian uprising and rerolts in

cr*
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Macedonia made for him an international reputation as a brilliant adminis-
trator who protected the rights of the persecuted Greek minorities in war-
torn and ravaged Macedonia, which is claimed as a national territory by the
Ottoman Empire, Bulgaria, and Greece.

ForMr. Koromilas^ able handling of the minority problem in Macedonia, the
Greek Government promoted him to the high post of ambassador to the United
States.

Only a few days ago, a Greek bj the name of Kalambokas was murdered in iily,

Nevada by an American for no reason at all. After a few minutes question-
ing at the police station the killer was freed. This ;.ian was going about
the streets of ^ly unmolested and freely afterwards, while the Greeks of
that city were deeply grieved and profoundly resentful of the fact that
such a criiainal was at large*
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This incident, however, reached the ears of our new ambassador at Washington

euid iininediately he made a thorough investigation of the case and was convinced

that the accused murderer was guilty. After vigorous protests and insistent

demands to the United States Government, he succeeded in having this murderer

arrested, tried, convicted, and imprisoned for the unjust and wanton killing

of a fellow countr:rTaan.

Ever since his appointment as ambassador, Mr. Koroxailas has intervened re-

peatedly in behalf of the Greek people of Chicago and has requested the 5^

American government to give impartial treatment to the poor and exploited

Greek immigrant. The prompt action of the ambassador in the above incident

proves that one of the greatest and most pressing needs of our people is

being satisfied, namely, the protecti-on and safeguarding of the life,

property, honor and happiness of the Greek laborer and small business-

man in America.

God aid tiB ill-treated Greek immigrant only know how much prejudice and
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intolerance exist in this countr:/ against the Greek nationality, V/e have

all suffered much and have beon stigiaatizedfor many reasons in nearly

every state of the union. It cannot be denied that on several occasions

quite a few Greeks, as individuals, behaved very badly and disgracefully

tov/ard the rimericans. Hoyvever, v;e say that these v/ere exceptions to the

fjeneral rule. As a general rule and as a whole, the Greek iiP^:iigrants in

the United States have r-iven a good account of theinselves. They have proved

that they are deeply eiateful for the privilege of living in this great rich

land. The opportunities and recognition which are offered our people by Zr

raany Aiaericans in business, industry, and government are deeply appreciated

by all of us. On the other hand, the industry, thrift, honesty, patience,

and perseverance of the Greek laborer v^hethor he be working on a railroad

gang", in mine, factory, or in the peddling trade has made an excellent

irapression on the riative-born Anierican.

The Greek Star and tlie Greek colony of Chicago, which it represents and

CO
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whose sentirnents and desires it voices, are happy in the thought that the %
American press and the Governmant of the United States have praised our ^
new ambassador highly for his courage and forthrightness in standing up for p
the rights and interests of the Greek LTjaigrants of j^erica. ^^

V/e are fortunate and proud to have a great Greek patriot like His ICxcellency, 2
Mr. LaiTibros ICoromilas a:nongst us. The fate, the haDpiness, and progress ^
of the Creek ixTiigrant in America depends to a large extent upon the guardian-

jjj

ship and vigilance of such true leaders.
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THE GEEHC MACEDONIAN SOCISTT
Funds to Greece

Last Tuesday forty-two British pounds, the equivalent of two hundred and ten

dollars, were sent to the Greek Government through the Greek Minister of finance^

This sum is to be deposited with the National Naval fund* The check was drawn

at the Geoearls and Stamatides Bank by a special cosanittee appointed by the

Greek Macedonian Society which is doing its best to support every worthy cause*

Although we cannot express any great pride in the smallness of the contribution ^
and in the disinterested attitude of our ccmiminity toward the drive, we con-

sider this small sum the beginning of more substantial and generous contribu-

tions on the i>art of our magnanimous and patriotic fellow citizens* ^

It is really encouraging to see that this society is giving evidence of the

advantages that are to be gained when members of a nationalistic society are

united and co-operating for the common interests of the Greek Comtminity of

CO
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Chicago as a nhole*

Hhat a great siim of money could be collected aid used for the welfare of our

fatherland as well as for our own local institutions and well-being if all the

classes of our community: clergy, professional men, businessmen, and laborers -o

undertook to contribute to a common fund, such as has been started by the ,^

small but active Macedonian Society. P

oLet us again warn our coramunity against the clamor of a group of so-called

Greeks who are nothing more than pseudo-patriots and hypocrites yAlo on the one

hand encourage help to Greece while on the other hand no effort is made to work ^
and organize for the success of the current drive.

fjO
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THE GREEK COIBULAIE GENEEIAL AND THE CENSUS

In accordance with the official proclamation and decree of the Royal Greek Grov-

erxunent made public on March 22, 1907, an order was issued to register all the
inhabitants of the Kingdom of Greece and all Greek citizens in foreign countries
for the purpose of taking this yearns census^ November 9, 1907 has been set as :?

the date of the census* X

CO

Haying received an adequate number of registration cards for the Greek popula-
tion of Chicago, that is, both for those who reside in Chicago permanently ^ and
for those who are in Chicago temporarily, the consulate will select a suitable
number of census takers, each of whom will obtain one hundred cards«»««# o

cr

All those who would like to be census takers and thus assist the Greek Govern-
ment in getting an accurate idea of the Greek population of Chicago, are re-
quested to meet in the hall of the Greek Orthodox Church of the Assumption
this comi23g Sunday, imnediately after the church service*
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GHEBE

Because this is a task of national significance all the Greeks of this city

are requested to co-operate and contribute to the sucess of the census.

Chicago, October 23, 1907.
Nicholas Salopoulos,
Consul General of Greece.

>̂
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t^.WDiji:

The board of directors of the Greek Parents Association received an official
letter from the Greek Minister of Finance » who acknowledges the receipt of
the one hundred dollars, or five hundred francs, which were sent to the Greek
Government as a contribution to the Greek Naval Fund, The (Sreek Minister of
Finance thanked the Greek parents of Chicago from their generosity and ^
patriotic sentiments.

IncidentcULly, the Greek Parents Association of Chicago recently held its
annual election of officers; N« Tsamalis was elected president ^ and Constantine
Eamianos was named secretary* It was annoixnced that, in the near future, the
parents will meet to discuss some important matters concerning the welfare and
condition of the splendid Greek Parents Association*

CD
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TEiC miT2 K)R NATIOILIL DEF2]^2

On August 15, the day that the annual celebration of the Assumption of
the Holy Yirgin was held, a small sum was contributed toward the building
of a National Greek fleet* This sum was collected at the picnic which was
held on the same day in Jackson Park, at 67th Street and Stony Island
Avenue. A huge number of Greeks attended this picnic after attending
elaborate and magnificent religious ceremonies at our Greek cathedral church. J;^

In comparison to the greatness of the Greek Community of Chicago, the sum
of only one hundred dollars, which was realized for such a great cause,
.was ins igziifleant •

The reason why we mention this is to remind ourselves that three years
ago we succeeded in gathering the considerable amount of ^,000 which was
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sent to Greece in behalf of the Greek Navy* Let us compare our interest and
efforts then with those of today. ;'/e can na::ie many other much smaller
Greek communities in Illinois and in the United States which have contributed
much more than we have.

It is not hard to understand why our national sentiment has become dull. Are
not disunion and strife within our community and in our church affairs respon-
sible for this lag and cooling down of our enthusiasm and zeal to do our very
best to support great national causes?

Let us take the Greeks of Pensacola, Florida for comparison. In a very
short time, after a lecture and social affair, these people contributed
the sum of $400 in the drive to build nev/ warships for the Greek fleet.

V/e admire and praise the spontaneous, patriotic, and generous response of

the Greeks of Pensocola. Mr. Spiro A. Kotakis, who is the well known
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traveling agent and correspondent of The Star throughout the United States,
addressed the Greeks of Pensacola in the social gathering which was held,
inspiring them with his eloquent and patriotic appeal to give as much as
possible for the glory of Greece. Now, 7/hy is it that the Greeks of a
small community have more strongly developed patriotic sentiments and
ideals? Cannot the huge numbers of our Chicago Greeks do as veil? V/e are
sure they can.

>
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GREEK CHURCHES COLLECT MONEY FOR GREECE'S NATIONAL NAVY*

p. 5.~In response to the appeal of Mother Greece to the Greeks of America
for contributions for national defense, the ecclesiastical council of the
Chicago Greek coimnunity held an executive meeting last week and resolved
that the Greek Orthodox Church in America must lead the way in collecting
funds for Greece.

They further resolved that on every Sunday before the collection plate goes
around, every minister of a Greek Orthodox church shall make a brief announce-
ment reminding the people of their duty to Greece in her necessity. And
whatever is placed in the collection plates when they are passed around the
first time shall be devoted to the purpose of national defense*

The Star congratulates the ecclesiastical body on its iniative, which will
undoubtedly be imitated by other communities in the country.
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CHICAOO VERZOYITES AGAIN TO THE PORE
r^

?• 1- A hundred and twenty-five natives of Verzova* I«3antineia» Greece, who

have settled in Chicago eoia have founded a fraternity of their own, are in

the spotlight so often, because of their fraternal and patriotic activities

that their name has become known all over Chicago's Greek community and

spells Progress with big letters. In recent weeks they have raised among

themselves a separate contribution of more than $700 besides their general

contributions in the Panhellenic gathering for that purpose and have sent it

to the Metropolitan of Athens for the victims of Bulgarian atrocities.

Now they come the fore again with another contribution of $2100 to be sent

to their native Verzova to swell the fund which is being raised to build the

new St. Gerge^s Church there»

The Star feels that it is its duty publicly to commend this progressive

patriotic group, and it sincerely congratulates them. They are known as in-

dustrious, productive, law-abiding citizens, patriotic and generous^

no
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GREEKS AND BULGARIANS

Chicago Greek Community in Turmoil Over an Article Published in the Daily Nero

Eminent Americans of Chicago Assist the Greeks in Journalistic Reputation of the

Bulgarian Artlcli^

p« 1- Seventy-five prominent Greeks » representing every element of the Greek com-

munity of ChicagOf met last week and discussed measures to be adopted to contra-

dict fabrications from Sofia* Bulgaria, published in the Daily News under the

heading ^Greeks and Bulgarians**

That the Greek community is in turmoil over the publication of this article and

the recent brutalities and outrages committed by the Bulgarians against the Greek

populations in Bulgaria was clearly revealed in the faces and the speeches of these

seventy-five fathers of the community* Wrath, fury and fiery eagerness to fight

the Bulgars were plainly depicted in every feature and in every word spoken by the

seventy-five patriots*
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A resolution mis adopted authorizing Ur« Constantino N* Karalopoulost a dis«-

tinguished patriot euid linquist in the Greek communityt to contradict through
the medium of the press the statements fabricated in Sofia*

Ur. Karalopoulo8*8 articles t ivhich were published in the Chicago Daily News
and the Chicago Record^Herald through the kindly offices of Mr. Roy Westt Mr*
W. S« Cowent Congressman Francis W. Parkert Congressman J. D. Putmant Mr. W.
J. Pringle and Dr. C. C. Youngt were carefully scrutinized and unanimously ap-
proved of by the seventy-five representative Greeks before their publication.

That the Bulgarians owe whatever is good in them to the Greeks is emphasized
in Mr. Karalopoulo8*8 articlet which item by item disproves the allegations of
the Sofia article published in the Daily News.

The Greeks as the torch- bearers of Christianity and civilization introduced

the Bulgarians to enlightenment and to Christianity. The Bulgarieuis owe to the

Greeki not only their religion and the preservation of their language but also

their admission into the family of civilized nations*
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Eyrilos and Uethodios of the Orthodox Greek Church led the Bulgarians into the
ranks of Christianity and translated the Gospel in the Bulgarian language*

The Greeks are far from being tools of the Turkish Government as was stated in

the Sofia article* They have one object in view and they will keep it in view
until it is attained; that is to redeem Greek populations and Greek territories
from Turkish subjugations*

However it is true, as Konstantinos S* Stefanove says, that Greeks in Turkey oc«-

cupy high positions in the Turkish Government* The fact that Greeks have risen
so high and have been assigned to responsible positions among the Turks reveals
very clearly the truthfulness and the greatness of the Greek soul* True and
faithful and fearless in performing his duty, is the Greek* The word duty is

sacred to the Greek the world over* Devotion to duty distinguished Alexandres
Uaurokordafos the elder in negotiating a treaty with Germany as plenipotentiary
extraordinary of the Ottoman Empire in 1698«
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Devotion to duty and Idealism elevated the Greeks in Turkey to the honor of
being appointed governors of what is nov, ftoumelia^ They as princes of that
territory civilized the natives, developed the natural wealth, and promoted
science, industry and commerce*

As to the allegation that the Greeks, as tools of the Sultan, provoked the
massacre of Armenians in Constantinople, it is absolutely unfounded* Official
records of the foreign power in Constantinople will tell the world that the
Greeks saved a great number of those nations at the risk of their positions
and even their lives.

The Greeks and the Ecumencial Patriarchate, that solid rock of Christianity on
all occasions have used their influence and have done their utmost to safeguard
the welfare of all Christians including themselves. The hundred and eighty
million Christians of the Greek Orthodox Church are religious subjects of the

Patriarchate. Whether Armenians, Greeks, Syrians, Arabians, Bulgarians, Rou-

manieins, Russians, Ethiopians, Serbians, or what not, they are Christians under

one Father, the Ecumencial Patriarch of Constantinople^^
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The writer Stefanove says that the agitation of the Bulgarian people against the
Greek populations in Bulgaria is the natural result of Greece's attempts to seize
Uacedoniat ivhich by right is Bulgarian land 9 and in which the Bulgaricui element
predominates*

Nothing is more mendacious than such statements* Whyt all those versed in history
know that from time immemorialf before Bulgarians began to live under the sunt
Uacedonia was Greek territory and that it fell into the haiids of the Turks at the
fall of Constantinople along with the other l€Uids which constituted the Byzantine
Empire* According to the last official statistics the population of Macedonia is

lt700«0009 out of which d49fOOO are Greeks, 460,000 are Uohammedans and 391fOOO
are Bulgarians, others Slaves, Jews, or Albanians* Macedonia has 1250 Greek schools
with 69f045 pupils and Bulgarian schools number 5k5 with 26,050 pupils* Not only
does the Greek population predominate in Macedonia; science, the professions, and

commerce are in the hands of Greeks and the principal language of the land is Greek*

The so-called Bulgarian patriots, who are patriots by trade cuid not in principle

and the Bulgarian Government behind them never have cared and never will care for

the welfare and the prosperity of Macedonia, for they do not represent the major-

ity of the people, and their object is simple to accomplish their selfish purpose

•

that is, territorial expansion*
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For years armed bodies of common brigands and murderers organized by the Bul-
garian Comintern of Sofiat have resorted to every kind of violence and outrage
to compel prominent Greeks to renounce their nationality and become Bulgarian*
Well-t«-do Greeks and Greek priests who have protested against the terrorist
methods and outrages of these common murderers have been assassinatedt and their
property has been seized*

Undoubtedly the American people remember the kidnaping of Uiss Helen Stone t a
missionary in Macedonia for ^ose liberation $140fOOO \ias paid to these brigands*
nho sent it to the treasury of the Comintern to perpetuate their sanguinary pro-
gram*

Macedonian Greeks in order to protect their compatriots from Bulgarian bandits
have formed a body of vigilantes* These vigilantes, vrhenever they get a glimpse
of the brigands, who cowards as they are, avoid open battlet simply reduce the
numbers of the Bulgarians, and the cowards who are captured betray the designs
of their lawless organization* Indeed the Greeks have acted in self-defense in

organizing as vigilantes* And the Greek population says, •The Turk kills the body

but the Slaves will kill our racial soul if we do not prevent it*»
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Roumanians policy In liacedonla has been of the same nature as the policy of
Bulgaria* Roumaula has deemed It advisable to create a national Roumanian
question In Macedonia In defiance of historical facts* But both Roumanla and
Bulgarlat irhen they saw their schemes defeat.ed by the effective measures of
the Macedonian Greeks* rfltn amuck against the Innocent Greek populations es-
tablished In their respective territories* and the world was appalled by a
sanguinary spectacle unequalled In the chronicles of civilized nations*

Roumanla violating the fundamental principles of international law* has ban-
ished Greek commercial interests* Prominent and respected Greeks have been
deported on various protests* But lately this persecution of Greeks in Rou-
mania has been moderated because it has become evident to the dull minds of

the Roumanians that the Greeks are the principal factors in promoting business
and commerce in Roumanla*

In imitation of destructive Roumanian tuCtics* Bulgaria has Inaugurated the

policy of exterminating the Greeks* The Bulgarian rabble* Incited by professional

so-called patriots and encouraged and protected by the Government has system-

atically attacked the Greeks in every part of the country*
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Greek churches have been desecratedt pillaged and burned* Greek priests have
been beheaded and Bishops have been set on fire after being saturated with ker**

osene* Fathers and sons have been butchered after seeing their wivest mothers
and daughters bestially attacked by half human Mongolians* Toyms and cities have
been invaded by the rabble* and the living and the dead have been robbed and out*
raged* And at the oulmlnation of their savage fury the Bulgarians burned to ashes
the entire Greek City of Anchialos, where a hundred people lost their lives, chiefly
women and children* All Turkish atrocities are as nothing compared with these of
the Bulgars*

In the Turoo-Greek war of 1897 not a single Greek living in Turkey was harmed or
molested by the Turks*

During the centuries of Ignorance and slavery vriiich followed the fall of Constan-
tinople the Greeks maintained not only their language, their religion, and their

racial traditions - a singular paradox in the history of the world, revealing the

extraordinary vitality of the Greek race - but they also became the most import

teuit factor in the near East»
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The Greeks of Chicago 'where hundreds of Uacedonlan Greeks are settled and all
Greeks in America watch with great interest and anxiety the movements cuxd the
preparations of Mother- Greece and pray to hear her sweet voice cryt "To armst
my sonsl^ Then on the field of battle^not in defenseless towns 6uid cities t the
Greek sword will assuredly convince the enemy of Hellinism of its sharpnesst its
dexterityt and its strengths
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PREPARATIONS FOR A GRSEK :.i.\3 3 -MEETING .^T HULL HOIBE TO PROTEST AGAINST BULQARIAK

ATROCITIES

P. 4- All the Greek societies of metropolitan Chicago have unanimously resolved

to hold a Panhellenic mass-meeting in Hull House at 2 p»m* on Sunday, September

16th, with the specific object of protesting against the Bulgarian atrocities per*

petrated upon the Greek civilian population of Anatolian, Roumelia and Bulgaria.

The protest is to be sent to all civilized nations, emphazing the necessity of

intervention against the unheard of brutalities of these frightful orgies of Bul-

garian beasts

•

All our fellow- Greeks are urged to attend this general meeting and to hear the

speakers tell how our brothers and sisters are butchered, our churches are pill-

aged, aid Greek properity is confiscated by the bestial hordes of the decendants

of Krovmos*
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Hellenism all over the world must do likewise and hold mass-meetings of protest
to the civilized world against the barbarisms*

The day is near when the Greek nation will serve notice on Bulgaria, not with pen
but with its victorious arms* Then and there these brutalized creatures will
realize the superiority and sharpness of the Greek sword*

Among the speakers at the meeting will be Messrs. Soter Gerorg Ades and Pantelis
Shoris*
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CHICAGO KOSMITES HOLD PICNIC TO RAISE PUIIDS FOR HIGK SCHOOL

?• 4- On last Tuesday the Chicago Xosmites, under the auspices of their

Society! the Agiol Anargykoi, Composed of natives of Kosma* Kynovrias,

Greece, held a benefit picnic to raise funds for the erection of a new

high-school building in their native town.

Other fellow- Graeka of ours participated in the affair of the KosmiteSf

and a crowd of more than 1800 enjoyed themselves at Peterson Park, where

barbecued lambs, wine, and a great variety of appetizers were served.

The frolic was a great success both in entertainment and in raising funds

t

and this success is attributed to the systematic efforts of Mr. Demetries

Cheronis, president of the Society. The exact amount of money collected

for their purpose has not been made public, but from all indications it

will reach three or four thousand dollars.
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What noble activities these affairs arei Greeks do not forget the needs
of their beloved Greece. The native town of the Kosmites was in need of
a new school - buildingt and Mother Greece could not afford to build it;

so her faithful sons in Ohica^^o with smiles on their faces undertook to

raise the funds* The new building will soon be erected, and coming gener-
ation will know that it was built by their progenitors living in Chicago^
Illinois in the United States of America* This will indeed be a monument
in Greece to Greek-Americans ••
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OHONOIA SOCIETY OP P.U.EOHORITSS ANNOUNCElffiNf

?. Z|- To the merabers of the fraternity and to all our fellow- Greeks in Chicago^

Wednesdayt on September 5th, the Omonoie Society of Paleohorites will hold a pub-
lic festival at Peterson Park, Fifty-ninth Street and l/estern Avenue, which every-

body is cordially invited to attend. Admission will be free except to members of

the Society, v^o must pay fifty cents. Refreshments and drinks in abundance and

music for dancing will be provided for all free of charge*

The object of this festival is to raise funds through voluntary contributions to

build a new church in our native town of Paleohorion.

:Ye urge all our fellow- Greeks to attend*

The Office of the Society*
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CHIC.'.(>C OH riC OROAITIZATIO:: 13 L?HA:y'3D

GR-HTSX

p. o- A letter of a-o^recic?.tiori from the Panhellenic Association for the

Prevention of xuberciilosis, of At .ens, Greece, has been received by the

Panhellenic Society of Ghic8/;o for its generous contribution of $200.

This sum ras sent by the Chic^.^-o or^^anization to the Metropolitan of
Athens for this G-reel: institution which combats the dreaded disease of
tuberculosis.

r;i-i..

i'he letter reaas as follows:

Hr. President:

Kindly accept the deep c:ra.titude of the Pajihellenic Association for the
Prevention of Tuberculosis for your philajithropic and {;enerous contribu-
tion of forty -oo">Jiids sterlin;;, which was handed to us by His Eminence
the I.et r0100 li tan of Athens, J-reece.

K. Hadjemichalis, President.
'3. Patrikios, Secretary/.
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CHICA..0 g-r:::?::Iv is ho'tor::d 'ay tk:; xiiia or SRSi^bs
'

p. ;;- 3y royal decree the Silver Cross of the -Inic^'its^of Our Savior has
"been avrarded to i'.r. .*. II. KaraloT)oulo 3 , a •orominent neaoer of the Chicaj^
Greek community.

This Cnicago Sreek has for many years distinguished himself in local and
national activities.

All national and "oatriotic raovements and enter-orises initia.ted "bv I.Ir.

iraralopoulos have oeen crovzned with sclendid success. He is a Greek
devoted and loya.1 to America and a chamr>ion defender of the G-reek name.

It is an honor for the C lica^p G-reek cooriiunity tc include among its

menhers a man of this t:/pe.
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MChZY SEITT TO GR:2CE

vypA (lU..)

'

V

-•w.; J

Soterios G-eorir:;eadi£ and 3. LambardcJcis, president and tre^asMrer

respectively of their district of the national defense canroaiai, have
sent tlircLi/jh the Chic'^^-o -.--rpek consulate ^339. 90 to the central
coiranitoee in Athens, G-reece.

t . I

Let us all ado'ot this Method r-n^i not act inae*:endently of the consulate.

"iThile re are on the subject, let us remind all our fellcw-Crreeks in

Chica^^o to contribute heavily for t-ie needs of xiother G-reece. rhis is

a camDaign for f^.md:. for the notional defense of G-reece. Hich and poor,

sniall and ^T-.'-.t, all are children of tlirt inuurtal country, an^ all

should contricute -enerously.
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' WHAT BECAI/IE OF THE i:ONEY COLLECTED AT THE DANCE

GIVEN FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE NATIONAL NAVY OF GREECE?

HAS BEH^ THE CRY OF THE STAR FOR THE LAST THREE MONTHS

At Last the Answer Comes -'

Prognostications of the Star Come True -

Consecrated Funds Wasted

(Editorial)

Under no consideration will the Star deviate from its coiirse. When the

affairs of the community are in Jeopardy, and when the good name of the

Greeks and the interests of Hellenism are attacked by scoundresl* whether

they be fellow-Greeks or others, whether friends or enemies of the Star ,

this newspaper will not keep things under cover in order to save the face

of the wrong-doers. Greeks and others, friends and enemies alike will be

exposed for the benefit of all. We respect neither Greeks nor friends

when their conduct is improper.
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For the last three months the Star , in issue after issue, has requested

a public accounting of the proceeds of the dance given for the benefit

of the Greek Navy funds* We *ere called braying jackasses by those t4io

were dilatory in performing their manly duty*

We do not wish to imply now nor did we wish to imply three months ago,

that the collected money was pocketed; far from it. But we do wish, as

Journalists faithf\xl to our principles, to inform the public where its

money went. The money collected at the dance was raised for a specific

purpose which affects all Greeks everywhere, not only the Greeks of

Chicago. It was raised for the sole purpose of augmenting the funds of

the National Navy of Greece. Therefore the three months' cry of the

Star has been motivated by our duty to the Hellenic race and not by any

personal desire to stain the character of the committee in charge.

At last, with the help of Jehovah, the committee has made a public account-

ing of the people's money: $1,595 net profit, $1,663*65 expensesi That is

to say, $1,663.65 was expended in order to clear $1,595. In other words,

the total proceeds were $3,258.
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Nobody disputes the honesty and the integrity of the honorably committee
in charge of the affair, and the Star does not entertain the slightest
thought of any irregularities, but this is where the shoe pinches. From
a business standpoint the affair was not successful or well managed. The
extravagance ajad the waste were excessive. Prom the patriotic standpoint
the affair was a disaster. It does not require a dsjice to arouse
enthusiasm in Greeks so that they will contribute money for the needs of
Mother Greece. $1,663.65 of this consecrated money was sqtaandered either
through ignorance or through the desire of those in charge to acquire
publicity and recognition as patriotic leaders. In either case the
consequence of their folly reflects upon all of us. The dance was not
necessary at all to raise money for the Navy. Time and time again it

has been proved that the Greek is a real patriot. He needs no coercion
or inducement to go to the limit in his patriotic duty. Why then the
dajice? Why the waste of this consecrated money? Dances and other enter-
tainments are given as inducements when public sentiment is lukev/arm.

All that was necessary in order to raise money for the Navy was to rent
a hall for twenty-five or fifty dollars and obtain free etdvertising in
the Greek press*
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On previous occasions four, five, and six thousand dollars have been con-

tributed in the twinkling of an eye out of the love aind generosity of the

Greek soul for Mother Greece.

Before the dance was given the Star brought out in vivid colors the un-

practical aspect of the whole affair and patriotically sui^gested the pro-

cedure which has always been fruitful, - that is, the Masonic Temple pro-

gram. Our suggestions and pleas for the success of the affair fell upon

deaf ears. And for the outcry which we have raised for the last three

months in demanding an accounting we have malignantly been called braying

jackasses. But to err is human; let us forget our differences and profit

by our mistakes. Let us not in the future follow the same unpractical,

unprofitable and improper procedure.

We hope that our achievements in the future will be such as to compensate

for our errors in the past.
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COLLBCTIOITS FOR THE NATIONAL NAVY OP ttfiEECE VV!^A (j!-^.) Pf'^'^i \j'^ *- ' .K,

p.-3-^ Systematic efforts are being made to raise f\inds for the National

Navy of Greece, Contribution-boxes have been placed in all Greek business establish-

ments so that people may drop in whatever amounts they wish without feeling embrassed

because their contribution are not so large as those of others.

This system was inaugurated by the Proodos (Progress) Greek Club of Chicago. Every

newspaper of the amount of money collected and of the sums sent to the central

committee in Athens, Greece.

Every fellow-Greek of ours is requested to make a habit of it and to drop into the

box whatever amount his financial condition will permit. Nickels and dimes dropped

in day by day will amount to dollars by the end of the month.

Nobody can refuse assistance to Mother-Greece. Nobody can pass by the collection-

box without feeling his obligation to the beloved land of his origin. Give all you

can. It is for Greece.

The Office.
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nOfORTAL 6RS&CS - THE OLYUPIC GAIJES.

(Sdltorlal)

Tour sons in Chicago and all over the vorld look upon you todayt Hother-

GreeeSf with the same pride and devotion, with the same love and reverence

as always*

Upon yout Uother and Queen of all, the eyes of the whole world today

again are focused* Uother of divine wisdom and enlightenment - immortal

beloved Greece!

The divine light with which your celestial feet were shod has left indelible

traces of your steps upon this terrestrial globe where for centuries upon

centuries you have held the attention of the world as the cynosure of man-

kind, the axis upon which humanity rsvolves, and the cornerstone on which

everything good is built

•

/
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Today many and diyers people from every comer of the earth come to you to

admire the loTeliness of your divine horizon, the beauty of your monuments,

and the wisdom of your doctrine • Yes! They come to participate in your

Olympic games, the games of your immortal sons of ancient times, which

you have now revived, and to pay homage to you and show their reverence for

you, the mother of civilisation* They come to seek the mystery of your

grandeur, the key to your charm*

For centuries your oracles have been silent, your temples have been de-

stroyedy your treasures have been plundered, and you, Uother of freedom,

were for centuries enchained in slavery*

In spite of your misfortunes, in spite of your bleeding wounds and the loss

of your territories^ the aura of your greatness still surrounds you, and

you still reveal to the world that you and you only are the immortal mother
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of everlasting good, the mother of perfect beauty and truth, the mother

of inspiration and idealism. The world will continue to be regenerated by

you while its eyes cure turned upon your inspiring idealism, but the world

will sink into datrkness amd waver in uncertainty and doubt when it turns

its eyes away.

The destroyers of your temples and your monuments, those who enslaved you,

and the barbarians of yesterday who edl were fed and nourished on your

immortal blood and baptixed in your spirit, today are in your famous stadium

competing for the simple but coveted wreath of your olive.

Once more before your stadium and before your noble scepter the banners

of the world are bowing to you, and once more you are proclaimed Queen of

the world.

\

..y'
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You, inmortal Greece, have revived the Olympic games • It was your privilege

to do 80. You are the source of good, the inextinguishable light and

inexhaustible fountain of wisdom, beauty, and truthl

You have not sent forth heralds to proclaim a truce, as in ancient times

the sacred heralds of Zeus did, yet the world, setting its differences aside

for the renewal of your Olympic games, rejoices and admires at this moment

what Pindar calls "the cheerful beam of lofty peace*"

For us your sons, beloved and immortal Greece, exiles from your unredeemed

territory who now live in the United States, your glorious daughter of

democracy, there can never be peace until Macedonia, ihrace, npirus, and

Asia Uinor are liberated and once more imited with our beloved Mother-Greece*
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THE PRXDICAMENT OF THE GREEK COlOfUNITT (F CHICAGO

«

p» 1 • The success of the forthcoming dance for the benefit of the national
navy of Greece Is in doubt, and from all indications It Is likely to be
a failure and have a blot on one page of the annals of the Chicago Greek
community.

The cause of this Is not lack of patriotism nor lack of leaders to marshal
the Greeks of Chicago In offering tribute to the mighty Queen of the world,
liotherH}reecet whom they stauad ready and willing to dbfend with their llves|
It Is rather lack of harmony among these leaders* Vho shall be the generalls
simoT This destructlTe rivalry among Spartans, Arcadians, Islanders,
Athenians, and Greeks from Turkey still has a strong grip upon us* And If
we do not free ourselves from this monster of petty ambition, all the
enthusiasm, the self-denial, and the self-sacrlflce of Greeks for Ifother**

Greece will gradually be extinguished^
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The Greek coxnnunity of Chicago is composed of our compatriots from various
parts of Greece; and every inch of Greece is just as sacred as Athens

^

Sparta» or Arcadia, and every fellow-Greek of ours, whether from Turkey,
Egypt, or China, is in soul and in tradition just as truly a Greek as the
Greek who wi^ bom in Greece* The Lacedemonian, the Arcadian, the Athenian,
and the Islander ceuinot be anything but Greek, a brother Greek of ours and
a son of Uother-Greece*

The forthcoming dance for the Greek navy is an affair not local but national.
All the forces and all the leaders of the community must participate in

order to accomplish the desired results. All societies and all organizations
with all their leaders must bend the knee before the common cause of our
beloved Greece.
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Sine« ve are genuine eone of Greece llTlng in our adopted country^ let us
prove to those around us that we are worthy of the name which is spoken
with roTerence and admiration by the best of the civilized world • Let us
show our city by our conduct , our unity ^ and our harmony that we are good^
progressive citizens* Dissension in our ranks will produce unpleasGint
results which will be detrimental to us all and to our old Mothsr*Greece*

If the forthcoming dance is a national affair for the benefit of Greece

»

and its success depends upon full cooperation of all Greeks » the leaders
of the Greek community will do well to forget their local rivalry and their
titles and put their heads together; otherwise the burden of responsibility
for any sort of failure will f all squarely upon their several shoulders*

Ths Star does not hesitate, in spite of present difficulties, to predict
that the dance to raise funds for the Greek navy will be crowned with tre-
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mendous success, Greeks, despite their many shortcomings, never retreat

but always march forward. This present crisis over leadership will be

blown away by the mighty blast of Greek patriotism and love for Mother-

Greece •

Honor, praise, and fame are allotted to those who forget themselves and

repress their feelings of personal gain or loss when the god of patriotism

and duty appears before them; Themistocles in similar circumstances said to

Eurybiadas, ••Slap me, but listen to mel** If the several leaders of the

Greek community are worthy of their leadership and of the titles which they

possess, they will bear in mind this immortal phrase addressed by an

Athenicm to a Spartan*

Nothing is humiliating to great leaders who are determined to serve their

beloved country*
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The moral conveyed by this inanortal saying may well be applied to the present

predicament of the Greek community in Chicago*

Let us see who will be the new Themistocles among the leaders of our community.
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IV NATIONAL MASS-}^ETING..A liAGNIFICENT SUCCESS '^•.i'-.^^v

P.3~As the Star predicted, and the organizers anticipated, the national
meeting of Greeks of Chicago and the surrounding territory was a brilliant
success. Greek sentiment and patriotic enthusiasm v/ere fully revealed by
the throngs who responded to the call of Mother-Greece. The object of the
meeting v/as to gather the people together and announce the call of Mother-
Greece and also to authorize committees to solicit contributions for the

national defense.

The Hon. Dr. N# Salopoulos, Chicago Consul General of Greece, opened the

meeting with a patriotic speech that electrified the crowd. The veteran
diplomat in his usual mellifluous phrases said:

"The eyes of our beloved Greece are hopefully turned toward the Greeks of

America not only for material assistance but for moral fortification as

well. The word "Greek-American" is little by little becoming a national
hope, and I, as a representative of Greece, came to this meeting to make
you hear the sweet imploring voice of our beloved native land. V/ho will
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turn a deaf ear to the mother of civilization? America in the past, when
Greece was struggling for independence, proved her sympathy and affection.
And the Greeks of America to-day are revealing their sentiment, their patri<

otic enthusiasm, and their filial love for Greece. The crowd in this meet-
ing, which represents every station of life, is evidence that her sons will
never turn a deaf ear to their mother- country. •»

Other speakers in the meeting v/ere the Reverend Mr. Pegeas, Dr. K. Kallion-
djis, R. N# Karalopoulos, and p. S- Lambros, publisher of the Star , whose
addresses we print on other pages.

The organizers of the meeting were Dr. N. Salopoulos, Dr. A. J. Sanitsas,

Dr. Ch. Petrulas, Dr. X. Kalliondjis, and !Jr. K. Karalopoulos# They worked
hard to accomplish the meeting's magnificent success.

Committees were appointed which will solicit contributions from Greeks in
Chicago and the suburbs

•
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NATIOKii PAN-ItCLLSKIC ASS-I^ISLY OF CHIC^iGC

P«3—Consulate General of Greece, Chicago, November l4f 1905«

Greeks in Chicago and the suburbs and elsewhere within the jurisdiction of
the Consulate are requested to attend a general pan-Hellenic meeting v/hich

will take place next Sunday, November 19, at 7 P. L'. on the fourth floor of
the Masonic Temple, at the corner of State and Randolph Streets. National
affairs will be discussed at the meeting.

N. Salopoulos,
Consul General of Greece.

./

N.
.*

'
*^

\

»
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CHICAGO SOCIETY CONTRIBUTES $500 FOR NATIONAL DEFnlNSS OP GREECE

P»3~With delight and pride we publish the account of this noble deed of the
Pan-Hellenic Society of Chicago, and we hope that our other societies will
follow its example. The pan-Hellenic at its last meeting voted unanimously
to contribute $500 for the national defense of Greece. The money was sent
immediately to the central contribution committee in Athens with the prom-
ise that other remittances will follow.

This act of the Pan-Hellenic Society is indeed praiseworthy. But this is
not the Society's first gesture of this kind, for often in the past it has
come forward to do the works of patriotism and philanthroph and has thus
led other societies to do their share. Congratulations and many of them to
this true-blue Hellenic organization!
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CHICAGO GR23K S0CIS1Y S3NDS }«1CN2Y FOR IVi^TElR^VCRKS IN NATIVE Ta^N

P. 3—Not once or tv/ice but repeatedly the Greeks of Chicago have sent and
do send money to Greece for public works and other improvement s»

It is surprising to know that American ideas and methods are in evidence
everywhere in Greece, and in years to come Greek towns and villages will
be of American type.

The fraternity of the Chrysafites of Chicago, having determined that it is

their duty to assist their native town, Chrysafa, have sent another sum of
$1,5G0 to be added to the fund which provides for the v/aterworks now be-

ing constructed on the American plan. The Chrysafites are to be congrat-
ulated not only for their readiness to help but also for their preference
for American methods, which have been proved to be practical and are the

best known.
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•

standing patriotic and fraternal organizations in our community, has ig-
nored the pettiness of regionalism and has come whole-heartedly to the as-

sistance of Greece the beautiful and of their native town# At their last
meeting, which was called for that purpose, $2i860#35 ^as collected in the
twinkling of an eye. $860#35 was sent to Greece for national defense, and
$2,000 to their native Kastri to be added to the fund provided for the erec«

tion of St. George's new church.

This praiseworthy action of theirs stands out like a blazing star to guide
other Greek societies on the road to duty# Bravo, Kastritesl

Names and amounts of contributions are printed on page 5»
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IV
THE ARCADIA GREEK SOCIETY OP CHICAGO AND

THE TUBERCULOSIS SANATORIUM OF TAYGETOS, GREECE

p. 3- Not very long ago a prominent Chicago Greek, Dr. John Volicos, a
Cretan, impelled by the ever- increasing spread of tuberculosis among
Chicago Greeks, founded the laygetos Sanatorium in Greece. But
institutions of this kind need unusxml financial support. Many of our
compatriots afflicted with this dreadful disease leave America aided by
contributions of fellow-Greeks who defray the cost of transportation
because they know that the patients are financisdly exhausted* Conse-
quently the sanatorium cannot meet its operating expenses if it is not
supported by public contributions and endowments* For the tuberculosis
patients, hoping to get well, spend here whatever money they have and then
by means of contributions are shipped to Greece*

For this reason Arcadia, one of the oldest Greek societies in Chicago and
one which is ever ready to do good, held a general meeting last week and
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discussed ways and means of supporting the Taygetos Sanatorium. After
listening to the constructive and humanitarian speech of Dr. Volicos,

the society's physician, they, with unanimous voice, agreed to take the

lead among all the societies and to contribute systematic financial
support to this institution, thus affording an example to other societies
and organizations in the United States, that they may do their Hellenic
duty likewise*

The Arcadia Society has many times in the past gone outside its circle
and assisted not only individuals in need hut also other organizations.
We hope and pray that other fraternities, societies, and organizations
all over the land will follow the example of this splendid association
and come to the assistance of the tiiberculosis sanatorium of Taygetos.
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P.l—Fsllovz-Lyrlconicins:

V/e the undersigned oorj.uttee, duiv aopointea and uuthorized bv the general
asseably of our fellovv-Lyrkenians \.hich met in CI:iica{;;o on i-.u£;ust 11, 1905«
soleirjily appeal to (jvery fellov;-Lyrkeian in 'one Ignited "tates to Gubniit hi

contribution in the /;eneral caa^ai^.n nov; bein-: conducted to raise funds for
iivanicipal ;^orl-:c and other irr.prov events in our native land.

"Ve all knov: thut cur '[other-Greece is still ctrurrlin; for existence, for
it is only seventy-five years siiicc she v;as liberated from the Turkish
yoke. The national revenue of our beloved Greece is c^uite limited; hence

her inabilitry^ to construct oubiic v;orks in every TDart of the nation. But

vou and J knov;, as sons of Greece, that it is our sacred duty to ccrr.e to

her assistance and if no'^jd be to sacrifice ourselves also. verythinf
that v/e have to-day \ie ov;e to our native Greece, —parents, reli£;ion," Ian-
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tua£:e, education, and life. Lnd everythini^ that v/c pcssosr- to-day in our
adopted country is the result of that virorous nrool: seed of progre reive-
ness v;hich here in our nov; country lias found fertile soil in v;hich to

germinate and to accomplish v/cnder o

«

o
•^ an v;e for^^et our native land in the r:adst of our prosperity and prepress?
Would it be Hellenic to turn a deaf ear to the sv;eet irr.plorinp voice of

the Cnli^htener of the v;orld? Tiie answer is no. .Ve cannot und will not .

for£;et her, and it is not Hellenic to turn a clzixi ear to her. "very

Lyrkeian in this land is requested hy tne Onica-^'o corrjaittee to send in his
name v.ith a ten-dollcr contriuution tc the- ca.;nai^n.

The Coirjnittee:

r. K. ?. Kalliondj_es D. 3. Raptis
G» ?. Ilalliond.es -.. ^. l-^aptis

B. ?. Kallicndpes 1!h. G. Boutselis

S>. r. Pies si a;

r. G. Dai-.alas
B. r. KotsoDOulos
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?.3—B-icause of luck of fundc the r.iunicioal uuthcritiec in cur rxutive tov/n,

Gerahicn, are unable to construct certain very ::iuch needed public works,
in o^^'^icular a nev; and larger churcii to acco.xuodate the v;orshippcrs, our
for:ner fellov;-tovmsaen« Therefore Lhe Chicu£.;o Gorakiton Society v/ac form-
ed six •.ionthi- ago v;ith the specific purpose of raicin^ money by contribu-
tions or by other means to assist cur native country in obtaining; the things
v/hicii it needs.

The very first thing that v/e intend to accci.'iolish is the rebuilding of ?:oi-

nisis Tis Theotckou O'nurch in Gerakion. Therefore the Gerakites Fraternity
of Ghica c appeals to all native sons of Ccrakion in the United :^tates to

send in their contributions so tliat cne erection of the churc-i may begin at

once. Depending upon tne patriotic sentiments of cur fellov;-Gerakites in

the United States, I be. to rem.ain

Syndesmos Gerakitcn,

S3 South ;;larl: rtreet, Chicago.
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SOCIETY C0m'RI3UTES FUNDS FOR BELFRY

p. 2- Notwithstanding the short period of its existence the Society of
Achladokampites at its last meeting collected from members present the
sum of $809 for a belfry in their native town.

This society, which is always active and willing to render service, has
in the past collected large s\uns of money for improvements and for other
benefits to their native Achladolcasrpus

.
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aRESK GOVEHNMEMT'S REPRESENTATIVE IN CHICAGO

p. 2- Apostolos Agathokles, who represented the Greek government at the

International Railway Convention in Washington, B.C., is visiting Chicago
as part of his mission to America*

The distinguished visitor, who is accompanied by his wife, the sister of
a well-to-do merchant of our city, K* Karelopoulos, will remain here for
a few days as the guest of honor of the Greek community in Chicago*
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SBCRBTARY OF NAVY THANKS CHICAGO SOdETT* \^/
*^'

p* 3»Th6 follaving is a letter from Ur. K« Mauromiehalie » Secretary of the Navy
of Greece, addressed to the Agloi A&argyroi, a fkutersal society in Chicago, ex<»

pressing his appreciation for money sent by Chicago Greeks to the ftttional Naval
Fimd.

Kinclom of Greece*

Uinistry of the Navy.

Office of National Navy ^o. WSll.

The President of the Chicago Gbreek Society*

Aj^oi Anargyroit

Te acknowledge receipt of your letter of l^ov. 17, 1904, with the draft for two
hundred pounds sterling, the contribution of your society to the

y^
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Start F«b. 24^ 1905*

National Navy FuxkI.

Saelosed you will find a copy of triplicate receipt no* 541f issued by the Uinistry^
and we sincerely appreciate your munificence to the fund of our National Navy* Ve
warmly th£mk you and cherish the hope that your society and other Greek societies in
your great city will not cease to contribute further to the national cause*

Athens » Jem* 5, 1905*

Th^ Minister 9 K. Uauromichalis«
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SENSIBLE AND HONEST ACTION ANNOUNCEUENT.

p« 3««^nce I shall soon leave for Greece » I request those who have any business
transactions to conduct with me to comnunicate with me at the following addressi
John CoBdiSi 190 East Madison street, Chicago 9 Illinois*

That is a sensible and clean way to do business. Undoubtedly Ur. Condis, being
in business » has more to pay than to receive; nevertheless he wishes to settle
all his accounts before he departs for his native Kastri* Caagratulations is
such a fellow Greek f and we wish that we all would publish such announcements
in both the Greek and the American newspapers for the benefit of all concerned.

/
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HELLENIC INj^LUEKCI:: UPON THE JEWS - THE OLDEST RELIGION
IN THE WORLD KNEELS BEFORE GREEK ART AND PHILOLOGY

P# 1 - The Chicago Tribune in one of its articles writes as follows concern-
ing the spread of ancient Hellenism in Egypt and in other places where Jews
were found

•

"In the ancient world we witness the meeting of two great peoples - the Jews
with their traditions and their religion and the Greeks, representing the
greatest intellectual development of those times. In other words, the Jews
believed that God works out what is best for man, and the Greeks proved to the
world, in themselves, what wonderful, good, great, and lofty things man can

accomplish by himself.

"The Greeks belonged to the great Aryan race which established itself both in

Asia Minor and all about the Mediterranean* They possessed greater intellectual

capability and sense of grace than any other people, and they always sought for

truth and beauty. In Greece everything tended toward beauty and enlightenment.
The religion of the Greeks was devotion to the arts and to an ideal conception
of humanity. The history of Greece abounds in philosophies and in evidence of
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the Greeks' practical ability to accomplish things, and this history of theirs
still richly nourishes the nations of the earth to-day» The Greeks established
political liberty and founded the science of philology, political science, and
philosophies of human life. They attained the highest point in sculpture, in
rhetoric, and in general architecture. A distinguished historian says, 'Since
the Greeks were the pre-eminent race of the world, the following twenty centuries
have contributed very little to our present endowment of intellectual force. Our
present-day philology and art flourish only through Hellenic influence.' This is

the truth regarding the Greeks.

'^As for the Jev/s, by them religion was held to be of higher importance than
education and mental development. Their leaders, the rabbis, regarded the in-
fluence of civilization and of philology with deep misgiving and fear. The
rabbis taught especially the law and prevented the youth from forgetting it

day or night • Only in brief periods of relaxation did they permit the young
men to study Greek philology, v^hich nevertheless little by little imbued them
with its spirit, and in later times they abandoned Judaism and embraced
Hellenic theories and practices.
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"Hellenism among them never ceased to thrive and especially after the invasion of
Judea by Greeks, the v/estward exodus of the Jews, and the translation of the
Jewish Bible into Greek the influence of Greek culture fell upon then like sun-
shine • Palestine was at that time the neutral point from which the kings of the
North and the kings of the South directed their expeditions. Naturally many
Greek cities were founded about Jerusalem, and in spite of the vigilance of their
leaders the Jeivish race adopted Greek habits and customs. Thus thoroughly
liellenized, they scattered to vurious parts of the ancient world and especially
to Alexandria, where the largest Jewish colony v/as established. In that city they
practiced their religion vj-ith the utmost freedom. The rule of the Ptolemies was
tolerant of all religions, and Ptolemy Philadelphus v/as considered a Jew among
Jews, an Egyptian among Egyptians, and a Greek among Greeks. The Alexandrian
Jew of that time could no more exist without Hellenic philology and culture than
he could exist without air. ^Then he was outside his inner circle of Judaism, he
v;as confronted in every direction by Hellenism. Everywhere the talk of the times
was of Greek philology and its excellence. The Jew embraced Euclid, Eratosthenes,
Apelles, grammatical erudition, and Socratic philosophy. Great Hellenic intel-
lectual development prevailed among Jews from Jerusalem, to Alexandria, and thus
they abandoned their original devotion to their racial religion.
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•^Gjrmnasia were established everywhere; Greek athletic exercises v/ere introduced,
to v;hich the rabbis turned with zeal, deserting their flocks. The Jews not only
iirdtated the Greeks in habits and customs, but Greek names also were given to

their children. Their philology was Hellenized as a result of the translation
of their scriptures into Greek. In later years the Jews v/ere so much Hellenized
that teaching the Greek language to their children became a matter of necessity
and importance. This cosmopolitism of these two great races was mostly attri-
buted to Ptolemy Fhiladelphus, and it reveals that Greek art and philology were
and are attractive to those v/ho are intellectually inclined.

"The Jews, by nature the most religious people on earth, were attracted by
Hellenic intellectuality and bent the knee before its colossal influence.
Josephus said, 'Greek philology was a power, brilliant, clear, complete, and
attractive.'

"Undoubtedly the Jews could have resisted the Hellenic influence, but because of
their susceptibility to the ch'j.rms of learning they could not resist the good
and great things emanating from such an influence, and consequently both races were
honored. And out of that period Christianity began to evolve.'*
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THE OPENING OP RE&ISTERSD LETTERS IN GREECE
COMMENTS OF THE CHICAGO POSTMASTER

STAR'S SUGGESTIONS TO THE POST OFFICE AUTHORITIES OF GREECE

p* 1- There ie not a single day of the week on which our office does not
receive complaints from Greeks in Chicatgo. cuid elsewhere about the dastard-
ly practice of some of the mail-carriers in Greece of opening registered
letters sent from America and taking out money or of failing to deliver
the letters at all. Such a practice reflects upon the entire postal
service in Greece and upon the Greek Government as well* This practice
o\i^t to he stopped, and the guilty persons should be severely ptmished*

Mr. Molley, the Postmaster General of Chicago, whom the Star interviewed
at his invitation, said, **The Greek postmen cause more trouble than any
other postmen of foreign countries. I know of the recently enacted treaty
between the United States and Greece which provides for the issue of postal
money orders, but this does not deprive anybody of his right to send money
by registered letter. It is incredible that the Greek Government should
tolerate such a practice. The postal service cannot entirely depend upon
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the honesty of its employees but must have a method and a system which
will compel honesty. It has been said that opening letters or failing
to deliver them has been a practice here, but I will ask any Grreek to

testify upon oath, and he will say that not only registered letters with
money in them but even \inregistered letters containing cash always reach
their destinations within the limits of the United States. It is evident
that the above-mentioned preictice is prevalent not here but abroad. It

would be to the advantage of all concerned if the postal authorities in
Greece would inaugurate the spy system and eliminate such postmen, who
are the black sheep of the service. **

The Star immediately recognized the importance of its interview with this
wise and honorable American and took steps to urge the Greek Government
and the postal authorities in Greece to remedy the situation and thus
preserve the prestige and the dignity of the country. The practice of
some few rascals employed by the Greek Post Office, either clerks or
postmen, brings dishonor xipon the entire system and is something new in
the annals of postal service in Greece, and we hasten to say that it must
be stopped now and forever before oinpleasant repercussions ensue*
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We are very anxious to hear that the Greek Government will take drastic
measures to punish these 8o«-called honest men in its service who have
evidently been corrupted by the influx of the almighty American dollar*
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POST OFFICE INFOiiMATION

p. 2- Because many G-reeks either throu^"h ne^^ligence or through ignorance

mail letters and parcels without sufficient postage, vmich causes the

receiver to pay double the amount, the Chicago Post Office has requested

us to publish the following inform.-^ t ion.

If addressed to a foreign country (Mexico, Canada, and Cuba exceioted)

,

letters weighing half an ounce require 5 cents postage; postal cards,

2 cents each; double postal cards, 4 cents; nev/spapers and other printed

matter, 1 cent for 2 ounces; commercial packages not exceedin<>: 10 ounces,

5 cents; commercial packa^-^es over 10 ounces, 1 cent for every 2 ounces;

registered letters, 8 cents.

The work of the Post Office will be accelerated if those v/ho send letters

or packages will write on the back their names and addresses so that in

case of non-delivery to the person addressed, the letter or package may

be returned to the sender.
(Chicago Post Office)

Si
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$6,000 COLLECT'"'D ?0R THE OH'^^SK NAVY

p. 2- The various committees authorized to solicit contributions to the

Greek Navy f\ind have reported to the Greek Consul General, Dr. N.

Salopoulos, chairman of collections, that more than ;^6,000 is on hand*

The Consul General after receiving the money will forward it to the

central committee at Athens, Greece.
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THE ST. MAIiOYHOS SOCIETY

p. 3- The dance given last week by the Kosraites' St. Anargyros Society

was a success, and the net proceeds were v^843.33. The object of the

dance was to raise money to decorate the church in their native town of

Kosmas, Greece. The Kosmites in Chicago have many times in the past

shown their willingness to assist financially the liown where they first

saw the light. Great sums of money have already been forwarded by them

to their birthplace for various causes. They are to be congratulated

for their generous contributions.

(5 m.
oVv

"•iv
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TO ALL VERVAIN lO'^ES IN AlffiRICA

GREEK

p. 1- We the imdersigned, of the Vervainon Greek Society of Chicago, ^
appeal to all native sons of Vervaina to contribute their share toward g
the building of a new church in the town where we first saw the light

of day.

We further inform you that the Chicago Vervainon Society has already on

hand $3,710 collected from its members in Chicago, and since the proposed

church will cost $18,000, according to the plans that we have received,

every native son is urgently requested to contribute generously to the

fund. All contributions should be sent to tne mother-lodge of the Society

in Chicstgo.

N. I. Bouzos, President
D. G. Creticos, Secretary

Vervainon Greek Society, 404 South Halsted Street.

Chicago, Illinois.

CD
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PICNIC FOR CHURCH FDKD
'^

'

P« 3 * Native sons of Paleochorion, Kynourias, last Monday held a picnic with
the object of raising money to build a new church in their native town«

The frolic included dances , songs, music, and eatables of all kinds* Seven
hundred and fifty dollars was raised at the picnic, which will be added to

the 13^000 already gained in previous affairs, and the money will be sent to
the local authorities of Paleochorion to begin the erection of the new church*

Congratulations to those fellow-Greeks of ours ivho are interested in the
welfare of those whom they left behind theml
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BRANCH^.S OF OLIvS AlID OF LAUHEL ^
iF~*

THZ OLYMPIC OAM^S IN ST. LOUIS C

By Dr. John N. Volicos

•o. 1- The G-reek commiinity of Chicago, nicknaraea "Little G-reece of Chicago,"
is host to the Oreek boys who ha,ve come here "to particioate in the Olympic
G-ames.

The joy of welcome is apparent everywhere. No one can succeed single-
handed in reaching trie G-reek atnletes to hug them ana shake their hands,
for they are always surrounded by a mob of aamirers. History is rer>eating

itself. The happy days of ancient «>reece are revived in America,. The
aelight, the rejoicin ;, the emotions of the bygone days of the Olympiads
are in full sway again. The Olympic boys are here in Averica, in "Little
Greece of Chica^ro."

-o

WSLCO!,^E, aR3?:i\ ATHLZE-JiS! E
CD
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I'hey come to -oarticiDate in the revival of the ancient .^ames, the games

that glorified the bodies of ancient Greel-c youths; and they will endeavor

to carry bacic to Greece the >-;lorious branches of olive and of laurel,

thus comcellin^j the modern Greeks to tear down -oart of the city wall to

receive them.

We wish more power to them. Ttley vill undoubtedly caoture a wreath or

two, but the glory of the T)ast will be captured by American youth. The

youth of America to-aay, ste-o by steo, is a>:)proaching the glorious

heights of the ancients, ana in years to coiue America will be the heir

of all the glory that was Greece, ^^ody and mind are so rapidly develop-

ing in America that the grandeur of the past will be outshone, and new

heights will be attained.

sons of I.:other-Greece! Your presence here in America, o\ir adopted

country, is a great joy to us all, and with open arms and warm hearts

we extend to you a glorious welcome.

S

o
CO
CD
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With delight and pride the Greeks of America will hear that the Greeks of
Chicago hare founded a patriotic society under the name of Military Association^

The ohject of this newly^rganized society is to assist financially the
National Defense Society of Athens* Greece. The membership fee is fifty
cents per month. The accumulated inonoy from fees and from benefit tances
and similar activities of the society will be sent semi«-annually to Athens
without deducting any expenses for the operation of the society. The
expenses of the society will be taken care of by contributions of the

executive board. So every dollar collected will be sent for the national

defense of Mother-Greece.
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The Military Association will conduct each year a Pan-Hellenic dance, an

excursion^ a Lottery, and a bazaar to increase its funds. Lectures^

mainly patriotic but also on social, commercial, and professional subjects

will be delivered in the society's hall by prominent Greeks of Chicago and

elsewhere 9 who will be invited for that purpose.

At the meeting which took place yesterday all the foremost Greeks of Chicago

were present, and chose by ballot the following officers and officials of

the Military Association:

Crown Prince Constantine of Greece, president; J. Georgiadis and IS.

Giannakopottlos (reserve officers of the Greek Ariny) first and second

vice-presidents respectively; St. Lambardakis, general treasurer; Messrs.

A. Apostolakos, N. Karellas, and K. Loumos, treasurers; Messrs* Kyriakopoulos

and Koliopoulos, secretaries. Members of the board were elected as follows:
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Messrs. Geo* Koutsoubos, D. Ealogeropoulost K* KoutsoglanniSt Andrew Vlachos,
Christ Vretost &. Kokinovrachos, A. Papchristofilou, B. Varelas, 0. Siirlis,

A. Solas, J. Demetriad! St and J. Adlnamis*

Starts Not^:

The management of this paper sincerely congratulates the initiation of this
splendid idea. It is about time for the Greeks of the world to come to the
assistance of Mother Greece in a Pan'*Hellenic way and strengthen the treasury
of that famous and glorious countxy.
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. THE HUE AND CRY OF THE AMERICAN PRESS
AGAINST FOREIGNERS WHO SEND THE COUNTRY'S WEALTH ABOARD

GREEKS TAKEN AS AN EXAMPLE

(Editorial)

With unanimous voice the American press of the city and of the nation has
for the last month been printing article after article about the Impending
danger that the wealth of the country, in a period of ten years, will all
have been sent to various foreiga countries. And as is usually the case,
the Greeks of the land are taken as an example*

The press points out that the Greeks send $2,000,000 annually to their
native leuid, and it argues that the other 20,000,000 foreigners from
Europe and Asia must therefore send $200,000,000 to their several countries.

*""S
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This 8\im of money exported every year for ten years will amount to

$2,000,000,000 in gold. Consequently the press wants America to enact
laws prohibiting the exportation of money because in years to come the
co\mtry's wealth will be exhausted by foreigners who send it away.

The editors who have prepared and published these articles about the
impending danger are not correct in their reasoning. Their calculations
are all wrong, and our agrument follows to refute their contentions.

Among immigrants we find Irish, Germans, Poles, and Scandinavians who
have come to America by hundreds of thousands with the specific intention
of staying here and settling, and the majority of them have brought their
families with them. This foreign element came here to stay, and the money
which they may have sent back at first is absolutely insignificant, because
for them this country is their home, their wealth, their all, and they have
broken every relationship and tie with their native lands» Consequently no
money in any great amount will be exported by them. The total of $2,000,000,000,
by reason of this logical and indisputable fact, diminishes to insignificance.
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As an exception to this rule we have the G-reeks, part of the Italians,
and other immigrants from the East* The G-reeks above all other nationalities,
as the papers say, send back home enormous sums of money* That is true*
The G-reek never forgets his parents, his brothers, his sisters, or his
other relatives* He sends money, which he earns with great effort, to

ameliorate conditions for his family; he sends money and plenty of it to

marry his sisters and to ed\icate his brothers (if they do not come here);
and in addition to all this he sends money to his beloved G-reece to build
streets, roads, churches, schools, waterworks, and many other new things
which he sees in America* He contributes money for the defense of his
beloved native land and for many other things for which the nationalities
above mentioned send not one dollar. And so with Justice and with truth
the G-reek is singled out as the immigrant who sends plenty of money back
home* That the mythical sum of two billion dollars could never be reached
if this argument is valid stands to reason. The hue and cry of the press
is unsupported by logic*

And now we will take the Greek (as others do) as an example. Before he
left his beloved country, which is likewise dear to every other right-
thinking person the world over, he was informed that America the great
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is a free country and the most democratic country in the world; that
freedom and justice and T)hilanthropy are the pillars which support this
huge democracy, known as the daughter of ancient Greece because its

government is thence derived* Without casting any insinuations at the
other nationalities above mentioned, we may say that the Greek has
traditions which are to him very sacred. His obligation and his responsi-
bility to his family and his love for it are part of his religion. His
supreme patriotic devotion to his country is recorded in the aumals of
time, as are many other traditions which for thousands of years he has
distinguished himself by maintaining. Indeed, he cannot abauidon them and
throw them off so easily as we change socks* He cannot be so easily
assimilated and absorbed by his environment* He stands upon solid rock.

If he could change his country as quickly as he changes his shirt, he
could never be a good citizen of any country. America the great does
not expect him to forget his fstmily and his mother-country. His native
Greece, his religion, and his family are never forgotten by the Greek.
And when he came here, he did not hesitate to tell the truth; that is,
that he did not come here to stay and settle. But he came here to this
free and Just cotintry to work hard and earn some money.
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If the greatness of the coointry is such as to absorb him in the future.

it is not his fault. He will do his damnedest to return to his native
Grreece. but from what we already observe we venture to say that the un-
conquerable Greek. will eventually become an integral part of this great
country* He is beginning to build churches and schools, and that is a
sign of permanent establishment.

Time will show, if the Greek becomes established here, that he will be
one of the best citizens of this democratic country, which has the power
and the greatness to mold all these heterogeneous masses into one new
specimen of humanity, the American citizen.

And now, to talk cold turkey, if the Greek sends $2,000,000 annually to
his Mother-Greece, he must have put in motion and circulation hundreds
of millions of dollars. If 75,000 Greeks in America send $2,000,000
annually to Greece, it is about $26 to each Greek, and in order to earn
this s\im of $26, the Greek undoubtedly has produced $300 in wealth for
this country. Countries expand and become great in finance by production
and comsumption.
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Anyway, the Greek will continue to be tedcen as an example, either for
good or for evil^ Time will show that the Greek is not detrimental to

the wealth of the land, but that on the contrary he is a producing
factor. The hue and cry of the press about the impending danger will
eventually die out for lack of foundation, logic, and justice.
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SHORTHAND SYIJBOLS TRACED TO ANCIENT
GREEKS BY BROOKLYN PAPER

p. !• - There is hardly anything in vogue which did not have its origin
in Greek history. Some weeks ago one of our readers sent us a letter
inquiring about the origin of shorthand. Our answer to him was more
explicit than the Brooklyn Eaglets , which says:

"The ancient Greeks and later the Romans knew shorthand and used it freely.
Each Greek word in stenography was represented by a single symbol. In the
second century A. D. the Greek orator Flavius Philostratus used the symbolic
figures which are the symbols of our modern shorthand. Origen, the religious
orator of Alexandria, wrote his manuscripts in shorthand. Chrysostom also
used shorthand."
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SPARTA THAN S HER NATIVE SONS IN CHICAGO

p. 2- Sparta, whose fame extends over the civilized world, sends a
message of thanks to her sons in Chicago for the hiige church clock
which they have T^resentea to her.

Mr. Nicholas Karelas, who received the letter of appreciation from the
church ana the civil authorities, reports tha.t $2,714.90 was spent in
the purchase of the clock and for installing it and $395.50 for
transportation, ana that the balance of $355, the surplus of the Spartan
contribution, will be donated to the Spartan Athletic Club of Sparta.

Congratulations to the Spartans of Chicago.
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COLLECTIONS FOR MDSEDM

p# 3- Upon the initiative of the newly-elected president of the Chicago Greek

Community, Dr. Gregory Papaeliou, a committee has been formed, composed of

Messrs. Geo. Kotsopoulos, Athanasius Nassakos, and Vasileios Dukas, to raise

funds by collections to build an archaeological museum in the Old Episcopate

of Tegea, which will be the only museum in the State of Arcadia. Many of the

historic treasures of Arcadia are now on display in the Museum of Athens, and

after the completion of this projected institution these will all be brought

back to their native land.

All Arcadians all over the United States are urgently requested to contribute

generously for the projected museum, which will add honor and credit to their

historic Arcadia.

Dr. Papaeliou, who heads the committee, is enthusiastically confident that

before long the needed money will be contributed, for Arcadians never shirk

their duty.
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Star, Mar, 4, 1904,
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It is characteristic of the Greek race not to forget Mother-Greece* Time
or space never diminishes the love of the Greek for the mother of civiliza-
tion. He may be a hxmdred-per-cent citizen of any cotintry, but his love for
Greece never dies.

The Greeks of Chicago are proud of the many and varied contributions which
they have made for improvements in their respective native towns

•
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BIOGEAFHY OP A. GEORGE K. SPAKKON, ATTORNEY-AT-IAIf

By Ulss L. lfurphy« Chicago, 111*, Sep. 3, 1937*

U EARLY HISTORY
•

Mr* Spaxinon is a young man of Greek parentage^ who was brought up and reoeiYed
his early grammar and high school education in the cities of Lynn, Glouseter,
Holyoke, Springfield, and Boston, Mass* Mr* Spannon is married to Mary Marie
Itaineaty, a graduate of Northwestern University, and lives with his wife at
7312 Ridge Boulevard, Chicago, 111*

2* COLLEGIATE AND PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION

Just prior to the World's War, he attended the University of Boston for,
approximately, one and one*half years* Following his discharge from military
service, entered Valparaiso University, Valparaiso, Indiana, attending said
institution for two term^. Thereafter he entered the University of Chicago,
the College of Liberal Arts, and graduated therefrom in 1925 with a degree
of Bachelor of Philosophy (Ph* B*), having majored in the field of political
science and economics* Thereafter he ezu*olled in the University of Chicago
Law School, and graduated therefrom in 1926 with a degree of Doctor of
Jurisprudence (j« D*)*
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Biography of A* George N« Spannon, Attomey-at*law*

5* SCHOLASTIC ATIAIMMEKT ^®P^' ^' ^^^"^^

While attending the UnlTerslty of Chicago^ College of Liberal Arts, he was
anarded the first prlse^ after a competitive examination^ on the subject of
Civil Goverament, held under the auspices of the Department of Political
Science*

4* PROFESSlOMAL CAREER
•

I&r« Spannon Is a member of the Bar of the State of Michigan^ admitted In
September^ 1925, and a member of the Bar of the State of Illinois , admitted
In October, 1926« Since his admission to the Bar of the State of Illinois,
he engaged In the general practice of law, until 1929, when he entered Into
a partnership with Stanley Cm Armstrong, a former Assistant Attorney General
for the State of Illinois and a former Assistant Corporation Counsel for the
City of Chicago, for the general practice of law, under the firm name of
Armstrong & Spannon, and Is now a member of said law firm, with offices at
201 V. Wells St«, Chicago, Illinois*
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Biography of A* George N, Spannon, Attemey-at-law Sept* 3 1937

5. lUiR SERVICE

Following the entry of the United Statee into the World's War, lir. Spannon

was appointed by the Secretary of War, as Special War Agent, attached to the

Department of Intelligence, War College Division of the General Staff, and was

honorably discharged from the military service following the Armistice^

6# PUBLIC SERVICE

Served, by appointment, the City of Chicago, as Assistant City Attorney, for

a period of one year, and as Assistant Corporation Counsel, for three and

one*-half years*

7. MEMBERSHIP IN PROFESSIONAL, WAR SERVICE, SOCIAL, FRATERMAL AND POLITICAL

A. Professional: Member of the Chicago Bar Association, the American Bar

Xisociation, and the Illinois Bar Association; also, a member of the Uni-

versity of Chicago Aliimni Club and the University of Chicago Law School

Association*
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Biography of A# George N. Spannon, Attorney-at-law Sept. 3, 1937

&• War Service: Formerly a member of Hellenic Post and now a member of Joyce

filmer Post, No* 780, Department of Illinois, of the American Legion, having

served Hellenic Post as Junior Vice-Commander and Judge Advocate, and now

Junior Vice-Commander and Chairman of Committee on Public Relations of Joyce

Kilmer Post No* 780*

C* Socialt Member of the. Hamilton Club of Chicago, Collegiate Club of

"Clficago, and the Plato Hellenic Collegiate Club of Chicago*

D* Fraternal s Member of Kappa Iota Pi and Delta Pi Epsilon, college

TFatornitios; member of Hellenic Lodge No. 1084, A. F. & A* U. of Illinois;

member of the Ahepa, a national organization, fraternal in character, composed

principally of citizens of Hellenic extraction, with chapters in every large

city and state of the Union, having served the organization in question,

in many official capacities, particularly that of Supreme Governor of the

Ninth and Tenth Districts for two terms and as a member of the Supreme Lodge,

the supreme governing authority of the organization, for a period of two

years*
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Biography of A« Goorge N, Spaxmon, Attomay-at-law. Sept, 3, 1937

E» Political: Fonoerly a member of the Sixth Ward Republican Organization^
and now a member of the Fiftieth Ward Republican Organisation.

8. GEMERAL POLITICAL ACTIVITIES

A» While residing in the Sixth Ward of the City^ and a member of the Sixth
'^ard Republican Organization^ he was instrumental in organizing the South
Side Hellenic Republican Club, of which he became Secretary, and later organized
the United Hellenic Republican Clubs of Cook County and Illinois, of which he
became the Secretary, and served as such for a period of four years* He has
been very actively engaged in all Republican political campaigns since 1926,
and was a member of the Speakers* Bureau of the Republican National Committee
during the presidential campaign in 1928 and during the presidential ca]q>aign

in 1932, and spoke in a nimber of cities and states in behalf of the Republican
nominees*

B. In 1932 Mr. Spannon was a candidate, at the Republican Primaries, for the

office of Secretary of State, and in 1936, at the Republican Primaries, a

candidate for the office of State Representative, from the Sixth Senatorial

District*
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Biography of A« George N* Sponnon, Attemey-at-Lftw* Sept, 3, 1937

9. GENERAL, SOCIAL AMD FRATERNAL ACTIVITIES

While In college, he helped to organise and was one of the charter members
of the Kappa Iota PI fraternity at Valparaiso University^ Valparaiso, Indiana*
Following his enrollment in the University of Chicago, he organized and was
one of the charter members of the Delta Epsilon Pi, a collegiate fraternity,
composed, largely^ of students of Hellenic extraction, which no^r has a nimber
of chapters in colleges and universities of the middlewost and eastern
states* Prior to and following his graduation from the University of Chicago,
he helped organise and perpetuate the Plato Hellenic Collegiate Club of Chicago^
a social organisation composed largely of boys and girls of Hellenic extraction,
students, as well as graduates, from colleges and universities within Chicago
and the State of Illinois*

In 1926, under the auspices of the Order of Ahepa and the active cooperation
of the Near East Relief Committee, he became Chairman of a city-wido committee,
for the purpose of conducting certain public functions, teas, dances, etc«, in
order to raise funds for the benefit of the Asia Minor refugees, whose interest
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Biography of Ao George N« Spannon, Attorney-at-Law# sept* 3 1937

and well-being were espoused in America^ by the Near East Relief Comniittee.

In 1930^ when the depression became widespread, and while Mr# Spannon was
then Supreme Governor of District No* 10 of the Order of Ahepa, organized
a Relief Committee, composed of representative citizens of Hellenic extraction,
in cooperation with the United Charities, and other social and relief agencies,
for the purpose of raising funds and soliciting food and clothing for those
in need, and carried on such services for, approximately, a year thereafter
and until relief was taken over by the public authorities*

Aside from the activities mentioned above, llr« Spannon became and is now
actively engaged in many other social improvement and neighborhood organic
sations, irtiose purposes are social, as well as civic*
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Dunne, Hon. Edward F. , Illinois, The Heart of the Nation ,

The Lewis Publishing Co., Chicago and Hew York, 19:33,

Vol. IV, j)v P>^4-265.

Pantelis, Athanasius Anthony

Athanasius Anthony Panteli? has "been actively enga ed in the practice of
law in Chicago during a period of twenty years; has standing as one of
the leading G-reek representatives of his orofession in this city; his law
"business is one of su"bstantial and important order, and its sco^oe indi-

cates the high popular estimate placed upon him a^s a citizen and as a
lawyer. He has "been influential in the local councils and campaign activi-
ties of the Democratic party and among his personal friends are a number of
its leaders in Illinois, including; former G-overnor Dunne. Lir. Pantelis is

a member of the representative law firm of Pantelis, Klein 8: Porikos, with
offices at 134 North LaSalle Street.

Athanasius A. Pantelis was bom in Arcadia, Greece, April 6, 1887, and is
a son of Anthony S. and :!ary A. Pantelis, he having been the ei-,hth in a
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Chiacgo and New York, 1933,

Illiaois, The Heart of the Nation
,
p o • 264-265

.

family of nine children, namely: ^asil A., Br^isidas, Zlias, Constena,
Georc,-e, Stavroula, Zvani^elos, Athanasiu? A* , and Constantine. Basil and
G-eor^'e came to the United States in 1901, Athana^sius A. c-^nd Evan^^elos came
in 1904, and Constantine c- me in 1909.

In his native lajid Athanasius A, Pc->ntelis comoleted studies equivalent to

a course in the "ni^h school of the United States end was ^-radus.ted in 1900,

He was twenty-three years of a^^e Yihen he can^.e to the United States, in 1904,

and in Chicav^o he preoared himself for his chosen profession by completing
the prescribed course in John i.'arshall Lav-^ School, in which he v/as graduated
as a meiiiber of the class of 1911, his receotion of the degree of Bacrielor of
Lav/s having been forthwitli followed by his admission to the Illinois bar.
During the ensuing fifteen years IlT* Pantelis, was associated with the law
business of George F. Mulligan, and he then became the senior principal in
the present law firm of Pantelis, Klein 8z Porikos. Ke has membership in

the Chicago Bar Association, the Illinois State Bar Association and the
American Bar Association.
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Mr. Paiitelis is active and influential in the affa.irs of the Democratic
party in Cook County and is a nenber of the County Executive Committee.
He was at one time Democratic candidr-.te fcr the office of judge.

Tfnen the nation "became involved in the V/orld War I.ir. Pantelis forthwith
enlisted, in 1917, for service In the United Jtates Army, and in the same
he rose froia orivate to second lieutenant. During virtiially his entire
period of service he was stc-^tioned at Camp G-r-Mnt, near E.ockfor(3, Illinois,
end there vas assi^^ined comm<and of a lar^;e luilitary -unit. He Y;as thus en-
ga^^ed when the armistice brouujht the war to a clo^e, and in due course he
was j^aven his honorable dischar.;e, Mr. Pantelis or£:;anized azid became the
first commander of Mellenic Post of the American Legion, and tiiere after
he served as commander of the First "District organization of the Illinois
Department of the American Legion, while in 1924-25 he v/as president of
the Service l.'en's Lea^'ue of Illinois.
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I.Ir. Pantelib' is vice chairruan and a past president of the local chapter of
Aliepe., a '3-reelc fraternal ori^^anization, and in this connection is a -oe-st

chairiiian of the Interchapter Council of Chicav:-;o. In 1925 he had the dis-
tinction of serviri,:^ as nresioent of the local Hellenic Club of Professional
Men of .>reek Birth, .-ie is -^n enthusiast in the v/ork of his profession and
in the SBine has iriade a record of successful - chievemeat , Avit^istanding as a

resourceful trial lav/yer ana v/ell fortified coimselor. Hi? chief recreation
is gained throuj;h the medium of seasonc^ble hunting and fishing trips.

Novenber o, 1919, recorc.ed the marria.-e of iir. Pantelis to i.iss Llaoel Bring-
han, dau^i^hter of John and Lillian Brinj^han, and the nsjiies and respective
birth-dates of the three children of this union are here noted: Antionette'
Lillioji, llovember, 28, 1920; /mr'st'-sia Lary, February 7, 1922; enC^ Anthony
John, April 11, 192.-.
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Mantzoroa, Peter N. (Editor), "Zaph, Demosthenes Stamatis, M.D»"
Program of the First Anniial Benefit Dance of Ahepa , Chicago, 111

March 10, 1937, p. 17.

Stamatis Demosthenes Zaph, M. D., was born at Volo, Thessaly, Greece and.

came to the United States in 1902* Joined the Order in 1925 and the same
year was elected as Supreme Governor. He also belongs to all l«te.sonic

Bodies incltiding the Mystic Shrine and is a member of all local. State
and National Medical Societies. Being an outstanding Physician and
Surgeon, during the World War he served in the U» S. Army as Captain
of the Medical Corps. Received his honorable discharge in 1919 at Port
Benjamin Harrison, Indianopolis, Ind. , Bro. Zaph is fifty-three years
old and has one daughter. He maintains offices at 55 East ^'ashington
Street, Chicago, Illinois.
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Msintzorcs, Peter, N. (Editor), "Soyropoulos, Andrew,"
Program of the First Anniial Benefit Dance of Ahepa,
Chicago, Illinois, March 10, 1937, p* 17.

Andrew Spyropoulos Joined Hellenic Center Chapter No. 202 in 1928 serving
as Treasurer. In 1933 he transferred to Chicago Chapter No» 46. Besides
his affiliations with the Oraer he is also a memher of G-apa and Knights
of Pythias. At 705 South Halsted Street Bro. Spyropoulos maintains the
International Restaurant famous for its Oriental Cooking.

The International is the meeting place of Chicago's Hellenism, and a
visit to Chicago will not be considered complete \intil you visit the
International and have dinner there. Bro. Spyropoulos was Dorn at Kalav-
rita, Greece. Is fifty-five years old, married ana arrived in the United
States in 1905.
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Mantzoros, Peter, N., (Editor), "Michalopoulos, Deraetrios, 0."

Program of ^he Firsts Annual Benefit Dance of Ahepa , Chicago, 111.,

March 10, 1937, p. 22.

Cemetrios G. Michalopoulos, Supreme Vice-President.- Future generations
of Ahepa will look oacic at Ahepa History from 1928 zo 1967 ana read of
the valuaDle services rendered to us oy Bro. Michalopoulos for the pres-
ervation of our great Order and for Hellenism in general. Born in

Kipoula, Laconias, G-reece, he came to the United States in September,
1909 ana after many years of hard work and study was aamitted to the Bar
at Kansas City, Mo., on July 12, 1920. Joined the Order in 1928 becoming
a memoer of Hellenic Center Chapter No. 202 and the following year was
elected President being reelected again in 1930. In the winter of 1931
he transferred to North Shore Chapter No. 94 and in 19*^2 was elected
Chairman of the National Convention ox the Order held in Baltimore,
Maryland. At the 12th National Convention nela at Chicago m 195o he
was elected Supreme Councelor and at St. Paul, Minn. Convention held
in 1936 was elected Supreme vice President for 1936-1937.

Bro. Michalopoulos is forty-seven years old, married, has one son and
resides at 1443 Morse Ave (Rogers Park:) in Chicago. He also maintains
Law offices at 11 South La Salle Street.
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Mantzoros, Peter N, (Editor), "Soter, Dr. S. D, /»

Program of the First Annual Benefit IDance of Ahepa ,

Chicago, Illinois, March 10, 1937, p. 17.

Dr, S. D, Soter joined Chicago Chapter No. 46 in 1926 and hails from
Mekenas, Greece. Brother Soter, a Physician auid Surgeon maintains his
offices at 55 East Washington Street and specializes in Obstetrics and
Genecology. He was graauated in 1913 from the University of Wisconsin
with a B. S. degree ana in 1922 from the Northwestern University with
an M. D. degree. He also took a post graduate course at the University
of Vienna in 1930. Besides his Ahepa affiliations he is also a member
of the Chicago, Illinois and American Medical Societies. He is forty-
three years old, married, and has three children.
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Mantzoros, Peter N. ^Editor), "Iwaiiialaicis, Mark, P."

Program of the First Annual Benefit Dance of Ahepa ,

Chicago, Illinois, March 10, 1937, p. 16.

Mark P. Mamalakis "The Organizer" has been an active Ahepan ever since
he became a member of Solon Lodge No. 5 at Savannah, Oa. Later he
came to Cnicago etna in 1924 helped to organize Chicago Chapter No. 46
and to which he later transferred serving as secretary for two years
ana President for one year. He also organized "Hellas" Chapter Datighters

of Penelope* He was delegate to the Columbus and St. Paul Conventions
and participated in the first excursion to the Motherland sponsored by
the Order.

Bro. Mamalakis was bom in Rethymnon, Crete. Is single, thirty-five
years old and is an accountant maintaining his offices at 11 South
La Salle Street in Chicago.
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Mantzoroa, Peter N. (Editor), "Mangel, John (Venizelos) ,"

Program of the First Annual Benefit Dance of Ahepa ,

Chicago, Illinois, fterch 10, 1937, p. 17,

John Mangel (Venizelos), was born at Afison, Sparta, Greece and come to

the United States in 1884. He is the "Grand Old Man" of the Hellenic
Community of Chicago and has always been ready to help those of our
people who were in need. Being that he operates a string of Flower
Stores in trie heart of downtown Chicago, he never fails to donate every
Easter all the necessary flowers that the Greek Churches of Chicago
need. He is a member of Chicago Chapter lio. 46 and an ardent supporter
of Ahepan principles.
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Mantzoros, Peter II. , (Editor), "Nomikos, Van A,"
Program of the First Ann\xal Benefit Dance of the
Order of Ahepa, Chicago, 111., March 10, 1937, p* 21.

Van A. Monikos, a charter memoer of Woodlawn Chapter No. 93 has served
his Chapter as Chaplain, advisor to the Sons of Pericles and President.
During 1936 Brother Nomikos represented his Chapter az hoth District and
National Conventions of our Oraer, and was elected District Governor for
the 13th Ahepa District. Besides his affiliations with the Order, he
also served as Worshipful Master of Hellenic Lodge No. 1084 during 1931,
is a memoer of Woodlawn Coramandery No. 79 K. T., Wiley M. Eagan Chapter
No. 126 R. A. M., Oriental Consistory, S. P. R. A. Valley of Chicago,
Medinah Temple, Shrine and Medinah Club of Chica^;o. Is Managing Director
of the Rex Theater Inc., and Vice-President of the Allied Theaters of
Illinois.
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DR. LSDERER'S SPSEGH aT THE FblJERiiL OF DR. BziSIL LiUriBRAKIS

(Published in English)

It is most difficult for men in a scientific vjorld of endeavor—devoted to the
conservation of huraan life and the relief of suffering ijmltitudes—to envisage
death as a rev;ard for such effort. But, the spiritually-minded physician,
vftiose every effort in the preparation for his life's work means sacrifice,
seeks no great earthly reward. He is merely pursuing an ideal. A physician,
truly, is that messenger designated to relieve the afflicted. In Doctor Basil
Laiabrakis v^e had the true physician; a man not only caialified in his profession,
but a man v^o v/ell represented the cultural attributes and refinements of his
people.

After his arrival in this country, he immediately sought friends in circles
which were befitting those ideals which had been inculcated in him during his
long years of study in European universities. We welcomed him to the University
of Illinois College of Medicine, vjhere he gave freely of his time in teaching

C3T
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and in caring for the unfortunate sick* His genial personality, his interest

in his vjork, and the finesse of his laanner were contagious to those v.ho were

fortunate enough to come into contact vath him,

V7e, his colleagues, feel that we have lost in Basil a representative worthy of

the title "physician," vjhich has been handed down throu^^ the ages—a true

Hippocrates, \.hose philosophy he carried out in a laodern way. Dr. Laiabrakis

vjas a rider in the front ra^iks of his profession v;hose ride was brought to a "^

standstill. He was Gv;ept out of the saddle prematurely, before he reached his ^--

goal. There was not even time to tell hiaT. that the work was well done, lie ^n

can only gather here to hear the icind voices of his friends and to say: '*His ^
work is done." Rest v;as never intended for that rider so constantly in the

saddle; because while we live, we work, for to live is to function. And what

more is there in living but to vjork and give service?

Today, we of the Lniversity of Illinois, pay homage to our dear departed col-

league, Basil Lambrakis, who is perhaps too far, but strangely near to us in

CO
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spirit, urging us ever to carry on. To this end we pledge ourselves, thus

building a raonument more enduring than bronze.
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GOIllUITITY SHOCISD BY DZATK OF DOCTOR

The Greek coranunity of Chicago v;as deeply shocked to learn of the tragic death

of one of its finest and Jiiost brilliant nenbers* Last Thursday Doctor ^Jilliam

Lambrakis v/as killed when his automobile turned over on the highway. His un-

fortunate wife has had one of her legs amputated as a result of injuries ra-

ceived»

The members of the imnodiate fanily were informed of the tragedy Thursday

night. Sunday morning American papers carried a lengthy notice of the acci-

dent, the Doctor being very vjell known and resxDected in the finest American

circles* It is very doubtful if any Greek read the sorrov/ful news and re-

mained diy-eyed. In fact, refusing to believe it, many spent all day Satur-

day phoning one another—hoping to be told that it was a nistal^e.
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This tragedy has robbed society, not only of a fine individual, but also of
a great professional rnan. It is doubtful if any other Greek man~in any field-

in such a short tirae has won such a great place in the hearts and minds of
the people.

V/illiam Lambrakis was born in Sparta Noveniber 5, 1898. Finishing high school
in Sparta, he enrolled in the Medical School of the University of Athens, re-
ceiving his degree there. Fired by a desire to become outstanding in his pro-
fession, he pursued special studies in Germany and Vienna. He then returned
to his native land and married. Lmraediately thereafter, he and his vdfe came
to America and settled in Chicago. Here the Doctor quickly won recognition
as an ear, nose, and throat specialist. The doctor was on the staff of the
Columbus Hospital and was fai.ious for his sur^sical v/ork.
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His brilliant career v/as broucht to a violent end by his xintimely death at

thirty-five years of age.

The only one nissing fron the funeral was his crippled wife. Aside fron her,
practically every Greek in Chicago v/ent that he night pay his last respects
to the beloved Doctor. Anong the noumers, leading Araerican doctors and sur-
geons were present.
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AMDRS^V CHRONIS DEAD

15ie Greeks of Chicago were deeply moved by the death of Andrew Chronis,

prosperous and prominent partner of John Raklios. Mr. Chronis was killed

when a train struck his automobile last Saturday.

•Hie solemn and impressive funeral rites were held in the St. Andrew Church*

The deceased was one of the founders of the Church—in fact, it was named

in his honor • The ceremonial was conducted by Bishop Callistos and four

other Greek priests • Expressive Byzantine music filled the church, and

brought tears to the eyes of the congregation. The eulogy was spoken

by the Bishop, and funeral orations were delivered by Dr. C. Theodore and

George Spannon.

Andrew Chronis came to America thirty-six years ago. For many years he

had one of the finest flower shops in Chicago. Ten years ago, he became

a partner in the Raklios Ccmpany. His death has been a severe loss to

o")
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Ms business associates, and to the Greek connmmity, of which he was one

of the foremost members* We extend onr sympathies to his bereaved family.
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Correspondence , of Mr. P. S. Lar^bros,

13C IT. '..ells St., Ghicaco, Illinois*

April 6, 1926.

United States Senate,
Goiii^ittee on Foreicn Relations.

lly dear Ilr. Lanbros:

I have yours of the second instant., with enclosures.

I very greatly appreciate the complinentary vrrite-^up in your paper, and I

shall read your Joke Book v;ith very great interest. One of the most pleasant
experiences I have had in years v:as the banquet referred to, ^md I vras espe-
cially cl^d to be able to thus i;iake your acquaintance.

I shall hereafter have an especially r:ar:r. feeling for all /jaericans of Greek
blood c.nd ancestry.

"..ith kindest regards, I reiriain

Very sincerely :yours,

Irving L. Lerroot
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III A Anonymous - '*The Imperial House of Paleologus Mammonas,^
III B 4 Sreek Review , Chicago, Illinois, Aug. 1924.

The Imperial House of Paleologus is best known to the Greeks, as well as
to the rest of the civilized world, through its greatest son, Constantino
Paleologus, who fell fighting the Turks on the walls of Constantinople in
1452*

The self-sacrifice of this national hero has not only immortalized the
name Paleologus but has endeared it to the hearts of the Hellenic race
scattered the world over. Several other glorious families, such as the
Commenoi, the Angeloi, and the Lascareis, reigned over the Byzantine
Empire in the last five centuries of its existence.

The services rendered to the Greek race and to the rest of mankind by
these powerful houses are inestimable, but none of them has left a name
so inspiring as that of tne Paleologi. This fact is due to the patriotism
auad self-sacrifice of the last martyr-emperor, who was destined not to
save but to immortalize the name of the Empire of Byzantitim*
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Sinniltaneously V7ith the fall of Constantinoole came the downfall of the

Imperial House of the Paleologi, but this glorious name did not disappear
from the face of the earth. On the contrary, both before and after the

fall of Constantinople several members of it either were married to reign-

ing families or migrated to foreign lands, est)ecially to France, Italy,

and Russia, v/here their descendants have survived even to this date. They
serve with distinction their respective countries and occupy enviable
positions in their communities. They take great pride in their glorious
name and claim to be the bluest-blooded princes in the world.

This claim is not entirely iinwarranted in viev of the fact that they can
trace their line, that is to say, the line of the G-reco-Roman emperors,

as much as 1,dOO years back. It will be interesting to state that the
House of Paleologus survives in some of the most powerful reigning houses
of Europe as well as in many of the outstanding families in various
countries.
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It is related to the House of the Bourbons in France; to the former

Russian dynasty, for Ivan III married Princess Sophia Paleolcgus, who

became the first Empress of Russia; and to the House of Savoy, in Italy,

for Andronicus III Paleologus married the Countess Anna of Savoy. It is

also said to be related to the present King of Italy, for Theodore II

Paleologus married Argentine, Itarchioness of Montferrat. Finally, it is

related to other noble houses of Austria and Hungary.

Nor is the House of Paleologus absent from modern Grecian history. The

house of Mammonas, members of which ruled for many years over the Moreas,

with Monenvasia as their capital, is a direct descendant of the Paleologi

For Prince Ivianuel, son of the li:raperor Andronicus III Paleologus, married

Princess Irene, daughter of Gregory IV Mammonas and sister of Grand Duke

Pa\il Mammonas. The family of Paleologus-Mammonas, besides its titles of

Prince and Grand Duke, bears the title of Count of Velos and Voevondeus,

which Joannes Cornelius, Doge of Venice, conferred upon them on Ivlarch 30,

1722, and upon all their descendants in perpetuity.
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Traces of this noble family still survire in Greece, and its scions are

devoted to the service of their country and of their race. The present

charge d'affaires of Greece at Washington, D, C., Basllius A* Paleologas-

Mammonast and his brother, Constant ine Paleologus-Mammonas, general

manager of the foreign exchange department of the Central Trust Company

of Illinois in Chicago, are descendants of the House of the Paleologi#

Constantine Paleologus-Mammonas, who hears the title of Prince of

Byzantitun, is the recognized head and legitimate heir of the Paleologus-

Uammonas family. He was born in the famous city of Corinth (Castle of

Mammonas) and received the rudiments of his education in that city* He

then entered the University of Athens, where he studied political science.

He received the degree of doctor of laws from that institution and soon

afterwards became a member of the Bar Association of Corinth. Later he

traveled and studies in various countries of Europe and finally came to
the United States*
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Since his arrival in this country he has ^iven several lectures with
illustrations before mixed audiences. Majiy a Greek, French, English,
and American newspaper has published rirticles about his lectures.
Societies and mayors have congratulated him ana admired his democratic
tendencies and his services in the promotion of his country's affairs.
He has also written for Greek newspapers \inder the pseudonym Mentor.
Constantine Paleologus-Mammonas, commonly knov/n as Prince of Byzantiuni,

is £tn ardent patriot. He is fanatically devoted to the Grand Idea of
the Greek race over which his ancestors ruled for nearly two hundred
years.

Though a nobleman, he is very democratic, dresses carefully, and is

interesting to talk to. He is very popular and is keenly interested
in the welfare of the community in which he lives.

He was chairman of the convention of Greek Liberals which assembled in
Chicago in 1922, has been president of the Hellenic Liberal-Democratic
League of Chicago, and is a member of several other clubs and societies.
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For ten years Consteintine Paleologus-l^Iammonas has been head of the

foreign exchange department of the Central Trust Conr)any in Chicago, of
which General Charles G. Dawes, liepuhlican nominee for the office of
Vice-President of the United States, is president. Under his administra-
tion the foreign exchange department of his institution has made great
progress.

He is a personal friend of General Dawes, in whose candidacy he is keenly
interested. Should the Republicans succeed in the election of November
next, it may safely be assumed that through the influence of General
Dawes and other national statesmen the Paleologus-Ivlammonas brothers will
render great services to their country, of which they are official repre-
sentatives in the United States of America, thus continuing the Paleologus-
iv'Iammonas family's tradition of service to their country.

>»•
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Correspondence of Mr. P. S. Lambros,
130 N. Wells St., Chicago, 111.

Henry Morgenthau
1457 Broadway, New York
May 28, 1924-

Dear Mr. Lambros,

My very best thanks for your kind suggestion that the Greeks of Chicago give
a dinner for me.

If I visit Chicago in the immediate future, I will let you kncsr, and I shall
be glad to accept the invitation conteniplated.

Yours very Sincerely,

Henry Morgenthau.
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II B 2 e Anonymous, ^The Life of Ivtr. P^ S. Lambros/*
I B 3 a Opportxinity (Monthly), Nov. 1923, pp. 8-10 and 36-39

I B 3 b

I D 1 a Tj^TTy-FIVE YEARS AGO H;5 SOLD BANANAS
I D 1 b Today Peter 3. Lambros is a Recognized Leader in the Business
II A 2 and Political Life of His City. Read This Human Interest Story
I F 4 of the Obstacles V/hich He Had to Overcome and How He Overcame Them.
I F 5
V A 1 Here is a story of a man who had no opportunities exce-ot those v/hich

V A 2 he created for hiraself , whose life fron the time when he arrived at

III D Ellis Island, with only a few dollars in his pockets, unable to speak
I Gr the iiinglish language, and v/ithout friends, until he reached his present
I C high position, has been one continuous hurdling of handicaps.
I J

One often finds romance in the most unsuspected places. It is quite
impossible to lay one's finger on any point of the nap and say, "Here lies
romance,** or "Romance is not here," according to the appearance of the place.

Romance is everywhere; even in the speeders* court.
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'^vrnatl" you say. -^In a stuffy old place like that, full of archives and other
such ctuToid thin.^s?"

Exactly. For exa:r;>le, the other day I v;as in the speeders' court in Chicago,
in ry capacit^^ as nev/3_:)aper reporter, vmen Romance brushed :ie .vith the hem of
her ^ariiient. The jud^e had just disposed of his first case of the afternoon,
and the defendant in the second case v-as being called to the bar as I entered
the court-room.

I V7as just in time to catch the defendant's najie, S"ioken by the magistrate, and
I started as I heard it«

"Peter 3, Lambros," the judge said, and a dark-complexioned man of medium height
and sturdy build stepped forv;ard, acco::'ipanied by a policemcin.

I had heard the man's name before. It v;a3 a famous tibz^^ in Chicago and elsevrhere.

Peter 3. Laiibros , leader of the C-reeksl Could it be the same man? I vrondered.

I had never met him in m^' life, but I had heard of him often.
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^You parked your car at the corner of State and I'onroe streets yesterday after-

noon and left it there nearly an hour/* the jud2;e reminded the defenc'ant. "You

laiov; that- you are not allov:ed to let your car stand in one spot for so long a

time."

The defendant nodded and smiled ,^ood-naturedly. ^u^iiability and self-confidence
x\Tere patent in his features, in the v;ay he tallied, in his general demeanor.

"I knov7," he ansv;3red simply; and then he added, "I should like to tell you a

story."

The judge -.;as not in the mood to hear an^' stories lust then, but the defendant
insisted that the storv he had to tell v/a- .,^ell -rorth listening to. At last the

judge permitted him to tel]. it.

"T^/renty-five ysars ago," the defendant b-3gan, "I sold bananas as a common street-

vendor at the corner of State and I.Ionroe streets. I vras led to that corner yes-
terday by the memxTy of it all. V/ell, in those old da^'S I travelled about v:ith
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a push-cart, and the polico kept telling r:e to neve on. IIov/ I live in a fine
house on Sheridan Hoad and firive an autoiiobile, and still the police tell mo to
neve on."

The judge siniled at this.

"All right," he said, "3'ou are discharged; but oon't let your car stand like that
again."

The :ian, Peter S. Laiiibros, nodded and siiiled, and then .lOved to leave the court-
roo:i.

As I v/atched him, I becaiie eager to lai0'^\^ :.iore ab^ut him. I felt that behind his
sunny exterior there v/as a storj/" worth v/hile, a story of ob tacles ov-^^rcorae, of
large anbitions realized, -in short, a roriance.

This iTian impressed me. "Sheridan Road-automobile-push-cart-fine house." The
V7ords flashed through my nind.
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The contrast -hich they -fiade appealed to r.ie stron^':!^^. I felt instinctively
that if I did not get this man* 3 story, I .should be losing something "'/jorth

while

•

There-^ore I follc—ed him. I e:qplained ?\y reason for accosting hin, ani, aft^r he

hac. lioui*'^ i.ie out, he very graciously consented to tell me the story of his up-
•.;ard cii.:ib ^rom poverty and obscurity to fame and fortune

•

As I stei;ped into his automobile and took my place beside him, I launched a

question,

"Are you the Peter 3, Lambros v:ho is kiio'.n a;^. the spokesman of t:ie Greeks?"

lie nodded; and again his smile broadened, and I felt the vjarmth of his person-
ality. 11: v;as human; evidently his success had not alienated him from his
fellow-men.

"Some people call me that," he said modestly, and that vjas all for the time be-
ing.
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I laiev7 no:: just :Thc anr vrhat he -"as,-the publisher of a large Greek nev/spaper

and a T)OT;eriul leader aiionp; his ccuntr^rmen.

His farae had extended acres 3 the land.

Half an hour later I 'as sitting :.'ith him in his private office, :;hich cora-

municates v:ith the editorial r-^om of his paper, at loO ITorth 'Jells strest,

setting from hiia the details of his care:r,

A fine sense of hioor has Peter Leiriibros , -a fine sense of balance. He can see
the funny side cf things as •:ell a ^ the more serious side.

For exai.iple, v;itnes3 the follo::ing story, ::hich he told ne as soon as I sat \o
do7m v.dth him in his office.

T'.venty-five years ago a Greek fron Sparta landed on Ellis Island, bound for
Chicago. He vras hard up; he did not even have a :":itch. './ishing to 'enow the
tine, he addressed a stranger in Greek.

The stranger, not understanding Greek, passed him by. Scon he spied a Greek,
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but this rian hac' no vratch. He pointec. to an officer of the lax?, hov/ever,

and said,

''See that policeiaan? "..ell, just ^^o up to hin and say in ^Jn^lish, "Time?"
and he'll give it to you."

The G-reek froi.i Sparta did as he -.ras bidden.

The policenan ansvxerad, "One o'clock."

The Greek could not understand j^nglish. He rep'r^ated his question:

"Tine?"

The pcliceraan repeated,

"One o'clock."

"Time?"
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"Cne o'clockl"

"Time?"

The policeman lost patience. Raising his club, he hit the Greek one whack over

the head.

'*It just struck one; don't you understand?"

The Greek understood. A broad .^rin spread over his face, and looking slcyimrd,

he rauttered,

"Thank God it -.rasn't t:7elve o'clockl"

Peter Lambros glancec across his desk at his secretary, a very capable and comely

young v;oman, anc sa'7 her smiling at his recital. He smiled himself as he contin-

ued:

"V/ell, that Greek v;as I."
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x^nd then he proceeded to tell vie the rest of his life-story.

Born in Sparta, a tovm in the southern part of Greece, in 1873, he dreamed early

in his life of enisratin-: to -"iiaerica, V.^iile still in college he read an account

of Chicago, described by the vn?iter as a village, and of Milwaukee, represented

as a large city. He had been given to understand that /k::iiGrica T\^as a land of

justice, equality, and frecdon and also a land which offered opportunities to^-:^
those viho had the Liibition to grasp then. ^i^

Peter Lar;ibros had intended to cast his lot in llilvjaukee, but he did not have X^c/

sufficient funds to reach that city, Cliicago ::as as far as his iione3?' ?;ould

take hin. lie liked the Lake City, however, for he savj- in it the center of

American ccnmerce and industry. Therefore upon his arrival in Chicago he decided,

partly perforce, to rer.iain here, and here he has resided ever since.

Being at that time a stranger in the city and having no fimds 7:ith which to go

to night school and learn English, he accepted a position at a fruit-stand on

Archer Avenue at the ridiculous salary of seventy-five dollars a year. It v^as

an eiccellont opportunity, nevertheless, according to rx. Lambros, for it enabled
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hira to learn tlie languac© and the custons of his adopted country through per-
sonal contact V7ith :iany different kinds of people. As additional tutors he had
the billboards and the nev/spapers.

^^Speaking of learninr^ I]nslish rer.iincs ::ie of an experience vmich I had," Ivlr.

Lambros informed :.ie. "One day I v;ent into a grocery store to buy some eggs.
I could not pronounce the vjord ^eggs*; so I got up on a chair and began to crow
and flap my arms like a chicken. The grocer and the other patrons in the store
thought that I v;as crazy; they began to scatter in all directions. And then
suddenly I spied a cr-ite of ejgs and :^:intod to it. The grocer understood; he
gave me my eg-^o, and I v/alked out, leaving the grocer and the other patrons
laughing.

"At another time my ignorance of the lilnglish language got me into a more serious
situation.

"I v;as on a street-car going north. I v/anted to "^o to lilugenie street. I could
not pronounce the name of the street, but I did the best I could. But v/hen I

said »i]ugenie' to the conductor, it sounded like *You sheeny,* and the conductor
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who v/as Irish, took exception to it.

[11 .n.

"He thre^'7 me off the car, ancl the fall Imocked ide unconscious. But after a

7:hile, 'vhen I had recovered consciousness, I stopped a passer-by and inquired

of hin the vray to iny destination. A^ain I tried to sa^^ ^Eugenie.* Tie happened

to be Je:':i3h. lie sniled and answered:

"*Yes, I*ra a sheeny. I'n a sh^^ster lav7yer,too. Let me lie dovm beside you, will

you?

"

"I nade no objection. The :;ianlald ^o\ra beside ::ie. Later the claim-agent for the

street-car coripany ca.:ie alone and tjie result was tjiat each of us received a hun-
dred dollars as compensation."

In suLX-ier Peter Laip.bros sold bananas anu grapes; in winter he sold chestnuts.

As time v;ent on, he managed to save enough money to buy a stand of his ov/n, and
he resigned his position on ilrcher Avenue.
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He -Tas not very succe3:ful in this venture, hov:ever, but it f^ave aim a chance

to continue his study of people and of the -/.lethods by which they did things,

and above all it :::ave hi^n the tirae to drea:i and to plan for his future, for he

felt instinctively that th^re 7;ere opportunities in .America for him as nell as

for others, and that it vjould only be a natter of tine before he 7:culd be on

the v;ay to acconplisbjient.

Because qH lack of capital he -oi.ier'Tent nany hardships. Often he v/ould sleep

all nijht in his fruit-stand, oometines he vjould even sl^ep standing up, so

fatigued vras he.

Finally he decided that the time i-.^as not ripe for hin to renain in business for
hinself . lie gave up his fruit-stand and accepted a position v;ith the con'iission-

house of G-aribaldi and Ouneo on Gouth hater street. In time he xvas promoted to
the post of chief salesiaan. In his eight years of service vrith this firm, from
1396 to 1004, he managed to save six hundred dollars, a suia regarded in those
days as sufficient capital v:ith ivhich to start one's oxm business.
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"I decided that the cay v;ould co::ie v;hen our people, the Greeks, vrould ^row up
v:ith the city and beccrie a lar^e and important part of it," Mr. Lambros told
ne. 'VvQd this, I thought, v/r.s ny opportunity to ^rov-r iiith thera.

"I felt that I could best serve :iy fello-'-G-reaks in .^zierica, as ;vell as my Vo
adopted country, by establishing a n-3v:spaper. It v;ould serve to brin^ cur ^\^^

people closer together and to pro.note better business relations and friend-
ships ai'ion:;: the:i. ^ccordin::ly I established the arcek Star in 1904, and its
aiiTi has al?;ays been to help presorve the ideals of "fashington and Lincoln and
to stand for everything that pronotes .^nerica and /unericanisn. I desired,
you see, to contribute riy share to :iaking Anerica greater than I had fo^ond it.

"At the begin ing of x{]y career as a publisher I v/as obliged to overcome many
obstacles; but I felt that by vigorous and incessant effort and by maintaining
the "I VJill" spirit I should eventually r-^^ach my goal.

"The results have more than repaid me for my faith and :.ay efforts. '::he G-reek
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Star increased in size frori four pa.^ies to six, ei^ht, ten, and tv/elve, and nov;

it has sixteen pages, vrit'i seventy-five colii'.ins of first-class advertisenents.

'•Being a great believer in constant effort, I alvra^^s felt tlir.t my time could not
be divided bet'-reen Tcrk anu baseball .-^aiaes; so 1 devoted rrrself exclusivelv to
ny business. I also beli^v'^'^ that tine 7;as noney and that v/hatever could be done
to-day should not be put off until to-:"Lor:-"ov;« ITor the last thirty years I have
never used an alam clock, tiiough I have risen at half past six ever3'' norning.''

Peter LaiTibros has a saying that .-^trihes one a:, bein*^ vary ori.^inal and full of

rare good sense. He says:
TT

"I vjas al:.-a3^s proud thi.t I v:as a Greek; and nov; I an equall^^ proud that I am an
.merican. He ?;ho is a g od Greek can becorie a ^ood xiirierican. The r.ian to be
feared is not the irian ;7ho loves tv;o countries but he ifno loves none.'*

An adriirable saying, is it not?

In order to be suces ;ful in business, a nan nust have faith in hinself and m
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his v7ork," Ilr, Laiiibros v/ent on. "For you cannot induce others to entertain
vour -oro^ositions if you do not believe in them ^/ourself

.

"And another thing—personality, appearance, cleanliness, clear thought, clear
vioion, liindness, court^.sy, and a pleasant smile are absolutely essential to
business success, I Imo:-; because I have used them to advantage

•

"I am reminded cf the time v/hen I v/as elected a director of the Advertising
Association. I had been defeated three times by another man, a bigger man than
I am, but because of my consideration for my fellovz-members and my devotion to
the cause I v;a3 finally elected by a large, majority, for I had won the confidence
and the friendship of m^^ colleagues."

I asked Ilr. Laiabros to tell me something about his financial success.

"After accumulating a neat su_ri of money through my nev/spaper, I erected a tv;o-

story building," he told me, "ViTien that began to pay, I put up another two-
story building. Then I sold both buildings for tv:enty thousand dollars. Since
tVien I have erected a fine house at 7720 Sheridan Road. Some Americans imagi:
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that the C^re?k aiiiuassador to the Vnited States resides in this magnificent
hcuse.

".-^d that reninds r.e o2 a story. Iiie other day a famer stopped in front of

lay d'or, anc. seeing ne standing outside, he as]:ed :.:ie v:ho lived there. I told
him that it vras the residence of the ni-ht-'.'atchiian of Calvary Cemetery, r;here-

u^on'he v:anted to hnov; hor; a ni:'ht-vjatcii:ian could mana.'^e to make enoucz;h monev
to o:7n 30 ^-i .utiful

he could do so.

a house. I reDlied that I had not the sli^-thtest idea ho7J

*rrr^he farmer "bec^L.-ie ver^r serious nov:, and in a subdued tone of voice he said,

"^<'ell, I knov; hov; he did it all right. The night-v;atcliman in a cemetery in my
tovm has gro'.';n rich by taking je;-;elry and gold te:th from the dead.'

"'7ell, let's see; '.That v;ere \:e talking about? Oh yes; m^^ financial success I

'.7ell, as I vjent along in business, I boTight four lots in 'Cvanston v:here the
Zvanston golf links had boon situated, and these four lots proved to be a very
profitable investment. In addition to that I bought si:: lots at Hobey and /
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Richwood :^tre::ts in 'Rogers rark, v/herc-) I intond tc build a ^^'250, COO apart-
inent buil^iinc;.

"And novj I should lik- to shov; "ou sonethin^;.'^

l.Ir. laiiibros r^roduced a nir.ibor of 3cra":^books, vmich he -orizos hi'^hlv. Ke
opened them and ohov/ed mo v:hat they ccntainad,

A w-alth of cliD-oings and letters, the forner "':)rinted in Jn^-lish and cut from
hundreds of ne*;;. -.papers in nan^r parts of this country, the latter received
'"rorn ~A\e ::ost proninent nen, -ir-ion^; then Theodore Roosevelt and the late Pres-
ident ^.larding, ^ill these articles and letters praise the patriotic vrork

v/hich Peter Lanbros has done in fosti-rinc -'Jiericanisin, for he has bee^. not- only
an excellent ^usinessraan intent upon his ov:n vrelfare but an earnest v'orh-er

for the public /=?;ood as ;;ell.

Lne of the clip inf^3 that he s'io-:ed :.ie v:a:.; the copy of an article vrritten by
hiiii and -^oublished in a Chica{^o ne'/spaper on Sunday, Feb. 11, in the T)resent
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year. The article, v;liic:i cccu--:ie3 alr.iost an entire pafre, appears under the

headlines: "Torch of Democracy i:indled by Pericles —Borne to Triui-iph by

Anerican Lincoln."

This article created quite - stir, not only in Chica-o but also in a score or

Liore of other cities. 3o ^reat \-.- the efTect proc.uce': by it that as soon as

it -as oubli 3hed, it'^ author -.-as ashed to na!:^ a speech at the Hainilton Club

on the follovrin:: day, r:hich -ras Lincoln* s ^irthday. He a:^cepted the invitation,

and his speech v/as broader t over the country by radio and nublished in all the

nev/spapers v;hich subscribe to the Associated Press, of v;hich there are hundreds.

The inspiration for the article in question cai.ie to Ilr. Lainbros in his perusal

of Lincoln* s (^ttysbur^ aCdress. He is :-ell versed in Greek history, and in

reading th address he v:as reniindec that Pericles, an Athenian general and states'

iTian, had delivered the first ;orld-fa\:^.ous funeral oration in 451 B.C. Lincoln *s

v;as the second.

"I felt instinctively that the great ruierican's address v:as a masterpiece ai'iong

W.P.A.
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orations," .u?. Ltinbros as.-ured :.ie« "I.ly purpose in v/riting the article was to
emphasize but one thouf^ht, and that v;as that Oreeoe was the ori^linator of
denocrac^", and ^iuierica is the perfecter of it,

'Tericles delivered his funeral oration four hundred years before Christ, It

v/as a masterDiece. .aid in all the tine v:hich passed since tlien no paneg^n^ic

eoual to that of Pericles had been Drono^'anced until Lincoln delivered his
Gettysburg ac cress.

It tock a great .jaerican to con^.ose such an oration, and it 'ras delivered on
a like occasion, over the graves of those v:ho had sacrificed their lives for
the sake of liberty and denocracy.'*

The article v/hich Ilr. Lambros -.T?ote 7;as designed to do tv/o things: to brin^
about a better understanding betvreen native Americans and neituralized .unericans,
particularly those of O-reek e:'-:traction, .anc to inspire patriotism and a ne?7

interest in ajaerican ideals and institutions.
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To enumerate all tho things v.liich letsr Lar.ibros has done for his adopted
country v;ould require at least :ialf the pa^os of this nar^azine*

In the h'orld ".7ar h- \:cz active in trie hatioral 3ecurity Leacue and in the
State Council of Defense, lie v;a3 too old to shoulder ar^is, but he felt
that the nan -nho sta^'ed at ho:ie could and should serve his country?' iust as

much as the nan in the blue or -liaki unifonii. As a neraber of the executive
coi.Liittee cf the otate Council of Defense he proposed the organization of

the so-called foreign nationalities. -Tis suggestion '.:as unanimously accept -^:d,

and li? v/ent ah ad vrith th"- organization.

In looking over the city for the nurpose of identif'nng all t'le nationalities
in Chicago he found that seventy-five nations ^rere represented among the residents
of the city. Chorusing guests fro:ri all th.ese nationalities, he planiaed a ban-
quet and rally in honor of the Jtar;- and Stripes, to be given at the Hotel
La Sa Me#
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He invited President V.-ilson to attend, but the IresiJent sent the Secretary
of State, Bainbridge 001^37-, in his stead, Tae banquet vras a huf:e success and

a phenomenon a:;iong those of its kind, for .ieventy-five different nationalities
vrere represented in one bi.^ gathering, A .:;:reat d al of space in the Chicago
::ior::ing papers v;a:^ devoted to the affair, and people talked about it for nany
'::iontl 1 s aft erward

.

Cn another ancl later occasion a rreat raeeting v;as held in Chicago of the editor;

of foreign-language nev/spapers,

Peter Laj.ibros presided at this me3ting, and ha thought that it would be ';;ell to

have Crovernor Lov/den :iake the lorinci^al address.

It is characteristic of hi:;i that \\?. -.rent all the T-ay to Springfield to extend
tlie invitation to the CTOve.rnor.

Ho'.vever, at the executive ::ian:ion he v/as "-.old b;- the Secretary that he vjould

have to -/ait a v/hile before he could hav':^ -udience v'ith G-overnor Lov/den. There-

upon ~'x. Laiibros told the Secretary that .j v;as the Greek amba3^;ador to the
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United States, but that he -/as traveling inco.3:nito. The secretary accepted 'li:.

fabrication v;ithout question and at cnco ushered hi:i i^ito the inner sanctum,
vjhere he v/as riiet and cordiallv "-greeted by the G-overnor, v;ho laughed heartily
over the fact that Peter Laiibros had been able to circumvent the subordinate.

The G-ovcrnor forthv-;ith acceT)ted the invitation 3:cbended by Lambros and delivered
an address at the irieetinc. This v;as the first -'Ublic speacli made Idj G-overnor
Lov;den after his inauguration,

--U-l this de:.:onstrates that I eter Lai^ibros has an eye for op-^^ortunit^:^, and that
V7hen op^^ortunity does not actually come ^:nocl-:ing at his door threatening to
break it in, he goe:;: after it, seizing it v:ith both hands and nahing it serve
him according to his needs. He is a great believer in op^^ortunity and takes
it vjherever and -.whenever he finds it,

"It is rather difficult for :ie to give you full details regarding my activities
during the last thirty years in Chicago," said 'r* T.ambros in conclusion. "As
the days go hy, I feol that my success began as a dream -"hich was realiz3d b?- _..

.^J
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nj adoption of the 'I ..'ill* spirit and nv deter. lination to better nyself in

order to be of service to .ly --iTe, :iy four children, 1113^ fello:7-.imoricans, r.iy

fellov;-Oreeks, and the co.^r.iunity as a v;hole.

'Ws a poet once said, *I slo-^-t and drea.ied that life vaa beauty; I v/che and
found that life v/as duty.*

^'I have 2iven to :.iy adopted country thirty years of :;iy life and four children
v^ho are thorough --jnericans; I have e::nloyed honest business r.iethods; I have
.f^rasped op-;ortunity; and I have contributed a large share of :iy tiiae and :iy

efforts to the pro .ot ion of a Greater /iiaerica. *''
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Scraobook^ p. 1249 of Mr. P. S. Lasibrosy

lao H. Volls Street 9 Chicago » lUinoie*

TORCH or DEyOCRACT KINDUSD BY PERICLES » BORNE TO TRIUUPH
BT AUERICA'S LDiCaUt

Thm BHiicipator and the Ruler of Athene Ohe in Rational Ideale—Oloriee of
Golden Age of Greece Mirrored in Funeral Oration of 461 B*C#—Are Reborn
in Master Intellect of 1863 A«D« and Perfectly Sxpreeeed in Famous

Gettysburg Address*

By Peter S. Laobrosy

Uitor of the Greek Star

Althoue^ ay neaory still harks back to the Mediterranean » lAiose warn sun first
shone upon moy I hare been an American among Americans for thirty-three years y

without the least desire to leave American soil*
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Scrapbodkt p* 124^ of Mr. P. S* I^unbros*

Feb. 11 L923.

I am often romlndod that Athens stands for ciyillzationy Sparta for law and order

,

the Parthenon for art*

These are matters of history. Hoveyery for the sublimest institutions of living
men 1 turn to Columbia.

In this land of promise f where millions of the Old World *s oppressed have found
home> work 9 and sanetuary^ I know of nothing that has isqpressed me so ouoh as the
Statue of liberty, the Bjntool of freedom and Justice » Old Glory, the emblem of
liberty and protection, and Abraham Lincoln, who mGurches on in memory as the
enibodiiQent of the master principles of our government*

The anniversary of IdJicoln*s birth, recurring again to-morrow, recalls to us our
patriotic duty to pay tribute to the great Emancipator, to share in the privilege
of doing homage to his ideals and to glory in the thought that we are heirs to
his benign accooqplishment.
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Serapbook . p. 1249 of Mr. P. 8. Lanibros

5teb. 11, 1923
,

The Gettysburg address carries Bay memory back to ancient Greece. Lincoln s address
and Pericles* funeral oration take rank as the world *s most notable epitaphs* There
is this difference! many of those who have read Pericles* funeral oration do not
recall it, but as years roll by, and great events grow dim on history's pages 9 the
Gettysburg address grows only the bri^ter in the hearts of Americans who idolize
the great immortal

•

His Precepts.

Duty to country, Americanism, derotion to religion, love for mankind—all are expressed
in the words of Lincoln, whose principles of freedom have been carried in triuaqph to
the battle-fields of the new Thermopylae of Europe by the American heroes of the great
war«

The Gettysburg oration baffles criticism. It does more than that, for not America
nor Xnglaiid nor the whole world has produced an epitaph to equal it in thou^t9
sy]q>athy, language or literary merit.

I
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Scrapbook . P. 124, of Mr. P« S. Lambros

Feb. 11, 1923.

That apeeeh alone roTeals Lincoln as the great President » the lover of humanity,
the chasqpion of liberty and Justice*

Lincoln^ in short, is distinguished as the philosopher of the nineteenth century
by this one utterance. Translated into all the languages of the world, it is
uniTersally known*

You say say that it was an address » or funeral oration, It was howsTer, some-
thing greater than that* It was a masterpiece of eloquence that no nan in the
past had ever equalled*

The historical records of the world reveal only one funeral oration, pronounced
under similar conditions » worthy of cooparison with this*
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Scrapbook « P. 124, of Mr. P. S. Lanbros.

Feb. 11, 1923

It vas delivered In Athens two thousand years ago by Pericles

»

Bath Bien were noted not only for their eloquence but also for their deeds,

their dcTOtion to democratic principles, and their intellectual power.

Pericles was the first democratic ruler of Athens and governed it in the most

flourishing period of Greek oratory, art, and civilisation. His funeral oration

resftins an historic tribute to freedom, liberty, and democracy*

(Roriesof Hations

Athens under the government of Pericles was that which America is to-day. We

acknowledge this when we refer, for exanple, to Chicago as the new Athens of

America, doing homge to the glorious past of Athens as it bore fruit in art,

literature, and civilization during the golden era of Pericles.
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Scrapbook. P. 124, of Mr. P. S. Laaibroa

Feb. 11, 1923

The Pmrthtaonf built under his administration, remaine the principal monument of

his age*

In comparing Pericles* oration with that of Idncoln 1 mean to say that there was

a striking similarity between the two addresses in circumstances and in settings

Pericles' oration represents the •'glory that was Greece,* Lincoln's the glory that

is America*

Merer before in history had there been such progress in civilization as in the gulden

century of Athens* Pericles' funeral oration stcmds as an immortal monument to its

democracy*

then Pericles entered public life, he found in the noblest democracy the noblest

thought

•
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Scrapbook . P. 124, of Mr. ?• S. Lanibros

Feb. 11, 1923

&i one of his addresses he said, "Tre enjoy a form of govenunent that is called

demou kratos, democracy. It is not for the benefit of the few but for the benefit

of the many. All should enjoy equality in the eyes of the law**

In another address he said,*^e are all democrats or imperialists, or neither, or

both, but in regard to the laws wemust all enjoy equality
'^
ft

Ho other nan in the history of the world has given so clear a definition of

democracy except Idncoln, who said, **GoTemment of the people, by the people, and

for the people shall not perish from the earth.**

/ safely say that Pericles was the original

perfecter*
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Scrapbook t P. 124, of Mr. P. S. lambros*

Feb, 11, 1923*

Further coin>ari80n of the great oration of 461 B. C. with that of 1863 reveals

other renarkable similarities. These great addresses delivered by these two

great men were composed for the same purpose,~to pay tribute to the heroic dead

and to inspire democracy. Pericles' oration stands as democracy's gospel* Pericles

accomplished the absolute democratiiation of Athens, Lincoln the perfect

democratisation of Anerica.

It was Pericles rtio established the first democratic constitution in the world,

demonstrating the value of citixenship and the equality of mankind in rights and

in the courts and requiring that the cases of the poor should be tried as well as

those of the rich.

Read Pericles' oration and Idncoln's address, and you will not find a word of one

repeated in the other.
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Serapbook> P. 124, of Mr* ?• S. Iambro8«

Feb. 11, 1923.

You will find, howavor, what I ndgjit call an identity of philoeophy, for the

thouf^t and the occasion were the same in both. The eimilarity is not in

phraseology, it is rather in the conditions which prevailed and in the ideals

irtiieh inspired both Pericles and Idneoln*

Tribute to Heroes

Pericles delivered his fcunous oration over the graves of the Greek heroes who

gave their lives in the Oivil war between the **orth and the South of Greece—

between Athens and Sparta.

Greek fou^t against Greek, brother against brother, as Americans fought against

Anericans in our own Civil War, to preserve the democratic ideals of Athens.
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ScraDbook > P. 124^ of Mr. P. S. Icunbros.

Feb. 11, 1923.

In th« American South there were slaTee; in Sparta there were Helots. The
Helots were the property of their masters. They were bound to serve and to
bear arms for their masters' protection.

They were not admitted to the full dignity of citizenship. They rose ag^nst
their masters » but they were defeated time and time again.

It was the ambition of Pericles to abolish slavery and oligarchy and to es-
tablish a democratic government in Greece.

Lincoln^s dream was to abolish slavery and to preserve the Union. Pericles made
Athens the center of ancient civilization; Lincoln made America the new Athens
of the world, the center of democratic thought and action.
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Scrapboot . P. 124, of Vr. P. S. Lanbros*

Feb. 11, 1923

LineolBf the groat iaieriean) beliayed that all men were bom equal* Perloles eaidf
^Jus regards the laws of Athens 9 all enjoy equality ft

The simplicity of the ciTilization of ancient Greece aM of aodem imerica may
be inferred from the fact that both countries endured ciril wars to establish
perfect democracy* Both nations had the same attachment to democratic principles

»

the same love of liberty, the same sympathy for the oppressed, the same enthusiasm
for the brave men irtio fought for the supremacy of democracy*

The object of Pericles in his funeral oration was not only to pay tribute to the
dead but also to instill patriotism in the hearts of the citixens.

It was not actually a funeral oration, for the soldiers had been buried long before
he delivered his address*
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Sorapboak. P. 124, of Ue, P. 8. Laoibros,

Feb. 11, 1923.

MrKH:"H:

It vas rather a Bwaorial address 9 inTolving the exhibition of the bones of the
dead liarriorsy that their relatives nig^t participate and hare the opportunitjr

to witness their reiaains, so payihg tribute to their aeniry; and further^ that
they Bd^t make offering to the gods of Greece and pray that they would not
forget to pundLsh the eneay* After being exhibited for three days the reaain*
of the dead heroes were plaeed in eypress coffine and earried back to the public
oenetery^

Iiin&oln*s oration 9 in the National Park at Gettysburg) dedicated a national
cemetery

•

It was a funeral oration over the graves of 3^629 American heroes who died in
the Civil War 9 nMurly half of them unidentified^
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P. 124. of Ur. P. S. laidsros.

fj* v'^i^;

Scrapbook ^ P. 124 « of— Feb. 11, 1923

Gettysburg had been selected for the cemetery because the battle there was one
of the most important In theClTil War; indeed f it was the turning-point in the
long struggle for the presenration of the Union*

Our analysis of Pericles* oration and of Lincoln's rsTeals a piiychological under-
current which connects these two great men in principles » in eloquence » and in
democratic traditions f though two thousand years lay between them*

Pericles begeui his oration thus; *I will begin then with our ancestors. Our
fathers inherited a country with eTerything» so as to be self-sufficient both for
peace and for war«**

^Our forefathers brought forth on this continent a new nation* conceived in liberty*
said Lincoln*
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P. 124, P. S. lambros.

Feb. U, 1923.

"^Tha country was brought to a test by the Peloponnesian War^ and it must prove
superior to its fame 9*^ Pericles spoke*

^ov we are engaged in a great civil war^ testing whether a nation so conceived
and so dedicated can long endure 9

** said Lincoln*

^t was for such a country that these dead heroes nobly resolved to fight and
fell fighting for freedomt** was Pericles* tribute.

"^Ve have come to dedicate a portion of that field as a final resting-place for
those who here gave their lives that that nation mi^t livot** was Lincoln* s«

When Perieles* referred to the bravery of the dead 9 he said 9 **When men have
shown themselves brave by deeds 9 they should be honored also by deeds 9** which
is similar to Lincoln's remark 9 **The brave men 9 living and dead 9 who struggled
here have consecrated it far above our power to add or to detract N
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Pericles f continulngy stated, **I shall not offer condolence so nuch as con->

solation* Hi4>py are the men who have died as they have for freedom, the most
glorious death,<~to vhom life has been so Justly aeasured that they were both
happy in their life and happy in tbeir death.**

Lineoln^s Gettysburg address reads as follows t **from these honored dead let us
take increased dewotion for that cause for which they gave the last full neasure
of devotiOB**!

Pericles, realising the most importance of the historical event, said, **The

bravery of great heroes is attended with such renown that they never grow old***

Lincoln said, **Ihe world will little note nor long remember what we say here,
but it can never forget what they did here***

Aside from these addresses both men reveal their philoiu^phical similarity in
other speeches*
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Serapbook . P. 124^ of ^r« P« 8. ^maibros*

Feb* 11, 1923.

Lincoln said 9
** I am not bound %P winy but I am bound to be true*** Pericles said

9

'Mlhere the greatest prises are accorded to Tirtuey there also the most yirtuous
men are to be found among the citizens***

Neither ^ncoln nor Pericles was a soldier} Pericles did not wear the uniform of
D^emistoclesy nor did Lincoln carry the sword of Washington* Each fou^t in
spirity however 9 in the councils of state t bearing the responsibility of a great
war each endured disappointment and sorrow; each was an apostle of democracy.

(&reat ae was Pericles in his age 9 however 9 immortal as were the precepts which
he utteredy a study of his thou^t has been and probably will continue to be
confined largely to the scholar

•

To the majority of us modern Americans he remains the misty and almost nQTthical

embodiment of great ideals*
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Scrapbook . P. 124f of Mr. P. 3. Lambros.

Feb. 11, 1923.

Lincoln f on the other handy lireB as clearly in our memory as did hie person in
the love of his associates. ^±e life remains the leading spirit and the guiding
star of Amsrican traditions*
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I B 4 /

III A PRELATE LEON PE'JiAS
'

III
III H (Necrology)
I 3

On Thursday mornirit^, November 16, the most beloved and highest ranl:ing

member of our clergy in Chicago, the Reverend Prelate Leon Pegeas, passed
away. He became ill tv/enty-four hours before his death, v/hich was caused
by heart failure. The sad nev;s was transmitted by telephone to the Chicago
Greek community during the early hours of the morning. Our fellow country-
men, who had received his blessings and enjoyed his precious company for
fifteen years, av/oke to the distressing and shocking news that the man
whose mild and noble features and personality delighted and inspired all,

was gone forever.

All hurried to town for further information. They greeted each other with,
*Life /be/unto you."

/
•

V
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I B 4 ^^"^
III A Truly Father Leon, as he v/as greeted by everyone, was a man whose

III C personality inspired and imposed itself on everyone everywhere,

III H He was a man of noble stature, widely cultured, simple in his

I C nobility and kindness, humble and most willing to be kind to all.

He was also characterized by devout patriotism and Greek feeling which
because of the recent national disasters contributed to his death. It was

impossible for him not to enjoy the love and esteem of all. Therefore, his

funeral, which will be announced by specially appointed committees, v/ill

be a most magnificent one—-to be attended by all_jbhe people. This will be

one of the noblest funerals in our community's /histor;^ Besides the
organizations, the Socrates School, of which lie was president while he

was pastor of the V/est Side G-reek Community for a number of years, the

board of directors of the Church and the 7/est Side community are making
arrangements for the funeral. Many other prominent members of our Chicago
community are also working toward the same end.

J
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Saloniki, Nov. 18, 1922.

GREEK

III A
III G

III H
I C

The detailed arrangements of the funeral v/ill be made knovm to the

public by means of programs v/hich will be distributed.

The only surviving relatives of the deceased are: the Rev. George

Petrides of Detroit, !Ir. and llrs. Augerinos, and a few others in

Athens. Saloniki is deeply grieved by the national loss, the death of

our beloved Father Leon.

translator's note:

Prelate Leon Pegeas was a representative individual of great influence

among Chicago-Greek people^^
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Scrapbook , p. 90, of Ur. P. S. Lambros,

130 N* ?/ell8 St., Chicago, 111*

GREEK EXPLAINS HIS LOYALTY TO UllITED STATES

•

Editor of National Paper Addresses Meeting of 75 Foreign Groups.

Expounding the reasons for his devotion to America, his adopted country,

Peter S* Lambros, editor of the Greek Star, to-day addressed delegates to

international demonstration of seventy-five foreign groups in the Red Room

of the Hotel La SiJLle. Professing his incapacity for fiery oratory, despite

his nativity in the land of Demosthenes, Mr. Lambros proceeded to demonstrate

his faith in the American flag and his idea of what it symbolizes*

••It is a great inspiration to see people from all parts of the world gathered

under one roof,** asserted Mr. Lambros, '•and whether we wear the uniform or

not, whether we come from Italy or from France, we are all one as Americans,
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striving to set for our country and ourselves a standard that will crown

Americans with glory and honor • Regardless of our nationalities or our

creed, we all feel that our true patriotism must be expressed in words and

in deeds, for in union there is strengths"

Paying tribute to the hospitality of the United States to the immigrant,

Mr. Lambros demanded that foreigners be questioned on the subject of their

Americanism*

••We may give but one ans ver,** he declared, "and that is that we believe

that it is our duty to love our country, to support the national government,

to obey the laws and to respect the flag and defend it against the enemies

of American democracy*

••It is our duty to exalt the ideals and the sacred traditions of Lincoln

and V/ashington and to strive to make America greater and better than we have
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foimd it. Upon our arrival in New York, gazing at the Statue of Liberty,
we were inspired by this symbol of freedom of action, freedom in person,
freedom of thought and of the press, and freedom of government*"
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Gtv '. iiL

The familjr of Ghristos Darnascas wishes to thaiiK the readers of the Saloniki
for their expressions of sympathy upon t:ie tragic death of Lheir beloved
Ghristos. He v/or:<:ed very hard as editor of the oaloniki in order to help
the progress of the Greek coi»iaunity of Chicago.

.;e, his bereaved family, are proud of his efforts, and if he has helped his
people, he has not died in vain. His death ;vas attributed to a long illness
caused by overwork and vjorry.
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Saloniki , Au^* 9, 1913.

MJITERAL 0? JAI^SS 5X0R0S

Funeral services for James Floros, the prominent Greek manufacturer who was
shot and killed under such dramatic circijmstances last Wednesday night, v/ere

held yesterday in the Greek Orthodox Church of the Annunciation.

Thirty beautiful v/reaths of flavors v/ere placed around the coffin. The lar-
gest vn?eaths were those of the Confectioners Association and the Greek Church
of the Annunciation, vjhich he had served lon^^ and faithfully as president
and vice-president, respectively. The weeping and lamentation of the widow,
brothers, and other relatives moved all to tears.

The thi^e /pveekl pastors of Chicago, Reverends Leon Pygeas, Ambrose Mandelaris,
and Constantine Kadzidimitriou, and the choirs of the feree Greek churches took
part in the impressive funeral services. The eloquent Reverend Kadzidimitriou

,.N

\

\
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Saloniki , Auc. 9, 1913. V

delivered the funeral oraoion, v/hioh was full of lofty reli£:ious sontir.ants

and ideas* He attacked raan's vanity and foolish an^er.

About tv;o thousand people ef^corted the funeral procession to the Union Depot,
from vrhore a special train took the deceased to his last resting place at
Irmvood Gor.ietei^'.

Tn

At the side of the ^rave vrlere thousands cf people Imd feathered, Dr* Gonsta:it-

ine ?:allionsis ?dnd I.:r. Peter ;''. Lar;roros, publisher of the Greek Ctar^ spoke
briefly, eictollin.^ the virtues of the luil'ortunate victim. Dr. Plaliionzis re-
viewed the ovwstandinr events in Jloros* life. He said that I'lcros v/as born
in ""erpin:* , Lac3d?enon, Greece, in 187C. ;^t the af:e of si:ctecn, 71oros canie

to /iiiiorica, -.^'ere he took a business ccurse. By hard v;orl:: and ::heer ability'-,

he beca:X' the foujider of the Housotos a:"d j'lcros Ice GreaM Conpany. He did
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Saloniki, Aug. 9, 1913. ^\

patriotic v;ork as adviser to the Greek Youtte* Tolimteer Regiment, and he

was instrumental in organizing the Confectioners' Association, of v/hich he was
president. Mention v/as made of the great services he had rendered the Greek

Church of the Annunciation as vice-president of the Board.

The tragedy and the profound disturbance occasioned in our community by his

death v;ill be rer.embered long after the deceased has be in laid to rest.

d"
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DR. PAPATEIEODOROU PASSES EXAMINATIONS.

Dr« Papatheodorou , who recently arrived from Greece, has passed the medical
examination and obtained a license to practice his profession in the State
of Illinois*

This Greek pathologist, who is one of the few who will climb to the* peak of
his profession, is welccMtied by the Greek community of Chicago. The Star ex-
presses its sincere good wishes.
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The Greek rtar , July 10, 1936*

SOCIAL.

Sunday, July 5» more than three thousand Ppartans ani oth-^^r friends, who observe
the patriotic activities of the Laconian elenient, came to the pin.nic of the pan-
Laconian 'Tnion, which was ^iven in Harms Park. Pvery^,vhere arc md, you could see

hand-i;hakin^:s and faces of the sons and daughter of historic r^^arta, who had come
to^^etuer to express their i.iutual friendly feolin, s, and entertain taose wno honored
tneiu, 'xhey alio felt very glad for tne 'Spartan ele.aent t.ixt pluys suca a big role

in Ohicugo, botii fro.a tne national and social point of view.

Greek-American dances continued until late into the ni^nt and more tiian two nundred
Spartans composed the different committees that were tiiere "on the Job" to enter-
tain and please all. The whole affair, under the direction of Andrew Fasiieo, proved
to be tne most successful of all picnics leld in '.hicai o.

r-n athletic program was under the direction of Andrew Anastassaicis, in v;hich the
gaoons distingushed themselves and proved to be possessec liyira traditional merit.
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The CrTse/: ^tar ^ July 10, 1036,

Great entnubiuuin and interecst was witnessed in ^jurticul^.^r during the initiation
ceremcnv of oi'ilcers of the ";::ouncil of the i-an-Lacohian Union'.'. Tne officers are:

Andrew Facheas, rresicient; Deraetrios Papa^ior^ ion, Vice-president; Jonn Katsovitis,
Secretary; George Diacouineus, Treasurer. (Tne names of t^iO^e t;iot co-iLose tne
council f ollov/--':'ranslator. ">

The Greek Ct^r , that pays due tribute to all the Hreeks v;ithout exception, and has
been recognized^ as the Pan-llellenic or^ an for a third of a centar\^, resist :rs ex-
ceptional honor and pleasure, becaui.se frorri a local point of view, it belonfrs to the
phalanx of Lacedaemonians. Trie Greek Ftar is proud of bein£ ali^o an ort:,an of the

Spartans, witn a fpartan manager, and declares that the Lacons are the forerunnerFt
the Vanguards, the Columbuses of Hellenism; thut it i^ to the r? artans all the

Greeks ought to look to with due respect.

The .Tpartans v/ero the first immigrar •, the pioneers of every national and religious
idea. They paved the w&,' of prosperity and activity of the thousaiids of Greeks now

living under tl:e fulus of the ^ lorious /imerican fla^^ •

p.f, Laiapros, Manager of tne "::tar"

.
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AKNDiOL CUJB DINNER

nWCMDli

The Society of Stereoladitons people tvom a tovm of that name in Greec^
of Chicago gives an annual diimer in behalf of its members and their families

•

This years* dinner took place last Sxinday in the hall at the comer of Van
Buren Street and Ashland Avenue* A large number of Stereoladitons gathered
in spite of the very bad weather#*«««

The dinner had been prepared and served by the staff of the well-known Harrison

\^

Restaurant 9 located at the comer of Wabash and Harrison Streets* The menu
was a typica:

Greek tables

<

was a typically Greek one and included all sorts of delicacies found only on o

The American and Greek national anthems were played before the dixmer was
served* Then the Society* s president ^ Mr* Peter Pappes, reiterated the

purpose and program of the Society. He stated that it was interested in edu-

cation and progress 9 that it provided financial aid to its members and their

CD
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families 9 and promoted general good will* He also said that so
far the Society bad fulfilled this program of purposes but that it would
endeavor to do more in the future* ••••

nwcHoii

O

CD
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GREBX

LACOKIAII BROTn-SRHOOD FORIISD

One of the groups of Chicago Oreeks which has, up until now, done nothing ^
toward organizing itself as others have done, is the Laconians* The Oreeks ^
from the town of Laconia have felt this absence keenly and have lately -

begun to think about organizing a regional society* -o

After a few preliminary discussions a committee was chosen to direct the i^

formation of the Laconian Brotherhood* This committee has been quite suiccesff^

ful, for within a few days it has enrolled more than a hundred members* A
permit has already been received from the State of Illinois and a constitu-
tion will be presented for ratification at the first meeting* Ttie organiza-
tion will be called ^The Pan-Laconian Philanthropic Progressive Brotherhood**.
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e^MtxDi:

ANOTHER NEW REGIONAL SOCIETT

Another regional society has been added to the already lengthy roster in
Chicago* This time it has been foxmdd by people from the town of Eakouria
in the State of Mantinea* Although there are only a few people here from this
little town, the smallness of their numbers did not dampen their patriotic
ardor to perform some beneficial service for their home town*

Last Sunday the members gathered in a store at the corner of Randolph and
Halsted Streets to elect officers* The following were elected«««««
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The Greek Press t July 3, 1930

ANNOUNCIEMIENT

p« 4.-» I would like to meet and converse with all Oreeks who hail froB

Tiliatra or Dimou Xranis to tell them of my pturpose in visiting America.

Since a private visit with each is impossible, I have arranged for you

all to come with your families to the cafeteria at Hull House, 801 W«

Polk street, on Sunday, July 6th at 3 o* clock in the afternoon. Please

do not disappoint me as I have something of importance to devulge to all

of you.

Chicago, July 2, 1930
Zustathios Theodorakopoulos

(P\ai)
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Last ^uxuruay, the ruilantixropic Cri_anization of Vonicn eind yis.ses of Tripoli ' ave

a tea in t-.e liormiil :iall of tae Lo^^ an :? ^uare I.:a£oi.ic T<iinple# Llerabers aiici tiieir

friends 'vere invited.

A very nice pro raja wac arran^'ed. I.iisr K-atherine ;iOuloukos played "I'aicran ''i'an

l]sai" ( "IIo flutter IIov; Far You Are»»), and all t:w> f iris j*oine(. in tae chorus. ^'"a£-

daline Bouloulcos played the Greek anthem and I'isr ritsa, tne Pir^^rici'^n.

Lliss Georpia Bouloukos recited a poeia, ,'oanna llbartisalis sanp, and cm-ill I'lss

Kalandreos danced. :]very one v/a. pleat^ed v/itn tiie entertainment.

The co.-nmittee is: 'lelen Giannopoulos , .^residentf Tofia h'ichclopoulos , vice-prerident

3. K. Bousious, secretary, l!. :'. I.ialliris, treasurer, Geor^.iu Bculouko::, rec, se-

cretary, and 1,1. Askouni^M G* Andreopo ilos, p. Boulouka*:, 'Z» Chainilornatis, ^;. Kou-

belis, C. TheodcropouloG, !.!. Galanopculos, ::. pana^akis, and :. Ladas.
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CHICAGO SREEK DAILY , July 18, 1922

Announcement

.

An appeal is made to all those from the community, Androuvista, to
"be present at Hull House, next Sunday'', July 23, 1 P.M. to discuss the School
of their community at the Settlement.

I
\
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July 13, 1918.

t^UlA'M

APHBAL TO THE CHICAGO TEGEATAIIS

All Chicago Tegeatans ^rans. note. These are natives of one of Southern
Greece^s largest provinces. There are many Tegeatans in Chicago^JT" residing
in Chicago are asked to be present at a meeting on Wednesday, July 17, 7:00
P. M. , at 748 Blue Island Avenue in the hall directly above the Greek phar-
macy.

The purpose of this meeting is to establish a society composed of Tegeatans.
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SaloHikl , Feb. 27, 1915. ^'^^ O^lo mj.Sm^

NEW LOCAL SOCIETY

Greeks of Chicago have orgcinized a club composed of persons who are natives
of Neohouri of Mantinea. The purpose of this organization, the »»Prophet
Elias,** is to support and fulfill the needs of the birthplace of its members.

The following men were chosen to be officers: D. Aloupis, President; C.
Kogos, Vice-President;....

Saloniki congratulates the new officers and the progressive Neohouritans.

a.
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a-•H'T

c::?e'i^L":)

p. 5.. It is nc>^ neces -iry to :;o to 1:1' :*'-:': e-r to read accoimts in books of

the v/orlci-fci.ious bravery of Jpartann, anc tli -.re i.9 no re:\3cn to vronder or

to doubt "."hether tiie Spartan.- v/ere really '^.o valiant a'- tlie:^ are reputed to

have been, for ri^ht here in over city ^-jq have had the honor (thanks to i]:n-

riir-rration) of receivin<^ recently a Spartan vjliose stoici.sr'i amazed the doctors

v:hc treated hi:.i for hydro-ohobia.

Thif) new i:iii:'rant to cxa- city i;- John '^ro'-dcas, fourte^;n years old, -jiio cairie

froi':! oparta, Greece, six v/eehs a2:o.

"-ouns 3rc;okas, v;ho live.- at 208 3inn Street, vas bitten by a i.iad dof^ last

v:eek, and he is no:7 at the Pasteur Institute under the care of half a dozen

specialists -;ho 'lave beco:ie very v.iuch i":terosted ir\ the case.
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According to neignbors -:ho vritnecr-ed the battle betv:-:3n t:ie con; :and tlie bo^?"

the youtliful i:T:ii2:rant four^ht the nad dof;:*s attack vlth incredible courac:3

until he fell unconsci iis but never uttered a sin;;:le cry. At the hospital,
-.There the doctors v/ere stupefied by the youn.^ imini'^rant 's fortitude, their
Cray heads shook in aiiazoTient -.:hen John said through an interpreter, that
his courace v:as a Spartan characteristic

•

21ditor*s note: It is ^jnusual and v/onderfully fortifyinc to read in the
American press an iten about Greeks v:hich contributes to the reputativon of

Greeks, for such reports furnish examples for others. But /i:nerica has anong
natives and i^mni/^rants an abundance of extraordinary people, and v:hen an
instance pr'^-'ints itself as in the case of the Spartan boy, vie are astonished
to Icnov: v/hat colossal potentialities are hidden in this infi"ite country of
ours.



V. MISCELLANEOUS
CHARACTERISTICS
3. Picturesque Miscellanies
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-^aloniki , I.'.ay 30, l9jl.

Due to the Creek tratlitlon in honorini_ the celebration of one^i^ iiume day, by pay-

ing hin a visit in his home, I visited the ho:ne of ui old friend on tne ::orth '^ide

of Chicj.^o.

Cv/in£, to my desire to prolong, the visit v/ith a discussion, I pr^id my visit on the
eve of his name day. Rigat after dinner, wnich I enjoyed very mich, the discussion
began. To my surprise, the ^ rand-dau{:hter of my friend removed everything fro a

reach of the old grand-dad, including flo^ver vasoc and even a.h trays, in short,
every breakable object, Forgettin^^ my e-^iquette in amazement, I a.^-ked, ^^ ^^h::/ all

this?" The young lady with a whimsical smi^e said, "You know, my grand-dad, when
he speaks, makes such gesticulations th>'t everything breakable must be removed, or

else."

Sitting opposite my friend, the discussion reached its hei^ nt, ^.nen, to lay ubtoni^xi-

ment, the young lady came and took my ash tray a.;uy. Tais habit '^i' gesticultitions

is not a monopoly, but a general characteristic v/itn ixll tne (-reeks.
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The Greek cannot and will not talk without £:esticuiatin£;. Gesture, it seeniL^, ic a

national charecteris-cic. The Greek talks with his handrs, deLcribes with hie hands,
and narrates with his h^^nd?;. ^'^hen yon see, far away, two handf* working back and
forth, up and down, rest assured that there is a Greek behind the^n, unless it is a

Jew or Italian, talking. In Greek oratory, Greek acting, and Greek dircur^hion, Cesti
culation plays the biggest role. Only one nan in Greece was distin^^uished for non-
^esticulatinf. Ke was Harilaos Tricoupis, former Pri-ne minister, v/ho v/hile talking
for hours in the Greek parliament, held his hands locked beuind nis back, .i Greek
culprit, with his hands shackled, was unable to axiswer .iae^^tions asrced by tne ^uurd.

He finally said, "How can I tell you about my ri^iits .vaile ny xiands ur^ snackied?"

Indeed, the poor Creek, how ociud he talk with his nands tiedl 7::^ officer of tne

lav;, by shackling the cultprit's hands, autornji: Icallv sealed tne c Iprit* s '-on^^ue.

Freedom of speech could not be attained in Greece without th-. fr -'-i^
. of the h&nds.

-^ Greek becomes excitable and irritaMe according to the v-;locity of [ esticul- ticn.
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raloniki, I !av 30, 1 9 31

•

YsHiile the diGCussion is done v/itn v/ords only, he i:: quiet but v;her: the fla:-.e cf de-

bate reaches a cliinaxt the one not riflaine, a^- yet, will lay to 1rhe excited spetiicer,

"Put your haids io-A'n" . The reply will be, "How can I? .Vren't v.e tulkin^^?*' "Talk
all you want to, but put your hand; down." The ^o.-tic .l-itin^ nun loses his speech
and £oes, conjuring Zeus and ^nthena, fcr ^toppin. hit- freeioia of speech!

Tue better ty^je of Greeks, who are cl.'a^-ied in the category non-^.eGticulators, arc

tnose /vao iiave bat oiie ur;a, especially tne left; tnose vvno nuve txio ri/at 'a::ind in a

T 1 H -slin£ due to a ciur^ical opertition; and tae waiters of tae col'l'e

are holdinr a trav.
aouces, v^aen i '

,

tr

A Greek peasant st^ndin^: before the Iraxiteli'in '^er-ies s-^^id to u passerb;s "You
iiria^ane that he is alive and lackin^^ only ir. spee '.i^ for how could the unfortunate
youth talk while he has no hands!"
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^^XJRISTS SEEK THE GREECE OF 01^

That which characterized most of tiie foreign tourists who visited G-reece

in tne first years of its independence was not so much their pro-

Hellenisni as their orthodox enthusiasm for archaeology, that is, their

boundless worship of everything that is ancient Greek. The names of

Kolokotronis, Botsaris, Karaiskakis, Miaoulis and Kanaris appealed to

their emotions much less than the memory of Miltiades, Theraistocles,

Phocion, and Demosthenes. Their souls were electrified much more by

the triumph of Marathon and the naval battle oi' Salamis tiian by tne

battle of Arahova and tne burning of tne Turkish flagship in Chios.

These noble strangers in visiting Greece believed that they should really

see not the soiled Foustanella out the becoming mantles of the ancients,

that they should hear not tne songs of Kleftes out the verses of

Pindar.

Tnis somewhat curious psychology, yet not barren of noble ideals, was

the cause of the amusing remarks in which the writings of tnese strange

worshippers of things ancient abound. Their first disappointment in
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reaching Peiraeus and seeing nothing to resemble ancient Greece except
the iraraortal raaroles of the Partnenou, caused them to utter cries of
rignteous imiignation.

Something of the sort happened to an English lord wno went to Greece in
1836 to let his eyes admire what had fascinated his imagination in reading
the ancient Greek authors. What indignation vvas his when, on landing at
Peiraeus, he found, a coach ready to carry him to A^nens, and what was
his horror when in the inn where he sat down to eat they handed him
knives and forks to eat witnl

"What corruption of manners!'* says he in a letter written to a friend
of his describing his impressions, "and how much the contemporary Greeks
have degenerated, forfeiting tneir right to the virtues of their. ancestorsl
The oeautiful Aspasia, wife of an immortal statesiEan, when she jame from
Miletus, as I today from London, walked to Athens to see her husband.
And handsome Alcibiades used not a fork: but his fingers when he wanted
to convey something from his plate to his mouth."

And the noble Englishman boarded his yacnt and returned to his country
cursing those who had introduced silverware into Greece.
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LOGOMACHY - THE GREEKS TALK AND TALK - WHAT
OUR ROVING REPORTER REPORTSl

P« 4 - The Greeks are accused of talking too much* And indeed they do# That is
the reason, I presumethat ire say, "The Greeks have a word for it"« Logos and
man are inseparable from the "beginning of creation, but the Greeks over-do it#

God bless the non-Greek when they have to listen to those prattling tongues
of the Greeks* And what do they say? They don't know, because all of them
talk and nobody listens*

Our roving reporter, who covers the social life of the Greek in Chicago, reports
that the Chicago Greeks are not so bad but the next thing to it« Greeks in
coffee houses, clubs, bsurber shops, grocery stores, street cars, churches,
restaurants and even when/they eat, continually talk and talk about the weather,
the stock market, politics, the fault of others (not their own, they havenH
any) the life hereafter and the possibility of a Greek as a United States
president* But their audience as it happens is composed of Greeks and con-
sequently nobody listens to their talk* In symposiums, meetings and what not

you hear the humming prattle of the Greeks* They will explode if they donH talk*
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The Grreeks being descendants of their ancient progenitors imquestionably
inherited the rhetoric art of the ancient s# In another article we wrote
about the rhetoric curt of the ancients and why it was taught* It is said
that Zeno, the fo\inder of the ''Stoa", demanded a double teeu^hing fee from one
of his pupils^ who in astonishment asked why the double fee? Zeno said simply
because I have to teach you two arts: that is, the first, how to use the Logos
and become a rhetorician, iriiich I do teach, and second, I have to teach you how
to be silent* Wise old Zeno, knew that rhetorics is a difficult art, especiedly
when it is used to effect and impose silence upon others, but he also knew
that the wisdom of silence was much more difficult, because throu^ silence
we think, concentrate and deliberate*

Indeed the patron of the ancient Athenian barber shop was rigjit, triien the
barber ssked him how he wanted to have his hair trimmed; he said: In silence,
by Jovei

Of coTirse, being an impartial reporter, and a broad-minded one, we cannot very well
entirely blame the modem Greeks for talking too much, because as we said above.
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they inherited their talkative inclination from the ancients, who used rhetorics
to defeat logic and truth* Poor Greeks (ancient and modern) they have to be
accused or blamed for something or other* Anyrray, as long as they are praised
for many things, at least they can stand a little accusation and condemnation,
and take it on the chin, otherwise they mi^t get high-hat ted*

During my visit to Athens I visited the Greek parliament to see the modem Greek
Solons and have the opportunity to listen to their rhetorics* Good Godl I was
ashamed of rs^ preconceived Judgement or fixed idea that all the Greeks talk
together cuid nobody listens* It was not true* Because oat of 400 Solons I

found one listening and the other 399, of course, rhetorizing« By Jupiter, how
we dare to accuse all the Greeks? Here is an instance of an exception* ••••But
how foolish we are to expect an apple tree to produce oranges? The modem
Greek is a chip off the old block*

TBe Trojan war could have been terminated in two or three months* The famous
Achaians who were distinguished for bravery and fitting ability, instead of
fighting,prattied and quarreled and their logomachy was great* That grieved
poor Athena (Minerva) who ever so often merged from Olympus, admonishing the
Greeks and singing the hymn of conciliation*
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Did they listen? How could they? They all were prattling, disputing and saying
the famous ••Eis Logous Elthein" (to have a conference)

•

This Logocopia or Logomachy was the cause of the Peloponnesian wars that dragged Greece
into a civil bloodshed* The barbarians came» and still come to find the Greek
talking, disputing, medizing (imitating the Medes) Macedonizing, Venizelizing or
anti-Venizelizing (siding for or against Venizelos) etc* The same thing, if not
worse, took place at the BygantiuB, irtien the hordes of the barbarians were
breaking down the gates of Byzantium, we, the non^featring God-like Greeks, were
debating as to how the Holy Spirit is delivered, by the Father or the Son?«.*««

God almighty forgive me* I am afraid that I repeat history* Our enemies
conspiring and concentrating explosive fuel to blow us up, and what do we do?

Simply rhetorizel Hight here in Chicago we begin to lose ground as businesses
are being taken away from us by the chain stores » and we as usual talk and talk*

What can be done with those Greek talkers? There is one and only one hope of

salvation* To know, that the best Logos is the one that is not uttered* The

ancients, knowing the talkativeness of the race, used to say," Either say good things,

or say nothng*" The ancient Egyptians erected golden statues in honor of silence*
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Today, we, the modems, say: "Silence is golden." But the best and wise thing,

for these modem Greek orators (goodness, gracious they all are), is to

imitate the monks of Tsapiston* They abolished Logos entirely, and communicated
with signs*

The new and modem Greeks will do well if they have a conference and decide to

adopt the method of the monks, and undoubtedly they will communicate better
than they do now, providing clubs, canes, pistols and other battling instruments
of the modem Greek rhetoricians, are taboo*

Good Lord, I overdid it in accusing the modem Greeks, at least our Chicago
Greeks are not like that*
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GREEKS RSADT TO USBT GREEKS FOR POSSESSION OF FRUIT STORE • WOODUVN POLICE
STATION RUSHES TiENTY POLICE • UODERN XENOPHONS* ANABASIS

•

p* 3 * About a hundrad Graaka^ armed with guna and clubs and aurroundad
by a group of bondsman faam stood guard at tha fruit stora of Pan. Liakaa at

South Park Avanua and Sixty«*third Streat sinca last Wadnasday mornings
awaiting tha arrival of Ant» TJovania and his armed braves* Tjovanis has
laaaad the fruit store for $50 a month* It is now occupied by Liskaa, who
paya only $25 a month* Tjovania has sent word to Liskaa that he is coming
to take possession of the place by force if Liskas does not give it up
willingly* Liakaay who knows that possession is nine points of the law,
haa organised his group of a hundred and aimed them well and with a score
of surety*men ready at hand to secure their release in case of arrests haa
sent word to TJovania to "come and get it***
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Captain Brown of the Woodlawn station, upon receiving information that the
neighborhood had occupied every point of vantage to witness the anticipated
Greek battle royal, since he knew by experience that blood will be shed when
Greek meets Greek, rushed to the scene of operation with twenty picked men
and encamped behind the fruit store* The residents of the VThite City district,
in their eagerness to witness an honest to goodness when-Greek*meets-Greek
battle, crowded the streets and sidewalks in such numbers that reenforcements
were called to maintain order*

LiskaA maintains that his lease does not expire until July 1, while Tjovsinis

asserts that it expired on May 15*

Most of the city press in colorful articles has commented with gust on the
dispute* The Inter^'Ocean says, ''Relations between Liskeis and Tjovanis
are severed* Ultimatums have been served, and the meeting of their opposing
armies is imminent* The camps are four paraseuigs apart* Xenophon should
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have been alive today to describe this modern aaabasis of the Chicago Greeks*

^^^ Daily News t vhich has sent reporters and photographers to the scene of
conflict to follow from strategic points the movements of the embattled
armies t prints the followingt

**A8 soon as the defenders of Liskas' fortress were informed by one of their
mounted vanguard that the coming enemy was about four parasangs away 9 they
lined up in full panoply to meet them* The opposing Greek armies may meet
for a final show-down at any location in Englewood at a time when the officers
of the law are offtheir guard* The real strength of the two forces cannot
be estimated^ without the help of Xenophon*
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••Tjovanis* armyy either for strategical reasons or on account of the presence
of the blue^-coatsy has not appeared as yet 9 but Liskas* warriors, bting
Greeks and knowing Greeks, are patiently smd vigilantly holding the
disputed ground* The neighborhood waits eagerly to see the battle of Greek
with Greek •**

Editor's notet Fellow Greeks, the colorful and humorous publicity which you
and and all of us have obtained by our stupid actions does not reflect to
our credit in the eyes of good people • The two disputing Greeks should have
been taken their differences before a court of equity and not have resorted
to battle and bloodshed* Our community in Chicago, in general, is not
benefited by unwise actions of this kind*

Let us respect ourselves in order to command the respect of others* Our
adopted country does not approve of a modern Xenophon*8 anabasis in Chicago*
Let us be wise*
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THE S0-CALL3D GRZEK LITERATI IK CHICAGO.

EITHSI-; GO BACK TO GRL'ECE OR GO TO '.iOBK.

GREEK

WPA(ILL.)PR0J.3(fe7j:

p. 4. -If there is anything debatable under the sun, the Greek literati of

Chicago are ready for it. If the subject is atheism or theism, they will
take either side in order to keep busy debating. If the topic is the laws
of this country, of which they know nothing at all, these affable Greet
logicians tackle it for the sake of argument, and bla, bla, bla, all day
long. And if there is nothing to discuss, they create an argument by asking
you what language departed souls speak v/hen they are freed from the material
to the immaterial, and if you are not-'.interested in this idle talk, they ask
what your opinion is about thought-currents and so forth. Fiddlesticks,
nonsense, and unproductive chatterl How they pay rent, laundry-bills, and
other necessary itens only 1-anerva knows. Of course, as for food and tobacco,
they get it gratis from their fellow-Greeks, who are amused by the q:lib-tonaTied
Ixteratia
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Star . Sept. 29, 1905. WPA (!Lu PRQj. JO^?^

Chicago Greeks of this class, who i.iaintain that it is beneath their dignity
and their station of life to do manual labor for a living, are former normal-
school teachers, students of colleges and universities, public-school teachers,
and others who were caught by the emigration to America fever and landed here*

That they are physically unequipped to do manual labor is an indisputable fact,
but necessity knows no law. v/ith regard to their disdain of doing any work
which tends to diminish their dignity and is unbecoming to their station in
life, the Star reminds them of what Socrates said, **Ergon ouden to oneides;
aergia to oneidos—*No work but only idleness is a disgrace.**

For their own sake the Star suggests that they either go back to Greece or go
to v/ork and make themselves useful and independent citizens of this great country,
whose motto is "work and prosper.'*
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Start Oct. 7, 1904# Wh'A (ILL) PhU;..:'i^/;:.

PINDAIWXBE CENTER OF DISPUTE*

p. S^Thrae dark«8kiimed Greeks » supposedly educated , selected as the site for
their debate the northeast corner of State and Lake streets and there and then
poured out their profound knowledge of literature* Pindar, a lyric poet of
Greece, was the subject of the dispute.

Ihro of them knew positively that Pindar lired in the year 1821, while the third
Qreek insisted that Pindar lived in the year 1407 A«D« in Homeric battle would
have taken place if , by Athena^s will, a fourth Greek had not appeared and in^
forxoed them that Pindar lived in the year 1700 B«C. , in the time of Cadmus* Ihe
dispute ended with hand-shakes, and the crowd irtiich had gathered to witness a
Qreek battle scattered in disi^pointment

•
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Stmr. Oct, 7, 1904. WPA (ILL; Prfuj..lJc^5

13ia whole thing could have been ayoided if these Greeks who were evidently
interested in the literatiire of ancient and modem Greece 9 had attended the
meetings of our societies here^ where lectures on this subject are given at
every meeting*
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Stkr. Aug. 5. 1904. ^'VPA (ILL) PROJ. 30275

THE ENGLISH LMGUAOS IN GREEK VILLAGES

p. 3- The only people who iinderstand foreign lang\iages, especially
English, are the coiintry folk of Greece • The mail-carriers of Chicago
can verify this statement and God knows what they think and say when they
deliver some of the letters sent from Greece to Greeks in Chicago.

Here is how they are addressed:

Mr. So and So.

Cafe and itestaurant , Open all Night,
Fresh 'leats and Pastry, Splendid Service,
4o North Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Undoubtedly these unsophisticated country folk, who copy v/hat they
write from business cards sent to them by relatives here, think that
those queer Americans have no aT)preciation of laconism, since they use
so many words for a simple address.
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Star, Aug. 5, 1904. WPA (ILL) PKUj 3UZ/5

"miE^-J OREEK MEETS GREEK, »« FROM THE CHICAGO CHRONICLE

MISKiTERPRETATION OF TH^^ ADAGE

p. 2- The Greek:, the v/orld over, is news. He gets first-class publicity,
whether he likes it or not. He is either a "orince of v/ickedness or a
superh\iman r;henomenon. Either for good or for evil, he makes the front
page - and with capital letters.

The Chicago Chronicle , when a couple of youn^^*, robust Greeks had exercised
their muscles by pounding each other's heads lest the muscles become
atroT)hied, wrote a humorous story about them and added the following
paragraph

:

"The iaea of an anticipated fight which is commonly implied in the
exr)ression 'when Greek meets Greek' de'oends on a misinterpretation. The
above adage originated in the English Parliament in the year 1779 when
Richard Lee, British Uini-^ter of War, invoking the union of all the
political factions of the coiintry against an anticipated war from without,
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Star , Aug. 5, 1904. ^^^^ (ILL) PliUi. 3027 f^

used this figurative expression: 'Y/hen G-reeks are united with G-reeks,

then expect war!'"

Thus the accepted meaning of to-day is quite wrong. Anyway, right or
wron , the Greek must be the subject of v;hatever stories are manufactured
to amuse readers. And of course "the Greeks have a word" with which to

curse mudslingers, and in fact, "it is all Greek to them."
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Star, April 22, 1904. WPA (iLL,) PRUi. 30/7^

mGREEK ABDUCTS HIS SV/EETHEART

-0. 2- ivlichael Kollires, a robust, handsome Greek, is in love, and he does

not give a whoop about social or political rules and laws.

Because his sweetheart is young, and ner parents object to matrimony,

the youn^; swain went to 1609 \/t.oash Avenue, the residence of his beloved,

and lifting her up like a b:\by dashed out of the house to a waiting

carriage, and off he went with his heart's desire, whistling hymns to

his Grecian goas, who were on his side in the hour of need*

Of course such love-comedy may be all right in his native land, where

his Grecian goas have their domain ana can assist their demi-god swains

to carry off pretty damsels, but America is not rulea by these Olympian

deities, who also at intervals participated in similar escaoades. The

indignant Greek was arrested, and Liargarita r.lallory, a blue-eyed and

golden-haired beauty, was taken away from young uichael's strong and

loving hands.
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Star , April 22, 1904. WPA (ILL) PRGj..M/i

Undoubtedly the Greek, in his cell av/aiting the arrangement of $1,000
bail, thinks, "Vrnat barbarians Americans are!" - especially the un-
sympathetic guardians of this odd American lav;, who unceremoniously
snatched his sweetheart away from hini.
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